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PREFACE

Cosmic-ray physics is now entering a new stage of development, a
characteristic feature of which is a definite emphasis on space physics in

cosmic-ray research. In addition, the nuclear aspect of cosmic-ray physics

is receiving special study in the range of ultrahigh energies as yet unattain-

able in the laboratory.

The enormous advances made so far in the conquest of space have

stimulated interest in space physics even more. The use of artificial

satellites and rockets makes it possible to solve certain important

theoretical problems in astrophysics and also some purely practical

problems, especially with regard to the prediction of solar radiation

bursts and their space-time distribution, in order to guarantee the safety of

manned space flights.

The First All-Union Conference on the Space Physics Aspect of Cosmic-

Ray Research, held in Yakutsk from 23 August to 2 September 1962, is a

further indication of the radical changes currently taking place in cosmic-

ray physics. This conference stirred up a lively interest among Soviet

scientists, and as a result a large number of problems were posed and

discussed.

One hundred and ten scientists participated in the conference, which was

convened under the joint auspices of the Cosmic-Ray Council of the USSR

Academy of Sciences, the Siberian Division of the Academy, andthe Yakutsk

Branch of the Siberian Division of the Academy. The scientists taking part

represented twenty-six scientific institutions and universities in the Soviet

Union.

At the conference, seventy-five reports were read and discussed. These

dealt with the following subjects in space physics and related fields:

geophysics, solar physics and astronomy, neutrino physics, the neutrino

and cosmogony, the origin of cosmic rays, cosmic-ray variations,

electromagnetic conditions in interplanetary space, solar cosmic rays,

primary galactic and extragalactic radiation, extensive air showers of

cosmic rays, nuclear interactions and spectra ofp mesons at high and

ultrahigh energies, meteorological effects in cosmic rays, the ionosphere,

the upper atmosphere, research methods, experimental techniques.

Forty two of the reports submitted at the conference are given in this

collection. Several others, which were still in preparation when this

collection went to press, will be published in scientific journals.

vii





V.L. Ginzburg

THE EMPHASIS ON SPACE PHYSICS IN COSMIC-

RA Y RESEARCH

The first article on cosmic rays was published at the beginning of this

century, in 1900. By chance, quantum physics also came into being at that

time, and the basic law of blackbody radiation was formulated. However,

whereas quantum theory rapidly became one of the most discussed fields of

physics, for many years cosmic rays did not attract any special attention.

In fact, it took a quarter of a century just to prove that highly penetrating

radiation continually reaches the earth from outer space.

During this period, cosmic rays could be recorded only by means of the

ionization which they produced in ionization chambers. At the same time,

some ionization always resulted from the presence of radioactive elements

in the chamber walls, in surrounding objects, and in the soil. Consequently,

the proof of the existence of cosmic rays had to await the ascent of

equipment in balloons. In a balloon the effects of terrestrial radioactivity

are reduced, while, conversely, the intensity of cosmic radiation is higher.

Such experiments, which at present are quite simple, were very complicated

undertakings early in this century. That is why it took until 1926 to

complete the first stage in the study of cosmic rays, namely to demonstrate

that such rays actually exist.

It is natural to assume that the next step would have been to determine

the origin of cosmic rays. However, in the second stage of cosmic-ray

research the main attention was focused on the study of various elementary

particles by means of cosmic rays.

Such a trend of the investigations was not fortuitous. First of all, at

that time there was no means of studying cosmic rays beyond the earth's

atmosphere or even at altitudes higher than 20km. Moreover, primary

cosmic rays approaching the earth produce various secondary particles in

the atmosphere, and to determine the origin of cosmic rays it is of course

necessary to have information on the primary particles. Second, it was

found that even in the secondary cosmic rays in the atmosphere particles

of very high energy, which have extremely interesting properties, are

present. These particles and their behavior in cosmic rays constituted the

main object of study until 1955-1957. Consequently, some discoveries

were made which were of great significance for physics as a whole.

Almost all the so-called elementary particles, apart from the previously

known electron, proton, and photon, were discovered in cosmic rays.

These discoveries and the physics research related to them were so

important that huge amounts were spent on producing artificial cosmic-ray

beams of fast particles in accelerators (cyclotrons, phasotrons, syn-

chrotons, etc.). The flux of fast particles in an accelerator is much



greater than the particle fluxes in cosmic rays. Therefore, if particles of

a given energy can be obtained in _n accelerator, it is quite impractical to

study them in cosmic rays. Accelerators are now available which can

provide particles with energies up to 30BeV. The energies of most cosmic

rays are less than 30BeV, and cosmic-ray particles with energies higher

than this are comparatively few. For example, in an hour l m 2 of the

earth's surface receives only one particle with an energy of I05 BeV or more.

On the other hand, particles with energies higher than 30 BeV cannot now

be produced artificially, whereas their study is extremely interesting.

Consequently, the continued use of cosmic rays as a means of studying

elementary particles is both desirable and in fact inevitable.

In such studies it is also possible to utilize artificial earth satellites and

high-altitude space stations (in the USSR there are three such stations).

Nevertheless, the research on elementary particles in cosmic rays began

to take a different direction some years ago, becoming oriented more

toward studies of the primary cosmic rays, the cosmic rays emitted by the

sun, etc.

In general, it may be stated that the emphasis of studies in cosmic-ray

physics changed radically after 1955-1957, and that a third stage of

development, which is still in progress, has begun.

At present the objects of research in this new field related to space

physics are: primary cosmic rays near the earth, studied using balloons,

rockets, and artificial satellites; cosmic rays in the universe in general,

studied mainly by radio-astronomical methods (the major source of radio

emission in space is cosmic rays); solar cosmic rays; cosmic-ray

variations and their application in the study of interplanetary space; the

radiation belts of the earth and of other planets; the origin of cosmic rays,

and their motions and accelerations in outer space.

A large, ever-increasing number of institutes, laboratories, and

scientific groups, both in the Soviet Union and elsewhere, are studying

problems of this type, often in connection with related problems in physics,

geophysics, astronomy, and engineering.

The great advances made in the conquest of space, beginning with the

launching of Sputnik I on 4 October 1957, have increased even more

the importance and interest of the space-physics aspect of cosmic-

ray research. Artificial satellites and space (interplanetary) rockets open

up whole new vistas in the study of various astrophysical problems, in

particular with regard to primary cosmic rays and radiation belts.

All these facts are evidence of the radical changes in cosmic-ray physics

mentioned above, and they signal the beginning of a new development phase

in which research is predominantly oriented toward space physics.



V.L. Ginzburg and S.I. Syrovatskii

THE PRESENT STATE OF IDEAS ON THE ORIGIN
OF COSMIC RAYS (Synopsis)

This report attempts to do two things: to review the present state of

ideas on the origin of cosmic rays (apart from questions related to the sun

and the solar system); and to present some new results on this subject

obtained by the authors. In the review portion of the report the following

topics were discussed.

1. Recent data on primary cosmic rays (nuclei, ,¢ rays, and electrons).

Data on ¥ rays and electrons are discussed in particular detail (includes

a study in which an electron component of solar cosmic rays is detected).

2. Some radio-astronomical results. The nature and the spectrum of

the electron component of cosmic rays in the galaxy.

3. The nature of the motion of cosmic rays in interstellar space

(diffusion approximation, Compton losses, etc.).

4. An overall look at the theory of cosmic-ray origins. The results of

some calculations described in more detail in the second part of the report.

The second part of the report discusses three main subjects: the

concentration of cosmic rays in themetagalaxy; the chemical composition of

galactic cosmic rays; and the spectrum of the total galactic radio

emission associated with the secondary electron component of cosmic rays

in the galaxy.

All the material touched upon in the report is discussed in detail in the

authors' monograph "The Origin of Cosmic Rays". *

P.N. Lebedev Institute of Physics of

the USSR Academy of Sciences

' [Proiskhozhdenie kosmicheskikh luchei -- lvloskva. [zdatel'stvo AN SSSR 195:1.j



L.A.Razorenov, and M. I. Fradkin

THE PRIMARY COMPONENT OF COSMIC RADIATION

(Review of some experimental data)*

Many experimenters have studied the primary component of cosmic rays

using various types of apparatus, and these studies have made it possible

to determine the general composition of primary cosmic radiation. However,

there are still not enough data on the fluxes of the nuclei of different

elements, apart from protons and a particles, and in most investigations

only fluxes of groups of nuclei are considered.

Nuclei with charges Z > 3 are usually divided into the following groups:

1) light nuclei with 3<Z<5 (L group);

2) nuclei of the middle group, with 6 <Z<9 (M group);

3) heavy nuclei with Z>10 (H group).

The designation S is also used for the group of nuclei with charges Z>6
(S = M + H).

The flux magnitude for each group of nuclei depends on the rigidity

Ape
R = --27- of the nuclei being recorded, where A is the atomic weight, Z

is the atomic number, and p is the momentum of each nucleon.

Measurements show that the rigidity spectra of different nuclei are close

A
to one another, if not identical. For multiply charged nuclei -2-_ 2, and the

rigidity of the nucleus is determined by the momentum p of each of the

nucleons (and thus by the energy E per nucleon). Consequently, identity

of the rigidity spectra indicates identity of the energy spectra for the

different groups of nuclei. For energies from about 1.8 to 7.5 BeV/nucleon,

the spectra of nuclei with Z>2, Z>5, and Z>I2 to 14 have been found to

be the same; this was shown, in particular, by measurements /I, 2/ of the

latitude effect during flights of Soviet satellite vehicles. Figure l shows

the latitude dependences for different nucleus groups, on the basis of

measurements made with Sputnik VI. Figures 2 and 3 give the

integral energy spectra of nuclei with various charges. Certain data from

measurements using photoemulsions (see review article /3/) indicate that

for groups M and H the spectra remain identical up to energies of the order

of i00 BeV/nucleon.

" Note. A more detailed review of this subject, making use of a greater amount of data, was published in

the journal, "Uspekhl fizicheskikh nauk"(82, 585. 1964). New data published after the close of the

Conference on the Space Physics Aspects of Cosmic-Ray Research were also presented in a report at the

Cosmic-Ray Conference in Apatity(August 1964); the results of this conference will be published in the

journal, "Izvesti)a Akademii Nauk SSSR, seriya fizicheskaya."



A
The situation is somewhat different for protons, since in this case 7 =1'

so that for the same energy per nucleon the rigidities of protons and nuclei

a

=.

{
E

J

' 2'5

o Z_5

I
i I It- I , r _ ' I L45 5 3.° 65 45 2 5 ,,I°

FIGURE1. Latitude dependence of counting rate, according to data obtained with Sputnik Vh
a-nuclei with Z_ 2 and *>_ 4; b-nuclei with Z_ 5 and Z>t 12 to ]4.

are different at low energies. Identity of the rigidity spectra of protons and

multiply charged nuclei indicates a difference in their energy spectra.

Consequently, the flux ratio for protons and multiply charged nuclei depends

on the energy, and only for E_.mc _ will this ratio be constant. For example,

I_(R)
the ratio of proton flux to a-particle flux for a given rigidity is _ =

=7.2±0.2 for rigidities R_109volts, and this ratio remains constant up to
R_ 5. 1012volts. However, this flux ratio for a given energy per nucleon

Ip(E)
increases with a rise in energy, approaching the value /-7_=19"8± 1.2 for

Z _> mc'.

Therefore, if the fluxes of different nuclei (including protons) are to be

compared, this should be done for a specified value of their rigidity.

With respect to the chemical composition of cosmic rays, one

characteristic feature is particularly important: heavier nuclei are present

in cosmic rays in a comparatively greater proportion than in nature. Thus,

the ratio of the flux of nuclei of charge Z in cosmic rays to their abundance

in nature increases with Z. This relation is roughly proportional, so that

in cosmic rays nuclei of an element with an atomic number Z are Z times
more abundant than in nature /4/.

In several cases (for instance, for light nuclei of the L group) this rule

is not obeyed, and it should therefore be considered as an indication of the

general tendency, rather than any kind of strict law. Figure 4 shows the



dependence on Z of the ratio k between the percentage of various nuclei in

cosmic rays (for a given rigidity) and the mean abundance of these nuclei

in nature. The data on the mean abundances in nature were collected by

guess and Urey /5/. The data on the percent contents of various nuclei in

cosmic rays were taken from /3/ and /6/, and also from the results of

measurements made during flights of Soviet space rockets and satellites

/i, 2, 7, 8/. The ratio k for protons was taken as unity. When data from

__0.5-

04.-
_
=_ oJ-

:_ 0 7"

}{ t 2

=t 2tti'17

1n=143-006

0.05 i , , i
1.3 2'2 3.9 5.66.77.4 E, 13eV/nacleon

55 45 35 25 15 5 ;_°

FIGURE 2. Integral energy spectra of nuclei with

Z_ 2, according to data from twoCerenkov

counters aboard Sputnik VI.

]-data of first cou_uer; 2-uata of second counter,

I he difference in counting rate for the two
counters was due to a difference m sensitivity

(see /l/).
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FIGURE 3 Integral energy spectra of nuclei with

Z>j 6(1) and Z>j 12 to 14(2), accordmgto

data from an integral Ccrenkov counter aboard

Sputnik VI.

space rockets and satellites were used, the value of k for _ particles was

normalized to 2. Although Figure 4 shows that the increase in k is roughly

proportional to the increase in Z, it should be stipulated once again that this

rule is quite arbitrary. For example, for nuclei with Z> 15 the experi-

mental point obtained in /7/ agrees more or less with the rule, whereas

the flux usually observed for these nuclei is about twice as great, so that

the corresponding point lies considerably higher. Some uncertainty is also

introduced due to insufficient knowledge of the abundances of the elements

in nature. For instance, for the abundance ratio of helium and hydrogen,

Cameron /9/ gave a value which was about twice the one used. Such a

relation between the helium and hydrogen abundances agrees with their

percent content in cosmic rays, and, if it is accepted, the value of k turns

out to be the same for Z =l and Z--2.



Since in the calculation of k the flux values for the nucleus groups must

be used, there is some uncertainty in the value of Z correspondin_ to a

given k. This uncertainty is negligible for nuclei in the M group (the value

of k corresponding to Z _7). For the group with Z> 12 to 14, the value of

k is calculated for Z=13; for nuclei with Z>15, it is calculated for Z- 20;

and for nuclei with Z>30 to 40, it is calculated for Z=35. The value of k

obtained for nuclei withZ_30 to 40, according to data obtained with

Sputnik III /8/, represents only an upper limit for the k values of this

nucleus group.

,;0-

JO-

20-

_o I

o ,5 ;8 2 'J'67

FIGURE 4. Ratio /t between percent content of

various nuclei in cosmic rays and their mean

abundance in nature, as a function of Z:

1-data of /3/; 2-, 3-, 4-data of second lunar

probe, SputnikVI, and Sputnik III, respectively;
5-data of/6/.

i

0.3- A_

02_....J... -_ 11

o.,, , ..... _l_r_',_
o J i 9 _2

FIGURE 5, Fluxratiofornucleiofgroups L and S,

for various atmospheric _epths, from data of /_/

(point A indicates the value of L/S according

to data from Sputnik VI).

The overall regularity of the increase of k with Z apparently indicates

the nature of the acceleration of heavy nuclei in the cosmic-ray

sources. A possible mechanism for the predominant acceleration of the

nuclei has been suggested by Korchak and Syrovatskii /lO, ll[.

With regard to the origin of cosmic rays, it is essential to specify very

accurately the cosmic-ray chemical compositions. It was especially

important to ascertain the relative contents in cosmic rays of the nuclei of

certain elements which are not very abundant in nature, for example, light

nuclei of the L group. For a long time, the fluxes of these nuclei in cosmic

rays were not known with any certainty, and conflicting data were obtained.

Now, however, it has been established that considerable quantities of these

nuclei are present in cosmic rays. Figure 5, which was taken from

Waddington /3/, gives the flux ratio L/S for nuclei of groups L and S (the

latter group includes the groups M and H). The abscissa indicates the

depth of the atmospheric layers at which the various measurements were

made. The dashed line shows an extrapolation to the limit of atmosphere

of the measurements carried out by Waddington /12] at a depth of 12 g/cm 2.

As is evident from the figure, the points obtained by other experimenters



fit this line quite well, except for the data of O'Dell, Shapiro, and Stiller

/!3/, obtained in 1.961 at a depth of about 3g/cm 2. The solid line was drawn

(method of least squares) through all the points used by Waddington except

the point from the Sputnik-Vl measurements.

Y
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FIGURE 7. Charge dlstrih_ltl_)n of nuclei, according to

measurements carried otlt with Sputllik VI. 1he

curve sho;_s the distribution obtained, matched to the

experimental data. takiug into account tile velocity

spectrum of tile iit,clci.

During the flights of Sputnik V and Sputnik VI, the fluxes of various

groups of nuclei, including light and intermediate nuclei, were measured.

The data were obtained using _erenkov counters of the so-called

differential type. The amplitude of each counter pulse caused by the

pa,_sage of a charged particle within a certain solid angle was measured,

the solid angle being determined by a telescope of gas-discharge

counters. The counters were calibrated at the earth's surface using singly

charged particles, so that the amplitude of a pulse obtained during flight

was an indication of the charge of each nucleus passing through the detector.

The determination of the fluxes of different nucleus groups proved to be

difficult, mainly due to the fact that for the energies of the particles counted

in this case the amplitude of a pulse in a _erenkov counter depends not only

on the nuclear charge but also on the velocity. Because of this velocity

dependence, heavier nuclei with low velocities exceeding the threshold value

(t,_-0.67 c) required to excite _erenkov radiation may contribute to the flux

recorded for light nuclei. It would be easy to get around this difficulty by

using only the data of equatorial regions, for which the energies of

recorded nuclei are quite high and the pulse amplitude is practically

independent of velocity. However, the use of equatorial data only was not

possible, due to the insufficiency of statistical information available for the

region of the equator. Therefore, during the data processing the results

obtained at all latitudes were added together, and the velocity dependence of

the pulse amplitude had to be taken into account by means of a correction.

When nuclei with fairly high energies are recorded, in which case the



velocity does not affect the pulse amplitude, nuclei with the same charge

will have a Gauss±an amplitude distribution at the equipment output, the

hal±width of the Gauss±an depending on the efficiency of the photocathode and

the multiplier. For low-velocity nuclei the shape of the distribution curve

is different, the left "wing" of the curve becoming spread out as shown in

Figure 6. The abscissa is a quantity X proportional to I/A- (where /I is the

pulse amplitude), and thus proportional to the recorded charge Z; the

ordinate is the number of pulses of amplitude A, calculated taking into

account the efficiency of the photomultiplier photocathode and the dependence

of A on the velocity of the nucleus.

The curve in Figure 6 was obtained theoretically, using the integral

energy spectrum of particles with an index ? of 1.5 and for a 5% efficiency

of the multiplier photocathode. This curve can be evaluated according to

ground-level measurements of the amplitude distribution for singly charged

particles. However, with regard to the energy spectrum, this calculated

curve does not depend greatly on the index of the spectrum. The curve in

Figure 6 is for carbon nuclei', similar curves were obtained for other

nuclei by means of numerical integration using a computer. These curves,

whose areas were initially normalized to unity, were next fitted to the

experimentally obtained charge spectrum by multiplying the ordinates by

appropriate coefficients (beginning with oxygen, heavier nuclei not being

considered here). The curve thus obtained is shown in Figure 7. The

coefficients used to fit the curves were an indication of the relative fluxes

of the different elements. In the region corresponding to nitrogen and

oxygen, saturation of the photomultiplier is apparently important, as a

result of which the peak for nitrogen nuclei appears to be higher. The peak

for lithium nuclei is "wiped out" by rhea-particle peak. The situation

would probably have been similar if, having constructed the amplitude-

distribution curve for a particles, an attempt had been made to consider

lithium nuclei separately. However, at present this is not done, and the

relative flux of lithium nuclei is taken as 1/3 of the flux of boron nuclei,

according to data in the references (for example, /3/ and /13/).

The shaded area in Figure 7 refers to "single-shot" recordings of nuclei.

The unshaded part corresponds to cases when the passage of a nucleus

through the detector was followed by the triggering of more than one counter

in a lower tray of the counter telescope.

Without analyzing the chemical composition according to different

elements, since this composition may be distorted by saturation for nuclear

charges of 7 or 8, it is possible to estimate the flux ratio between nuclei

of the L group and heavier nuclei [$ group]. This ratio was found to be

31.0i 9.6%, a value differing from the value of 50% predicted earlier /I/

because the velocity dependence of the amplitude distribution was taken into

account. A ratio of -_ 0.31i 0.I0 is consistent with the recent measure-

. L
ments of O'Dell, Shapiro, and Stiller /]3/, who obtalned_-=0.]8± 0.04 for

extrapolation to the limit of atmosphere. This extrapolated value may vary

somewhat depending on the fragmentation parameters used for the extra-

polation. For example, for the same experimental data (that is, _---0.24),

L
Waddington obtained an extrapolated value of _-==0.19i 0.02. Our ratio of
L
S --0.31 ± 0. I0 agrees somewhat better with Waddington's extrapolation



L
(which gives_-=0.27, see Figure 5), and also with Webber's data /141

obtained with Cerenkov counters at an atmospheric depth of 6g/cm 2.

Webber's measurements were carried out for the same threshold energy as

our measurements (Ekinth_0.5BeV/nucle°n), and they gave a ratio of

L--=0.31± 0.09 (for the 1958 flight). Our data were cited in Figure 2. This
s

value was not corrected for the presence of an overlying aluminum layer

(Ig/cm2), or for fragmentation in the detector itself. It should be noted,

however, that such corrections are small, since the aluminum layer was

thin, while in addition the products of decay in this layer did not succeed in

dispersing when they entered the detector, so that they produced pulses

which did not correspond to any determined charge value, and they just

increased the background radiation. Some of these events are excluded by

the triggering of more than one counter in each bank of the telescope.

, , , - 020

0 ' J 6 9 g/cm z

FIGURE '5. Flux ratio Ior nuclei of groups H and

31 at different atmospheric depths, according to

data of /3/.

I i !I!/1

F1GURE 9. Dependence of HIM ratxo on quantity of over-

lying matter, according to data ot /_/. Dashed line shows

Waddington's extrapotation /_2/.

Experiments at high altitudes indicate definitely that nuclei of lithium,

beryllium, and boron are present in the primary cosmic radiation; the

number of these nuclei is from 20 to 30% of the heavier nuclei. Such a

quantity corresponds to the penetration of cosmic rays in interstellar space

through 5 to 10g/era 2 of matter /11, 15/, if we assume that in the primary

cosmic radiation at the source there are practically no nuclei of these

elements, just as is the case, on the average, in nature, ttowever, some

uncertainty enters into the estimate of the amount of matter penetrated by

cosmic rays in space, since the values of the fragmentation parameters for

heavy nuclei in the interstellar medium are not precisely known.

Different investigators have found similar values for the flux ratio of

nuclei in groups H and M . O'Dell, Shapiro, and Stiller /131 obtained

-_=0.38± 0.04 (photoemulsion method), while'Webber /14/ obtained //-M

= 0.25± 0.07 using a ferenkov counter (1958 flight at a depth of 6 g/era2; the

nuclei had energies E_,n_0.55 BeV/nucleon). Figure 8 shows the It/M

ratios measured at different atmospheric depths by different investigators.

The dashed line gives the extrapolation to the limit of atmosphere for

Waddington's data /12/, obtained at a depth of 12g/cm z. The solid line was

drawn through all the points in the figure by means of the method of least

H
squares. Waddington /31 took -_=0.34±0.04 as the best value; this ratio

10



H
agrees with the value -_ =0.30± 0.02 obtained by Daniel and Durgaprasad /6/.

It should be noted that according to the data of /6/ the ratio H/M does not

drop, but rather increases somewhat, with the depth of the residual layer

of matter above the measuring equipment (Figure 9).

TABLE 1. Percent contents of nuclei of various elements in cosmic radiation (% of total flux of nuclei

with Z >1 3)

Element

Li

Be

B

C

N

0

F

Z>_lO

Data of /3/

(photoem uhion

method)*

3.9

1.7

11.6

26.0

12.4

17.9

2. (;

23.9

, 56.8

Data of /14/(_erenkov
counter,

E kin _ 0.5 BeV/nucleon)

6.7

10. l

28,6

13,3 117.9
47.8

-- !

16.6

Data of/13/

( photoe m ulsion

method)

5.3

2.3

7.4

30.1

9.7'

19.4
, 54.9

2.4

23.4

Data of measurements

made with

Sputnik VI

4.00"*

8.0

12.0

25.0

52.5

* Errors in values cited are _ 20-30%.

** A value equal to 1/3 of that for boron nuclei was taken.

AS mentioned above, reliable data on the percent contents of the nuclei

of different elements in cosmic rays are not yet available. Nevertheless,

some data which have been obtained so far are listed in Table 1. The table

shows that, although the flux data for the various elements disagree, still

certain overall features are evident. For example, the number of carbon

nuclei exceeds the number of oxygen nuclei (the fluxes of carbon and

oxygen nuclei stand in a ratio of about 3 to 2 to one another), and the content

of nitrogen nuclei is lower than the contents of carbon and oxygen.

The isotopic content of the nuclei of different elements in cosmic radia-

tion is a very interesting subject. For example, in nature deuterium is

about 0.01% as abundant as hydrogen. In cosmic rays, on the other hand,

it could be expected that from 1 to 5% deuterium would be present, due to

the interaction of cosmic rays with interstellar matter (according to

calculations of Singer /16/ and Hayakawa /17/). Therefore, isotope studies

can, in the same way as charge-spectrum studies, give important informa-

tion on the conditions of generation and propagation of cosmic rays in the

universe. At present the only data on the isotopic composition of the nuclear

component of cosmic rays are those given in /18/ and /19/ for helium

He*
isotopes. According to /18/, _=0.41+0.09, whereas more recent

measurements by the same author /19/ give 0.31± 0.08.

However, the isotopic composition of the helium in cosmic rays cannot

yet be considered as finally determined (for instance, according to the data

of /20/, the He 3 content is considerably lower).

Some data will now be cited on the electron-positron component of cosmic

rays. The flux of electrons and positrons in the galactic radiation is small.

So far, a comparatively small number of measurements of the electron

component have been made, and no information at all is available on

electrons and positrons separately.
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In 1948-1950NeyandOleksa/21/ measured the electron flux by means

of a Wilson cloud chamber with lead plates, under an atmospheric layer of

13 to 18g/cm 2. The electrons were recorded from showers produced in the

plates. According to these data, the flux of electrons with energies

E > 1.1 BeV (corrected for the formation of secondary electrons in the

overlying atmosphere) was about 0.6% of the proton flux.

For a long time after these measurements, no new data appeared on the

electrons in cosmic rays. Then, not so long ago (1961), Earl's measure-

ments /22/ at depths from 4 to 6.5g/cm 2 were published. The method of

electron recording was the same as in /21/. Cascade showers produced

by a single primary electron were studied. The number of secondary

electrons produced in the matter above the measuring equipment obviously

will increase with the drop in their energies down to the minimum energy,

which is determined by the sensitivity of the equipment. This minimum

energy was 0.25BeV in Earl's measurements. However, the increase in

the number of recorded electrons stopped at E_0.7BeV, in accordance

with the geomagnetic threshold at the observation point, which indicates that

the electrons were primary. The number of electrons recorded was 3±1%

of the number of protons.

However, it should be noted that the minimum recorded electron energy

of E_ 0.7BeV is lower than the high-latitude cutoff energy. This makes it

necessary to treat Earl's results with a certain amount of reserve. It may

be that in part he recorded secondary electrons or electrons of solar

origin.

Meyer and Vogt /23/ made electron recordings using scintillation

counters, interbedded with lead plates, under an atmospheric layer of 3 to

5g/cm2; at the latitude of the measurements, the geomagnetic threshold

energy was O.1 BeV. Cases were chosen in which showers were produced

in the equipment. The flux of electrons with E_I.3BeV was about 4% of the

proton flux. Meyer and Vogt /24/ also used a Wilson cloud chamber witb

lead plates to record what was apparently a flux of solar electrons with

energies from 0.1 to 1.3 BeV; this flux was about three times the flux of

galactic electrons measured by these authors.

Further measurements are necessary before the problem of galactic

electrons can really be solved. Separate measurements of the electron and

positron fluxes must also be made. Finally, the electron flux in solar

cosmic rays is also a subject of great interest (for a more detailed account,

see /2/).

It should be noted, too, that recently the first measurements of the flux

of cosmic y rays were made /34/. Although these measurements were

only preliminary, they nevertheless demonstrated the great potentialities

inherent in y-ray astronomy.

Let us now go on to consider the chemical composition of solar cosmic

rays. At the cosmic-ray conference inYerevan (1961), certain short-term

variations of the nuclear component of cosmic rays were reported which

could be correlated with solar chromospheric flares and bursts of solar

radio emission /32/. These variations were characterized by a short-

term rise in the nuclear intensity, the intensity for heavy nuclei increasing

more than that for lighter nuclei. Such brief intensity variations are caused

by the acceleration of nuclei during solar flares, when apparently there is

a preferential acceleration of heavier nuclei. Figure I0 shows a typical

short-term increase in the intensity of nuclei recorded on 12 September 1959,

12



during the flight of the second [Soviet] space probe /2, 25/. Since as yet

there are not enough data available on the acceleration of nuclei at the sun,

definite conclusions concerning their generation mechanism cannot be

drawn. It appears, however, that at any rate solar cosmic rays are

generated by two different mechanisms. One of these, the more common

1 | a , ,
"1 U_ ,oo ' ......
20 ..... _ _. I,
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FIGURE 10. A short-term increase in the intensity of nuclei, recorded on

12 September 1959 during the flight of the second tunar probe.

a-, b-, c-counting rates for nuclei with z:_ 2, z > 5, and z _ 15,

respectively; dashed line shows average counting rate; d-schematic

representation of chromospheric flares; e-, f-schematic representation

of radio-emission bursts at 810 and 208Mc, respectively.

I
'°°1 I

% ;o' ,,'_o',,.'5o',2;o ',z'_o'
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one, leads to the acceleration of protons, and perhaps to an equally efficient

acceleration of other nuclei as well (indicating that the percent of

accelerated nuclei corresponds approximately to the relative number of the

nuclei in the solar atmosphere). The second mechanism, on the other

hand, leads to a preferential acceleration not of protons but of nuclei,

mainly just heavier nuclei (the acceleration of a particles in this case may

be related mainly to the greater abundance of He 4, which compensates for

the low acceleration efficiency). This type of generation mechanism is

discussed in /10/ and /11/. The introduction of two or even more

mechanisms of particle acceleration at the sun, by the way, should not be

surprising; for example, in a similar way, sporadic solar radio emission

is explained in terms of several mechanisms of radio-wave generation.

Let us note, too, that in some cases (after weak flares) the cosmic-ray

pressure in the solar atmosphere may not be high enough to change the

solar and near-solar magnetic fields significantly. As a result, the escape

of particles beyond the corona will be difficult, so that only relatively fast

nuclei with energies of the order of hundreds of MeV/nucleon will be

observed in the solar system (and in particular near the earth).

Consequently, short-term increases in the intensity of nuclei recorded by

a Cerenkov counter may not be accompanied by a subsequent increase in the

intensity of nuclei with lower energies.

13



It is possiblethatthegreaterincreasein intensityobservedfor heavy
nucleiis relatedto theconditionsof escapefrom thesotaratmosphere
ratherthanto their highervelocities. Heavy nuclei which are not futly

ionized can escape from the sun more easily than fully ionized light nuclei

with the same energy per nucleon, and this is probably the reason for the

observed greater intensity rise for heavier nuclei.*

Recently, some new studies have reported observations of nuclei of solar

origin. Let us now consider in some detail the findings of Fichtel et al/26/.

These authors recorded protons and nuclei by means of thick-layered

photoemulsions, taken up by rocket following the onset of intense chromo-

spheric flares. The measurements were made at a geomagnetic latitude of

60. 7°N, so that it was possible to record low-energy particles. At altitudes

up to 130kin, the emulsions were irradiated for a few minutes under an

atmospheric layer less than 0.01g/cm 2 in depth. A 0.19g/cm 2 layer of

material heavier than aluminum was placed above the emulsions.

TABLE 2

Beginning of flare 3 September 1960 12 November 1960 15 November ] 960

(universal time) 00 h 40 rain 13 h 22 min 02 h 00 rain

Time of flight 3 September 1960 12 November 1960 16 November 1960

(universal time) 14 h 08 min 18 h 40 rain 19 h 41 rain

Flux of group- M nuclei 19.4 1830. 210 258.40

with Eki n > 42.TMeV/nucleon

(particles/m t sec. sterad)

In the three cases described by Fichtel /26, 27[, there was an intensity

increase for protons, a particles, group- M nuclei, and heavier nuclei.

Tabte 2 /27/ shows the fluxes of group-M nuclei with kinetic energies

Ekin_ 42.7 MeV/nucleon, obtained during three rocket flights following

intense chromospheric flares. During control flights made during periods

of quiet sun, on the other hand, only particles of galactic cosmic rays were

recorded.

The results pertaining to the intensity rise for protons and nuclei during

the Class-3 flare which began at 13 h 22 rain on 12 November 1960 are

described in /26/. This flare was acco_paniedby a strong increase in the

cosmic-ray intensity, the neutron monitors having begun to indicate an

intensity rise 18 minutes after the onset of the flare, A monitor at the

Deep-River Station recorded an intensity increase which reached 200% of

the normal cosmic-ray intensity and continued for many hours. It should

be noted, though, that the flare occurred shortly after the two intense

flares of 10 and 11 November 1960. Consequently, it may be that the

particles generated during the flare on 12 November had been trapped

magnetically by the corpuscular stream emitted during the flare on

11 November /26[.

During the flare which began on 12 November, two rockets carrying

emulsions were sent up, one at 18h40minon the 12th and one at 16h03min

on the 13th. On both flights high intensities for protons, a particles, M-

group nuclei, and heavier nuclei were recorded.

* This was noted by Syrovatskii during discussion oI the report at the Yakutsk conterence.
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The differential energy spectra and rigidity spectra were determined for

protons and nuclei (Figures II and 12). The figures show that the rigidity

spectra for protons and nuclei agree, within the limits of observational

accuracy, whereas the energy spectra do not. The relative abundances of

protons and nuclei in a specific energy range turned out to be close on the

two flights (on the 12th and the 13th), and also on other flights (after

other flares). The fluxes recorded on the 12 November flight for ctparticles,

nuclei of group L, nuclei of group M, and nuclei with Z> 10 were

680± i0; _0.1; I0; and 1.0± 0.3, respectively (the group-34 flux was taken

as I0). These ratios are close to those obtained from spectroscopic data

(for the elements for which such data are available).
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FIGURE 11. Differential energy spectra of solarprotons and

nuclei, according to data of /26/.

1-proton flux; 2-=-pamcie flux, multiplied by 10; 3-

flux of nuclei of group _, multiplied by 700.

FIGURE 12. Differential rigidity spectra

for protons and nuclei, according to data
of /26/.

l-proton flux;2-=-particle flux,

multiplied by 5; 3-flux of nuclei

of group _., Inult_plied by 350.

The authors concluded that their ratios between the fluxes of the various

multiply charged nuclei indicate the relative abundances of the correspond-

ing elements at the sun. This interpretation is confirmed by the identity

of the flux ratios for Ile, C, O, Ne, and heavier nuclei for three different

chromospheric flares, two of which even occurred in different parts of the

sun. On the flights of 12 and 13 November 1960, the same flux ratios were

recorded. The authors' conclusion is also verified by the agreement of

the flux ratios obtained from spectroscopic data. In particular, the flux

ratio obtained for carbon and oxygen nuclei was 315, which is in good

agreement with solar spectroscopic data (in galactic cosmic rays this ratio

is about 3/2). Therefore, at least for the three large flares studied in 1261

and 1271, there was apparently no preferential acceleration of heavy nuclei,

and the composition of the nuclear flux generated at the sun was an indication

of the abundances of the elements in the outer layers of the sun. In Table 3

1271, the fluxes of nuclei of various elements recorded in these cases are

compared with the abundances of the elements on the sun and with the fluxes
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of thenucleiin galacticcosmicrays. All thedataare referredto carbon,
for whichthefluxesandtherelativeabundanceare takenas I0.

TABLE 3

ELement P

Number of nuclei generated

at sun (in a specified rigidity

range)

_,elative abundance on sun

Number of nuclei in galactic

cosmic rays (in a specified

rigidity range)

Be, B C N O

2,6 "103- 50.10 s _,_0.5 10 _6 19

2.10 -3 10 -5 10 2 18

2.8'l0s 5 i0 _5 6

Yagoda et al /28/ also used thick-layeredphotoemutsions, the emulsion

stacks being irradiated during balloon ascents or mounted on artificial

satellites. The mean intensities for nuclei with Z>6. obtained from the

data for emulsions on balloons and on the Discoverer XVIII satellite, turned

out to be close. The mean intensities obtained from the processing of

emulsions recovered from Discoverer XVII, on the other hand, were about

100 times higher, since during this flight an intense flare (Class 3 + )

occurred.

iI,:

FIGURI_ 13. Variation of telescope counting rate

along part of trajectory of Sputnik V.

In these measurements /27, 28/ a preferential increase in the intensities

of heavier nuclei was not recorded. In connection with this, the re-

cordings which were made during the flight of Sputnik V /29/ may be

interpreted as indicating a short-term intensity rise for protons and for

nuclei with Z_5. Nuclei with Z_5 and Z>I5 were recorded by an integral

Cerenkov counter. Moreover, the counting rate of a telescope of gas-

discharge counters was also measured. In the case mentioned, a sharp rise

in the telescope counting rate was observed, accompanied by an intensity

increase for the nuclei with Z_5 recorded on the integral Cerenkov counter.

At the same time, no noticeable intensity rise for nuclei with Z>I5 was

observed. Figure 13 shows the variation of the telescope counting rate along
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the trajectory of the satellite. It was found that a sharp rise

occurred at 07h40min (universal time) on 20 August 1960. On the adjacent

trajectory turns over the same geographical region, the intensity was

considerably less, confirming the short-term nature of the intensity rise.

N, counts/rain80-

6o_

4o[

eo--

0-
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L
N,countslm in

-
i , i i i I 1 I , i i i i

6.00 620 6,40 7.00 7,20 7.40

FIGURE 14. Counting rates of telescope and of integral Cerenkov counter recording
nuclei with Z>/ 5. as functions of time.

Figure 14 shows the counting rates of the telescope and of the integral

_erenkov counter recording nuclei with Z_5, as functions of time. A

Class-2 + flare preceding the intensity rise is shown schematically. It can

also be seen from the figure that at the previous passage of the satellite

over the north-polar region (where an intensity burst was recorded) the

counting rates of the telescope and the _erenkov counter were appreciably

lower. The large intensity peak recorded by the telescope at about 6 h

46 rain corresponds to flight of the satellite through the region of the

southern radiation anamaly /2, 30, 31/.

It would seem that the generation mechanism in this case, just as in the

cases described in references /27, 28, 29], differs from the generation

mechanism for nuclei withEkin_._.109eV/nucleon, for which there is a

preferential acceleration of heavy nuclei ]2, 25, 32, 33/.

At present, thanks to a number of experimental studies, it is possible to

discuss the acceleration at the sun not only of protons but also of multiply

charged nuclei. However, the mechanism by which particles are

accelerated at the sun is still not clear. Also, as noted in this report, it

is quite possible that different acceleration mechanisms exist, one of which

accelerates all nuclei with the same efficiency, and the other of which

causes a preferential acceleration of heavier nuclei.

P. N. Lebedev Institute of Physics of

the USSR Academy of Sciences
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Bruno Pontecorvo

THE NEUTRINO AND ITS IMPORTANCE IN
AS TROPHYSICS

I wish to demonstrate in this report that neutrinos play an essential role

in macroscopic phenomena. The reader should be warned at the outset,

however, that in neutrino physics there are still several questions of

qualitative nature to which simple answers of "yes" or "no" cannot be

given. I intend to discuss howsuch problems havearisenandhowphysicists

are going to solve them experimentally. First, though, let us review

briefly the principal known properties of the neutrino.

1. THE KNOWN PROPERTIES OF THE NEUTRINO

During various processes of elementary-particle decay, it often turns

out that the total energy and momentum of the particles in the initial state

do not equal the total energy and momentum in the final state. In such

cases, as we now know, the apparent violation of the conservation laws is

due to neutrino emission.

Most of the properties of the neutrino became known immediately after

Pauli, about 30 years ago, "invented" the neutrino in order to explain the

apparent violation of the conservation laws. At that time, only the _ decays

of certain radioactive elements had been studied, although it was known that

the spectrum of electrons is continuous. This "invention" of the neutrino

to account for the apparent energy disappearance during _ decay required

considerable imagination. We now know that the continuity of the _-decay

spectrum is related to the fact that the following three particles are present

in the final state: an electron (e), a neutrino (v), and the final nucleus.

After the discovery of several new elementary particles, two-particle

decays were noted in which the "disappearing" energy is always the same

(for example, during n --Vt decay, 28 MeV always disappears). During the

muon capture p-+He3_H_+v, which was discovered at OIYaI in 1960,

100MeV are lost. Figure 1 shows an example of this reaction in a diffusion

chamber filled with He3: the tritium produced always has a definite mean

free path. If two-particle processes in which the neutrino participates had

only been known earlier, Pauli's genius might not have been necessary to
"invent" this particle.

The main decay processes involving the neutrino are: n---.p + e+_ (p decay);

p+p---_n+v(pcapture); p_e+v+r_(pdecay); _-_p+v(,_--_decay); a-.a°+e+

+v; K---_p+v, K-_F +v +rt, K--_e+v +_, A°-_p --e- +_.
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The basic properties of the neutrino are given more or less by

definition: zero charge; a mass much less than the electronic mass; a

spin of one half; and colossal penetrating power. Let us try to see what

such a particle will be like. Neutrino collisions due to the interactions

causing [3 decay of nuclei must take place in matter. In other words,
processes such as

v+p-_e_+n, (1)

must occur, this being the reverse of the ordinary [_ decay of a neutron:

n-_p+e -_-v.

The maximum cross section for process (1) is found from dimensional
considerations to be

T £

Here, • is the time characteristic of _; decay (some tens of seconds for

electron energies of _ 1 McV), and k is the neutrino wavelength (the highest

wavelength involved in the given process). For a neutrino with an energy

of _ 1 MeV, it has been calculated that a_10-43cm2 which means that the

neutrino mean free path through dense matter is around 1016km_

H $ H $

_," t./

FIGURE ], "I'yptcal photograph of _. + He_l-13._v reaction,
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Processes in which neutrinos participate are called slow processes,

since they have low probability; they are due to so-called weak inter-

actions. Although all other particles undergo weak interactions as well

(such interactions being the most common type of all), neutrinos can be

considered the main participants in these interactions. This is because

neutrinos take part only in weak interactions, while all other particles enter

into electromagnetic or strong interactions, or both of these, in addition to

weak interactions. Since the intensities of strong, electromagnetic, and

weak interactions stand roughly in a ratio of I, 10 -2 , 10 -12 to one another

(the intensity being proportional to the square of the coupling constant), it

is clear why the penetrating power of the neutrino is unique among

elementary particles.

Recently, "free" neutrinos, that is, neutrinos far away from their

source, were observed by Reines and Cowan. The interactions between

these particles and matter correspond roughly to the mean free paths

predicted by the dimensional considerations referred to above. Experiments

with free neutrinos promise to play an important part in the solution of the

problems which will be discussed below. Since so far only a few experi-

ments have been carried out using free neutrinos, it will be advisable here

to discuss some of these briefly.

Beams ofantineutrinos (_)with energies of a few MeV were obtained from

a reactor. An antineutrino flux of about 10*3cm -2 sec -1 can be obtained from

a very powerful reactor (with a power, say, of several hundred thousand

kw), this being the flux beyond the reactor shield under conditions ensuring

an antineutrino beam which is quite free of neutrons and ¥ rays.

Reines and Cowan used a liquid scintillation counter _ 1 m s in volume as

an antineutrino detector. While recording reaction (1), the energy of the

positron was measured, the two quanta from the positron annihilation were

isolated, and, after moderation of the neutron, the _ rays characteristic of

its nuclear capture were recorded. Thus, the striking succession of

events characteristic of reaction (1) were all used to reduce the background.

Several events were recorded per hour. This experiment was significant in

that for the first time neutrino effects which were independent of the

neutrino-creation processes were observed, which divested the neutrino of

its somewhat mystical quality. These measurements were accurate enough

to verify that the cross section for reaction (1), in agreement with the

theory of the longitudinal neutrino (see below), is twice the cross section

to be expected if parity is conserved. The nonconservation of parity will

be discussed later in this report.

Now I would like to say a few words about the nonidentity of the neutrino

and antineutrino. That these two are different particles was demonstrated

recently by means of a quite difficult experiment. It will be worthwhile to

describe this experiment briefly at this point, first because it shows the

nonidentity of "; and 7, and second because of its usefulness in determining

the flux of cosmic neutrinos, especially those from the sun (incidentally,

neutrinos from the sun have not yet been recorded).

The antineutrino was defined as a particle emitted during the G-decay

of a neutron, and the neutrino as a particle emitted during the 6 + decay of a

proton. Such a definition does not specify whether the two particles are

identical or not. It is known that reaction (1) has the expected cross

section. Now, the reaction

vd-n--*p+e-
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is causedbythesameinteractionas(1), sothatit canbeusedto detect
neutrinos. However,sinceatargetof freeneutronsdoesnotexist, complex
nucleicanbeused,for example,deuteriumor heaviernuclei. Thereaction

v,z-CI37_A3_+e- (2)
is very convenientfor technicalreasons(CC14is cheap,for onething,and
alsotraceamountsof radioactiveA_ canbeseparatedfrom largeamounts
of CC]I). On the other hand, it is impossible to tella priori if the reaction

v+ CI3:---_ A s7 +e- (3)

is observable or not. This will depend on whether v and _ are identical.

Since experiment has shown that the cross section for reaction (3) is 5% less

than that predicted for reaction (2), it is safe to assume that v_=_. But in

what way do v and _ differ? It is now known that neutrinos are longitudinally

polarized, the neutrino being left-handed and the antineutrino being right-

handed. Consequently, it would appear that v differs from _ in the sense

of its "helicity." However, it is still not certain that the difference in

helicity sense is the only feature which differentiates the neutrino from the

TABLE 1. Some properties of the neutrino

According to theory of
longitudinal neutrino Experiment

Electric charge
M ass

Spin

"Neutrality"

Helicity

Magnetic moment

* p.B =Bohr magneton.

0

0

1/2

v4:_"

Fully longitudinally

polarized

0

<250 eV

112 n

Degree of polarization
> 97%

v -left-handed,

-right-handed

( 10-9 I_B *

antineutrino. It should be noted that the behavior of the neutrino described

by the theory of the longitudinal neutrino, according to which it is fully

polarized in the direction of the momentum, serves as a sort of prototype

for the behavior of all other particles (with respect, of course, only to

their weak interactions). Table 1 lists some properties of the neutrino.

The longitudinally polarized neutrino is a clear case of nonconservation

of parity and noninvariance of charge conjugation (transformation of a

particle into its antiparticle). I will say a few words about this subject here

just so that astrophysicists will get the impression (be it correct or not,

I don't know) that the nonconservation of parity may well have macroscopic

consequences. This is a subject which should be considered further.

The law of invariance under a spatial inversion P (all coordinates are

reversed in sign) may be formulated as follows: every mirror image of a

physical process is itself an actually existing process. Consequently, every

correlation of the spin-momentum ap is incompatible with parity conserva-

tion, since for the mirror image _ does not change sign but p does. In

particular, the longitudinal polarization of elementary particles, such as
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the longitudinal polarization of neutrinos and electrons in _ decay, is

incompatible with parity conservation.

Similarly, the conception of a left-handed neutrino and a right-handed

antineutrino is incompatible with invariance under the charge-conjugation

//I///II/II//III///11

Aluminum

FIGURE 2. An ideal experiment

for detecting the macroscopic

consequences of parity non-

conservation.

operation C. However, if invariance exists under

the "combined inversion" operation PC of Landau

(an operation in which each particle is trans-

formed into its antiparticle with simultaneous sign

reversal of all the coordinates), then the longi-

tudinal neutrino is a completely law-abiding

particle. Let us now consider what macroscopic

effects may result from the longitudinal polariza-

tion of the neutrino, on the basis of a simple

example.

A _-active thin plate glued onto an aluminum

plate is suspended freely on a thin wire (Figure 2).

Electrons escape only upward, since in the down-

ward direction they are absorbed by the aluminum.

The electrons are longitudinally polarized, so that the system will rotate.

This experiment is very difficult to carry out in practice; however, in

nature and on a universal scale, phenomena which seem insignificant under

laboratory conditions may be very important. The most striking example

of this is gravitation. I am not completely convinced that there are

macroscopic effects of parity noneonservation, but I do think that this

question should be gone into further.

2. PHYSICS OF HIGH-ENERGY NEUTRINOS

Now I wish to discuss some unsolved problems in neutrino physics wh!ch

are of great importance in elementary-particle theory. In recent years a

new branch of the physics of elementary particles, the physics of high-

energy neutrinos, has come into being. An accurate definition of this field

would include all neutrino processes except _ decay. However, by

convention, the physics of high-energy neutrinos now includes mainly inter-

actions between high-energy neutrinos and other particles. Various

experiments have been suggested and several theoretical predictions made

in this new branch of physics. It is quite likely that the experimental

results forthcoming in this branch will he decisive factors in the establish-

ment of a future theory of elementary particles.

I will now list some of these problems, laying particular stress on

aspects related to experiments with free neutrinos.

3. IS A FOUR-FERMION INTERACTION PRIMARY?

It is a well-known fact that all weak processes can be explained, at least

phenomenologically, in terms of an interaction between four fermions.

However, the question immediately arises as to whether a four-fermion

interaction is primary. In his first studies of nuclear forces, Yukawa

1814
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attempted to explain [3 decay as the virtual emission of a meson by a nucleon,
followed by a decay of this meson.

We denote by B the intermediate meson, which is considered to be the

carrier of the weak interaction. (Of course, this B meson must have a

spin of unity.) We define gs as the constant for coupling of a B meson with

a nucleon, or with fermions in general. Here, the four-fermion weak

interaction is not primary, and it is characterized by a phenomenological
Fermi constant

G= t0-s (_ = c---- 1),M2

where M is the mass of the nucleon. This describes a second-order inter-

action with respect to the constant of the B-meson primary interaction,

which has an "intermediate" intensity. Since ge, like e and g_, is a

dimensionless constant, dimensional considerations indicate that G_ g-_
B

where MB is the mass of the intermediate boson. Therefore, if MB_M,
. i

we have g_10 -5, a value which must be compared with e-=3_-and g_10.

This B particle will decay with a characteristic time

along the decay channels

t g_M_ 10'8 -1-7 _ _ sec

B--,a + _;

--+ K +._;

-+ e -+-v;
--+1' + v, etc.

When the energy of the weak interactions is insufficient for the actual

creation of B, the nonlocalization effects related to the existence of the B
meson are small and difficult to detect. However, if B can actually be
produced, the effects will be perceptible. This is related to the fact that

once B has been produced it must decay, in particular along one of the

lepton decay channels. It follows from this thatif Ma_M, leptons should be

ejected from the "stars" during nuclear interactions at high energies. Their

number will be _ 10 -5 per star, a relatively large amount of leptons. The
difficulty in observing the leptons from the "stars" is not because of the

small number of events but rather is related to the evaluation of the large

number of events involved. In any case, it would be extremely interesting

to establish the emission of leptons (or their absence) in "stars."

Another very interesting possibility for detecting B mesons is the

bombardment of nuclei of A with high-energy neutrinos:

•,.+ A--._ B -.k { p' }e +A;

--) p ÷ v; (4)

For this process dimensional considerations give a cross section

(see Figure 3). M_

For neutrinos with energies of several BeV and MB =IV[, we have _

_10 -_cm2/nucleon (for Fe). This is larger than the cross section obtained
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for alocalweak interaction, taking into account, of course, the formation of the

nuelaon. The section for reaction (4) increases rapidly with the neutrino

energy and decreases with an increase in Ms. In this respect, it should be

FIGURE 3. Process(4).

noted that:

1) the mass of the B meson must obey the

relation MB _MK, so that the process K--_B+ a

does not occur;

2) in reaction (4) the "unnatural" pair _e

may be observed. The appearance of such an

"unnatural" pair is very typical of reactions

where B is produced by means of high-

energy neutrinos.

Energetic neutrinos are obtained from the

decay of n mesons in flight. Since the

neutrinos from pion decay have energies from

zero to a maximum of 0.42E_, the energy of

the forming neutrinos will be quite low, and synchrophasotrons of very high

energy will be required in the search for the B mesons.

Neutrino-beam intensities of l03 to 104 per cm 2 per pulse can be obtained

from 30-BeV accelerators like the ones at CFRN or Brookhaven, at

distances of _100m from an internal target; the neutrino energies in this

case will be more than 1 BeV. A comparison between experiments with

high-energy neutrinos from accelerators and experiments with neutrinos

from reactors makes it clear that the absolute number of events in the

second case is several orders of magnitude higher than in the first case.

However, the background conditions are much more favorable in the

experiments with high-energy neutrinos, especially since the neutrinos from

the accelerator arrive in pulses. The present state of research experi-

ments with high-energy neutrinos will be discussed below.

4. ARI_ _, AND % IDENTICAL PARTICLES?

It is completely unknown whether the neutrino emitted during _ decay

and the neutrino emitted during _--i_ decay are identical. The electron

neutrino v, and the muon neutrino v_ are defined as follows:

e-+ p--*n + v,;

_- + p---'- n + %,,

without going into the question of their identity, since this can only be

decided experimentally. The idea that v_ and % may not be identical arose

because certain decay processes, such as _t--_e+Tand IX--_e+e+e, are not

observed (at least they have not been detected so far). This implies that

_--_e transitions may be forbidden because certain quantum numbers (or

"charges") exist whose conservation is required by the laws of nature. If

this is so, then v_ has a muon "charge" while v_ does not.

The idea of an experiment to decide the identity of vt and v_ is

reminiscent of the experiment using C137 suggested to decide whether the

neutrino and antineutrino are identical. The cross section of the reaction

v_, + p--_ n + e+

will be zero if v_4=v,_ and it will be calculable if v,_----%. For a neutrino with
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an energy of 2BeV, the cross section will be (0.4 to 0.8). 10 -_cm 2, which

corresponds approximately to the section of the reaction

"v_.Wp.--,n.J¢-}_,.

Experiments are now being carried out at the Brookhaven Laboratory in an

attempt to solve this problem, and a definite answer should be obtained in

the near future (see proofreading note at end of report).

A large spark chamber with aluminum plates about 2.5cm thick is used

to detect charged leptons in neutrino-caused reactions. The total weight

of the aluminum used is around 10 tons. Several events per day per ton of

matter can be expected. In order to reduce the background interference,

which may be caused by cosmic radiation, the length of the pulses from the

synchrophasotron are increased to 35 microseconds. In addition, the beam

has a fine structure: once every 200 millimicroseconds a 10-millimicro-

second "break" is inserted. Thus, the difference in the travel times of the

neutron and neutrino under these conditions makes possible considerable

reduction of the neutron background.

5. DOES AN ANOMALOUS %--NINTERACTION EXIST?

The theoretical aspect of this question was discussed by Kobzarev and

Okun'. Let us assume that two types of neutrino exist. The various

experiments performed, such as the experiment determining g--2 for a

muon or the experiment checking for large-angle muon scattering at nuclei,

do not rule out a relatively strong anomalous (that is, nonelectromagnetic)

muon interaction.

If the anomalous interaction is represented in terms of some four-

fermion interaction with a constant F, then the maximum value Fm,x

$, _ tO-t
compatible with the experiment determining g--2 will be -_,,x_-_-_.

Obviously, Fm,x will be four orders of magnitude greater than G, the weak-

interaction constant.

If both muon neutrinos and nucleons experience anomalous interaction,

Okun' and Kobzarev recommend that neutrino scattering at the nucleon

(v_--N scattering) be sought. The maximum possible cross section for

energies of 2BeV is I0 -_cm 2. Naturally, the experimental information

available leaves a wide scope for the possibility of an anomalous interaction.

In experiments made with the synchrophasotron at OIYal, the anomalous

scattering of muon neutrinos by protons was checked for. Since the

maximum possible cross section for this process is several orders of

magnitude higher than the section expected for the weak interaction, it was

possible to use a high-energy-neutrino beam of relatively low intensity, and

to make use of a neutrino "detector" with a relatively small mass. The

experiments showed that the section for _-- N scattering is less than

10 -32cm 2. Studies of the cosmic-ray intensity deep in the earth give even

more accurate values, namely o,_<I0-34cm 2. This reduces considerably

the probability that an anomalous interaction exists.

From a purely phenomenological point of view, experiments other than

those suggested by Okun' and Kobzarev would also be of interest.
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Actually, no data are available on v -- N scattering. Finally, since this

process is in no way related to the known weak interaction, independent
studies will be required.

6. DOES A'_--eINTERACTION EXIST?

Theory answers this question in the affirmative, but experimental studies

are obviously necessary. Of course, here v--e scattering which is first-

order with respect to the weak-interaction constant is referred to. The

experiments can in principle be carried out with low-energy neutrinos (for

example, reactor neutrinos of about 1 MeV), and such an experiment is

now being set up by Reines. On the other hand, it should also be possible
to use high-energy neutrinos.

The main problem in setting up experiments with low-energy neutrinos
is the radiation background. Reines intends to use several hundred NaI

"anticoincidence" scintillation counters with a total weight of about two

tons. The cross section for the process _q-e--_v _-e has been calculated as

8.10-42Ecru 2, where E is the neutrino energy in BeV.

Instead of using a reactor, monoenergetic neutrinos from reactions

caused by stopped mesons, such as

_+ --_ _+ _ v;

_- + A--_A'+ v,

can be used. In the first reaction the neutrino has an energy of 28 MeV,
and in the second about 100MeV. The accelerator in this case can be a

cyclotron with a spatial variation of the magnetic field, since this provides

a current of accelerated protons which is close to a milliampere. The use

of monoenergetic neutrinos makes it possible to utilize the kinematic

properties of the reactions in question to reduce the background.*

7. DO NEUTRAL CURRENTS EXIST IN WEAK

INTERACTIONS?

The most popular theory describing weak interactions, that proposed by

Feynman and Gell-Mann, assumes that only "charged" currents exist: the

Lagrangian is such that an interaction of a charged pair of fermions with

one another or with some other charged pair is necessary in order for a

four-fermion weak interaction to take place. Now, it cannot be assumed a

priori that "neutral" currents such as (ee), (_), (vv), (pp), (nn), (AA), (_e), and (An)
do not exist. To be sure, a (_e) current cannot exist, since this would

imply a relatively high probability for the process _--*e-_ _, to which

experimental data assign a low probability. Therefore, Feynman and Gell-

Mann assumed that in general there are no neutral currents. However, the

absence of {_e) currents does not mean that all the possible neutral currents

are absent, and it has not yet been decided whether the symmetric neutral

* After it was found that two kinds of neutrinos exist, the above type of experiment became impossible: the
scattering of muon neutrinos at electrons will not be first-order with respect to the weak-interaction
constant.
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currents (ee),(_),(w,),(pp),(nn), and (AA) exist or not. Actually, not a single

experimental result has been obtained which is at variance with the hypo-

thesis of symmetric neutral currents. Moreover, the low probability

of the process p---_e +ymay evenbe related to the existence of such currents.

The presence of neutral currents would have the following consequences.

I. Certain weak interactions, such as the seatteringof electrons by

protons and by other electrons without parity conservation, would have to

take place. No experimental data are available on this, and such data will

be extremely difficult to obtain.

2. Excited nuclei must emit v_ pairs. This effect is practically not

observable at all under laboratory conditions, because of its low probability

compared to those of ordinary electromagnetic processes. However, the

presence of neutral symmetric currents would have important astrophysical

consequences, and that is why I have discussed them here.

3. In experiments with beams of high-energy neutrinos, neutrino-

nucleon scattering must be observed (and in complex nuclei, stars),

unaccompanied by charged leptons. Searches for such processes with cross

sections of the order of 10 -_ to 10-_cm2/nucleon may indicate whether

neutral currents are present during weak interactions.

8. SOME REMARKS ON MACROSCOPIC EFFECTS

RELATED TO NEUTRINOS

I will now mention briefly some data which indicate that neutrinos

definitely affect macroscopic phenomena. First, within stars a large

number of neutrinos are formed during nuclear transformations (see follow-

ing section), especially during the _ decay of various unstable nuclei. As

mentioned previously, the penetrating power of neutrinos is stupendous.

In order to get an idea of how great it is, let us imagine a cast-iron plate a

billion times thicker than the distance from the earth to the sun. This is

the mean free path of a neutrino with an energy of about I Me\r! Naturally,

neutrinos can escape from the sun without any difficulty, and the energy

transfer associated with the solar-neutrino flux at the earth's surface

constitutes several percent of the solar constant.

There is still another example of a maeroscopic effect. A uranium

reactor with an output of hundreds of thousands of kilowatts "wastes" tens of

thousands of kilowatts as neutrinos.

These examples should indicate the importance of neutrinos in the macro-

eosm. However, quite often situations arise in which the quantitative effeets of

neutrinos in some phenomenon cannot be evaluated, due to the lack of

information on certain neutrino properties. The answers to the very subtle

questions raised by elementary -particle physics (for example, the

existence of ev interactions or of neutral currents in weak interactions) have

far-reaching astrophysical consequences. On the other hand, there are

also cases in which neutrinos would have an enormous effect on stellar

processes under certain density and temperature conditions, but it is not

known whether these conditions actually exist.
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9. NEUTRINOS ANI) THE SUN

Although many problems related to neutrino production in stars are still

unsolv_,d, nevertheless a few definite statements on this subject can be

made. "File flu× of solar' neutrinos, for instance, is known to be of the order

of 1011 neutrinos/era _ sec at tile earth's surface. In addition, it is known

that the sun ejects neutrinos but not antineutrinos. This happens because

of the types of nuclear reactions which can take place in stars (as opposed to

antistars, if the latter exist).

The sun and the other stars liberate energy via hydrogen and carbon

cycles, in which hydrogen is converted into helium, in these processes,

about 5%, of the energy of the sun and the main-sequence stars is emitted

as neutrinos (Table 2).

TAB1.E 2. Processes responsible for energy release on the sun

Hydrogen cycles

_H - qq _ all+ e _+ v

_H i qt . :*He--y

aHe _ atte -* 'He _-lH+ 1H

aite r qte_ BeT-*-¥

VLi + "_7Be + e _ _ki*+v

Li'_* . Li v _y
Li 7_ rH _ 'He+ 4He

rBe i IH-" _B _y
SB -. SBe* -_- e + -;- v
_Be* _ 'tHe--- 4He

Carbon cycle

r_C + qt . la N+ Y
tall _ tag • e + k v

13C - lH _ 14 N -..

_4N v rH _ r_Oq Y
_50_ U'N+e ++v

_SN ! XH . _C i 4He

Type of nemrmo

spectrum

tort irl_Jous

M onochrorr_atic
M onochromatic

Continuous

Continuous

Continuous

Ema x _ 0.4

E _0.9
E _0.4

Ema x _ 14

However, the relative importance of each cycle is unknown. It has been

established only that the sun and.the "cold" stars operate mainly on the

hydrogen cycle, while in the hotter stars the carbon cycle prevails. The

carbon cycle apparently occurs in the central parts of the sun as well. So

far, practically nothing is known about the different reaction channels of

the hydrogen cycle.

As Table 2 shows, the neutrinos emitted by the sun and by other main-

sequence stars have various spectra. In particular, intensive mono-

chromatic neutrinos resulting from electron capturo exist. The possibility

of recording solar neutrinos and the value of the pertinent investigations will

be discussed below. Let us only remark here that the different

mechanisms for tile ejection of neutrino-antineutrino pairs accompanying

the electron-neutrino interaction (see below_ are not important on the sun

or on stars with low temperatures and densities.
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10. THE EMISSION OF NEUTRINO-ANTINEUTRINO

PAIRS ACCOMPANYING THE ELECTRON-

NEUTRINO INTERACTION

As we saw in Section 6, the most popular theory describing weak inter-

actions assumes a probability for the v -be--_v -be reaction which is

comparable with the probabilities for all other weak interactions. Let me

stress that no experimental proof of this has been found. If we make the

foregoing assumption, however, then there will be some very interesting

astrophysical consequences.

The electron-neutrino interaction may be accompanied by electron-

positron annihilation and the emission of a neutrino-antineutrino pair

(v _-e--*v @e, and therefore e'÷e---_9 -by). Consequently, in electromagnetic

processes, there will be a possibilityof vg-pair emission (via the virtual pair

e* e-) instead of photon emission. This general fundamental relation between

electromagnetic phenomena and lepton processes is a direct consequence

of the electron-neutrino interaction (when only charged currents are

present). Granted that v_-pair emission during the elementary interaction

has extremely low probability compared to photon emission, still the

enormous penetrating power of the neutrino forces us to consider :he

possibility of effects of neutrino-electron interactions in large bodies at

high temperatures. Apparently, at some stage of stellar evolution, the

energy emitted into space as neutrino-antineutrino pairs becomes

comparable to the energy emitted as photons, Then, during the subsequent

evolution of the star, its neutrino luminosity considerably exceeds its

photon luminosity. I will discuss here only some results of studies of the

stellar neutrino luminosity associated with the electron-neutrino interaction.

I. The neutrino-emitting mechanisms related to the electron-neutrino

interaction here refer to the emission of neutrino-antineutrino pairs

rather than the emission of neutrinos separately which takes place as a

result of solar nuclear transformations (see Table 2).

2. The effects of the electron-neutrino interaction are important only on

stars with high density and temperature, when the light elements have

practically burned up (Z_I0). Consequently, these effects do not influence

the energy balance of the sun much. The predominance of the neutrino

luminosity over the photon luminosity for large Z is also related to the fact

that, as Z increases, the mean free paths of gamma quanta decrease while

the cross section for W-pair production increases.

3. The electron-neutrino interaction causes certain processes whose

importance depends on the stellar temperature and density. The main ones

are:

e--b Z--_e--b Z-b v _- 9 , neutrino bremsstrahlung;

¥ -be---_e--bv +9 electron photoneutrino effect;

y -bZ--*Z +v q-'_, nuclear photoneutrino effect;

e+-be--_v -I-7, neutrino annihilation of an electron-positron pair.

4. The neutrino luminosity becomes comparable to the photon luminosity

at T_10keV, p=2 to 3 103g/cm 3, and Z =12. For denser, hotter stars

the photon luminosity is quite negligible compared to the neutrino

luminosity. For stars with densities p_104g/cm _, the energy qv_ released

by I cm3ofstellarmatterpersecond, asa result of the ev interaction, is

from 104 to I014 erg/em3sec, for temperatures from I0 to 100 keV. The

relative contribution of the neutrino processes listed above depends on T.



For fixed values of Z = 12 and p = 104 g/cm 3, neutrino-bremsstrahlung

emission will predominate at low temperatures (T_10keVl, photoneutrino

effects will predominate up to T=50 keV, and neutrino annihilation of

electron-positron pairs will predominate at T:>50 keV.

5. Neutrino processes associated with the electron-neutrino interaction

should be very important factors in the evolution of white dwarfs. Also,

they should have a considerable effect on the dynamics of supernovae.

In conclusion, let us note that at very high densities and temperatures

the "transfer" of energy to the neutrino-antineutrino component of the

radiation is a quite general property of matter.

11. THE URCA PROCESS

There is still another process which can, under favorable conditions,

contribute to the neutrino luminosity. For reasons which are not very clear,

it is referred to in the literature as the urca process.

In this process, a v_, pair is not emitted due to an e_, interaction:

rather, _ and _ are produced separately by the catalytic action of electrons:

e- ,-6 Z-_ (Z -- l) -_- !-;(Z-- 1).--_Z +e--k v.

At high temperatures, electrons may induce reverse _ processes in which

v and a radioactive nucleus are formed, after which the nucleus decays

emitting a _ pair.

The urea process differs fundamentally from the mechanisms of v_,-pair

emission based on the ev interaction. The latter is a nonthreshold process,

whereas the urea process has a definite threshold. Nor this reason, the

importance of the urea process depends greatly on the chemical composi-

tion of the stars and is difficult to assess.

12. NEUTRAL CURRENTS AND ASTROPHYSICS

We have seen that the absence of symmetric neutral currents such as

(ee), (vv), (_M), (pp), and(nn) in weak interactions has not been proven. If such

currents do exist, the emission of v_ pairs from excited nuclei will be

possible. These emissions are analogous to the _ radioactivity of nuclei,

exeeptthatinsteadofanelectronandaneutrinoa v¢ pair is emitted. This

neutrino radioactivity is unrelated to electromagnetic processes, and it differs

from the v?-pairemissioncaused by the electron-neutrino interaction in that it

is a process of the order of O' and not 6_e *. Therefore, neutrino radio-

activity may be of great importance for astrophysics, provided only that

neutral currents actually exist in nature.

13. NEUTRINOS AND COSMOGONY

Recently, several discussions of the possible role played by neutrinos

in cosmogony have appeared. Since a proper treatment of this
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subject would be very time-consuming, I will just list some of the more

interesting questions. The literature on this subject, however, will be

represented quite fully.

The red shift of astronomical objects is usually explained as being due

to the expansion of the universe. According to the general theory of

relativity, the "homogeneous" model of Friedman leads to various cosmo-

gonical possibilities, depending on the (mean) density p of the matter in the

universe. If p is less than some critical value Pc_, estimated as being

about2.10-29g/cm3, then the universe will expand indefinitely (open model).

However, if P_Pcr (closed model), the universe will stop expanding at
some period and will begin to contract, after which there will be another

expansion, etc. (pulsating universe).

The mean nucleon density p_ in the universe is of the order of
10 -2_ g]cm 3- 10 -2 MeV/cm 3. Since this value is not known with much

accuracy, however, it is impossible to tellwhether it is larger or smaller
than Per"

The following question may be asked: is it not possible that the energy

density of neutrinos and antineutrinos in the universe is comparable with

(or even greater than) the hydrogen energy density p_? The question of a

higher density of neutrinos and antineutrinos arises, naturally, during

discussions of the PC asymmetry of the world, in connection with the

hypothesis of the existence of antiworlds. The possibility that antiworlds

may be created due to fluctuation of the charge-symmetric universe has been

discussed repeatedly in the literature. So far no experimental verification

of the existence of antiworlds has been obtained. However, the fluctuation

hypothesis requires that there exist in the universe (now or at some time

in the past) a large charge-symmetric "background." Such a background

would in principle have to consist, to a considerable degree, of v and _.

(with equal densities of each).

What is known about the neutrino energy density? For neutrinos with

energies _1 BeV, measurements of the underground cosmic-ray intensity

have indicated an energy density lower thanp.v by at least three orders of

magnitude. For neutrinos of several MeV, on the other hand, the

experimental data (obtained from an analysis of the experiments of Reines

and Cowan and Davis, assuming that the "background" in their apparatus

was due to cosmic neutrinos) do not rule out an energy density of neutrinos

and antineutrinos which is considerably greater than P,v.

However, a study of the gravitational consequences for neutrinos of any

energy compatible with an expanding universe indicates that the maximum

neutrino energy density p_ cannot exceed P,v by much (P_p_v + p_;< 10p_.).

In this case (E_I MeV), nuclear experiments give less information than an

estimate based on the gravitational effects of neutrinos. Be that as it may,

it would seem that the energy density of v and _ at present is small in

comparison with that of hydrogen. At first glance, this is inconsistent with

the fluctuation hypothesis, since apparently a "background" is not available

out of which fluctuations can arise. This inconsistency, however, has a
natural explanation.

According to the general theory of relativity, the mean energy of

relativistic particles (in this case, neutrinos) drops in proportion to the

curvature of space (that is, it drops as a-', while the energy density of the

particles drops as a-_). In other words, in the past the mean energy of

neutrinos must have been as many times greater than the present value as
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the curvature of space was greater. Thus, in the past, when the density of

:_atter was colossal, the energy density of neutrinos (as well as of protons,

and in general the density of the "symmetric" energy not related to the rest

mass) may have exceeded by many orders of magnitude the density of the

tot.ti energy of nucleons. These may well have been the conditions under

which the fluctuations originated. Naturally, the fluctuation mechanism is

not being discussed here, and the question of the priority of neutrino-

antineutrino pairs must remain open. It can be stated, however, that the

above-mentioned mechanism of energy "transfer" to the neutrino-anti-

neutrino component, which is related to neutrino scattering by electrons,

should ensure that the "symmetric form" of energy as v_ pairs will

predo>_inate over oti_er symmetric forms of energy (thermal energy, energy

of photons, etc.).

Consequently, irrespective of the fluctuation hypothesis, it seems quite

probable that for a universe which really pulsates, the dynamics of the

universe ,,viii be determined by the energy density of v and V, at any rate

during the compression phase. During this phase neutrinos have very high

energies.

14. EXPERIMENTAL NEUTRINO ASTRONOMY

Introduction. Neutrino astrophysics and neutrino astronomy are

the sciences describing the numerous phenomena in which neutrinos are of

paramount importance. There are two separate aspects of neutrino

astrophysics.

First, neutrinos participate in processes occurring inside of stars and

in space in general. Thus, astrophysics and cosmology as theoretical

sciences must take into account the role which these particles play in such

processes. This aspect of neutrino science has been discussed in the

foregoing.

Second, the neutrinos emitted by stars and by outer space as a whole can

be recorded on the earth itself or on spacecraft, which provides us with

valuable information concerning the universe. This view of neutrino

astronomy, as an experimental science, is a very tempting one, and I wish

to discuss it briefly. Up to the present, essentially only one type of

radiation incident on the earth from outer space could be studied, and that

was electromagnetic waves. Here, I said "essentially only one" type of

radiation, since recently cosmic rays have begun to be studied from the

point of view of astrophysics. However, there is no need to go into this

further.

The possibility of recording the intensities, energies, and directions of

neutrinos and antineutrinos arriving from stars and from outer space

provides us with a powerful tool for solving astrophysical problems. When

astronomers record electromagnetic waves, they do not "look deeply" into

a star, since such waves come only from the surface layer of the

celestial body. However, because of the enormous penetrating power of

neutrinos, their recording makes possible a very "deep look" into the stars.

This extremely interesting possibility is really practicable only for the

study of nuclear reactions within the sun and will be discussed later.
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Now, if you will let me be a bit imaginative, that is, to speak of some

things which are less practicable, I would like to point out some of the

main potentialities of experimental neutrino astronomy. The practical

realization of these potentialities, however, is quite far-offandperhapsmay

never be achieved.

After the neutrino fluxes from the sun have been recorded, a further step

will be necessary, namely to measure the neutrino fluxes from outer space

(we have already seen how important this is) and from other galaxies. To

do this, the sensitivity of contemporary recording methods must be

increased by a factor of more than one million. Consequently, I will not

discuss these problems in detail here, but will just illustrate one of the

main possibilities inherent in neutrino astronomy. This has to do with

antiworlds, which are worlds completely made up of antiparticles.

Can observations made on the earth tell us whether antiworlds exist?

Let us assume that we wish to know whether some celestial body is made up

of matter or antimatter. It is clear from the outset that observations of

light, or of electromagnetic waves in general, cannot tell us what we want

to !:now. The light emitted, let us say, by a hydrogen atom is identical

to the hght emitted by an atom of antihydrogen (photons are intrinsically

neutral; they have no charge and are indistinguisi_able from their

antipa rtic les ).

But what is the situation for neutrino emission? We i_ave seen that the

sun (_mits neutrinos but not antineutrinos. This will be the case for all

stars whose main energy sources are thermonuclear reactions converting

hydrogen into helium. Now, tet us imagine an antisun with internal

processes similar to those of the sun. On it, the energy will be provided

by the conversion of antihydrogen to antihelium. Although the light from

such antisuns will not differ from sunlight, they will emit antineutrinos rather

than neutrinos. This indicates ti_e potentialities inherent in neutrino

astronomy. Of course, an overly optimistic view of the possibility of

solving this problem should be warned against. The difficulty is not just

the extremely low intensity of neutrinos and antineutrinos; the greatest

problem is that it is not known ilow to construct an effective neutrino

telescope. In order to verify that a neutrino emission comes from a

definite celestial body, the angular distribution of the neutrino-caused

fission products must be measured. However, it appears that the angular

distribution with respect to the direction of the incident beam is completely

insensitive (for neutrinos with energies of a few MeV or less}. This

difficulty is so Freat that the previously cited problem may well be

insolvablf,. Nevertheless, the possibility in principle is in itself very

interesting.

Thc construction of a neutrino telescope is considerably simpler for

hiah-energy neutrinos (E,,._I BeV), and this will be discussed below,

The neutrino intensity of cosmic rays underground.

The determination of the intensity and direction of i_igh-energy cosmic

neutrinos is of great interest. A complicated assembly of scintillation

counters, placed al a great depth and recording the neutrino-produced

muons from reactions of the type

v+N-..-_+N'

may be used as a neutrino detector.
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According to Markov, underground equipment records muons produced

by neutrinos coming from the inner hemisphere, that is, by neutrinos

passing through the whole earth. This is possible, of course, since the

mean free path of a neutrino is incomparably greater than the earth's

diameter. Moreover, the background of cosmic muons not produced by

neutrinos will not interfere, since charged particles cannot pass through the

earth. In principle it is possible to record, first, "atmospheric" neutrinos,

that is, neutrinos from the decay of the pions produced during atmospheric

collisions of the proton component of cosmic rays. Such studies are more

interesting from the point of view of elementary-particle physics than from

the point of view of astronomy. Second, it may be possible to study the
direction in space of localized sources of cosmic neutrinos; if such

sources exist, new possibilities for astronomy may be created. Experimental

neutrino astrophysics is a very young science, and it may even seem that

it has not yet come into being, since I always refer to the future when

discussing it. However, some experiments giving information on cosmic

fluxes of neutrinos have already been carried out. It is true that the

neutrinos themselves have not been detected as yet, and that the results

are negative. But it has been found that the energy density of high-energy
neutrinos (E,._I BeV) is less than 10 -SMeV/cm 3, which is at least three

orders of magnitude less than the energy density of hydrogen in the

universe. It is significant that this result was obtained from an analysis of

high-quality measurements of the underground intensity of cosmic rays,
measurements not intended to give information on neutrinos.

Solar experimental neutrino astrophysics. Wehave seen

(Table 2) that the various reactions responsible for the solar energy are

accompanied by the emission of neutrinos with different intensities and

different spectra. Of great interest from the theoretical point of view is

the question: what nuclear reactions take place deep in the interior of the

sun? Since the probability that a neutrino interaction will occur (and thus

will be measurable) depends greatly on the neutrino energy, such inter-

actions are unique means of obtaining valuable information about the sun.

The primary task of neutrino astronomy will obviously be to record solar

neutrinos. But how can this be done? The following interaction between a

neutrino and the 37C1 nucleus was referred to above: v +_7CI--_ _A + e-. The

threshold for this reaction (that is, the threshold of the neutrino detector)

is about 0.SMeV, and so the recording of solar neutrinos willbe impossible

if the only neutrino source is the reaction p + p---, d-6 e+-6v (see Table 2).
On the other hand, the decay processes

1aN _ 1_C-6 e+ + v;

150--_ 15N -6 e+ -6 v;

and especially

_B --_ SBe + e* -6 ,a

produce neutrinos with energies higher than the detector threshold.

At present only one method for recording neutrinos with energies of a

few MeV is known, and that is by means of the reaction v +CI_--,A_+e-.

The sensitivity of this method is such that recordings of solar neutrinos,

though extremely difficult, are nevertheless practicable. It may be that in

the future a new efficient means of recording megavolt neutrinos will be
devised.
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To complete the picture, let us recall that a good method for recording

megavolt antineutrinos is one based on the Reines-Cowan reaction _ + p--.

--*n + e+. However, for _ and v with energies ,_1 MeV, there is

unfortunately no recording method available.

CONCLUSION

Table 1 lists the known properties of the neutrino. Some of its proper-

ties are still unknown; in particular, it is not known whether neutrino-

electron scattering, which is very important for astrophysics, exists.

Neutrinos have tremendous penetrating power, and the role played by the

neutrino in the cosmos as a whole is closely related to this property. The

sun and the main-sequence stars emit neutrinos but not antineutrinos. The

energy given off as neutrinos by these stars constitutes a few percent of the

total energy release.

For heavy stars (2_12) with high temperatures (T_10keV) and

densities (p_3. 103g/cm 3) the neutrino luminosity exceeds the photon

luminosity. These bodies emit neutrino-antineutrino pairs by various

mechanisms (neutrino bremsstrahlung, photoneutrino effects, neutrino

annihilation of a positron and an electron) which have the following property

in common: they are all associated with neutrino-electron interactions

which are first-order with respect to the weak-interaction constant.

Neutrinos and antineutrinos are apparently very important factors in the

evolution of white dwarfs and in the explosion dynamics of supernovae. It

is also quite possible that neutrinos play a large part in cosmogony.

Experimental neutrino astrophysics is a very promising science, but one

which is Sust coming into being. Its primary task is to record neutrinos

coming from the sun, so as to enable us to "look into" the solar depths.

Proofreading note. An American experiment (Brookhaven

Laboratory) designed to test whether muon neutrinos are identical to

electron neutrinos indicated that the two types of neutrinos are in fact

different particles.

Joint institute for

Nuclear Research, Dubna
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G.F. Krymskii

APPLICATION OF A UNIDIMENSIONAL-DIFFUSION
MODEL TO THE PROPAGATION OF SOLAR
COSMIC RAYS

Magnetic fields exist within the solar system which are strong enough

to scatter protons with energies above 1 BeV. Therefore, the propagation
of particles accelerated at the sun can be described as a diffusion of these

particles at inhomogeneities in a magnetic field. If the field is random or

is represented in terms of a system of magnetic "clouds," the diffusion

can be taken as isotropic.

Many authors (for instance, ]1-4]) have tried to describe the time

dependence of the solar-cosmic-ray intensity by means of isotropic

diffusion. In each case, however, the agreement with experiment for the

period of intensity decay was not good enough. The drop in cosmic-ray

intensity takes place more rapidly than according to the t -°/, law describing

isotropic diffusion in an unbounded space.

If unidimensional diffusion takes place within a bounded layer of thickness

l with an absorbing boundary, then we can solve the diffusion equation

On
An = D-_T (1)

for the following boundary and initial conditions:

nl.__=0; grad n ix_, = 0; nlt.,=Q6(x), (2)

where n is the density of cosmic-ray particles, D is the diffusion coefficient,

and Q is the total number of emitted particles. A particle density of zero

at x = l is justified for a diffusion approximation assuming particle

velocities which approach infinity and a scattering mean free path X which

approaches zero. Actually, of course, this density is not zero.

The solution of equation (1) for boundary conditions (2) is

n(x. t) = 2Q 11_-_ tx.,m. _ tx.t,,/..,, ,(4nDt),/-------_ e- ,or __ e _ t " (3)

The number of particles reaching the absorbing boundary (or leaving the

diffusion region) per unit time is

q (t) = -- D grad n [.=r (4)

By substituting the gradient of (3) into (4), we obtain

a oo (_+11'

= 8QD ,_-
q(t) Vhl' V _ (4]+l)e • , (5)

4D /.=--oo
where x = 7i-t.
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Equation (5) can also be obtained by taking into account that the number

of particles leaving the diffusion region equals the decrease in the number

of particles participating in the diffusion:

!

0

In equation (5) the term with j=0 is the most important one for r_< l

the other terms become significant when ¢ i>I, that is, during the decay

period.
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FIGURE 1. The rise in the cosmic-ray neutron component on 4May 1960(Churchill

Station).

Predicted time dependence of the rise: l-according to the model of isotropic

diffusion in an unbounded space; 2-according to the model of unidimensional

diffusion in a bounded region.

If it is assumed that solar cosmic rays undergo unidimensional diffusion

within abounded layer located inside the earth's orbit, then law (5) gives

the variation in the number of particles leaving the layer and also the change

in particle intensity at the earth.

Figures 1 and 2 show the intensity (I) as a function of time (t)for the

flares of 23 February 1956 and 4 May 1960. The curves show this function:

(I) calculated assuming isotropic diffusion in unbounded space; and (2)

calculated assuming diffusion "luminescence" of a two-dimensional layer.

The best fit of curves l and 2 with experiment is obtained when the onsets

of the intensity rise are taken as 10h 28 min for the flare on 4 May 1960

and 3 h 45 rain for the flare on 23 February 1956. These times agree with

the directly determined flare onsets: 10 h 28 min /5/ and 3 h 42 min /6/.

The satisfactory fit between the experimental data and the curve

according to (5) enables us to assume that on 23 February 1956 and 4 May

1960 the region of solar-cosmic-ray diffusion was bounded and that the

diffusion was sharply anisotropic:

D _i_ D±, (6)
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where Drr and D± are respectively the coefficients of diffusion along the

main direction of particle propagation and along the direction transverse to

this.

The anisotropy of the diffusion coefficient indicates that during these

periods there is a cosmic-ray "channel" between the earth and the region

of the corresponding chromospheric flares observed near the western limb

of the sun. Such a channel can exist if the magnetic field between the earth

and the sun has an ordered structure, with approximately radial orientation.
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FIGURE 2. Time dependence ofcosmic-ray intemityon

23 February 1956, accordingto data of neutronmonitor

at Churchill(points).The meaning of curves1 and 2

is the same as in Figure 1.

The boundedness of the diffusion region obviously agrees with the fact

that further from the sun the path becomes freer. Consequently, I is an

effective dimension of the diffusion region, which however has a very

diffuse boundary.

Since the parameter

D
x = t-_- (7)

entering into (5) is known experimentally, and since

D _ _c/,, (8)

the upper limit for l can be estimated roughly. For the diffusion

approximation to be valid, the scattering mean free path must be much

less than the dimension I of the diffusion region. If )_0.3 l is a

reasonable value, then from (7) and (8) we have

¢

l _._ 0. I _-. (9)

The dimensions of the diffusion region given by formula (9) are _ 0.7 A.U.

for the flare of 4 May 1960 and _,<3A.U. for the flare of 23 February 1956.
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An analysis of the distribution over the earth's surface of the effect of

the 23-February flare /6/ indicates that during the decay period the intensity

of solar cosmic rays is approximately isotropic. Therefore, it can be

assumed that during this period the diffusion region extended to beyond the

earth's orbit.

The pronounced anisotropy of the solar-cosmic-ray flux on 4 May 1960

/7/ indicates that then the diffusion region lay mainly inside of the earth's

orbit.

The results obtained agree with the picture of a radial interplanetary

magnetic field, twisted by the solar rotation; such a field is suggested by

an analysis of the distribution over the solar disk of chromospheric flares

causing the emission of high-energy particles /8, 9, 10/.
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A.E. Chudakov, V.L. Dadykin, V.I. Zatsepin, and
N.M. Nesterova

A SEARCH FOR HIGH-ENERGY PHOTONS FROM
DISCRETE SOURCES OF COSMIC RADIO EMISSION

It is now known that many sources of radio emission have a comparatively

large concentration of high-energy electrons. It has been suggested that

these electrons are products of the interaction of protons and high-energy
nuclei with matter.

This hypothesis would be verified experimentally if high-energy photons

could be detected in these sources. Such photons should be produced

during the interaction of cosmic rays with the nuclei of interstellar-gas

atoms, as a result of the formation of n° mesons and the subsequent decay

of these. The photons will arrive from the direction of the source, since,

in contrast to the trajectories of charged particles, their trajectories are
not bent by magnetic fields in the interstellar medium.

In 1958 Cocconi ]1] suggested that, if the directions of cores of

extensive air showers of cosmic rays could be determined with an

accuracy of --1 °, it would be possible to distinguish which showers are

produced by primary photons coming from discrete sources on the
celestial sphere.

Cocconi's estimates of the intensity of high-energy photons from certain

celestial objects, however, were very exaggerated, and subsequent
theoretical calculations [2/ gave a lower photon flux.

In spite of this, in 1960-1961, we attempted to detect experimentally
photons arriving from discrete sources of cosmic radio emission. To do

this, the extensive air showers were recorded by means of the

Cerenkov radiation which they produce in the earth's atmosphere.*

The observations were made in the Crimea, at sea level and on cloudless,
moonless nights.

"Photon" showers were separated from the general mass of showers

produced by primary protons and nuclei solely on the basis of the angular
anisotropy expected for the primary photons.

Bursts of Cerenkov radiation were recorded by photomultipliers located
at the foci of parabolic mirrors 150cm in diameter. In 1960 4 such

telescopes were used, and in 1961 the number was increased to 12, in order

to raise the aperture ratio of the equipment. Figure 1 shows an overall
view of the telescope assembly.

The optical axes of all the telescopes were parallel and directed toward

the point on the celestial sphere through which the object studied must pass

after _ 30 minutes. Then, for an hour a continuous record of the shower

* This method was used by us in 1953-1958 for a series of studies of extensive air showers.
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counting rate was made. The same object could be observed several times

durin Z the night by reorienting the telescopes and "catching up with" a

source. All the results pertaining to a gi\-en source were then combined.

_IGURE I.

A rise in counling rate was t(_ be expected during tile passage of the

object through the viewin_ angle of the telescopes. The viewing angle of the

optical system in tills case was ± 2 _. There was an additional angular

distance of about l" in which showers could probably be recorded, due to

the angular dispersion of the luminous flux. Consequently, a rise in

counting rate was to be expected during a time interval of 20 to 30 minutes

for tim observation of object Cygnus A and during an interval of 16 to

24 minutes for the observation of object Taurus A.

The energy threshold of the equipment for recording showers from

primary photons was 5. l012eV in 1960 and 3. l0 l_eV in 1961. The counting

rate for showers from the charged cosmic-ray component within a solid angle

of 1/300 steradian was correspondingly 80 and 200 counts per minute.

The results. For all the objects examined: Cassiopeia A, Taurus A

(Crab Nebula), Cy_nus A, Virgo A, and several other less powerful

sources of radio emission, a sharp rise in counting rate was not observed.

If such a rise does exist, it does not exceed 1 or 2%. Figures 2 and 3 show

the results of the 1960 and 1961 measurements of Cygnus A and Taurus A,

respectively. The abscissa is the time relative to the moment when the

source passed through the optical axis of the telescopes; _ is the right

ascension of the source. The upper histograms show the total number of

showers N counted in the given time interval.

The curves below the histograms show the variation in photomultiplier

current due to the passage of more or less bright stars through the viewing

angle of the telescopes.
The effective shower-recording area, determined by the maximum

impact parameter for which a shower is still recorded, was --109cm 2 for

showers with energies of 1013eV. Taking into account the statistical
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accuracyof theexperiment(±0.02 pulse/sec), it is possible to obtain an

upper limit for the photon intensity. According to our data, the photon

flux for the objects studied did not exceed 1011 photons/cm 2sec. This result

is not at variance with estimates of the probable flux made on the basis of

data for the magnetic-field strength and gas density in the objects ]2/.
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FIGURE 2. FIGURE 3.

However, this result does contradict the hypothesis that the electrons

producing the synchrotronic radiation of the Crab Nebula are generated and

continually replenished as a result of nuclear collisions. On the collision

hypothesis, a photon flux about 100 times greater than the upper limit

obtained in the experiment would be expected. Consequentiy, the high-

energy electrons in the Crab Nebula either were produced during the first

stage of a supernova outburst or else are now being accelerated by some

very efficient mechanism. Both of these explanations involve considerable

difficulty.

In the 1960 measurements a slight, but nevertheless noticeable, increase

in counting rate was observed for object Cygnus A. Consequently, in the

1961 measurements most of the attention was focused on this object.

70 passages of the object were recorded and more than 500,000 showers

counted.

The 1960 data showed a very striking effect within a narrow angular

interval (1°], an effect which decreased abruptly when the interval was

widened. This result, which contradicted the expected wide angular

characteristic (±2 to 3°), was not confirmed by the measurements repeated

in 1961. After averaging over a wide angular interval, the effect noted in

1960 amounted to 1.6f 0.8% for the Cygnus-A source. The 1961 measure-

ments gave an effect of 0.68±0.28%. The probability that in this case the

positive effect is just statistical chance is quite high (2%).

Therefore, the existence of a photon fIux from object Cygnus A, which

was detected a second time by our equipment but again at the limit of

statistical accuracy, can only be decided definitely by further experiments.

P.N. Lebedev Institute of Physics of

the USSR Academy of Sciences
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Yu. G. Sha/er

S TUDIES OF VARIATIONS IN THE PRIMAR Y
COSMIC RADIATION

During the last few years, spatial and temporal variations in the intensity,

energy spectrum, and chemical composition of primary cosmic rays have

begun to be studied particularly widely. These studies have been made from

the point of view of space physics.

This progress in the study of cosmic-ray variations was caused, first

of all, by the accumulation and thorough analysis of the unusually extensive

and detailed material collected at ground-level stations during the International

Geophysical Year and the International Year of the Quiet Sun.

However, for a real understanding of the phenomena associated with

variations in the low-energy primary particles, which are mostly of solar

origin, cosmic-ray measurements at high altitudes, using sounding

balloons, were necessary. The first such measurements were designed
and carried out by Vernov in 1934.

At present, even more progressive methods of cosmic-ray research,

using rockets and artificial satellites, are beginning to be applied
successfully.

From the point of view of space physics, cosmic-ray research has as

its goal the determination of: (1) the nature and the sources of cosmic rays

of various energies; (2) the mechanisms of acceleration of the primaries in

the galaxy; (3) the laws describing the spatial and temporal distributions

of electromagnetic conditions in different parts of space.

The basic technique of such studies is the use of cosmic rays as a means

for finding out about the physical state of the upper atmosphere and

magnetosphere of the earth, the interplanetary space, the vicinity of the
sun, and the galaxy as a whole.

From the experimental point of view, this means obtaining accurate

data from continuous recordings over long periods of time (several

decades, if possible). These recordings will be of the various parameters

describing the flux of primaries over a very wide interval of the energy
spectrum.

Experiments show that cosmic rays of galactic origin enter the solar

system with intensities which are constant in time and with complete

spatial isotropy. As a result, in spite of the great interest of variations in

ultrahigh-energy particles (101s-102° eV), in this part of the spectrum it

is unlikely that variations will occur with periods comparable to the time
scales of terrestrial and solar phenomena.

Particles of lower energy, from a few BeV up to 1012eV, undergo

considerable spatial and temporal variations in intensity and in energy
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spectrum. These variations take place according to terrestrial or even

solar-system time scales. They are related to particle acceleration at the

sun or else are produced by the modulation of galactic cosmic rays by

electromagnetic fields in the interplanetary medium.

The temporal parameters of these variations are more accessible to a

terrestrialobserver than galactic times are, since primary particles of

intermediate and high energy have low Larmor radii in comparison with

ultrahigh-energy particles.

Studies of variations in cosmic rays of intermediate and high energy

indicate a regular correlation between these cosmic rays and geophysical

and solar phenomena. On the basis of such data, important dynamical and

structural characteristics have been specified for the electromagnetic

conditions in the vicinity of the earth, in interplanetary space at a distance

of 1A.U., and at the sun, during various stages of solar activity. One very

significant outcome of these studies was the detection of large increases in

cosmic-ray intensity accompanying solar chromospheric Nares; in addition,

the mechanism of soiar modulation of galactic cosmic rays was discovered.

The flux variations for particles of intermediate and high energy give

information concerning large-scale processes in the solar system and

concerning the general structure of outer space. Analogously, studies of

low-energy primaries should tell us about the fine structure of the

magnetosphere and upper atmosphere of the earth and also about phenomena

and inhomogeneities in the space around the sun (at a distance of 1 A.U.).

The low-energy primaries can be used as a probing tool for a more thorough

study of the following subjects: the space-time distribution and geometry of

magnetic and electric fields; solar corpuscular streams; the nature and

mechanism of terrestrial radiation belts; the characteristics of the

interplanetary magnetic field; and the low-energy part of the galactic-

cosmic-ray spectrum. This means of study should be quite effective, since

it is now commonly assumed that low-energy particles are the main

participants in cosmic-ray variations and that thus their variations should

be particularly great.

There are two kinds of low-energy particles. The cosmic rays generated

at the sun during flares generally include particles with momenta of 0.2 to

2.0Bev/c (kinetic energy of protons from 20MeV to 1 BeV). The lower

energy limit for these particles is determined by their acceleration

mechanism, by the escape from the sun's vicinity, and by the propagation

earthward.

During a period of undisturbed solar activity, the plasma temperature

in the solar supercorona (which is _105°K) is sometimes assumed to

determine the lower energy limit. This leads to the assumption that there

is a continuous transition over the energy range from 105°K to 2 BeV.

The upper limit for solar cosmic particles is determined mainly by the

dimensions and size of the region in which the acceleration originates.

When low-energy galactic cosmic rays are modulated, particles with

momenta of 0.5 BeV/c and above undergo the greatest variations in intensity.

The lower limit has not been established accurately, but the intensity of

primaries with momenta of 0.5 BeV/c is known to be low. The upper limit

is also quite arbitrary, but it can be assumed that the effect of solar

modulation drops sharply for particles with energies above several BeV.

Cases have been known in which galactic particles with momenta up to

800 BeV/c were subject to modulation. Studies of such variations are a
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partof thephysicsof cosmicrayswithintermediateandhighenergies,
andspecialtechniques,experiments,andtheoriesare necessary.

Until 1950,onlyionizationchamberslocatednearsealevelwereused
to studycosmic-rayvariations. Suchdetectorscouldnot, of course,be
usedto recordlow-energyprimary cosmicrays.

Thesituationdidnotchangemuchwhenneutronmonitors,whichare
about50timesmoresensitiveto low-energyparticlesthanionization
chambersare,wereintroducedin ground-levelmeasurementsof thevaria-
tions. However,beginningin 1955,neutronmonitorswereusedto recordsome
cosmic-rayburstswhichweregeneticallyrelatedto solar-activitydisplays;
threeof theserecordingsweremadesimultaneouslywithionization
chambersaswell.

Thesefirst experimentaldataledto thegeneralopinionthatcosmicrays
canbegeneratedduringsolarflaresonlyundervery special,unusual
circumstances.

Thisopinionwasnotrefutedbytheinvestigationsof Pomerantz(1956)
andNeher(1957).Their experimentsdidnotindicatewhethertheresults
ofthecosmic-raymeasurementsmadebythemwithballoon-borneequip-
mentdifferedfrom theresultsofground-levelmeasurements.

Beginningin 1957,especiallyafter thedetailedobservationsof solar
cosmicraysat highlatitudesmadebyWincklerandAnderson(USA)andby
Charakhch'yan(USSR),it becameclearthatchangesin theintensityof the
low-energycomponentof theprimary radiationwereoftenunaccompanied
byvariationsin thecosmicraysof intermediateandhighenergy. Also, it
wasfoundthatstudiesof theprimary flux in theenergyrangefrom 0 to
1BeVimposedspecialrequirementson themeasuringequipmentandon
theobservationsite.

It turnedoutthatparticleswiththeseenergiescanbefoundonlyat the
limits of theatmosphere,overthepolarcapsof theplanet(atthekneeof
thelatitudecutoff),or outsideof theearth'smagnetosphere.At these
placesthelowerenergylimits for recordedparticlesaredueonlyto the
shieldingeffectof theinstrumentcases.

Thepenetrationof theseparticles intothe ionosphereproducessecondary
electronsthere. In addition,ionosphericionization,recombination,and
capturetakeplace,whichin turn leadto polarblackoutsandto the
absorptionof cosmicradionoisein definitepartsof theradio-frequency
rangeat altitudesof 50to 100km.

By meansof riometersandionosphericstationslocatedin thepolar
latitudes,wecangetanideaof thespatialandtemporalmorphologyof
thesephenomena,in relationto fluctuationsin the influxof solarprotons
withenergiesof 10to 100MeV,thesebeingthecauseof theelectron
maximumat theindicatedlevel.

Thelatitudedistributionof theabsorptionmakespossiblea rough
estimateof theintensityandtheenergycharacteristicsof low-energy
cosmic radiation.

Due to the residual atmosphere above high-latitude equipment, the

sounding-balloon method now widely used to study low-energy cosmic rays

makes it possible to measure particles of solar origin with energies of

100MeV or more. At altitudes of 200 to 400kin over the geomagnetic

poles, of course, the absolute intensity and the energy spectrum of primary

cosmic rays can be determined for energies ranging from tens of

electron volts to 108 electron volts; at these altitudes the temporal and

spatial variations of this radiation can also be studied.
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A basic stage in the study of cosmic-ray variations and their relations

to various geophysical and solar phenomena is the statistical analysis of

series of data on the intensity of the different cosmic-ray components,

collected over many years.

This experimental material is being gathered by means of systematic,

long-term, uninterrupted observations of cosmic rays of various energies.

Only in this way is it possible to record the flux variations in cosmic rays

of different intensity and direction which accompany solar flares,

disturbances of the geomagnetic field, and other phenomena, since such

flux variations are difficult to predict, are sudden, and have unexpected

amplitude s.

Just as in ground-level experiments, the particle flux must also be recorded

continuously during studies of variations in the low-energy primaries.

However, in this case the measuring equipment must remain for an extended

period in the upper strata of the atmosphere over the polar regions of our

planet or else at some point in interplanetary space beyond the magneto-

sphere (from which the transmission of information to an earthbound

observer by radio is reliable). This is an extremely difficult technical

problem.

Considerable effort has been made recently to develop recorders which

will operate in the stratosphere for long periods. Recorders borne aloft

in rigid polyethylene jackets filled with hydrogen can "float" for many hours

at altitudes of 25 to 30 km or even higher.

With the advent of artificial earth satellites, it became much easier,

from the experimental point of view, to study the variations of low-energy

cosmic rays. Studies of this kind were first attempted by the Soviet

scientists working with Vernov, at the time of the launching of the first

artificial satellite (1957). Later, such investigations were also initiated in

America, by Rothwell and McIlwain (1959), and by Simpson, van Allen,

Hoffman, and Winckler (1960).

These first experiments using artificial satellites, and also the many

others which have been made up to the present, were mainly exploratory

in nature.

Most such cosmic-ray research turned out to be devoted to the

unexpectedly discovered radiation belts, and to the structure, composition,

energy characteristics, nature, and formation mechanism of these belts.

As a corollary of the uninterrupted studies of the radiation belts, scientists

have recently begun to be interested in the structure of the interplanetary

magnetic field, the solar wind, and the physics of solar phenomena. Studies

of primary-radiation variations by means of continuous, long-term

observations with artificial satellites, however, are still practically not

made at all, in spite of the lack of the very important data on the variations

of low-energy cosmic rays and on their spectra.

With the development of extra-atmospheric research, and after

processing the enormous amount of data collected during the International

Geophysical Year, it became clear that systematic launchings of artificial

satellites with "polar" orbits were necessary for the study of low-energy

cosmic rays. Here, a "polar" orbit is one which is inclined to the

equatorial plane of the earth by not less than 80 ° . These satellites should

have at least one Geiger counter on board. In addition to satellite flights,

geophysical rockets should be launched sporadically, from points with geo-

magnetic latitudes of at least 70-75% at the times of solar, flares, geo-

magnetic storms, and other phenomena.
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Cosmic-ray variations can probably be studied most effectively by means

of simple, uniform, calibrated equipment making simultaneous measure-

ments from two artificial satellites. These satellites will serve as cosmic-

ray patrol stations revolving about the earth in different orbits.

One of these satellites will be "low," following a circular "polar" orbit

at altitudes of 300 to 500kin. It should operate for at least a year. The

other, "high," satellite, also moving along a circular "polar" orbit, will

revolve about the earth beyond the limits of the magnetosphere. The "high"

space station serving as this satellite can exist for as long as is thought

necessary. Its service period will be limited only by the reserves of solar

batteries, radio elements, and cosmic-ray detectors. With this in mind,

all the equipment on board the satellite must be operated as economically

as possible. This means that an efficient program for communications with

a terrestrial observation point must be employed, implemented according

to signals from automatic programming equipment on board the satellite.

When additional information is required, it should be obtained via a control

radio channel. Such a patrol-station system will probably be able to

operate adequately for a few years. To ensure continuity of the measure-

ments, similar satellites must be kept in readiness on the earth during

operation of the space stations. It willbe possible to launch these quite

accurately into specified orbits at any time, in place of stations going out

of operation or after the period of dependable service of the satellite has

elapsed.

To study cosmic-ray variations by means of space stations, the equip-

ment used must be simple, reliable, stable with respect to vibrational and

line overloads, and compact. In addition, it should have low power con-

sumption and minimum requirements with respect to telemetering channels

for communication with points on the earth's surface.

Such studies using a patrol satellite can be made satisfactorily with a

transducer assembly recording the number of particles and the ionization

of the cosmic rays; provision should also be made for separate measure-

ments of energies from I0 s to 108 eV.

The following units are recommended as parts of the standard assembly:

(a) an ionization chamber controlled by a single master Geiger counter;

(b) a circular counter arrangement of coincidence telescopes, with a central

shielded counter; (c) a rugged scintillation detector, mounted 2 or 3 meters

away from the satellite on a special bar; (d) a single Geiger counter which

records the intensity over a wide range (at least three orders of magnitude);

and (e) a three-component magnetometer.

The ionization chamber measures the global cosmic-ray intensity

according to the ionization current, which is produced mainly by penetrating

particles. Due to the low gamma sensitivity of the chamber, when the

satellite passes the outer radiation belt the ?-ray current will be less than

I0% of the current set up by the primary radiation.

The circular arrangement measures the cosmic-ray intensity (number

of particles) according to three energy cutoffs specified by the inner and

outer shielding of the arrangement. The counter telescopes are also almost

insensitive to ¥ rays and to x rays.

The scintillation detector measures the intensity and energy release of

the flux of low-energy particles (electrons with energies of a few or some

tens of keV).
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Todevelopthisdetectorassembly,experimentsmustfirst bemadeto
determinetherecordingefficiencyof eachdetectorfor y rays, electrons,
andprotonsat energiescorrespondingto theprimariesstudied. In addition,
it is very important,asa preparation,to calibratethesatellite-borne
equipmentfor thenaturalcosmic-radiationbackgroundandto comparethe
responseof eachunitwithdatafrom oneof themchosenasastandard.

Theuseof suchrelativelysimple, andthusreliable, equipmentinstalled
in patrolstationsor othertypesof satelliteswill makeavailablea large
amountof importantexperimentaldatapertainingto cosmic-rayvariations.

Withproperpinpointingof thesatellite inorbit (±25 km in altitude and 1 °

in longitude and latitude), the "low" satellite can make use of the geo-

magnetic field as a spectrum analyzer for the magnetic rigidity. Data on

the latitude distribution of the primary flux obtained in this way can then be

used to evaluate the cosmic-ray energy spectrum. This spectrum will

begin with the minimum energy of protons arriving to the limit of

atmosphere at the geomagnetic equator and will end with the minimum

energies of particles recorded by means of satellites over the polar regions
of our planet.

It will also be possible to distinguish quite accurately periodic and

irregular variations of the primary cosmic rays in discrete intervals of

magnetic rigidity and to take the energy spectrum of these variations.

Such measurements will be especially important during solar flares,

magnetic storms, and Forbushdecreases. A comparison of the data thus

obtained with measurements of the undisturbed spectrum will indicate the

spectral sensitivity of the mechanisms modulating these effects.

During intense magnetic storms, the patrol satellites will also be able

to record changes in the geomag}letic cutoffs of cosmic rays, since any

distortion of the geomagnetic field during a storm will affect the low-

energy particles.

The position of the maximum in the differential spectrum of the primary

flux gives us important information on the diffusion of cosrnie rays through

magnetic inhomogeneities in the solar system. This maximum can be

specified only using satellites, geophysical rockets, or balloon-borne

equipment. If it is found that the spectral maximum is not shifted into

the low-energy range during years of solar minimum, this will tell us a

great deal about the transformation of galactic cosmic rays in the solar

system. The existence of such a shift, on the other hand, will indicate an

energy dependence of the diffusion coefficient, within the framework of

models of interplanetary space. Consequently, we will know something

definite about the structure and dimensions of magnetic inhomogeneities

and about the solar wind. Data of this kind will be especially valuable for

checking different models of interplanetary space during periods of solar
activity.

It will also be very important to verify the intensity rise in the low-

energy part of the spectrum against the background of a Forbush decrease.

Many authors have explained this increase as a change in the conditions for

energy cutoff of the particle flux, as a result of distortion of the magnetic

field during a storm. Usually, only the decrease in the field within the

current ring responsible for the main phase of the storm is considered.

Outside of this ring, the same current enhances the field. Therefore,

the effective geomagnetic moment must then increase, while at the same

time the energy limit for cutoff must be shifted to a high value, causing a

drop in the cosmic-ray intensity.
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Measurementsof theForbusheffectin interplanetaryspaceshouldhelp
to explainthelongrecoverytimeafter aForbushdecrease,and also to

describe the leading edge of the flux. In addition, it is important to clarify

the function of the earth and the moon as absorbers during the development

of a Forbush decrease. If the Forbush effect is due to the diffusion of

galactic cosmic rays in a turbulent cloud of magnetic plasma, then an

appreciable gradient of the cosmic-ray density must exist in the vicinity of

the earth andtne moon, which are absorbing bodies. For the scattering of

cosmic rays by the regular magnetic fields of the solar plasma, this

phenomenon does not exist.

Measurements of the cosmic-ray density gradient far from the earth,

either toward the sun or away from it or else perpendicular to the ecliptic

plane, will be very useful. The results of such measurements, to their

respective accuracies, may give information about the propagation of

cosmic rays in the solar system, about the interplanetary heliocentric or

other field, and about the presence or absence of a magnetic barrier shutting

the solar system off from galactic cosmic rays. All this information is

essential for checkinF_ different models of the interplanetary field and for

evaluating solar-wind hypotheses. Finally, these data are necessary for the

theory of the origin of cosmic rays and for studies of the ll-year

variations.

The primary radiation in the low-energy part of the spectrum during

periods of minimum solar activity is of particular interest. Since 1964

and 1965 constitute one of these periods, beginning on l January 1964

scientists of many lands will carry out extensive complex studies according

to an internationally agreed-upon plan. Some of these will be studies of

cosmic- ray variations.

Contrary _o the period of solar maximum, during years of minimum

activity inhomogeneities of various kinds and solar-activity effects in

interplanetary space are relatively few. Therefore, it is natural to expect

that at this time the spectrum of the primary flux in the vicinity of the earth

will be moderated.

Tile considerable modification of the electromagnetic conditions in inter-

planetary space during ti_is period can be judged according to the intensity

variations of primaries with energies from 10 5 to l012eV. Thus, an

analysis of the variations in low-energy particles gives us information on

the fine structure of the circumsolar space out to l0 m or l012 ca, while the

variations in high-energy particles inform us about the general contours of

space within a radius of I to 10A.U.

At the minimum of the ll-year cycle, conditions are more favorable for

studying the various types of irregular, periodic, and solar cosmic rays.

This is because at other times, particularly in the years of maximum,

much of the space in the solar system is full of inhomogeneities. These

inilomogeneities may be turbulent or ordered, th@y may be local or may

encompass considerable space, and they may be different in nature and

character. Also, during the period of maximum, solar physical phenomena

are superimposed on one another, and it is impossible to tell where one

disturbance begins and another ends. Consequently, a strict classification

of the different types of solar activity is impossible, and it is difficult to

establish reliably the quantitative relations between solar activity and the

phenomena studied in space physics and aeronomy.
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Duringyearsof minimumactivity, solar effectsoncosmicraysand
especiallysolarflareswill be rarephenomena,andin theabsenceof
disturbingfactorstheywill showupparticularlyclearly againsttheback-
groundof lowactivity.

Measurementsof all thecharacteristicsof therelativistic particles
producedbyhighaccelerationin activeregionsof the sunareexceptionally
important.

Solarcosmicraysmainlyarrive at theearthwhenachromosphericflare
hasoccurredonthewesternsideof thesolar disk. Thedelaytime for
particlearrival at theearthincreaseswiththedistanceof theflare from
thewesternlimbof thesun, andthetimerequiredto reachmaximum
intensityalsoincreases.

It is importantto findoutwhetherall chromosphericflaresproduce
cosmicrays. It maybethatcosmicraysare alwaysproduced,but that
conditionsfor particleescapefrom thesolar atmosphereor particle
propagationto theeartharenotalwaysfavorable.

Cosmic-rayburstscanbestudiedeffectivelyby meansof satellite-borne
equipment.Thisis becausetherapidpassof thesatellitethroughthespace
aroundtheearthwill makeit possibleto trace, withanasyetunattained
accuracy,theso-called"entry zones"for solarcosmicrays, locatedat
thelimit of theterrestrial atmosphere.In this sameexperiment,it will be
possibleto findthe latitudedependenceof theburst effect,whichwill give
informationonthespectrumof theparticlesresponsiblefor thecosmic-
rayburst. Thestudyof burstsof solar cosmicrays is very importantfor
developingmethodsof predictingradiationdanger.

Cosmic-raystudiesat thetimeof thesolar-activityminimummaymake
it possibleto ascertainthecutofflimit of thespectrumin thelow-energy
range,in relationto theresidualmodulationof galacticcosmicraysbythe
interplanetarymagneticfield. As a result, wemayfindout to whatdegree
theprimary radiationin thesolar systemindicatesthecompositionand
theenergyspectrumof thegalacticcosmicrays.

Dataontheintensity, composition,energyspectra,andvariationsof
a particles and other heavy primary nuclei are of great interest with respect

to the origin of cosmic rays. Such data are obtainable only by means of

rockets and artificial satellites. The first measurements of the nuclear

component were made by Ginzburg during the flight of Sputnik III, made

in 1959. From this, important information was gained on the

latitude distribution of intensity for nuclei with Z>2 and Z:>5. From 1959

to 1961, Winckler's group (USA) made some important studies of the

nuclear composition of the primaries.

These and subsequent measurements were sporadic, and they were not

designed to study intensity variations of the multiply charged component.

However, it was still possible to record short-lived bursts of the fluxes of

nuclei. So far, no more detailed data on variations of the nuclear

component, and on the relation between changes in the primary-proton

intensity and variations in the flux of the multiply charged component, have

been obtained. Direct measurements of variations in the heavy primary

nuclei during changes in the intensity of the general cosmic-ray flux,

especially at the time of chromospheric flares, should provide valuable

data on the solar accelerating and modulating mechanisms and on the nature

of galactic cosmic rays.
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Dataonthemaximumof theprotonanda-particlespectraarealso
important. If thesemaximawill beobservedfor differentrigidities, this
mayimply thatcosmicraysoriginatingin thegalaxyundergofragmentation
onthewayto theearth, asa result of whichthesecondaryprotonsobserved
byusin cosmicraysareproduced If, however,thepositionsof these
maximawill coincide,thenthereis nofragmentation Thiseffectshould
bestudiedfor variouslevelsof solaractivity

Theproposedexperimentsusingpatrol satellitesto investigatethe
variationsofheavynucleicanincludesimultaneousmeasurementsof the
primary radiationusingionizationchambersandcounterassemblies.The
meanionizingcapacityof theprimary flux is morethantwicethatof the
relativistic particles. This is dueto thepresenceof heavynucleiin cosmic
rays. Theproposedexperimentwill makeit possibleto findtherelation
betweenthenumberof particlesandtheir ionizingcapacity,andfrom this
thepercentcontentof multiplychargedparticles in theprimary fluxaswell.

Twoquestionsarise in connectionwiththeprospectiveimplementationof
anextensivestudyof thesurroundingsof theearth, thesun,andouter
spaceusingrocketsandartificial satellites.

i. Will rocketandsatellitestudiesof cosmic-rayvariationsin thenear
futureeliminateanalogousmeasurementsat theearth'ssurfaceasbeing
lesseffective?

2. Will the indirectmethodof spaceresearchby meansof cosmicrays
be replacedat sometimebythedirect measurement,with rocket-borne
andsatellite-borneequipment,of thestateof theinterplanetaryplasma,the
parametersof theelectromagneticfields, andthecomposition,geometry,
andstructureof thevariousinhomogeneities?

Weassumethatthesetwoquestionsmustbeansweredin thenegative
Forexample,ground-levelstudiesof cosmicrayscovera rangeof theenergy
spectrum(upto tensof BeVandabove)whichis unattainableusingany
airborne[or spaceborne]equipment.True, flux recordingsfor some
primary particles, whichare impossibleat theearth'ssurfacebecauseof
theshieldingactionof theatmosphere,mustbeobtainedusingstratospheric
andextra-atmosphericmethods.However,cosmicrays of higher
energiescanbestudiedonlybymeansof supermonitorslocatedunderthe
earthandat sealevel. Suchmeasurementsshouldbemadeat different
pointsthroughoutthe world, using the geomagneticfield in the given
case as a gigantic spectrum analyzer for the magnetic rigidity.

Now let us consider the possible elimination of variation studies as an

indirect means of investigating the interplanetary plasma and earth-sun

problems, and the replacement of this method by direct measurements of

various space phenomena. With respect to this, a basic feature of cosmic-

ray variations should be noted, namely that their study is apparently a

unique and absolute means of obtaining high-accuracy, reliable, continuous

measurements, on a patrol and global basis, of the electromagnetic

conditions in the space surrounding our planet. It is impossible to fill the

solar system with large numbers of rockets and satellites just in order to

provide direct measurements of this type.

Institute of Space-Physics i_escarch and

Aerononl). Yakutsk Branch of Siberian
Division of USS_ Academy of Sciences
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V. V. Vitkevich

THE PREDOMINANTLY RADIAL MAGNETIC FIELD
IN THE SPACE ABOUT THE SUN (Synopsis)

I. RESEARCH METHOD

1. It was noted by the author /1/ that one of the discrete radio-

emission sources, the Crab Nebula, is covered each year by the solar

corona. This unusual eclipse is observed in the middle of June. The

distance of closest approach between the center of the sun and the source on
15 June is 4.5R_.

2. The selection of radio waves from the source, which approach

against the background of the more intense solar radio emission, is based

on a radio-interference method. A radio interferometer with a resolving

power (angular distance between lobes) of 15' to 45' (200_ to 60X) will

respond only to the source, and it will usually not pick up the solar radio

emission. This method was used by the author, and subsequently by

several non-Soviet researchers, to study the space about the sun "by
transillumination "

II. MAIN RESULTS

3. The first results obtained indicated an attenuation of the intensity of
radio reception from the source (1951 data, and then subsequent data which

were more reliable from the numerical point of view). More recent
investigations by the author in the USSR /3/ (and similar results obtained

in England by Hewish) have developed and refined these data. The influence

of the "supercorona" was observed at distances of 10Re, then at 20R_._and
30 R_., and now it has been detected up to 40 or 50 R¢. For an active sun

the influence of the supercorona may even extend out to 100 Re on certain
days (data of Slee, Australia).

4. Observations using two or three radio-interferometer bases of

different lengths /4/ indicate that scattering of the radio waves takes place

in the solar supercorona rather than damping. Consequently, the space

about the sun is nonuniform, due to the electron production there (plasma
production).

III. RADIAL INHOMOGENEITIES. THE MAGNETIC FIELD

5. Vitkevich and Panovkin /5, 6/ were the first to demonstrate the

"elongation" of the inhomogeneities, which are roughly radial in orientation.
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This result was obtained from measurements of the effect of scattering in

different directions; for these measurements, aninterferometer oriented in

various ways to the meridian was used.

6. Electron inhomogeneities in the form of "jets" could not exist long

if their corresponding magnetic field did not prevent them from diffusing.

The magnetic field in the space about the sun is predominantly radial,

with a structure generally the same as the inhomogeneities. The magnetic

field keeps the radial electron inhomogeneities from dispersing.

In the vicinity of the photosphere, the field cannot be more than

0.1oersted. Thus, for a square-law decrease, at 30 Re the field strength

will be about 10 -4 oersted.

IV. THE NATURE OF THE MAGNETIC FIELD

7. Two factors are apparently responsible for the radial magnetic fields.

On one hand, as observed by Piddington, solar flares (in which the kinetic

energy of the matter may be higher than the magnetic energy) produce

enormous radial magnetic "loops." Apparently, this effect really takes place.

On the other hand, such an explanation does not apply to the circumpolar

regions of the sun, where the structure of the plasma is also nonuniform.

8. In the polar regions, the formation of extended inhomogeneities

apparently is inherently different. According to the author's analysis, the

solar magnetic field is basically a dipole field. The motion of plasma in

the corona at velocities of 2 or 3km/sec {such velocities are usually

observed in the corona during eclipses, by means of the Doppler effect)

SV_ If2 Because of this motion, the plasmas
ensures a kinetic energy of --7- _g-_'

deform the magnetic field, transforming it from a "dipole" field to a

nearly dipole field, and then to a radial field. Such is the probable nature

of the second component of the magnetic field in the solar supercorona.

V. DEVIATIONS FROM THE PICTURE OF A

"QUIET" SUPERCORONA

Sometimes sudden irregular phenomena are observed during studies
II . . , ,I

using the trans_llummatton method:

9. Refraction of radio waves, whirl] in some cases may be as much as

30' for a 5-meter wave. The refraction is caused by coronal rays which

penetrate into the supercorona and have an electron concentration an order

of rnagnitude higher than the "background." The magnetic field confining

the coronal rays is apparently higher than the "average" field in the

supercorona.
10. Rapid changes in signal amplitude, caused by plasma motions with

velocities up to 2000 km/sec and above.

1l. Scattering at distances up to 100 Re (observed by Slee in Australia),

apparently due to corpuscular streams.

All these electron-production phenomena are related to the correspond-

ing structure of the magnetic fields. However, these problems are still far

from being worked out and require more study.
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Theradial nature of the magnetic field detected by radio-astronomical

research is an important key to understanding a number of physical

processes in the space about the sun. In particular, the radial magnetic

field affects the dynamics of both solar and galactic cosmic rtiys. TILts

problem is posed and in part solved in the following report by .¢;hi.sho\ .
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V.I. Shishot'

THE INFLUENCE OF THE RADIAL MAGNETIC FIELD
ON THE DIFFUSION OF COSMIC RAYS (Synopsis)

1. Recently many works have appeared giving data which indicate that

approximately radial, somewhat twisted, magnetic fields exist in inter-

planetary space, in addition to random fields. These data are listed briefly

below:
al electron ini_omogeneities observed during eclipse of the Crab Nebula

by the solar supercorona are extended in a predominantly radial direction

I1, 21;
b) solar flares accompanied by cosmic-ray bursts are grouped together

more toward the western limb of the solar disk. Cosmic rays produced on

the western side of the disk arrive at the earth much more rapidly than

rays produced on the eastern side (see, for example, /3, 4/), the impact

zones being clearly pronounced only for the former /5/.
2. Let us consider that a radial magnetic field with a strength H(r) ,

where r is the distance from the sun, exists in interplanetary space. In

addition, magnetic inhomogeneities are present at which cosmic particles

are scattered isotropieally. The influence of the radial field will be

I (where m= ell and T is the constant time foreffective only for w_¥ ,nc

transit of the mean free path). Since 0_ decreases with the distance from

the sun, the domain of this influence is limited by some surface at r= R.
With reference to a flare, let us assume that at a moment t = 0 N

relativistic particles are ejected from a point on the surface of the sun; the

particles are ejected radially, and each has the same velocity v.
3. We denote as n(r, 6, t) the particle density at a point with coordinates

r and 0 (where 0 is the angular coordinate reckoned from the direction of

initial escape of the particle). For r>R the function n(r,O,t) must satisfy

the ordinary diffusion equation. For r_R, k_owever, n(r,O, t) obeys the

equation:
d(_n) FI O:(r_'n)- t 0 'nO 0 r_n)
--Or .... - Or_ + Do _ "of s _0-- ; (1)

whe re

v.l
Dr := --¢- ;

p_ u
D_=-g77i-, and p- _ •

The following conditions apply to this equation:

Sndg = N; (2)
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t (r--R®

where l = v.v.

If we take D0=constant, that is, if we choose some effective value De,

then we can separate the variables r and 0:

n = _F(O, t).T(r, t). (4)

For r> R, the function T(r, t) is a spherical-symmetric solution of the

diffusion equation. For t
4D---_->t and 0< 1, the function _F(_,t) is

= _ exp --4D¢ ' (5)

For large l, the function uF can be expanded in terms of Legendre
polynomials:

• - _ - n. -k (k+l) Dot_F = _ (2k + l) vk(cos_)ek=, (6)

Within certain limits the formula

tmax= ___[(r--R®)a O'D, +-_.] (7)

is valid, where /_ is the time at which the particle-density maximum

occurs at the point with coordinates • and 0.

4. If the twisting of the magnetic field is roughly taken into account, 0

must be replaced by I0+%] (where plus corresponds to the eastern side and

minus to the western side). Here, 00 is the angle between the direction of

the force line of the regular field at the point of particle ejection and the

direction toward the intersection point of this line and the surface •= R.

5. Comparison with experimental data on the time of maximum

particle density as a function of the heliographic longitude of a flare /3/

gives 0o= 75°; _-_0=300 minutes; and Do_-°l for H_ A,I =_ r_ Since --
• • Dr

200 minutes, therefore

R=O.8.A; H!r-A=Ho=7"IO -6 gauss (A=IA.U.).

According to theory, for a flare on the western side of the sun, the drop

after the maximum should be sharper than in the spherical-symmetric case.

This was actually observed for the flare of 4 May 1960 in the energy range

from 1 to 2BeV /6/. Matching of the theoretical curve with the observa-

tions gave l = 5 • 1012 cm and H0=4. 10-7 gauss.

Flares on the eastern side of the sun, on the other hand, should have a

wide, diffuse maximum. This was observed for the flare on 3 September

1960 (for protons with energies around 100MeV) /7/. The values

l = 1.3. 1012 cm and Hn=8. 10 -7 gauss gave a satisfactory fit with the
observations.

The difference between the value of the field (according to the 1960 flares)

and the average field strength obtained from the dependence of the delay

time on the heliographic longitude of the flare may be attributed to the fact

that the conditions in the interplanetary medium in 1960 were not average.
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Therefore, on the average, H=5. 10 -6 gauss near the earth's orbit and

H = 0.1 gauss at the surface of the sun.
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A.A. Pomansteii and 0. I. Dovzhenko

THE RADIATION LENGTH

1, INTRODUCTION

In processes related to the passage of high-energy electrons and photons

through matter, the energy losses are mainly caused by bremsstrahlungand

pair production, respectively. In this ease, the mean free paths of the

particles can be expressed conveniently in so-called radiation, or cascade,

units of length.: The introduction of such a unit makes it possible to solve

the cascade equations in a form which is independent of the substance in

which the electron-photon siiower develops/!/.

The advisability of adopting the cascade unit becomes evident from a

consideration of the cross sections for bremsstrahlung and electron-

positron pair production. Actually, at high energies (E>_mc*), when these

two processes will occur mainly at large distances from a nucleus, the

screening of the field of the nucleus by the field of atomic electrons may

be considered to be total (this case is the most important for studies of

cascade processes). Then, the effective cross sections for bremsstrahlung

and pair production, according to the Born approximation, are given by

t3ethe and Heitler /2, 3/ as:

_roZ _ -_ EoE ; (1)d.%,u = 4 -A vE°

N _,, dE, liE 2 E 1_ 2 E.E L raa-_E÷E_],d:p.i,=4--_CXroL --_ lX _+ q- q-y _) (2)

where v is the energy of a V quantum; E0 and E in (1) are ttae electron

energies in the initial and final states of the bremsstrahlung; E, and E_
in (2) are the energies of the positron and the electron, respectively;

e _ t _ e__'*
_ = Tc = ta_; to-- mcz is the "classical radius" of the electron; N is

Avogadro's number; A is the atomic weight; and L _0_ is the so-called

radiation logarithm, which determines the effect of total screening of the

field of the nucleus by the field of atomic electrons.

Following Carlson and Oppenheimer ]1/, we define the cascade unit t 0
as

t 4 _-_,r*oZ2ff "d. (3)5;£=

The effective cross sections, ' of bremsstrahlung (1) and tdo,,,,, of pairda ,_a

production (2), in cascade units are then

, a,, __ ' 2b)] (4)d_rad _ _ [ _0 _- _2 -- /2"0_" (-'._ - ;

• [The radiation length, or cascade, unit, is alternatively k[]owi2 as the shower unit.]
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-- 4- EE /v ,t dE+ [E_+ E2a_o_, -7 _ + , __- 2b)] I5)
where

t
b 10 -2 .

|SL tad

It can be shown /4/ that when an electron penetrates one cascade unit

of matter its energy fails, on the average, to 1/e of its original value, due

to bremsstrahlung. Similarly, the intensity of a photon beam is reduced to

approximately 1/2,2 of its original value over one cascade unit, due to pair

production.

Expression (3) for t0 was written assuming that the Born approximation

is valid and that bremsstrahlung and pair production take place only in the

field of the nucleus. However, as will be shown below, the Born

approximation gives values of the cascade units for heavy elements which

are -- 10% too low. The following expressions for doted and dop.,,, incor-

porating corrections to the Born approximation for the ease of total

screening, are more accurate /5/:

_-_' °_ _ [( E_ '-'E,,E)_L'_- t/_-i v' EoE]. /6)

dSpair _ 4 N _roZ2 2 dE+ 12'l]1-_2 1 (7)

where f(e) is the correction for the inaccuracy of the Born approximation

and all the other quantities are the same as in (1) and (2).

For bremsstrahlung and pair production in a field of atomic electrons,

the following expressions give the corresponding cross sections [6/:

N Zotr_o dv F¢--2 Ea __ 2 Eo
d_%a := 4 7 vE_ L', 9--,,_o+ E)t'"_+ ' E,x]; (8)

x Z,_ro_ E++E_+ T ,,_ E+E (9)d3pa,r = 47 - ,

where l _d is a quantity taking into account the screening (it is analogous to

L_.*).
By combining equations (6) through (9), we obtain the total cross sections:

tot N 2 _ _- [' -2 '_ ',dz,_a = 4-A _roZ(Z + _.)_ [fz,, q- E _--_ E.E){U "d-l(z)} +

-_- _ EoE v/_7] ; (10)

d_pai,t°t = 4 GN c_r_Z (Z + _) k'_ + E" + ?f

I _ _ Z . I ] dI"

-- iiL+t _j ,,d , (11)

where
I ,ad

Taking into account the corrections for inaccuracy of the Born approxi-

mation and for the effects of a field of atomic electrons, we can define the

cascade unit by the expression

1 == 4 N ztr#Z (Z _- _) [L ''a -- [ (z)]. (1 2)t. A
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Consequently,crosssections(10)and(11),in termsof thecascadeunit (12),
maybedescribedbyequations(4)and(5)providedb is replaced by

z 4 i 1 (13)
b' = 2 _ " 18[L'aa__f(z)l

In the calculations of cascade units made by different authors, the

influence of total screening of processes in a field of atomic electrons and

the inaccuracy of the Born approximation were allowed for differently.

This led to discrepancies of -- 10 to 20% in the values of the cascade units.

Such a large discrepancy can distort considerably the interpretatipn of

experimental results on the interactions of high-energy particles (E _ rn,'_)
with matter.

In this report, the reasons for these discrepancies wilt be analyzed in

detail. In addition, the values of the cascade units which are most accurate

in the light of recent theoretical and experimental results wilt be given.

II. THE RADIATION LOGARITHM

moll

As we have seen, the quantity L'"a= I 11- f(q)l_ -] +1, the radiation
ii

logarithm, enters into the expression for the cascade unit and allows for the

effect of total screening. The radiation logarithm depends onF(q), the

atomic form factor (a function of the atomic scattering), which provides a

measure of the amplitude of the scattered wave produced when radiation of

a given amplitude encounters an atom. The amplitude of the scattering at

a free classical electron is usually taken as the amplitude unit for the

scattered radiation. Although electrons in an atom cannot be considered

completely free, they are so weakly bound to the atom that they scatter

radiation like free electrons. In addition, the amplitude of the radiation

scattered by a given atom can be assumed to be Z times the amplitude of

the scattering by a single classical electron under the same conditions.

For radiation with a frequency higher than any of the atomic-absorption

frequencies and for small scattering angles, the value of [(q)* is close to the

number of electrons in the atom (Z). With an increase in tile scattering

angle, however, the form factor drops rapidly, the nature of the drop

being a function of the distribution of electrons in the atom.

For scattering in the direction of the incident radiation, there will be no

path difference for waves scattered by electrons in different parts of the

atom. If we assume that the electrons in an atom are weakly bound, then

the phase variation during scattering will be the same for each electron,

and the amplitude of the wave scattered by an atom will be Z times the

amplitude of the wave scattered by an individual electron.

If the direction of the scattered radiation lies at some angle to the

direction of the incident radiation, there will be a difference in path for

waves scattered by electrons in different parts of the atom. Thus, inter-

ference of these waves will make the resultant scattering amplitude less

than Z times the amplitude of ti_e scattering at a single electron.

* tlerc and m the f_31lm, inK, F(q) = [ (q)
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If D(r) is a function characterizing the spatial distribution of electrons

in the atom, and dv is a volume element of the atom, then the scattering

power of this volume element will be proportional to D(r)dv. Let us assume

that a wave e"lK_'-_ impinges upon an atom, where /_0 is the wave vector,

a modulus I Kol = _. The wave vector of the scattered wave is k.with

Since the incident wave e_(K0r_ arrives at points r, and r_ with different

phases (Figure 1), the scattered waves e:_Kr, leaving these points and

observed at a distant point with R>_r will have different phases. The phase

difference is r(K--Ko}. For elastic scattering q = IK- K0[ = a_---"sine (see

Figure 2), where 0 is the scattering half-angle.

FIGURE 1. FIGURE 2.

In order to obtain the amplitude of the scattering from the entire volume,

the scattered elementary waves e_ca-_.lr with amplitudes proportional to D(r)

must be integrated over all the volume elements (actually, over all the

electrons in the atom).

Therefore, the amplitude of atomic scattering is given by the Fourier

integral [ =fD (r)e_lK-_,_dv, where the integral is over the entire volume of a

single atom. Let us make the trivial assumption that D(r) depends only on

[r[, and not on the direction of ;. In this case the atom may be considered

on the average to be spherically symmetric. After some elementary

operations, we find that [(q) = ID(r)Sinqr.. _ dr, where q := 4_ Sine_.

Consequently, if D(r) = 4nr_p(r) is known (where p(r) is the number of

electrons per uni_ volume at a distance r from the nucleus), the function

[(q) can be calculated for any q. Also, by using the reversibility property

of the Fourier integral, it is possible to calculate the distribution of

electrons in the atom when experimental data on the scattering of X rays

are available:
oo

or

D(r) = "_'f q[ (q)sinqr dq.
o

A comparison of the distribution thus obtained with the distribution

calculated theoretically provides a check of the reliability of the theoretical

premises.

L '_J was first evaluated by Bethe /2/. He calculated F(q) using the

statistical model of Thomas and Fermi /8, 7/, which gives the following

expression for the electron density in an atom:
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where the function (D satisfies the equation (D"= ¢"--' with boundary conditions

r -,/ (,_O(0)= 1 and O(_c)_O'(_c)=0. Here × ==_- , _=_,Z ', $10= a,_ anda,

is the radius of the hydrogen atom.

Bethe introduced the variable $ = sin0 Z-".10 -8, so that F(q) was a function

sinO

only of qft_ 5.887_ and not of Z and _ separately. Then. he calculated

/9/ the atomic form factor Fa--F on the basis of the Thomas-Fermi model

up to values of _ ===0.5. The value of L r_a obtained by Bethe ]2/ was

In(183Z"). Subsequent calculations [10, 11] of L '_d according to the Thomas-

Fermi model gave a value of L__ F closer to ln(190Z-':'). Our calculations of
rad

LT_ F using accurate values of • and O' obtained recently ]12/ gave

U_.__F:= In(191Z-"), the same value as obtained by Kirpichev and Pomeranchuk
oo

I {" _, , sin qr .

/10/. The Fourier integralF(q)= _-_ utr) qr arwas calculated by us

graphically. The values of FT-V for °certain _ were compared with the

values computed using Filon's method ]13].
Rossi and Greisen /14] used the value L__aF= In (183 Z-'.) to calculate the

cascade unit. Then, Kirpichev and Pomeranehuk ]10] demonstrated that the

Thomas-Fermi method is inapplicable to light elements. They

suggested computing L '_d using experimentalvaiues of the atomic form
factor, obtained from studies of X-ray scattering. For caleulatingthe

radiation logarithm, these authors used data on the atomic form faetor cited

in a 1931 handbook ]15/. The radiation logarithms calculated on the basis

of the Thomas-Fermi model and according to the form-factor data used by

Kirpichev and Pomeranchuk differed by about 10%. Consequently, Belen'kii

raised the theoretical (Thomas-Fermi) value of the radiation logarithm by

10% for all elements, and on the basis of this eonstructeda table of

the cascade units ]4]. Therefore, Belen'kii's cascade units were about

10% less than the values given by Rossi and Greisen.

This difference was assumed by Belen'kii to be the same for both light

and heavy elements, irrespective of the fact that, the more electrons
there are in an atom, the better will the Thomas-Fermi model serve as an

approximation. However, the data used by Kirpichev and Pomeranchuk did

not agree with theory either, at any rate not for higher Z.
Let us consider the data on the atomic for,n factor used by Kirpichev

and Pomeranehuk more closely. The table of values of [(q) in handbook ]15]

was taken from Bragg and West ]16]. When these data are used, it must

be kept in mind that in crystal-structure analysis estimates of the scatter-

ing by the various atoms in the crystal lattice are necessary. Such

estimates are useful for comparing experimental values of [(q) with values

calculated for the structure in question. The [ curves (expressing the

si, 0 10 -8) which are valid for atomsatomic form factor as a function of -X--"

or ions must be modified for the direct observation of scattering by

crystals. This modification is related to the thermal oscillations of atoms

in a crystal lattice, to the zero-point energy of the lattice, and also to the

overlapping of the lattice atoms.* These factors reduce the observed values

* Here. the term "overlapping" refers to cases when the very same electrons are present in the shells of

different atoms in the crystal lattice.
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Sin 0 ,
of r(q)in comparison to the true values; the greater -f. is, the more this

reduction will be. Moreover, in nonisotropic crystals the reduction of f(q)

will also be affected by extinction phenomena.: _ Overlapping of the atoms in

crystals has a very small effect on the value of the radiation logarithm,

since the difference between f curves for a given element and its ions

SinO (see Table I). Thisbecomes appreciable only for very low values of --y-

TABLE 1. Values of f(q) for Ag, Ag', Ag'-, and Ag---

sin0
--T-.t0-' 0.00 0. l 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.d 0.7

Ag 4%00 43.63 37,57 32.4,; 2_.ltJ 24.71 21,_6 ', _.50

Ag" 46;.00 43.37 37.5'1 32.38 2,%18 24._0 21.,-5 ] _J.50

Ag-- 46.00 42.85 37.79 32.44 28.13 24.72 21. _,6 1J.49

Ag--- 44.00 42.19 37.72 32.56 23.13 2,1.ds 21._5 ] U. oc,

is related to the weakening of the effect of the outer electrons upon the f
Sin @

curve as -V- increases (see Figure 3). The figure shows: (a) a schematic

curve of the electron distribution in the argon atom, as a function of r; and

(b) the corresponding atomic form factor as a function of 4.'I Sin--_0

rcq)

r

FIGURE 3. Calve a: schematic representation of radial distribution of electrons in an atom

with 2Kelectrons, 8L electrons, and 8,14 electrons; curve b: the correspondingatomlc

form factor.

Calculations indicate that this difference in f(q) has practically no effect

on the value of the radiation logarithm. Therefore, the shape of the f

curve (and thus the value of L ,_e) is affected only by the inner electrons,

which are not influenced by the chemical bonds of the atom.

As a result of thermal motion of atoms in the lattice, the [ curves for

Sin 0

scattering by crystals will drop more steeply with a rise in _-- than the

curves for free atoms. This is because the ttaermal vibration of the atoms

in a crystal affects the mean distribution of the charge density. Moreover,

for large scattering angles the radiation intensity will be very low, so that

Sin0

the measurement errors will grow with an increase in _--. Thus, in

studies of crystal structure two alternatives are possible. First, the

calculated f curves can be used and a more rapid drop in f can be expected,
Sin 0

as --i- " 10-Sincreases, than is indicated by theory. Second, it is possible

° In crystallography, extinction usually refers to attenuation of the incident and reflected radiation, due to

reflections from nonparallel crystal planes.
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to modify the f curves beforehand in such a way that the properties of

scattering by crystals will be taken into account and the curves can be used

subsequently to analyze an experiment. Bragg and West chose this second

alternative, when they constructed f curves on the basis of their empirical

estimates of the scattering They did not introduce corrections for the

above-mentioned factors distorting the shape of the / curves, in particular

for the thermal motion of the atoms in the crystal lattice. Therefore, the

data used by Kirpichev and Pomeranchuk are actually not the results of

experimental measurements of the atomic form factor. Rather, they are

a set of f(q) values which are practically useful for analyzing experiments
in crystal-structure research.

It had been shown even earlier than this /17/ that the [ curves calculated

using Hartree's method fit the experimental curves very accurately,

provided the latter were corrected for extinction, the zero-point energy of

the lattice, and thermal motion. Since experimental techniques at that

time were not very accurate, in their article Bragg and West stressed that

the good agreement between the experimental and theoretical results

proved the reliability of the methods used for the quantitative measurements,

and also that the [ curves calculated using Hartree's model portray the

atomic scattering accurately. It should also be noted that the values of /(q)

Sin @
used by Kirpichev and Pomeranchuk applied only to values of --y- . 10 -8 up

• Sin @ 0-8to 1 3, whereas f(q) for considerably higher values of T' l should be

known in order to integrate with an accuracy up to a percent (as was done

by Kirpichev and Pomeranchuk).

L-=
8 ,½_"

_ _._ _oo

4" x

Jt

X x

o ' o.'2 ' o:, ' 0:6 ' o.'a ' ,.b ' /2 "-

FIGURE4. A comparison of experimental and theoretical data for the atomic form factor

ofa,um nom  -Hartro -Eo n odo,;2-T oma -F  mimodo,=
3-e×periment /21-24, 26/,, 4-Braggand West /1_3/.

Using the experimental techniques of those years, perfectly accurate

values of the atomic-scattering amplitude were not sought. Only an overall,

mainly qualitative, study of the function /=/(q) was necessary. Never-

theless, most of the experiments made at that time still verified the
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applicability of the method of the self-consistent field to calculations of the

atomic-scattering amplitude /18/.

In the experimental determination of [(q), sometimes the same authors

have obtained different results using different techniques /19, 20, 22, 26/.

After due consideration, we have decided that the data (obtained using a

powaer rather than crystals) which agree with the calculations of the atomic

form factor using the Hartree-Fok method are valid.

During the last decade several experiments were made to determine the

amplitude of atomic scattering /22-26/ in various substances. In most

cases the scattering materials were in powder form; special consideration

was given to preparing the powder, which was cold-pressed into disks and

then carefully buffed. In addition, very accurate measurements were made

of the intensity of the radiation source, which was chosen to be as mono-

chromatic as possible. The results of these experiments /21-24, 26/, for

scattering from aluminum and iron samples, are shown in Figures 4 and 5.

The figures give the [ curves calculated using t_e Hartree-Fok model

(fH-E), taking into account exchange, and using the Thomas-Fermi model

(/T-F). The data of Bragg and West used by Kirpichev and Pomeranchuk

(fK-P) are also plotted in each figure. It is clear that:

1) the discrepancy between [T-F and fH-F is considerably less than

that between [u-r and /K-P;

<n 0 0-82) as _. I increases, fexp, fT-F and [H-F approach one another, while

fK-P deviates from these;

3) [cxp in general agrees with fH-F;

4) as f increases, [e×p, fT-Fand fH-F approach one another.

24 _ I

•, " 2,i7

[ , ' ,

o 0/2 o.'4 o.'6 o_a _.'o 1/2
s_n8

$

FIGURE 5. A comparison of experimental and theoretical data for the atomic form factor

/21-24, 2i5/; 4-Bragg and West /li;/.

To complete our survey of the available experimental data on the deter-

mination of the atomic form factors, let us turn to a study /2?/ in which l(q)

was found from experimental data on the diffraction of electrons. As early
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as 1930,Comptonshowed/28/ tha_ the technical difficulties related to the

study of X-ray scattering by crystals can be avoided if f(q) is determined

from the scattering of,X rays by the atoms of a rarefied gas. However,

this method also involves certain difficulties: the accuracy of measurements

of the intensity as a function of the scattering angle must be higher, and

the radiation wavelength must be as small as possible. Since a short-

wave monochromatic electron beam can be obtained quite easily, it is

apparently more advisable to use electron-diffraction data to obtain the

electron distribution ira the atoms, and from this to find f(q). The authors of

the article in question /27/ chose argon for their experiment, since this

element is sufficiently light and the Born scattering theory applies to it;

at the same time, argon is sufficiently structural (three electronic shells)

to provide a critical control of the method used.

Figure 6 shows the atomic form factor as a function of 4_[Sin0 0 -8

calculated according to the method of Hartree and Fok and also obtained

experimentally. The results of this carefully devised and executc, d

experiment /27/ agreed beautifully with theory. This verifies the general

conclusion, drawn frorn the experiments considered previously, tilat the

radiation logarithm should be calculated using the theoretical values of /(q)

obtained by means of the method of the self-consistent field, since these

values agree very well with experiment.

0 tO 20 JO 4"0 ''-
el

FIGU RE d.

]-Hartree-Fok model; 2-e×perh)wnt /_.7/.

t.O

• 2

_06- //

'.L

02-

/s 20 _,'z z.q

FIGURE 7. [l--F(q)]_ as a functfon of In q, tor

hydrogen. File s_ak' of the coordinate axes is

$_1ch that the area under the cur_e equals L_'d--I.

1-exact _avc function; 2-]homas-F_rlni model.

The method of the self-consistent field was suggested by Hartree /29/,

and then developed by Fok, who took electron transfer into account /30/.

The difference between tne electron distributions in the atom according to

Hartree and Fok is slight. In the interior of the atom, the electron density

given by Fok is on the average larger than that of Hartree, while in the

outer parts of the atom it is smaller than Hartree's. In the immediate

vicinity of the nucleus the density variations according to the two authors

are the same. Therefore, the difference in density distribution mainly

affects the atomic properties, which are caused mostly by the outer parts
of the atoms.

Since the method of the self-consistent field is very laborious, until

recently it was applied to calculate the form factors of only a few atoms. In

the last decade, however, with the increasing development of computers,

this method was used to calculate l(q) for most of the atoms in the
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periodic system /31/. For elements with Z>25, f(q) was calculated

statistically taking into account transfer /32/.

To calculate i '_d, we used theoretically obtained values of /(q) listed in

the third volume of a recent edition of International Tables /31/, and also

in some other works which have appeared recently /33, 34/.

We calculated i '_d for all elements of practical interest. For hydrogen,

values of [(q) obtained by means of exact quantum-mechanical wave

functions were used. For the other elements, L :_J was calculated using ti_e

most recent version of the method of the self-consistent field, taking

into account electron transfer. Moreover, for atoms with Z_ 20, the

distribution of electron density according to the Thomas-Fermi-Dirac model

was introduced /35/. However, the calculated values of [(q) in the tables

in several cases could not give an accurate value of L '_J, since /(q) was

sinO
listed for values of _--. 10 -8 usually not exceeding 2; for an accurate

evaluation of L '"J, on the other hand, f(q) must be known for somewnat higher

values of 4_- (Figures 7 and 8). Therefore, in such cases we calculated f(q)

for higher values of q. To do this, we assumed that the scattering at very

large angles is governed onlyby the K electrons, which can be described

in terms of hydrogenlike wave functions in the IS state /2?/. Figure 3

confirms the feasibility of this assumption. This extrapolation was applied

to the [(q) values calculated by means of the method of the self-consistent

field.

0.8

Z o.4

18

,_/_

20 22 [n,

FIGURE 8. [1--F(q)] _ as a function of In q. for silver. The scale of the
coordinate axes ts such that the area under the carve equals Lrad--l.

1-Hartree-Fokmodel; 2-Thomas-Fermi model; 3-Thomas-Fermi-Dt_ac

model.

If the calculation was made according to the electron-density distribution

given by the Thomas-Fermi-Dirac method, then for large angles (that is,

close to the nucleus) we extrapolated [(el) according to the Thomas-Fermi

model, without taking into account electron transfer. The error in L _"_

introduced by this extrapolation is negligible /32/ (see Figure 8). In

Figure 9 the radiation logarithms for different elements, calculated accord-

ing to the various assumptions, are plotted as a function of log Z. We will not
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attempthereto discoveranyregularitiesin thebehaviorof the Lr_ values

calculated using the method of the self-consistent field and the statistical

method taking into account transfer. Let us remark only that these values

5.5"- L _d
o !

--2
"J
• 4

5.0- o

O

0

_, °"oo_
,45- _, o

40- le_

J, 5 lgZ

o _ e
FIGURE 9.

1-accordmgto Kirpichev and Pomeranchuk; 2-Thomas-

Fermi model; 3-Hartree-Fok model; 4-Thomas-Fermi-

Dirac model.

are very close to the L r_ obtained with the Thomas-Fermi model, and that

they are quite different from the values of Kirpichev and Pomeranchuk.

The radiation logarithms obtained in our study were calculated using [(q)

values which agreed very well with the experimental data. Consequently,
these are the values of L r_d which must be used to calculate the cascade unit.

III. BREMSSTRAHLUNG AND PAIR PRODUCTION IN A

FIELD OF ATOMIC ELECTRONS

Everything discussed in the previous section referred to elastic-

scattering processes. Actually, since processes in the field of a nucleus

are being considered, we can neglect the momentum imparted to the

nucleus, and thus we can assume that the wavelengths of the scattered and

incident radiation are the same. However, as early as 1934, Perrin /36/

demonstrated that pair production and bremsstrahlung in the field of an

electron are an inevitable consequence of quantum electrodynamics. He

showed that in the laboratory system the minimum energy required for pair

production in a field of electrons is twice that required in the field of a

nucleus and is equal to 4mc _. Perrin estimated that the cross section for

this process approximately equals that for pair production in the field of a

nucleus with unit charge. When the electrons in whose field pairs and

bremsstrahlung photons are created are parts of an atom, it is important

to distinguish between the cross sections for coherent and incoherent pair
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production and bremsstrahlung; this can be done on the basis of the energy

imparted to the atom. In a coherent process, the collisions are such that
an atomic electron is in the same energy state at the beginning and the end of

the process. In such a case, of course, the electron can be considered as

bound to the atom. The recoil momentum is here imparted to the atom as

a whole, which has remained practically unexcited. However, collisions

will also occur in which the recoil momentum will be imparted to an

individual atomic electron. In such a case the atom will become excited and

will pass from the ground state to an excited state (incoherent process).

For high energies of the incident electron (photon) the determining factor

will be the large interaction parameters associated with low momentum

transfers due to excitation energies which are low in comparison with rnc_.

In this case the atomic electrons can be considered bound, and their

intratomic motion can be neglected. The explanation of this is as follows:

the time required for the incident particle to cross the atom must be short

compared to the period oi motion of the atomic electrons. Therefore, the

validity of the result depends on whether the energy of the incident particle

is large enough, and the recoil momentum small enough, to allow us to

neglect the motion of the atomic electrons during the passage of the particle

through the atom. This condition will be satisfied sufficiently well if the

energy of the incident particle is large in comparison with tact
However, if the energy imparted to an atomic electron exceeds the

ionization energy, the binding forces can be neglected and, to a first

approximation, the electron can be considered free. Since collisions are

possible in which the atom becomes excited, a fast electron passing through
the nucleus will emit at a higher velocity than that which would be expected

if the atom appeared to the electron as just a static force field. Similarly,

,_ quanta will produce pairs at a higher energy.
Landau and Ruiner, in their discussion of cascade showers /37/, first

pointed out the necessity to take into account emission and pair production

in a field of atomic electrons. These authors assumed that the cross

section for radiation processes in the field of an electron equals the cross

section for these processes at a proton. Also, they assumed correspondingly

that the contribution of these electrons is determined by the formulas of

Bethe and Heitler (formulas (1) and (2)), with Z' replaced by Z,V. where Z
is the number of electrons in the atom. On the basis of these assumptions,

Landau and Ruiner concluded that the total cross section is proportional

to Z(Z ÷ _), where [ was taken as unity.
However, the replacement of Z _ by Z(Z + l) is justified only for heavy

nuclei. For low Z, the effect of radiation processes in the field of atomic

electrons must be taken into account more accurately. For example, one

of the main electromagnetic processes contributing to the absorption of

high-energy photons in light elements is the production of electron-positron

pairs by photons in the Coulomb field of an electron (usually known as

triplet production).
Wheeler and Lamb /6, 38/ worked out a theory describing the radiation

processes occurring in a field of atomic electrons. They calculated the
cross sections using the Born approximation, taking into account screening.

It was assumed in these calculations that:

1) an atomic electron picks up a momentum _<mc ; for low recoil

momenta the cross sections in the field of an electron do not differ from

* [Apparently this should read: "with Z_ replaced by Z (Z i i) ."]
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those in the field of a proton, and for recoil momenta close to mc the

electrons can be considered free;

2) the exchange effect related to the indistinguishability of two electrons

at the end of the process is not taken into account;

3) the contribution of the y--e interaction is not taken into account; in

this interaction an atomic electron first absorbs an incident photon and then

emits it, after which the emitted photon produces a pair.

The importance of the latter two processes drops sharply with an

increase in energy, since they are always associated with transfers of large

momenta. As the energy increases, the transfer of large momenta

becomes less likely, and thus the interaction parameter increases.

Wheeler and Lamb obtained the following general expression giving the cross

section for the emission of a ,¢ quantum with an energy between v and

(v + dr) during an incoherent emission process:

Here G(q, v, E,) is a function combining all the effects involving v quanta

and electrons (just as in coherent emission processes), and S(q) is a

function taking into account the incoherent scattering of X rays at the atom

(the value of S(q) varies from 0 to 1). Heisenberg /39/ demonstrated how

TABLE 2

Element

Hydrogen
Lithium

Nitrogen
A lure in um

! ron

Silver

Lead

1

3

7

13

26

47

82

Bethe, Joseph,
Ashkin /41/ Rohrlich/42/' Our results

1.39

1.35

1.31

1.28

1.24

1.20

1.16

1.20

1.14

1.09

1.04

0.99

0.94

0.89

1.16

1.18

1.20

1.22

1.24

1.24

1.27

to calculate S(q) using the Thomas-Fermi model. Earlier, calculations of

S(q) had been made by Wheeler and Lamb /40/ down to very low values of q.
As a result, the cross sections given in formulas (8) and (9) were obtained,

where l,a,_ = 1n1440 Z-'& In order to verify the applicability of the Thomas-

Fermi model to the calculation of cross sections (1), (2), (9), and (10), the
authors of /6/ integrated (14) using the atomic wave functions for two

elements: for nitrogen in the case of total screening and for hydrogen at

all energies.* The results of Wheeler and Lamb were taken into account

when Bethe and Ashkin calculated the cascade unit [41/. For all elements

including hydrogen they took the values for ; given by the Thomas-Fermi

model. Moreover, in the expression for _ they did not allow for the

correction to the Born approximation. This gave values of _ which dropped

with an increase of Z (see Table 2), from 1.39 for hydrogen to 1.16 for

lead. As noted above, for hydrogen and nitrogen Wheeler and Lamb

computed cross sections for both coherent and incoherent processes, using

exact wave functions rather than the Thomas-Fermi model. In this case

._H= 1.16 was used instead of 1.39 and _N= i.2 instead of 1.31. We used

• For the coherent case, the results of Wheeler and Lamb agreed with ours.
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these values of _u and _N as starting points in the interpolation of _ for

the intermediate elements. We determined _ for the heavy elements

using the Thomas-Fermi model, but taking into account the Coulomb

correction to the Born approximation:

In1440Z -'I'

-- IntO! Z -'/'- f (Z) "

For the intermediate elements a smooth interpolation was made from the

value of _Pb obtained with the Thomas-Fermi model to _N This gave

values of _ which increased slightly with increasing Z (Table 2). In their

review article /42], Joseph and Rohrlich attempted to take into account

the exchange character of the interactions, and also the v--e interaction.

The values which they obtained for the cross sections differed from those

of Wheeler and Lamb by a constant which was independent of the screening

and the energy. These values are also listed in Table 2.

0 200

2

460 6bo 860 1ooo
MeV

FIGURE 10. Total cross section for absorption of 3- quanta

in hydrogen, as a function of energy:

l-curve obtained from calculations of Wbeeler and

Lamb /6/; 2-curve obtained from calculations of Joseph

and Rohrlich /42/.

In a more recent theoretical study of this subject /43/, it was demon-

strated that the distribution of recoil momenta in the corresponding

variables is independent of the mass of the recoiling particle, which verifies

the correctness of the assumptions of Wheeler and Lamb.

Several recent experiments on the absorption of beams of photons and

electrons in different substances agree well with the theoretical calculations

of Wheeler and Lamb. For instance, a study of pair production in the field

of an electron and the field of a proton /44/, by photons with energies from

10 to 1000MeV, gave results agreeing with the calculations of Wheeler and

Lamb.

Measurements of the absorption of I-BeV photons in 12 different

materials were made using the Cornell synchrotron /45/. These experi-

ments gave data which agreed much better with the cross sections of

Wheeler and Lamb than with those calculated by Joseph and Rohrlich. The

results of experiments /45-53/ on the absorption of photons with energies

over 40MeV tn different substances were collected in /45/, and they are

shown in Figures 10, II, 12, and 13. For hydrogen, at photon energies

below I00 MeV the experimental cross sections are between the values

calculated by Wheeler and Lamb /6/ and by Joseph and Rohrlich /42[. For

Li, the experimental values agree with the calculations of Wheeler and

Lamb, provided the values of _ obtained by us (see Table 2) are used instead

of those calculated according to the Thomas-Fermi model (see Figure II).
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For all theotherelementsthefit betweenthetheoreticalpredictionsof
WheelerandLambandtheexperimentaldatais very good. Oneof themost
recentstudiesof electron-tripletproductionin hydrogenbyhigh-energy

I.o Li
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FIGURE 11. Ratios of experimental

total cross sections for pair produc-

tion to theoretical values of Wheeler

and Lamb and of Joseph and

Rohrlich, as functions of energy, for

I.i, Be, and C:
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photons /54/ gives a positron energy distribution agreeing with the predic-

tions of Wheeler and Lamb. The distribution obtained for the recoil
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FIGURE 12. Ratios of experimental FIGURE 13. Same as Figure 12, but

total cross sections for pair ptodue- for the heavy elements Ta, Pb,
tion to theoretical values, as and U.

functions of energy, for A1, Ti, Mo,

Cu, Ag, and Sn.
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momenta agrees with the calculations of Such and Bethe /43/, which also

confirm the basic assumptions of Wheeler and Lamb. On the basis of this,

the authors conclude that the correction for the %'--e interaction, and also the

exchange correction, are negligible.

Experimental data are also available which check the theory of

bremsstrahlung at high energies. For example, Bernstein and Panofsky

/55/ give a ratio of 0.976 +0.028 between the experimental cross section

for bremsstrahlung in hydrogen and the theoretical value of \Vheeler and

Lamb; thus, the agreement between experiment and theory is very good.

Everything discussed in this section indicates that bremsstrahlung and

pair production in the field of atomic electrons must be taken into account

in calculations of the radiation length. For these calculations, the

theoretical results of Wheeler and Lamb should be used, that is, the values

of _ given in Table 2. Of course, the replacement of Z(Z-_- l) by Z(Z _-{!

is important only for very light elements.

IV. CORRECTIONS FOR INACCURACY OF THE

BORN A PPROXIMA TION

The Born approximation in collision theory considers the Coulomb

interaction as a small perturbation. It stipulates that the kinetic energy of

the incident particle at the beginning and end of the collision be high enough

that

2 _z 2_z _ |
l_ _'_ 1 and _%7g _- ' j

where Z is the atomic number of the scattering center of force, and _, and

are the velocities of the incident particle at the beginning and end of the

collision, respectively. These inequalities indicate that the lighter the

substance is, the better will be the approximation according to the Born

theory. Bethe and Heitler used the Born approximation to obtain the cross

sections for processes at high energies /3/. They represented the wave

functions of the electrons in the initial and final states as plane waves,

thereby neglecting the Coulomb field of the nucleus.
Because of the inaccuracy of the Born cross sections for bremsstrahlung

and pair production in the nuclear field of a heavy element, several

authors have calculated these cross sections without using the Born

approximation. They assumed the energy of the incident particle to be

quite large in comparison with mc z at the beginning and the end of the

collision process. In the first calculations of accurate integral and

differential cross sections for bremsstrahlung and pair production, the wave

functions of the incident particle at the beginning and end of the process

were represented by a plane wave with a diverging spherical wave added to

it /56, 57/. Calculations of the differential cross sections at extremely high

energies (total screening) indicated ]56] that for bremsstrahlung the cor-

rection to the Born approximation because of Coulomb interaction is

negligible, whereas for pair production it differs appreciably from zero.

In the subsequent article ]57] the differential cross sections were

integrated over the angles. As also shown by several experimental studies,

the correction to the Born approximation was nearly proportional to Z 2 and
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was independent of the amount of screening. The integral cross section

for bremsstrahlung decreased to the same extent as the cross section for

pair production, in comparison with the cross section calculated using the

Born approximation.

However, subsequently /58/ it was shown that the representation of the

wave functions of the electron by a plane wave plus a diverging spherical

wave is valid only for the initial period of a collision. At the end of a

collision the electron wave functions must be represented in the form of a

plane wave with a converging spherical wave added to it. While calculating

the bremsstrahlung cross section, these authors found that the correction

to the Born approximation was practically zero. This result led to two

subsequent accurate calculations /59, 60/ of the cross sections for

bremsstrahlung and pair production; here, in the matrix element for pair

production, the wave functions of the electron and positron were described,

in accordance with the foregoing, by converging waves. In this case,

contrary to the Born approximation, there was considerable difference

between the processes. The authors explained the resulting difference

between the accurate values of the cross sections as follows: the waves

scattered by an electron in the initial and final states of the bremsstrahlung

process do not overlap noticeably as in the case of pair production.

Integration of the differential cross sections over the angles of the electrons

at the end of the process gave the following analytical expression for the

Coulomb correction to the pair-production cross section:

oo

f (Z) = a' _=, ' (15)= v (v' + a_) •

The expansion

Y_= ( 1 + a2) -t ,4- 0.20206--0.0369 a 2 -t- 0.0083 a 4 -- 0.002 a e

is quite accurate, so that we obtain [(Z)--a _ and hence Z 2. For low atomic

numbers Y. __ 1.202 1 and I(Z) ___ 1.202 1 a _. The Coulomb correction involves

only large momentum transfers, while the correction for screening involves

small transfers; thus these corrections are not mutually dependent.

Consequently, Davis, Bethe, and Maximon /60/ obtained the following total

cross section for the production of electron-positron pairs at very high

energies (total screening):

aa_ . = 4_7_N ar',Z' ae'-_--[(e* + E_+_g' ' 2 e.,E_){ln(183Z_,/,)_f(Z) _ -- -_E+E_]

and, correspondingly, the following integral cross section:

ZSr I

[,. -f cz ].
The fact that the correction to the bremsstrahlung cross section was

practically zero led to the following conclusion. Since ap_, for lead

decreased by 10% in comparison with the Born approximation, while a,_

remained constant, the ratio of high-energy photons to electrons in a shower

developing in lead increases by 10% in comparison with the Born theory, and

the radiation length increases by 5%.

Some important corrections in relation to this were introduced by Olsen

]61]. As mentioned above, to calculate the probability of a transition

between stationary states, the scattered particle at the end of the process
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mustbe representedin termsof wavefunctionswhoseasymptoticform is
a planewaveplusa convergingsphericalwave. Thenecessityfor sucha
representationshowsupespeciallywhenthecrosssectionforbremsstrahlung
at highenergiesis calculated/59/. On the other hand, it was pointed out

that such a choice of the wave functions for the final states is necessary

only when the differential cross section for a given direction of scattered

particles is calculated (for example, the direction of electrons at the end

ofbremsstrahlung). Olsen noticed that, if the cross section integrated

over the direction of the scattered particles (that is, over their angles of

departure) has to be obtained, it is possible to use successfully a wave

function of the diverging-wave type to describe the final state of the

process. This may be clearer if we note that for bremsstrahlung the

direction of motion of a scattered particle actually represents degeneration

of the final state of the process. Therefore, a whole set of states can be

used to describe the particle. In particular, it may be represented in

terms of diverging waves.

Olsen also indicated how to derive the bremsstrahlung cross section,

integrated over the angles of the electrons, from the corresponding pair-

production cross section, this transformation being completely independent

of the presence or absence of screening. Consequently, from the total pair-

production cross section, Olsen obtained the following spectrum for

bremsstrahlung at high energies:

2 EoE]_(Z),

( d_rad 'I
where _,_V-/B. is the bremsstrahlung spectrum obtained by Bethe and

Heitler using the Born approximation. The Coulomb correction given by

the following term is independent of the amount of screening, and its

relative value is the same as that of the correction to the pair-production

cross section, The discrepancy between the cross-section corrections

obtained by Bethe and Maximon /59/ and byOlsen /61/ asa result of the

inaccuracy of the Born approximation can be explained as follows: for

bremsstrahlung the correction due to the Coulomb field and the correction

for screening are not additive,:, in the differential cross section (they were

assumed to be additive by Bethe andMaximon /58/). This is explained by the

fact that the Coulomb correction to the Born approximation is also not

negligible for low momentum transfers, when the wave functions of the

electron are represented in terms of converging waves (that is, under the

same conditions as for screening). However, the usual means of allowing

for screening, namely multiplication of the cross section by the form factor,

is valid only within the Born approximation, that is, only when the matrix

element is not changed by the Coulomb correction. This is why Olsen

pointed out /61/ that only a calculation of the cross section integrated over

the angles of departure of the electrons at the end of the process, with

wave functions of the diverging-wave type, is strictly correct.

In a later work, Olsen et al /63/ obtained the differential cross section

for bremsstrahlung in a screened field and concluded that the standard

shower theory is not modified when Coulomb effects are taken into account.

Moreover, a study of the polarization of photons and electrons during

* See Bethe's footnote in /*J2/.



bremsstrahlung /64-66/ indicated that the screening and Coulomb correc-

tions to the polarization-dependent part of the cross section could be

expressed in the same analytical form and just as accurately as the part

of the cross section which is not dependent on the polarization (that is,

the corrections considered above).
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FIGURE 14. Points sbow ratios between experimental

bremsstrahlung cross sections and cross sections

calculated from formulas of Bethe and Heitler /3/.
Solid curves show ratio of cross sections calculated

by Olsen et al /65/ to cross sections calculated

from formula of E]ethe and Heitler /3/.

]-_;0MeV /67/; 2-17MeV /68/; 3-247b,,leV /69/;

4-500MeV /70/; 5-24MeV /71/; 6-34MeV /7]/.

The theoretical conclusions concerning the cross sections are confirmed

by the available experimental data In the previously considered article

by Malamud /45/, a great number of experimental data on the absorption of

high-energy photons in substances with intermediate and high atomic

numbers were collected (see Figures 12 and 13). These results agree with

the theoretical calculations of Davis, Bethe, and Maximon /60/.

The experimental data on the bremsstrahlung cross section are

considerably fewer, and their accuracy somewhat worse, than the data for

the pair-production cross section. However, they also agree completely

with the theoretical predictions of Olsen /61/.

The results of these studies /67-71/ are shown in Figure 14. An

analysis of the data indicates that theory gives a Coulomb correction to the

bremsstrahlung cross section which is mainly correct, although to evaluate

the absolute accuracy of the theoretical formula more precise experiments
must be made.

The Coulomb correction to the cross section was first calculated in a

calculation of the t unit by Rossi /72/. However, up to the time when his

book was published, theory had not advanced sufficiently. To correct the

error introduced by the Born approximation, Rossi suggested multiplying

the expression for the radiation length by [I + 0. 12 (z)21. The numerical

coefficient in this expression was selected in order to agree with the
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experimental data on the creation of electron-positron pairs in lead at

88MeV ]73]. The values of the cascade unit computed by Rossi according

to the formula

_4_ T
10

are listed in Table 3.

TABLE 3

Substance z

Hydrogen 1

Helium 2

Lithium 3

Beryllium 4

Boron 5

Carbon (3

Nitrogen 7

Oxygen 8

Fluorine 9

Sodium 11

Aluminum 13

Silicon 14

Chio[me 17

Argon 18

Potassium 19

Calcium 20

Iron 26

Copper 29

Bromine 35

Silver 47

Iodine 53

Tungsten 74

Lead 82

Air

N-- 75.52o] o

O-- 23.140] 0

A-- 1.34%

Water (HIO)

Clay (kaolin)

AlzSO s • 2SiO z • 2HlO

Quartz, SiO 2

Limestone, CaCO s

Rock salt, NaCl

Lithium hydride, LiH

Nuclear photoemulsion,

NIKFt-R*

7.37

7.23

Atomic weight

A

1.008

4.003

6.940

9.013

10.820

12.010

14. 008

16.00

19.00

22.9'/7

26.980

28.090

36.457

39.944

39.096

4 O, 08

55.85

63.54

79.916

107.880

126.910

183.92

207.21

14.78

14.3

Bethe and

Ashkin/41[

58

85

to, g/cm 2

Ivanenko arid

Rossi/72/ Belen'kii]74/

,2

42.5 44.6 40

38 39.4 35.4

34.2 35.3 32.1

23.9 24.5 22.7

19.4 19.8 18

13.8 14.1 12.6

12.8 13.1 11.6

5.8 6.5 5.55

36.5 37.7 34.2

35.9 37.1 33.9

Our results

U2._q

93.1

83.3

66.0

53.6

43.3

38.6

34.6

33.4

28.2

24.3

22.2

19.5

t9.7

17.4

1G3

13.9

13,0

11.5

9.0

8.5

6.8

6.4

37.1

36.4

28.8

27.4

24.2

22.2

80.0

11.4

* [Nauchno-lssledovatel'skii Kino-Foto Institut (Motion-Picture and Photography Scientific Research

Institute).]

However, in the more recent article of Belen'kii and Ivanenko [74], the

coefficient 0.12 in the correction to the Born approximation suggested by
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Rossi was replaced by the coefficient 0.06, evidently taking into account the

footnote made by Belen'kiiduring the editing of Rossi's book. _:

In accordance with the foregoing, when calculating the radiation length

we assumed that the correction for the inaccuracy of the Born approximation

is the same for the bremsstrahlung and pair-production cross sections, and

we used formula (15).

CONCLUSION

In this study, the effect of total screening, bremsstrahlung and pair

production in a field of atomic electrons, as well as corrections for inaccuracy

of the Born approximation for the cascade unit, have been accurately taken

into account. Accordingly, values of the cascade units for all substances

of practical interest were obtained in experiments with high-energy

radiation. These values are given in Table 3. For comparison, the

cascade units obtained by other investigators are also listed in the table.

In some cases the discrepancy between different data may be as much as 20%.

The values of the cascade units obtained by us and listed in the last

column of Table 3 agree very closely with recent experimental data and

theoretical ideas.

In conclusion, the authors consider it their pleasant duty to thank E. L.

Feinberg for his fruitful discussion of our results and to thank B. K.

Vainstein and A. I. Nikishov for their helpful consultations.
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S.I. Nikol' skiz

EXTENSIVE AIR SHOWERS OF COSMIC RADIATION

The study of extensive air showers can be divided into three main

subjects.

1. Investigation of the structure and compositionof the extensive showers.

The main purpose of such experiments is to obtain a complete picture of

the nuclear-cascade development and the shower absorption.

2. Observations related to the origin of cosmic rays and to their

propagation through space (the space physics aspect).

3. Measurements designed to give certain characteristics of elementary

acts involving ultrahigh-energy interacting particles.

The second and third subjects are intimately related to the first, since

problems of the overall development of a shower wilt always come up.

Research on extensive air showers from the point of view of nuclear inter-

actions and other elementary processes has been discussed thoroughly at

conferences, and so it will not be gone into in this report.

The experimental techniques will not be considered here either. Allthe

same, it will be necessary to mention the chief characteristic of experi-

mentation during the last decade, namely the complexity of the apparatus

enabling a determination of the total number of particles and the location of

the shower axis for each shower recorded.

I, LATERAL DISTRIBUTION AND TOTAL NUMBER OF

CIIARGED PARTICLES IN EXTENSIVE SHOWERS

AT THE OBSERVATION LEVEL

By referring to charged particles, we will avoid having to define the

nature of the particles. In the majority of experiments, more than 90% of

the particles recorded using gas-discharge counters without any type of

filters over them were electrons and positrons. If recordings are made

only in the central parts of a shower, the proportion of electrons increases

to 98%. The lateral distribution is shown in Figure I. It is usually most

accurate to measure the particle-flux density at distance intervals of 2 to

l0 meters. If fluctuations and the weak dependence of the lateral distribu-

tion on the number of particles in the shower are neglected, then for

showers with from 104 to 2. 106 particles the total number of charged

particles can be estimated in terms of the particle-flux density in an inter-

val of 2 to 10 meters as N= 500p(r)r Here r is the distance in meters and
• 2

o(r) is the flux density of charged particles per m at the distance r. The

factors neglected will limit the accuracy of the estimated total number of
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particles, but theinaccuracyof theresult obtainedwill bebothstatistical
andsystematic.

Let usconsiderthedependenceof thelateral distributionontheshower
intensity. In showersobservedat mountainlevel, less than10%of thetotal
particle flux falls overdistancesr_ 10meters from the shower axis.

I0 p-

= 2_rVj_dr
--d!.qr -- S=l

/S=1.2

. /(T_--I"\ \_

T/ 8=I.2 _" \

\

P, In meters
L

_b ,_o ,obo

FIGURE I•

Therefore, the distances from 20 to

200 meters are the most interesting,

since this is where most of the

particles arrive at the observation

level (see Figure I). Averaged

experimental data on the lateral dis-

tribution of electrons::_ were obtained

for showers with total numbers of

particles N = 7.5. i04 (curve I) and

N=7.5. 10 5 (curve 2) /1, 2/. For

better comparison between these

showers, theoretically obtained func-

tions 2_r/r(r) are plotted on the same

figure (dashed lines)• Calculated

lateral distributions /3/ of the elec-

trons in a cascade shower for s = 1.2

E.

and -f = ._ and for s=l and E,,_ 105

were used for the theoretical distribu-

tion /r(r). The calculated curves were

normalized to the experimental curves

for distances from 1 to 10 meters.

The lateral distribution of showers

with fewer particles agrees well with

the calculation for s = 1.2; the distribution of showers with a large number

Eo
of particles agrees better with the calculation for s =1 and -_ := 105. The

difference in the lateral distribution leads to different estimates for the

total number of particles. For the first group, integration over the

distribution observed experimentally leads to N= 7.5. 10 _ instead of

N _ 5()0p(r)r =6.5. 10 4. For the second group, correspondingly, N -- 7•5.

• 10 s and N_:-8.5. 10 5" At present no data are available enabling us to check
in detail for such a variation in the lateral distribution. The detected

disparity for showers differing in number of particles by only a factor of 10

cannot be interpreted as a substantial change in the lateral distribution of

particles within a wide range of primary energies• Actually, the distribu-

tion of showers with N = 1.5. 10 7 at practically the same altitude /4/ agrees

with the value calculated for s=l. On the other hand, if the scattering

angles of a ° mesons during nuclear interactions do not affect the lateral

distribution of electrons in a shower, then (independently of any specific

model of the development of a nuclear-cascade shower from the altitude

variation of showers with N<105) a good fit is to be expected between tile

average lateral distribution and the calculated function /5, 6/ for a

cascade parameter s = 1.2 to 1.4. Also, in practice, showers with

The contribution ot _L mesons and the electrons m equllibritlm wtththem at distances of • : lIll/meters

was taken iHto account,
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N= 2.1 • 104 particles show a good fit with theory for s =1.2 to 1.4.

Consequently, the lateral distribution of electrons in extensive air showers

can be described in terms of the distribution function in an electron-photon

shower with a specified parameter s for the distance range from 2 to 300

or 500 meters. This is the range within which most of the particles of the

shower are observed. The experimental data obtained at a lower altitude

by a group from Moscow University /7/ and by Rossi's group /8/ give

analogous lateral distributions, taking into account, of course, the change

in atmospheric density. For extremely

Io tO

Q8 t.2 1.6 S 08 t.2 L6 S

N-6.104 to 10 s X =3.10 s to l0 s

FIGURE 2.

distribution is very important.

large showers (N G-_l0 T) the following

approximation formula /8/, valid for

distances from the shower axis of r = 30 m,

is usually used:

h l

r_ rib ,t ' r_ l

c(_, q)-- l'(q--a){2al'(2--_)I'(q--2)] -1.

Here c(a, _1) is determined from the

normalization condition _ =1. The para-

meter _| is a gradually increasing function

of N (_1 =3.5for N- l0 B and i] =4.5 for

N = 101°).

The study of fluctuations in the lateral

Measurements of fluctuations were carried

out at mountain altitude (650g/cm 2) for showers with total numbers of

particles N=6. 104 to 105 and N =3. 105 to 106. The lateral distributions of

particles observed experimentally in individual showers agreed with the

values calculated from electron-photon cascade theory for different values

of the cascade parameter s. A relative representation of the showers

corresponding to different values of s for distances from the shower axis of

2 to 60 meters is shown in Figure 2. The distribution for showers with

N=6. 104 to 105 conforms well to the normal distribution about s =1.23 and

a variance of 0.02. For the group with a larger number of particle_ the

distribution can be described in terms of an average value Y= 1.2 and a

variance of 0.03, but only formally, since it does not conform to the normal

distribution about a single value (Pearson criterion 9(f 2),_0.006).

II. THE NUMBER SPECTRUM OF EXTENSIVE

AIR SHOWERS.

If the lateral distribution of particles in a shower is known, it is possible

to determine with what frequency showers having the number of particles

specified above take place. To establish the spectrum of the number of

particles [number spectrum] of showers, either direct data on the frequency

of occurrence of showers with the above-indicated number of particles,

for a determined direction of arrival of the shower axis, or indirect

measurements of the "density spectrum" can be used. In the latter case

the number spectrum of the showers can be reconstructed for a known shape

of the lateral distribution, this shape varying slightly with the shower

intensity. For sea level, sufficient data from direct measurements of the

frequencies of occurrence for showers with different numbers of particles

1814
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are available. The most s_gnifieant such data are shown in Figure 3, Tile

fewest showers were r_'corded in /9/, using equipment with a rigid

selection criterion. It was assumed that tile shape of the lateral distribu-

tion is independent of the total number of particles in the interval studied,

and also that deviations of the observed particle-flux density from the mean

va!ue of _he distance (from the shower axis) are described by Poisson's law.

I0 _ i0 6 tO_
' J i j _.-

No. of particles

J %%,

tO ' _ r _ l_ x\

tn 9 " G \\ \
* 7 \\ \

_ _ _ "_"

- -,9

FIGURE :3. Experimental data on the spectrum oI extensive air sho_,ers

at sea level:

l-data of."!_; L'-n_casarements oF lI/i 3-data oI /10/; 4-data of

._4,/; S--data of /'_; t;-data of /12/_ 7-data of /is'; 8-data of

survey .15/; _-data of survey /l_i '_

For showers with 2. 104 _,¥_10 _, in addition to the results of the measure-

ments indicated above, the data of /1 0/ (obtained using a complex arrange-

ment of hodoscopic counters) and of /11/ (obtained using scintillation

counters) are given. The results of these three studies, which differ in

the measurement techniques used, agree well with one another. For

showers with 1.5. t0s_N_8 . 105, only the data of /10/ and /11/ are

available, which do not agree very well with one another. The divergences

between these data increase for heavier showers, for which, however, we

also have the results of other measurements /12, 13, 14/. The most

careful measurements /14/ gave a value intermediate between those of /10/

and /11/. The wide range of showers recorded in /14/ was extended up to
N_ 109 in /8/.

Figure 3 shows that the totality of data on the number spectrum of

showers can be approximated by the following power function:

l> = J.9  hr-' red-'.
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Theexponentx changesinvalueatN_---2.5.105:
x= 1.44:t:0.03for N_2.5.10 s,

x=l.9:k0.05 for N_2.5.10t

The number spectrum given in the review article /15/, reconstructed

on the basis of the "density spectrum," is also plotted in Figure 3. A more

recent survey /16/ by the same author gave this spectrum more accurately,

and brought it into better agreement with the direct measurements for

N _ 106 . However, as the figure shows, the fit for N<_105 became worse.
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FIGURE 4. Spectrum of extensive air showers at an altitude with a pressure

p = 650g/'cn12:

1-data ot /47/; _-data o_ /1'3/; :_-measurements of /1_/; 4-data ot /17/;

dashed line, data of /20/.

So far, comparatively few direct measurements of the intensity of

showers with specified numbers of particles have been made at mountain

altitudes. In addition, the measurements which have been made pertain to

different heights, and to correlate them the number of showers recorded

must be known as a function of the observation altitude. Figure 4 shows

some data obtained at altitudes of 2770 to 4100 meters above sea level.

The absolute intensity was scaled to the level corresponding to a pressure

p--650g/cm 2, by means of the experimentally observed altitude variation.

The data of /17/ and /18/, obtained at the same high-mountain station

(2770meters above sea level), differ considerably from one another, the

results of the measurements in /18/ being consistently too high in com-

parison with the data of other authors. For N_ 105 , the results of the

measurements in /19[ also deviate from the data of other authors. Just as

for the sea-level data, the results can be represei_ted best by means of a

power function, with a discontinuity in this case at N =3.5. 105:

N -n

F_,,o (> N)-- 1.9.10-' (_) ,
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×= 1.3for N<3.5.10s;

×=1.9 for N>3.5.10 s .

A comparison of the intensity of extensive showers at an altitude of

3860 meters with the number of showers at sea level gives the following
altitude variation of the number of extensive showers in the lower third of

the atmosphere: /(p) _ e-p,'_ for N _ 3 • 105.

III. F MESONS IN EXTENSIVE AIR SHOWERS

The presence of penetrating nuclear-passive particles in extensive

showers was established even before the confirmation of the nuclear-cascade

scheme of shower development /21/. Now there is no doubt that the

penetrating nuclear-passive component of extensive showers is made up of

p mesons. The relatively long lifetimes of a± mesons means that low-

energy pi mesons play the predominant role in p-meson production, the

d
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FIGURE 5. Lateral distribution of

_t mesons m an extensive air

shower at mountain level:

1-data of/23/; 2 and3-data of

measurements in /22/for showers

with iv . l0 s and N - 7.7 • l0 s,

respectively.
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F[GURE 6. Lateral distribution of

F-meson flux in extensive air

showers at sea level:

1-results of /24/. for I.t mesons

with _, > 10t°eV; 2-data of/11/,

for _ mesons with E_>5.10 9eV;
3-data of /25/; 4-data of /8/.

number of low-energy _+ mesons being especially high near the maximum of

a nuclear-cascade shower. Consequently, the spatial and energy properties

of the p-meson component of extensive showers are related to the charac-

teristics of nuclear collisions at low energies (E<1012eV), and they depend

only indirectly on the nature of the collision between the primary particle

responsible for the extensive shower and the nucleus of an air atom.

The first information on the lateral distribution was obtained by studying

the number of coincidences caused by p mesons as a function of the

distance between recording units. The measurements showed that p mesons

are spread out over greater distances from the shower axis than electrons

are. Using complicated setups, it became possible to investigate the lateral
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distribution of _ mesons quite thoroughly. Figure 5 shows the lateral

distribution of ;_ mesons in extensive showers with total particle numbers

of i0 s and 7.7.10 s at an altitude of 3860 meters above sea level. Recordings

were made of _ mesons with energies E_>440MeV /22/. Data for heavy

showers at this same altitude /23/ were obtained for ;_ mesons with

E_ >220 MeV.
Data on the lateral distribution of p mesons at sea level are quite

numerous; Figure 6 shows the results of only the most comprehensive

studies /8, 11, 24, 25/. The experimental accuracy attained so far,

however, is not sufficient to give the lateral distribution as a function of

the total number of particles in a shower or as a function of the observation

altitude. To illustrate this, the experimental data were compared with a

set of similar curves of the type

0.22 p exp {--r/ro(Ev.)]('¥'ITM (2 + r)°':6
p_(r, E_,, N, p) = _.-7_---5-_--7,o._ \Io_![2.i0_(p-- 5 )+ E_,]

Values of ro(E_) were selected which best fit the detailed data on the energy

spectrum and lateral distribution of p mesons in extensive showers in the

lower third of the atmosphere:

r0(E_>440MeV)--300m; ro(E_>lOgeV) = 220m;

ro(Et,> 5. 109eV) = 100m

(p is the pressure in g/cm 2 at the observation altitude). The ratio between

the number of electrons and the number of p mesons will be discussed

later. The form of the approximation formula is interesting because in a

large number of experimental studies the measurements are made at

comparatively small distances from the axis, where the density of the

y-meson flux decreases with distance more slowly than _r _. A conversion

of these data to the total number of p mesons in the shower is possible only

based on some sort of a priori data in the form of a lateral distribution of

the p mesons.

The approximation given here for the lateral distribution of the p-meson

flux can easily be related to the distribution of transverse momenta of

secondary _± mesons in nuclear-interaction events. The energies of most

particles produced in a nuclear interaction are much less than the energy

of the particle causing the interaction. However, the transverse momentum

is apparently independent of the energies of the colliding particles.

Consequently, we need take into account the deflections from the shower

core just in the last nuclear-collision event. The distribution of transverse

momenta has been well studied in experiments with photographic emulsions

and Wilson cloud chambers. This distribution can be represented

analytically in the form

W (p±) dp± _ Pie -pi/a dp±,

a = 105 MeV/c.

Such a distribution fits the experimental data /27/ satisfactorily. Both

the most probable value p_ =0.21BeV/c and the mean value p±= 0.315BeV/c

show good agreement with various photoemulsion measurements /28/.

Since cp±= E sin0, where 0 is the angle between the directions of the

primary and secondary particles, the following angular distribution of

particles with an energy E can be obtained from the distribution of
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different transverse-momentum values:

E

W(E, O)dO- AE _sin 2oe- _- _j°°EcosOdO,

where A is a normalization factor.

If we assume lhat _he energy spectrum of the secondary particles is

[. dE
[(E)dE : l_., tt_en _he angular distribution of particles with an energy

greater than E is

Eo Ee_ _. sin °W(O 1_>E,,,)= ABsin_OcosOdO I dE=
E m

A_u2 cos 0 ( Em ) E_n= --sinO + l e _ sinOdO.

For low-energy particles, the ionization losses over the path from the

height at which the particles originate down to the recording level cannot be

neglected. Thus, for these particles E_ is a function of the height of

particle production h and does not coincide with the energy cutoff E_ of the

recording. For _ mesons this must be taken into account for E_<2. ]0 9eV.

From the angular distribution it is possible to obtain the distribution of

distances from the shower axis for particles produced at a height h,

assuming that all the particles are produced in the shower core. Such an

assumption is valid provided we ignore particle production near the observa-

tion level. When sin0 and tan0 can be replaced by 0 _r/h, we obtain

Consequently, the particles produced at some effective height hell>_r have

a lateral distribution which can be used for comparison with the experi-

mental data.

Coulomb-scattering effects and the deflection of/_ mesons by the

geomagnetic field were compared with the actually observed distribution of

/_ mesons in extensive air showers /22, 23/. If the lateral distribution of

/_ mesons with E from 3.5 to 4BeV is considered, then the observed root-

mean-square radius is r_300meters. The Coulomb scattering of mesons

produced at a height of 10km has an RMS radius of _50meters. The

deflection by the geomagnetic: field is _50 meters, observed only in the

east-west direction. Bothof these estimates were made neglecting ionization

losses, so that the deflections from the shower axis are exaggerated. In

spite of this, the total deflection is considerably less than the value

observed experimentally. Hence, the transverse momenta produced by n

mesons during nuclear interactions must play a determining role in deflect-

ing /_ mesons from lhe shower axis.

If the lateral distribution of _ mesons is recognized as being independent

of the total number of particles, then studies of the dependence of the

number of _ mesons on ti_e shower intensity will reduce to measuring the

relative proportion of/a mesons at a specified distance from the shower

axis. Such measurements were initiated in /29/, by means of varying the

areas of the counters included in the coincidence arrangement. This set of

measurements established that the relative number of/_ mesons decreases

with an increase in shower intensity.
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Subsequent measurements using more sophisticated techniques were

made both at mountain altitudes /8, 22, 23/ and at sea level /24, 25. 30/,

and these verified the drop in the proportion of _ mesons as the number of

electrons in the shower increased. The authors of these works concluded

that either the dependence of the proportion of _ mesons on the number of

electrons in the shower is variable or else the decrease is proportional to

A t ,._5 The totality of data given in all the enumerated studies can for the

,V_ ¥_,.,9+o.u_ for showers with
timebeingbe fit to the single dependence _-_, - ,

104 _N_109 . Moreover, extrapolation of this dependence to extremely

light showers (N_I0) does not lead to absurd results. This relation for

the relative number of # mesons as a function of the total number of

particles in a shower agrees well with theoretical calculations /31/.

IV. FLUCTUATIONS IN THE RELATIVE NUMBER OF

MESONS AT THE LEVEL OF MEASUREMENTS

The accumulation lengths for electrons and _ mesons in an extensive air

shower are different, and the mean free paths of# mesons are relatively

large. Thus, the study of fluctuations of the _-meson flux in a shower

should give information on fluctuations during the development of showers

in the atmosphere, and on the composition of the ultrahigh-energy primary

radiation. The latter two factors undoubtedly affect fluctuations in the #-

meson flux. Therefore, a complete solution of the problem is possible

only in conjunction with other data on fluctuations in the shower development

over the atmospheric depth or on the composition of the primary radiation

in the corresponding energy range. So far, the fluctuations of the #-meson

flux due to the difference in effective cross section for" nuclear interactions

of primary protons and heavier primary nuclei have been considered the

most systematically /25/. The basic assumption of these calculations has

been that the _-meson flux at the level of the measurements is proportional

to the total energy lost by the primary particle in the atmosphere, while

the number of electrons depends on the height at which the shower originates.

To determine experimentally the number of # mesons in an individual

extensive air shower, a large number of meson detectors must be employed

to measure the lateral distribution of_ mesons in the shower. The

energy of the mesons recorded must be high enough to allow us to neglect

their absorption in the atmosphere (E_2. 10geV). In the studies made so

far /8, 24, 25, 26/, the area and number of detectors have been insufficient

for such measurements.

Let us now consider in more detail a study /32/ in which an analysis of

the fluctuations in the relative nurnber of la mesons leads to the conclusion

that tne primary radiation with an energy E0_ 1018eV consists of single

protons. The relative number ofla mesons over distances from 70 to

300 meters from the shower axis were counted, for extensive showers with

N_ 108, both for vertical incidence and for shower arrival at large angles

to the vertical. In the former case extensive air showers with N_ 108

at the observation height selected (820 g/era 2) appear to be at their maximum

development, which reduces the fluctuations associated with formation and

development of the shower over the depth. However, if the decrease in the



relative number of/_ mesons with the rise in the number of electrons in the

shower is assumed to depend on the energy of the primary particle, then

showers initiated by protons and by heavier nuclei must have different

relative numbers of/_ mesons, even in the absence of fluctuations in shower

development over the depth. Actually, for the same energy of a primary

particle in showers caused by primary nuclei, the energy for a single
En

nucleon is 7 " By taking this into account, and by assuming that the

composition of the primary radiation for energies E._ 1018eV is the same as

for E0-- 1012eV, we can compute the probable distribution of extensive air

showers with respect to the relative number of/_ mesons. The result of

_r

5

I 2 3
Relative No. of ]z mesons

FIGURE 7. Composition of primary radiation:

1-calculatLon, taking into account the complex

composition of the primary radiation; 2-only

protons.

such a calculation is shown in Figure 7

in the form of curves. The experimental

data (histogram) are also shown in the

figure, and they give a considerably
narrower distribution of the relative

number ofp mesons. From this

comparison the authors of /32/ concluded

that primary radiation with E0_ 1018 eV

is uniform in composition (either it

consists of protons or of heavy nuclei).

For extensive air showers arriving at

large angles to the vertical and reaching

the stage of maximum development, large
fluctuations are observed. This would

not be the case if the primary radiation

were uniform in composition and consisted of heavy nuclei in the energy
range studied.

ttowever, there is some doubt as to whether the composition of the

primary radiation is really uniform. The decision for uniformity was based

on the absence of the fluctuations expected in the case of a complex primary

composition. Large fluctuations are predicted for the total number of

mesons in a shower. It was demonstrated experimentally that large fluctua-

tions in the relative p-meson flux density are absent at distances from 70 to

300 meters from the shower axis; this corresponds to the fluctuations in

the total number of g mesons only in the event of a standard lateral

distribution of mesons in the shower. Such a distribution has not been

proved as yet either experimentally or theoretically. At the same time, it

can be shown that the fluctuations in the g-meson ftux density for E_ 109eV

over the distances considered in /32/ reflect only the nature of the shower

development in the lower part of the atmosphere. Let us assume that:

(1) the _ mesons are produced near the shower core, where the nuclear-

active component of the shower is concentrated; (2) the main causes of

the lateral distribution of the /2 mesons in a shower are the transverse

momenta which the _ measons acquire upon production. When these

factors are taken into account, it follows that_ mesons with an energy f_,
which originated as a result of the decay of _ mesons generated at a height

hcP.
h, will be observed at distanees from the shower axis of r_ _ (where

P.L_ 0.3, 109eV/c). Thus, the height at which_ mesons with the specified

energy, located a distance • from the shower axis, are produced is
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h _ rc_. This means essentially that low-energy p mesons (E_5 BeV)

observed at distances r<400meters from the shower axis are produced

effectively at heights of less than 6 km above the observation level; these

are the same heights at which the recorded electron-photon component is

produced effectively. This explains the small number of fluctuations in the
relative count of _ mesons for a group of showers near the vertical, when,

since the showers are at their maximum stage of development, all the
fluctuations are smoothed out. The condition that the measured flux of

p mesons with an average energy f_ include the mesons generated in the

upper half of the atmosphere can be expressed as follows:

E_r> lOacp±,

Thus it is evident that measurements of fluctuations of high-energy p

mesons (E_3. 10 l° eV) are more promising. In [33/ rare events of

extremely sharp deviations of the relative number of p mesons from the

average were sought. It is assumed that, once we determine the frequency
of occurrence of extensive air showers in which the number of _ mesons is

much less than the average (1/50 to I/I00 of the average), it may be

possible to estimate the proportion of ¥ quanta in the ultrahigh-energy

primary radiation. The preliminary results indicate that such showers are

very infrequent. Only _ 0.03 % of the showers with N _ 106 have numbers

of p mesons which differ by factors of more than 50 from the average value.

The rarity of events imposes high demands on the accuracy of the recording

and analysis of events. However, if for energies E0)> 10 lseV interactions

are encountered in which there is practically complete energy transfer to

n ° mesons, the frequency of showers "withoutp mesons" (_0.03%)does

not characterize the proportion of ¥ quanta in the primary radiation;

rather, it characterizes the probability of the occurrence of elementary

acts in which more than 90% of the energy of the primary nucleon is

transferred to n ° mesons.

V. THE ENERGY FLUXES OF DIFFERENT COMPONENTS

OF EXTENSIVE AIR SHOWERS

Measurement of the energy fluxes of the various shower components is

of interest because it helps reconstruct the overall formation and

development of a shower. Moreover, if we wish to determine the energy

of the primary responsible for a shower with a given number of particles

at the measurement level, then we must measure: the energy of the

electron-photon component and nuclear-active particles at the observation

level; the energy expended by shower particles on ionization in the

atmosphere down to the observation level; the energy transferred to below
the measurement level by p mesons; and finally, the energy imparted to

neutrinos in the atmosphere. The energy transferred to neutrinos cannot as

yet be determined experimentally. It has been estimated at half the energy

of the p-meson component. At any rate, the neutrinos do not receive as

much energy as the p mesons /34/, which contain a relatively small part

of the energy of the primaries. There are also other means of energy loss
which are either completely or partially overlooked during quantitative
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observations, but their contribution to the overall energy balance is

negligible. The energy fluxes of the p mesons, the nuclear-active particles,

and the electron-photon component of a shower can be determined by

integrating over the energy spectrum the corresponding particles in an

extensive shower at the observation level. The results for a height of

3860meters above sea level are shown in the table. The uncertainty in the

Results of integration

over energy spectrum

Energy flux determined by
"calorimetric" method

Energy-flux fluctuations
(mEan relative deviation)

Energy flux in showers with
• N = 3.5.10 5. taking
Into account fluctuatiom

(2.t 2±0.1) 10t4x

× \ 10_/ eV

± 30%

(L9 ii(0.9±0.s).10 eV

Electron -photon

component

(2.1 ±0.3).tOttx

(2.2±0.2).I0_4×

±20%

(0.75±0.16). 10t4 eV

Nuclear-active

particles

(7+t),t01J ×

N

(9:t: 2). lO_Sx

±8a%

(o.3±o.25). to- ev

I Energy expended

on ionization

above observation

level

[ N _o.s_
(8±2)'t01'" t_]

+30%

(3,4+t.0),t014 eV

estimate of the energy transferred by the p-meson component is a result of

the lack of experimental data on the form of the p-meson energy spectrum

for energies E_ >2. 101°eV in the extensive air showers with a specified

number of particles at the measurement level. The error in the energy

flux assigned to the electron-photon component, on the other hand, is a

result of a certain arbitrariness in the interpolation of the energy spectrum

for 0 to 109eV. The results for the p-meson and electron-photon

components are valid for total numbers of shower particles in the range

104< AT < 106 ' The energy spectrum of nuclear-active particles has not

been determined suffi iently well, both at the low-energy end (E0< 101°eV)

and at the high-energy end, where the number of particles with energies

higher than +he value of interest may be less than one per shower.

Moreover, the energy spectrum depends on the total number of particles in

the sho 7er. _?he energy fluxes given in the table for nuclear-active

particles are valid for 105 <N< 105.

The energy fluxes of the electron-photon and nuclear-active components

were determined differently, by measuring the absorption of these

components in lead (calorimetric method). The results of these measure-

ments for showers with 105 </V< 106 are shown in the table.

Measurements of the energy lost by shower particles in the atmosphere

over the observation level became possible only after a study of the

_erenkov radiation of shower particles in the atmosphere /19, 35/. In these

experiments the lateral dis'ribution of the _erenkov-radiation intensity was

measured for extensive shov, ers with different numbers of charged

particles at the observation level. The absorption of Cerenkov radiation in

the atmosphere is negligible (< 10%). Consequently, by integrating the

lateral distribution of the radiation over the entire distance, the total

ionization losses in the energy of particles traveling faster than the velocity
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of light in theatmospherecanbeevaluated.For electrons,whichare the
majorcontributorstothe ionizationoftheatmosphereduringshowers,this
correspondsto a cutoffenergyof 20to 100MeV,dependingontheair
density. Totakeintoaccounttheenergylostbytheionizationof electrons
withenergiesless thanthecutoff, it is sufficientto assumethatthese
electronsareabsorbedjust asdescribedbytheelectron-photoncascade
theory,whichspecifiestheshowerdevelopmentwithatmosphericdepth,
albeitvery approximately.For observationsof showerswithtotal numbers
of particlesfrom 105to 106at heightsof --4kin, thelatter assumption
cannotaffectthecalculationresults, sincetheshowersobservedarenear
thestageofmaximumdevelopment.Thebehaviorof electronswithenergies
E _ 100 MeV in an actual shower also definitely agrees with cascade theory.

The energy losses to ionization of the atmosphere over the observation level,

determined by this means, are given in the "calorimetric-method" row of

the table_ The experimental data show that these expressions are valid for

showers with total numbers of particles of 105 to 2. l0 G at 3860 meters above

sea level.

The table also gives tentative estimates of the fluctuations in the energy

fluxes of the different shower components. The fluctuations are expressed

as mean relative deviations from the average energy fluxes of the respective

components.

_t0_ 2 ).-,4

E
t0 -6

'°"° ' tb '_' Jb" tb"" lbr"10 '0

E . eV/particle

FIGURE 8. Dashed line shows data of /48/.

VI. THE ENERGY SPECTRUM OF THE PRIMARY

RADIATION

On the basis of experiments conducted in the Pamirs (p =650g/cm2), it

is possible to calculate the total energy lost by a primary particle during
the initiation of a shower. For this

calculation, no arbitrary assumptions

concerning the scheme of shower develop-

ment and the nature of elementary

processes at ultrahigh energies are

needed. The last row of the table gives

the average energy fluxes of the different

components of showers with N = 3.5. 105 .

The total energy, taking into account the

energy carried off by neutrinos, is

(6± 0.6). 1014eV. The uncertainty in the

average value allows for both experimental

errors and energy-flux fluctuations from

shower to shower. If the data of geo-

magnetic measurements /36, 37/ are

[EAS staBds for extensive atr showers and also assumed to be reliable enough, the

ne for nuclear emulsions.] energy spectrum of the primary radiation

/ E0 \ --_

for energies of 10 l° to 1015 eV can be represented as F(_ Eo) = ck-g:i6-ff ) ,

where c= 1.9.10 -2 partieles/br m 2 sterad and T =1.6±0.03. The point

corresponding to showers with N= 3.5. 105 was not selected by accident:

for a further increase intheenergy of the primaries, the exponent of the

energy spectrum increases. The primary energy spectrum shown in
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Figure 8 was plotted from photoemulsion data /38, 39/ and from data on the p-

meson intensity at great depths/40/. Both sets of data give intensities

which are too high. The high values resulting from the measurements of

high-energy _ mesons can be attributed to the incompleteness of the

information onp-meson production. The error in determining the energy

of the particles producing streaks in thephotoemulsions is introduced because

the effect of fluctuations for a decreasing intensity of the interacting

particles at higher energies was not taken into account /41/.
For primary energies exceeding 1015eV, two _roblems arise. First,

what is the shape of the energy spectrum for £0>1015 eV, and second, what

is the upper limit for the energies encountered in cosmic rays (provided it

exists)? The definite power-law shape of the number spectrum for extensive

air showers with 106 < N < 108 enables us to assume that the energy spec-

trum of the primaries also follows a power law. To determine the exponent

of the spectral function, it must be assumed that the formation and develop-

ment of a shower at primary energies E 0>1015eV is similar to that of a

shower in the energy range which has been studied in more detail (E 0

< 1015eV). After the corresponding calculations /14] for such an assump-

tion, the exponent was found to be y =2.17± 0.1.

The exponent can be evaluated using a less binding assumption concerning

the shower development, provided we consider the energy lost by cascade

electrons for ionization to be the determining part of the energy of the

primaries. A correction allowing for displacement of the maximum of an

electron-photon shower due to a variation in the energy of the primary

can be obtained from the relative change in the size of the _erenkov-

radiation burst. The exponent obtained in this way ]35/ for the integral

spectrum of the primary radiation was y = 2.,1 ± 0.2 for primary energies

1015 _E< 1018eV. This correction is not necessary if the spectrum of the

extensive showers is observed at maximum shower development. In this

case /20/, V =2.2±0.1 for 1016_E0_2 • 1017eV. Therefore, the value

y =2.15± 0.06 satisfies all the data considered.

VII. THE SEARCH FOR ANISOTROPY OF THE

PRIMARY RADIATION

Anisotropy of the primary radiation at ultrahigh energies is sought in two

ways: by measuring the sidereal variations of extensive air showers, recorded

over a wide solid angle using simple equipment; or by means of more

sophisticated observations of extensive showers in which the point on the

celestial sphere is determined from which the primary particle for each

recorded shower arrives.

The first method has been applied in a great many studies, and there is

no need to cite them here. A correlation with sidereal time of the frequency

of recording extensive showers was not observed for showers caused by

primaries with energies E0 _ 2. 1013eV (accuracy up to 0.1%) /42/,
E,_2.1015eV (accuracy up to 0.5%) /42/, and E0_3.1016eV (accuracy

up to 3%) /43/. It should be noted that the accuracy of measurements of

the sidereal variations of extensive showers caused by primaries with

energies of 1014 to 1016eV is limited not so much by the counting statistics

as by the reliability of introducing corrections.
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Recently many experimenters have made systematic determinations of the

axis positions in sidereal coordinates for each shower recorded. Analysis

of the distribution of points on the celestial sphere, however, has not as

yet indicated definitely any preferred regions in which the frequency of

arrival of ultrahigh-energy particles is greater. In /8/ some preference

was noted for directions lying in a plane perpendicular to the arm of the

galaxy, for primaries with /_ 5. I017. However, subsequent data obtained

using the same equipment did not verify this preliminary result, and on the

basis of this ]44/ it can be stated that primary radiation withe 0_3. 1018eV

is isotropic with an accuracy up to 40%. In /45/, on the basis of similar

measurements, a possible 20 to 40% anisotropy was noted for the particles

causing extensive showers with N>I0 s, which corresponds to primary

energies E 0:>5. 1017eV. The preferential direction was that of the plane of

the galaxy. In /44/, where the statistical accuracy was better, no

anisotropy in the arrival of these particles was noted (accuracy of 10%).

Analyses of the direction of arrival of heavy primary nuclei with E0_1016eV

have also been attempted. The incidence of a heavy nucleus at the limit

of atmosphere has been associated with the recording of an extensive air

shower rich inp mesons. Quite high anisotropy was detected /46/. The

most preferred directions were those in the plane perpendicular to the

galactic arm, but this conclusion has so far not been borne out statistically.

To conclude this brief review of experimental data on extensive air

showers, in connection with cosmic-ray research from the point of view of

space physics, let us mention the following basic tasks of future

experiments.

I. Energy-spectrum studies and the search for anisotropy of the lateral

distribution of the primary radiation for E0> 1019 eV. These subjects are

related for two reasons: first, successful measurements in this energy

range will require the construction of equipment enabling the effective

recording of extensive air showers over areas of tens and hundreds of

square kilometers. On the other hand, both a variation of the energy

spectrum at extremely high energies and the appearance of anisotropy may

be observed in the same energy range.

2. Studies of the chemical composition of the primary radiation. The

experiments related to this very difficult subject are still only in the first

stages. However, data on the nature of the particles causing extensive air

showers are vital for cosmic-ray research, both from the point of view of

space physics and from the point of view of nuclear theory.

P.N. Lebcdev Institute of Physics of

the USSR Academy of Sciences
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S.N. Vernov, V.I. Solov'eva, B.A. Khrenov,
and G. B. Khristiansen

PRIMARY COSMIC RADIATION IN THE ULTRAHIGH-

ENERGY RANGE AND EXTENSIVE AIR SHOWERS

Comprehensive studies of extensive air shows (EAS) were recently made

using the detector arrangement of Moscow State University. These studies

provided a great deal of experimental material related to primary cosmic

radiation at ultrahigh energies. This report presents the total data obtained

for 1960 and 1961.

DESCRIPTION OF THE DETECTOR ARRANGEMENT

The arrangement comprised 18 detector points located within a circle

120 meters in radius. The detectors measured the densities of charged

particles and_ mesons (Figure I). The Geiger counters forming the

detector system were connected to a hodoscope.

02, b. O_"

&

,=,4 5
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FIGURE 1. Plan of the arrangement.

a-detectors of charged-particle densities;

b-u-meson detectors ( E > 6- lOS).

At the central point (I in Figure l), 30 charged-particle detectors and

2_-meson detectors, located within a circle 7 meters in radius, were
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placed at depths of 20 and 40 m.w.e. [meters water equiv.); these had areas

of 3.2 and 6.3m 2, respectively. The minimum energy required to penetrate

a ground layer 20m. w.e. thick is 5. 10_eV, and for a layer 40m. w.e. thick

it is 101° eV.

At the other 17 points were placed charged-particle detectors, and at

6 of them were placed detectors of low-energy p mesons (E> 6. 10SeV),

each with an area of 0.8m 2 (2 muon detectors 60 meters from the center and

4 detectors 120 meters from the center; see Figure 1). This arrangement

made it possible to study showers with N_ 3. 104 to 3. 107 particles. The

setup was controlled by means of a system of six counter banks, each with

an area _ 0.132m 2, connected in sixfold coincidence and placed at the

central point.

THE MAIN RESULTS

Due to the complexity of the EAS radiation, the Moscow-University

arrangement promises to be very effective for studying the ultrahigh-energy

primary radzation. The discussion to follow will indicate the special

significance of recording fluxes of high-energy p mesons in an individual

shower, using this complicated measuring system.
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FIGURE 2, Differential number spectrum of showers.

First, let us consider the energy spectrum of the primary radiation. Due

to its insufficient reception range, the Moscow-University arrangement

cannot be used to determine the intensity of primary radiation with an

energy close to the maximum recorded recently by Rossi and Clark [1/.

At the same time, in contrast to the equipment of Rossi and Clark, the

Moscow-University arrangement enables a detailed study of the energy

spectrum in the low-energy range.
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As early as 1958,ananalysisof theexperimentaldataonEASobtained
bytheMoscowgroup/2/ indicatedthatthereis a quitesharpvariationin
theindexof theintegral numberspectrumfor showerswith N-- 105to 106
particles. Subsequentlythis sameresultwasobtainedusingtheMoscow-
Universityarrangement(conferenceat Borzhomiin 1961;eonfereneein
Japanin 1961)/3/, and also by Japanese (1960, 1961)/41 and English (1962}

/5/ investigators.

For interpreting this result, both the integral spectrum, which was

obtained in all the above-mentioned studies except /5/, and the differential

number spectrum of the showers are of great interest.

Figure 2 shows the differential number spectrum ol the showers,

obtained from 1960 to 1962 using the Moscow-University arrangement. Tills

spectrum was plotted as follows. To determine the intensity of showers

with N particles per unit interval of N, the number of showers I with X

between N, and N2 having axes within a circle of radius I? (with its eenter

at point I in Figure 1), observed in a time T, was calculated. Ti_e location

of the shower axis r and the number of particles N were found using the

average lateral distribution of charged particles, which hasbeeninvestigated

in a number of works and which agrees with the theoretieal distribution of

Nishimura and Kamata for a value of the parameter s == 1.25. In

accordance with experimental data, it was assumed that the lateral distri-

bution does not vary within the interval of N considered. The radius R

was so chosen that the probability of recording showers with N from N,

to N_ was more than 95% even at the edge of the circle. Therefore, the

intensity of showers in the interval N,--N2, per unit area and unit solid

angle, is I(0, N) :-= 1 _ 1nR_T " 2a , where v is the index in the angular distribu-

tion of EAS (I(0, N)- /(0, N)cos_0). The experimental data show that, in the

interval of N in question, v is independent of N. The shower intensity per

unit interval was related to the value of N* satisfying the following
Nt

relation: N'-I_*I_(N_--N_)S N-I_*_ dN. (As × varies from 1 to 2, A'* varies by
N,

1.5%.)

The differential number spectrum in Figure 2 can be represented

analytically as follows:

F (N) dN _ N- i=._610._41dN 10_ _ N _ 1 • 10%

F (N) dN _ N- c2.7_:0.ao_ dN 106 _ N ,_ 5.5- 10_;

F (N) dN _ N-12"96:°'l_dN 5.5.106_ N _ l • 108.

The sharp variation in the spectral index can be explained by assuming

either a sharp variation in the index of the primary energy spectrum, or

else a sharp variation in the characteristics of the nuclear-cascade process,

leading in turn to a sharp variation in the shape of the cascade curve in

the atmosphere as a function of the primary energy E0. The tatter

assumption apparently contradicts the available experimental data. At any

rate, for showers with N from _105 to 107 studied at sea level, no

signifieant variations with N of the shower structure and composition were

observed, in spite of a thorough study of the electron-photon, nuclear-

active, andre-meson components.

Consequently, in the following only the first possibility will be considered.

Variations in theindexof the primary energy spectrum are to be expected
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primarily for the following reason. At quite high energies, the coefficient

of diffusion of cosmic rays in the galaxy is no longer constant and rapidly

becomes an increasing function of the energy. This is equivalent to

assuming that the parameter IH (where / is the dimension of a cloud and

H is the strength of the field of the magnetic clouds at which diffusion takes

place) has the characteristic distribution: values of IH lower than the most

probable value (IH)v occur with a very low probability. In general, an

increase in the diffusion coefficient D leads to a change in the composition

of primary radiation with a given energy. This occurs, first, because the

variation of D for nuclei begins at higher energies than for protons

A
EcrA = _-EcrP), and, second, because the probability of fragmentation of

nuclei decreases during the journey from the source.

Thus, the variation of the energy spectrum is determined by the distribu-

tion of primary radiation with A (that is, by _(A)dA) and by the variation of

the diffusion coefficient with energy (that is, by D(E, A) ). The latter function

can be related to the distribution of magnetic clouds (with values of lH) by

means of the following simple expression /6/:

1 dD (E) lW (IH) _ D2 dE E=aoo lHz "

Let us return to the data in Figure 2. An extensive air shower generated

by a primary particle with mass number A and energy E may, at a

specified atmospheric depth X, consist of a different number of particles N;

this is due to the possibility of fluctuations during development of the

nuclear cascade. With an increase in A, of course, the fluctuations become

smaller.

In [6[ the experimental data on the number spectrum were analyzed

assuming that:

I) the fluctuations during shower development are determined by

fluctuations in the height of the initial interaction of the primary particle;

2) the mass-number spectrum produced by supernovae in the energy

range considered has the form _(A)dA = A-In+,)dA, where n is from 0.5 to 1.0;

3) the energy spectrum produced by supernovae in the energy range

considered has the form

f (E) dE = E- o,',IdE,

where y is from 1.5 to 2.0;

4) a variation in the mass-number spectrum for E>Ecrv occurs only

due to a variation in the coefficient of diffusion in the galaxy, to a different

degree for different A; the decrease in the probability of fragmentation is

disregarded. Thus, the energy spectrum for cosmic rays in the galaxy

has the form

F (E) dE =Sf(E)dE ._(A)dA .D-_(_IA).

In order to explain the observed variation in spectral index with these

assumptions, it must be considered that the diffusion coefficient D varies

valuetoO(@)--E.,where foratenfoldabruptly from a constant

variation of E in the range E _ i0 t5 to 1016 eV, and then for higher energies

remains D(E.-_-_--E_'. A definite distribution of W(IH)corresponds to such a
\¢I!
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dependence of D(_-): in the range IH_ 10 -8 to 10 -s gauss-parsec, the

number of magnetic clouds rises sharply, goes through a maximum, and

begins to decrease, so that for IH>IO -5 gauss-parsec W(IH)--(IH)-(_.,_. If
it is considered that the fluctuations are actually greater than assumed in

]6/, the variations in functions D(E) and W(lH) must occur in an even lower

range of E and IH. On the other hand, if the variation in the probability
of nuclear fragmentation for an increase in the diffusion coefficient is taken

into account, the range of E and lH in question may increase somewhat.

Nevertheless, a characteristic property of the distribution of W(IIt) obtained

in this way must be a sharp rise in W(ltt) when IH approaches its most

probable value (!tt)o and a relatively low value of W(IH) for IM_(IH)_.
Other factors may also be responsible for the abrupt change in the primary
energy spectrum:

1) the acceleration of particles in the clouds of supernovae is limited by

the finiteness of the possible values of the corresponding parameter lH.
Thus, limiting energies of cosmic rays are to be expected, for which the

acceleration in supernovae is possible;

2) a rapid increase in the importance of metagalaetic cosmic rays, whose

energy spectrum may have a different index, is to be expected, along with

a rapid rise, beginning at a certain energy, in the coefficient of cosmic-

ray diffusion within the galaxy, and thus an increase in the escape of cosmic

rays to beyond the limits of the galaxy.

These factors seem to us to be of low probability, for the following

reasons. The energy spectra of the cosmic rays produced in different

supernovae must differ considerably. Therefore, a sharp change in the

energy spectrum averaged over all the sources is unlikely.

Moreover, _ith regard to cosmic rays of metagalactic origin, it is highly

unlikely that a superposition of energy spectra with completely different

natures would result in a comparatively smooth spectrum with one unique

property: a rapid transition to a higher spectral index.

In order to ascertain the distribution of W(IH) more accurately, however,

more precise experimental data are necessary, as well as additional

analysis taking into account the variation in the probability of fragmentation

of heavy nuclei.

An experimental determination of the composition of the primary radia-

tion, both for E_Ecr and for E_Ecr , is very important with respect to

this, and it is also of independent interest. The possibility of identifying
showers caused by heavy primary nuclei has been discussed in several

reports. In ]7/ the identification of the primary nuclei on the basis of the

core structure of a nuclear cascade in an EAS was considered. However,

in /3/ it was pointed out that even statistically such an identification might

be ambiguous. The statistical discrimination of nucleus-produced showers

by selecting showers with a high flux density of high-energy p mesons for a

given total number of shower particles N was also considered recently

[4, 8/. Experiments show /4, 8/ that the flux of high-energyg mesons for

a given N fluctuates considerably; this is related to the fluctuations in

shower development, and possibly to a difference in the nature of the

primaries producing showers with a given N.
Whatever the fluctuations in the development of the shower itself are, it

is clear that they will decrease for higher A. Therefore, to produce a

shower with a given N, more energy is required, on the average, in the
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case of heavy primary nuclei than in the case of a primary proton. We

know that n_E _, where [3 _1 (actually [_ _ 0.75 to 0.85). Consequently,

the number of _ mesons in such a nucleus-produced shower will also be

higher. Moreover, it is reasonable to assume that a shower produced by a

nucleus A is equivalent to the superpositionof A proton-caused showers

each with an energy E/A. Thus, for the primary nucleus, n_--E_A' _

increases with an increase in A.

For example, for showers with a given N, large values of the relative

number of_ mesons n/% may correspond to showers produced by heavy

primary nuclei.

In relation to this, it is interesting to compare the experimental distri-

butions f(%/%) obtained for showers with different N in the range N--105

to 107 (the range in which the variation of the coefficient of cosmic-ray

diffusion in the galaxy occurs). At present, unfortunately, experimental

data are available only for showers with N- 10 _. These data are given in

Table 1, which shows the percentage of showers recorded over intervals of

TABLE 1

_) l f3
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0
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n/%; similar data (Japan) from /9/ are also listed. The table includes

theoretical distributions for showers produced by primary protons and heavy

primary nuclei (A=3I); these were obtained using the model considered by

Zatsepin and Dedenko /10/, taking into account fluctuations in the develop-

ment of a nuclear cascade within the atmosphere. The theoretical distribu-

tion for protons /6/, taking into account only fluctuations at the level of

shower origin, is also given. A comparison of the experimental and

theoretical data indicates that the experimental distribution is so wide that

it cannot be accounted for by the presence in the primary radiation of heavy

nuclei alone. The data in Table 1 are significant for still another reason.

It is necessary to take into account the finite probability of low values of

n_ for comparatively high n_ when evaluating the possibility of studying

showers produced by ultrahigh-energy V quanta.

As pointed out in our report at the conference in Borzhomi, the number

of ix mesons in showers produced by primary photons must be 1 ]100 of the

average number in actually observed showers (over a wide range of

distances from the axis). Therefore, if the distribution /(n/n_) is not too

wide, it should be possible to distinguish showers produced by ¥ quanta

from ordinary showers, even if they occur extremely rarely• In /3, 4/

showers with such values of N were studied and /_-meson detectors with

such areas were used that the average number of p mesons observed over

the detector area during showers was -- 10. Consequently, showers
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produced by I" quanta having the same N should not, as a rule, be

accompanied by a single p meson.

Interest in the primary y radiation has recently grown considerably,

since it apparently provides a very effective means of investigating the

structure of galactic and, possibly, metagalactic space. However, so far

only primary V radiation of comparatively low energy (E > 100MeV) has

been detected (experiments of Kraushaar and Clark /ll/). These experi-

ments gave a flux of y radiation which was 10 -3 of the total primary flux.

For higher energies the present experimental data enable only an estimate

of the upper limit for the flux of primary quanta. According to the data of

Duthie et al. /12/, at E _1012eV the upper limit for the ratio between the

number of primary y quanta and the number of primary nuclear particles

is I0 -3. For ultrahigh energies, the corresponding limit (I0 -2) was cited

in our report at the Borzhomi conference. Due to the processing of recent

experimental data, this limit has been reduced considerably.

The experimental data used by us were obtained during 6500 operating

hours of the Moscow-University arrangement. Showers with a quite large

number of particles (N_4. 108 ) and quite small distances r of the axis

from the detector ofp mesons with E > 101°eV were selected from all the

showers recorded. The maximum allowable distance was decided upon by

the condition f(r,N) = p_, where the function f(r,N) is the familiar average

lateral distribution ofp mesons with E _ 101°eV. The density p_ was

taken as I particle /m 2. Since the area of ap-meson detector is 6.3m 2,

this means that extensive air showers were chosen for which the expected

average number ofp mesons with E >I 101°e V incident on the detector is 6;

there were 487 showers which satisfied this criterion. The probability that

one of these showers would be one in which not a single meson passes

through the p-meson detector because of Poisson fluctuations is only 0.1.

Next, the actual number of p mesons incident upon the underground and

surface p-meson detectors in each of the selected showers was considered.

During each of the showers selected, some p mesons (_3) traversed the p-

meson detectors. In all cases but 5, two or morep mesons with E > 101°e\ r

traversed a detector. Using our experimental data, therefore, it is

possible to determine the probability that pure electron-photon showers

will constitute a proportion a of the total number n of showers recorded:

nl

p(_,,,)_ _, I_p(-_J(_,) _' (. • _,#p.l 0
• --e ) ,mf _1

n I m_o

where n_ is the number of EAS with ap-meson density P_l; here p_ is the
p-meson density in pure electron-photon showers with the same number of

particles A' as the observed extensive air showers. The probability that

a will be less than 2. 10 -3 is 90%. To determine the ratios of the flux of

primary y quanta to the flux of primary nuclear particles in the same

energy range, it must be taken into account that a given value of N for a

shower produced by a y quantum corresponds to a primary energy

approximately one half to one fourth that for a shower produced by nuclear

particles (here, the uncertainty in the coefficient for converting from N to

E0 for EAS produced by nuclear particles has an effect)• Consequently,
the upper limit for the proportion of primary V quanta with E _10 lseV
turns out to be from 10 -4 to 4. l0 -4

Recent theoretical estimates give a limit of 10 -3 to 10 -5 for ultrahigh-

energy particles, assuming that the y radiation is mainly of metagalactic
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origin. The validity of this assumption for low energies is confirmed by a

comparison of the experimental data of Kraushaar and Clark with a theo-

retical calculation assuming a definite density of matter in the metagalaxy

and assuming an expanding metagalaxy.

In conclusion let us consider the question of isotropy of tile primary

radiation at extremely high energies. The highest energy which could be

recorded with our equipment was E_ 1017eV. The isotropy of the entire

primary radiation at this energy, regardless of its composition, was studied

in detail by Rossi, Clark, and their co-workers /I/. These studies showed

that for declinations from 0 to 60 °, there is right-ascension isotropy to an

accuracy up to 4%. (At any rate, no large-scale anisotropy was found.)

We had the opportunity of studying the isotropy of the part of the primary

radiation responsible for the high values of n_/_ in the distribution [(n_/_) .

Most probably, the high values of n_/_ correspond to heavy nuclei in the

primary radiation.

TABLE 2

Obser-

vation

point

_,10SCOW

Japan

M oscow

Japan

0-6

21

15

6

5

Sidereal time

I6--12 I 12--18

26 J6

47

28 8

43

i 9 5

15

l 9 3

14

18--20

17

33

I 0

t7

I 5

t0

I 3
6

I. 10 *

_4.15 6

>/t. 10 r

I

4

_1.5

/>-2.5

>_2.5

_2.5

Table 2 shows data obtained during 4760 hours of operating the Moscow-

n_

University arrangement, forshowers with N> 4. 106 and for n-=_> 1.5 and

n_ > 2.5. The table gives intervals of sidereal time and the numbers of
n_

showers recorded during each interval. Data obtained by the Tokyo and

Osaka groups /9/ are given for comparison. Unfortunately, in 1960-1961

the Moscow-University arrangement did not include a system for deter-

mining the orientation of the shower axis. Thus, we were unable to specify

the declination and right ascension for a shower axis, and we could only

record the sidereal time of the vertical direction at the moment of recording

an EAS. Consequently, the sidereal time for each shower recorded was

established with an uncertainty (±2 hours, on the average) related to the

angular distribution of the shower axes.

If anisotropy exists, this circumstance could contribute only to a reduction

of the observed effect. When our data are combined with the Japanese data

(regardless of the fact that they pertain to different declination ranges), it

is possible to detect a statistical decrease in the intensity of the showers
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studied, upon transition from the interval 0h-12 h sidereal time to the inter-

val 12h-24h. However, only after further measurements are made will

definite conclusions be possible.

Scientific-Research Institute of

Nuclear Physics, Moscow State University
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D.D. Krasil'nikov, M.M. Atakova, N.N. E/imov,

M.A. Ni/ontov, and F. K. Shamsutdinova

ATMOSPHERIC-DENSITY EFFECTS IN THE EAS FREQUENCY

DURING CYCLONES AND SEASONAL FLUCTUATIONS

IN A TMOSPHERIC TEMPERA TURE

Studies of atmospheric-density effects in the observed frequency of

occurrence of extensive air showers are quite important. First, they

indicate what corrections for atmospheric effects must be introduced, and

second, they enable a correct estimate of the shower absorption. Such

studies are also interesting for the following reason: an estimate of the

relative contributions of different atmospheric layers to the observed

density effect can in principle help to ascertain the proportion of heavy

primary nuclei, the role of decaying particles in EAS development, and the

reliability of different models /I-3/ of EAS development.

The effect of the atmospheric density can in general be /4/: (I) a purely

geometric e fleet corresponding to a deformation of the lateral-distri-

bution function of the particles in a shower; (2) a change in the intensity

spectrum of the recorded showers, due to a change in the decay probability

for unstable particles of the EAS, that is, a decaying-particle

effect.

The magnitude and sign of the effect in the first case depend on the

geometry of the recording arrangement, whereas the effect of the unstable

particles should be roughly the same for arrangements having different

geometries. For the model of short-range cascades /2/, the geometric

effect would largely reduce to the local effect of an atmospheric layer,

adjacent to the observation level, with a thickness t < 10 radiation lengths

in air. For the other extreme model /3/, the contribution of the atmospheric

layers above a thickness t> I0 radiation lengths may constitute a

considerable portion of the observed geometric effect. A high sensitivity

of the observed shower frequency to air-density variations in the highest

atmospheric layers (h<30mb) would indicate that a considerable number

of the EAS primaries are heavy nuclei.

Many investigators /5-8, andothers/ have studied the effects of the

atmospheric density, including ourselves /9, I0, and others/. According

to the data of /6, 7/, the geometric effect is a purely local effect of the

atmospheric boundary layer, whereas the measurements of /5, 8/ are also

consistent with the assumption that the upper half of the atmosphere plays

a substantial part in causing this effect. An effect of unstable particles

was not observed in these experiments. In /9/ it was concluded that the

upper layers of the atmosphere contribute considerably to the temperature

effect observed in an EAS. It is evident that the results of different authors

are quite contradictory.
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All thestudiesindicatedsofar hadseveralseriousshortcomings.
Variationsin EASfrequencyin thecaseof long-period(usuallyseasonal)
fluctuationsin atmospherictemperaturewereconsidered,for whichit is
especiallydifficult to discriminateexperimentallybetweentheeffectsof
differentatmosphericlayers. Actually, this sort of temperaturefluctua-
tionproceedssimilarly in all atmosphericlayers, therebeinga veryclose
positivecorrelationbetweenthelayers /ll/.

Moreover, the geometry of the arrangement for observing EAS in the

experiments of /6-8/ did not make it possible to separate the geometric

effect from other effects. In each case the expected local geometric effect

of the lower atmospheric layers was evaluated too roughly, and the accuracy
of the experimental data for the EAS was too low.

In view of the above situation, it was advisable to work out a means of

discriminating between the effects in the densities of the different

atmospheric layers. In /4/ Krasil'nikov suggested a new method for taking

into account the local geometric effect of the lower atmospheric layers

(/_10 radiation lengths). Using this method, thedensityeffectsofthelower

and upper atmospheric layers can be discriminated in the following manner.

Variations in the frequency of FAS recorded using detector arrangements

with considerably different geometries are considered. These studies are

made over such comparatively short periods that the temperature varia-

tions in the upper and lower parts of the atmosphere are opposite in sign.

The results are then compared with the results for the seasonal effect on

the EAS frequency. A particular instance of a period of opposite tendencies

of the temperature fluctuations in the lower and upper parts of the

atmosphere is during the passage of a cyclone /ll/.

Some preliminary results of our studies of the effect which atmospheric

density has on the frequency of EAS during cyclones and seasonal fluctua-

tions in atmospheric temperature will be given in this report. We selected

17 instances of cyclone passage through Yakutsk during 1958 and 1959. The

period of each cyclone was divided into 8 equal intervals, 4 before and 4

after the pressure minimum at the observation point. All our data on the

state of the atmosphere and the EAS frequency were averaged over each of
these intervals.

l ah' ._h,c (n, a) D N,I, %per mb %per m

++3 to,j 3+1,5.1+j_o+ j_o+C (6; t.0) 57 t06 --0.9t 0.013

An analysis was made of the frequency variations of EAS observed using

four identical arrangements in threefold coincidence C (3; 1.0) having

Geiger-counter areas _ = 1.0m 2 and separations D =3.8m, and by four also

identical arrangements in sixfold coincidence C (6; 1.0) having the same

counter areas but spaced 57 meters apart /I0/. These cases of EAS

recordings were chosen because of the convenience of interpreting the

results obtained: according to previous calculations /4/, for these EAS

recordings the expected geometric effects are of opposite sign.

Corrections for the barometric and geometric effects were introduced,

using the corresponding constant coefficients ah and _H given in the table.

The median intensities N,/, of the recorded EAS and the spacings D of the

counter banks are also shown in the table.
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Figure1showstheresultsof averagingthestateof theatmosphereover
all 17cyclones. Therelativetimeintervalsof thecyclones(the8intervals
referred to above)are laid off on the abscissa. The ordinates

-I

o.

°1

E 100 [

I"_lOOt.

_'00[

/

Z

to=-2r28°C

_oo-5180m

H_cv=11157 m

FIGURE 1. Mean variations in pressure and tem-

perature of atmosphere at observation point and [n

heights of isobaric levels for 17 cyclones.

correspond to the following mean

variations: 6h and 6to, the variations

of the atmospheric pressure and

temperature at the observation point;

6Hh__o0, the variation of the height of

a boundary layer 100rob thick; 6H_,,o

and 6H_.00, the variations of the heights

of the 500-rob and 200-rob isobaric

levels. The uncertainties shown on

the curves are RMS values.

The curve for the mean variations

6Hh,f,n of the height of a boundary layer

200 mb thick is not shown in the figure.

It is approximately the same as the

6_/h-l,o Curve.

Figure 2 shows the mean (over the

17 cyclones) variations in EAS

frequency corresponding to the

atmospheric states shown in Figure i.

The showers were selected bOth by the

local- recording arrangements (D =

= 3.8m, curves a-c) and by the

arrangements of widely separated

counters (D=5?m, curves d-f). Curves

a and d show the observed variations

without any corrections; curves b and

e show the variations with pressure

corrections; c and f show the varia-

tions witl_ corrections for pressure

and for the local geometric effect of

the atmospheric boundary layer. The

uncertainties shown in this figure represent tim corresponding RNI% scatter

of the mean data for the four identical arrangements.

The residual variations (curves c and f in Figure 2) cannot be e_plained

completely by the errors due to introducing barometric corrections. The

barometric coefficients were checked repeatedly in our previous studies

(/10, 12, and others/). To eliminate the observed residual variations, it

was necessary to increase the barometric coefficient for C (3; 1.0L

whereas for C (6; 1.0) it was necessary to reduce the i_igh standard errors

in the determination of the variations to 1/7 and 1/4.5 of their former

values. It is also impossible to account for the residual variations by tl,e

inaccuracy of the corrections for the local geomagnetic effect: the residual

variations are opposite in sign to thos_ _ expected fron: the observed varia-

tion of the height of the boundary layer and they are too large. Moreover,

as will be shown below, the seasonal effect on the shower frequency,

irrespective of the moments enumerated, also shows that the errors in the

barometric and geometric corrections cannot be responsible for the

residual variations observed here. At the height of the h-300mb level, the

fluctuation tendencies of the boundary layers observed in this case become
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attenuated, and above this level a transition to opposite fluctuation tenden-

cies takes place. The effect of the levels above h-300mb turns out to be

1.5 to 2 times the effect of the underlying levels.

ii 5X-

2_
o 0

_ff IX c _ t

e

FIGURE 2. Mean variations of frequency of EAS recorded using arrangement_ with

different geometries, during cyclones (compare Figure 1).

The residual variations observed correlate quite "closely with the heights

of the isobaric levels above 500mb. Also, they correspond to a geometric

effect of the upper layers of the order of -1.4± 0.3% per I00 meters for

C(3; 1.0; 3.8) and 1.0i 0.5% per 100 meters for C(6; 1.0; 57). These

estimates pertain to the height of the 500-mb level. This contradicts the

model of short-range cascades suggested by Cranshaw and Hillas /2/. It

agrees better, however, with the assumption that elementary particle

interactions in the middle, and even the upper, atmosphere are a deter-

mining factor in creating the lateral distribution of EAS particles observed

near sea level. Moreover, since the effect isquite considerable, this

means that quite a large number of the primary particles are probably heavy

nuclei. Figure 3 shows the results of our study of the seasonal variation

in EAS frequency for 1958 to 1960.

The ordinates in the figure, reading from top to bottom, are the mean

values of the following quantities for the period in question: the heights of

the 100, 500, and h-100 millibar levels; the pressure h0 at the observation

point; and the frequencies of the EAS selected for Geiger-counter spacings

of 3.8 and 57 meters. The last two curves have been corrected for the

barometric and local geometric effects according to the table. The un-

certainties indicated on these curves represent the RMS scatter of readings

in each case of the four identical arrangements for recording EAS. For

each curve the horizontal line indicates the average annual value, and the

numbers on the left show the range of the seasonal variations.

Obviously, the data on the EAS frequency, corrected in the above-

indicated way for pressure and for the height of the atmospheric boundary

layer, cannot be correlated either with the pressure or with the heights uf
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theselectedlevels. Thismeansthat, aspointedoutabove,theerrors in
thebarometricandlocalgeometriccorrectionsare notresponsiblefor
thesevariationsin theshowerfrequency.In bothsetsof showerrecordings
theresidualseasonalvariationsoccurin wavesof semiannualperiod, with
maximain April andOctoberandwithamplitudesof 2to 3%. It is

impossible to attribute the data for the EAS frequency variation wholly to

errors in the barometer readings caused by dynamic effects /13/: taking

into account the presence in the case at hand of geometric effects as well,

unusually large dynamic effects (of the order of _5mb or more) would be

necessary.

a

\

\

c

II

Month

FIGURE 3. Seasonal variations in pressure, heights of tsobaric levels,

and EAS frequency, at Yakutsk.

a-for Hi00 = 15.876 m and t,,ql00 = 1330 m; b-for ,qs0o = 5332 m and

t,_soo= 577m; c-for fi-h-roo= 917 m and a_a_lo o = 172m; d-for

K, = 1003 rnb and zx_ = 21mb; e-for c (3; 1.o) r.h = 9950 showers/day

and ,Xc= 320showers; f-for c I_; 1.o) rh =1160 showers/day and
z_ = 50showers.

The positive correlation between C (6; 1.0)_, and C (3; 1.0)h,, for whietl

the expected geometric effects are opposite in sign, indicates that in this

case decaying particles have an effect. This effect mainly influences the

spectrum of EAS intensity, anddoes not modify the shower geometry. It
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was insignificant against the background of quite large geometric effects

accompanying relatively small fluctuations in the heights of the isobaric

levels. The latter fluctuations take place during ordinary cyclonic pressure

drops, but they also show up quite clearly during sharp seasonal fluctuations

in the state of the atmosphere, when the range of fluctuations in isobaric-

level height in the upper half of the atmosphere is of the order of a kilometer

(compare 6H5oo and 6Hi00 in Figure 3).

So far it is not known definitely how the observed pattern of the effect

(wave with semiannual period) of unstable particles on the seasonal varia-

tions is produced. The explanation should be related to the nature of EAS

development and to the properties of the unstable particles present in an

EAS. It is possible, too, that such a pattern is related to corresponding

fluctuations of the extreme outer atmospheric layer (h_50mb), unknown

at the present time, and to the predominant role which is played by heavy

primary nuclei.

A detailed consideration of the questions touched upon here must await

a continuation of this analysis of the effects which atmospheric density has

on the EAS frequency.

The above results may be summarized as follows:

l) the geometric density effect whichatmospheric layers above theh =300 mb

level have on the FAS frequency was found to be 1.5 to 2 times the

geometric effect expected for the underlying layers (with a thickness

t <_ i0 radiation lengths);

2) preliminary experimental indications of a considerable effect of

unstable particles on the sea-level EAS frequency were obtained;

3) the model of short-range cascades /2/ cannot on the whole explain

the atmospheric-density effect.

Institute of Space-Physics Research and Aeronomy,
Yakutsk Branch of Siberian Division of USSR

Academy of Sciences
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D.D. Krasil ' nikov

THE IL-MESON SPECTRUM FOR ENERGIES FROM
1011 TO 1013 eV AT SEA LEVEL

Recently many investigators have become interested in the p-meson

energy spectrum at sea level, for energies from 1011 to 1013e\ r /i-7, and

others/.

This subject is important for various reasons. Once the p-meson

spectrum at sea level is measured reliably, a comparison with intensity

measurements made deep underground may make it possible to check our

assumptions about the energy-loss mechanisms /I-7/. Moreover, it

should then be possible to specify more accurately the cross sections for

known processes and to investigate additional hypothetical interactions of

p mesons with high and ultrahigh energies.

The p-meson spectrum has a close relation to the mechanism of p-meson

generation /7, 8/. Therefore, a knowledge of the spectrum will also make

it possible to verify certain hypotheses concerning nuclear interactions at

ultrahi_r_ energies, in particular with respect to the proportion of K mesons,

mesons, and hyperons among the secondary particles of a nuclear

interaction for energies above 10ILeV /3, 4, 7-I0/.

The study of the p-meson energy spectrum above 1011 eV is quite

difficult (due to the complexity of the experiments, the necessity for long-

term observations, etc.). So far, statistically workable measurements of

the p-meson spectrum using magnetic spectrometers have been made only

up to Eo'_ 5. 1011 eV /6/.

For E,,_ 1012eV, which is the most interesting energy range from the

point of view of the factors indicated above, the spectrum was determined

according to the absorption curve. However, due to the uncertainty of some

of the energy-loss cross sections, and for other reasons too, the results

are contradictory /i, 2, 5/.

Thus, studies of the p-meson spectrum in terms of the spectrum of

muon-caused ionization bursts should be especially interesting /I, 3, II,

12/. This report will give the results of determining the integral p-meson

energy spectrum at sea level for l011 to 1013eV from the ionization-burst

spectrum.

Data from long-term observations of large ionization bursts were

obtained using spherical high-pressure chambers /13, 14/. These chambers

were mounted at many points in the USSR and abroad to enable continuous

recording of the ionization of the hard component of cosmic rays.

A review of the data, together with the burst spectra observed for

individual chambers, were given in our previous reports /15, 16/, and the

spectra according to all the chambers under consideration, for bursts

corresponding to cascade-shower energies from 5. l011 to 2. 1012eV, were

given in /ii, 12/. The present report will give additional data, compiled
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FIGURE 1. Spectrum of muon-eaused ionization bursts observed near sea level in

spherical chambers (n(Pb) is the number of particles for a shower maximum in lead).
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over an 8-year period, on bursts observed with an ASK-l-26 chamber

(Yakutsk); the burst energies ranged up to E0_--1013eV.

The relation between the size of an observed ionization burst and the

intensity of the cascade shower was determined /17/ on the basis of the

author's studies of ion recombination /18/ and transition effects /19/ in

these chambers.

The proportion of muon-caused bursts in the entire observed burst

spectrum was estimated from the variation with height of the burst frequency

between levels of 1025 and 690g/cm 2 (between Cheltenham and Huancayo)

/ll, 12/. Our determination of the barometric coefficient of the sea-level

burst frequency agrees with this estimate. Near sea level, bursts caused

by p mesons in the given chambers constitute from 55 to 75% of all the

bursts observed (the percentage varied depending on the observation level

and on the amount of additional light matter over the chambers). This

estimate also agrees with the recent results in /20/.

The integral spectrum of muon- caused ionization bursts observed at different

points near sea level is plotted in Figure I. The vertical uncertainties

(for the ASK-I-26 chamber they correspond to a confidence coefficient

p_-84%) represent the statistical Poisson distributions /21/; the horizontal

uncertainties represent the probable errors in reading the burst recordings.

The figure shows that, over the entire considered range of muon-caused

bursts, the data of different chambers differ by no more than a few dozen

percent. It should be noted that under the observation conditions additional

differences, not taken into account in the analysis, between the chambers

are probable (differences in topography of the locality, in the chamber

parameters, etc.). Moreover, some uncertainty in the corrections for

bursts of different origin is inevitable, and statistical errors in reading

the burst recordings are probable. Consequently, the convergence of the

spectra for the different chambers is quite satisfactory.

The upper line in the figure shows the mean burst spectrum /11, 12/.

If this spectrum is approximated in the range 103 _n_ 104 by the power

law

then we find that A - {1.5± 0.2)- 10 -8 and ¥b--2.08± 0.08. Here and in the

following n refers to the number of cascade particles in lead n (Pb) ]17/.

The lower (dashed) line in the figure shows the mean power-law spectrum

for the ASK-l-26 chamber (Yakutsk) for 1953 to 1960. The exponent is

yb =2.14± 0.09 for 5. 10 a<_n<_105. With an accuracy comparable to the

measurement error, this spectrum coincides with the previous spectrum

for smaller bursts. A direct comparison of this spectrum of the p-meson

bursts with data given in the literature, however, is difficult, since the

experiments of other authors usually involve p mesons from only a part of

the hemisphere. Nevertheless, the exponents yb given here apparently are

close to the exponents quoted in other works /20, 22/.

The next step is to convert this spectrum of muon-caused bursts into an

energy spectrum of the _a mesons at sea level. Such ionization bursts can in

general be caused by bremsstrahlung, pair production, and 8-electron

production, as well as by nuclear interactions ofp mesons. Of these

processes, the most important isbremsstrahlung. The combined contribution

of the second and third processes to the observed burst frequency was

estimatedin/23/: for E0 _ 10 n eV it is about 7% of the contribution of

1814
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bremsstrahlung,andfor E0--_1012 eV it is about 1.5%. The relative

contribution of �a-meson interactions is about 10%, provided we use the cross

section given in /24/. However, according to /25/, the cross section is

really only two thirds of that given in /24/, so that the contribution of/a-

meson nuclear interactions is usually completely negligible /7, 22/.

In this report the contributions of the last three processes will be

neglected, and the /a-meson spectrum will be calculated assuming that the

entire burst spectrum given in Figure i is produced by/a-meson

bremsstrahlung alone. The consequent exaggeration of the /a-meson

intensity will in any case not exceed 17% for E0 --_1011 eV and will be less

than _ 10% for E0 _1012 eX T.

The spectrum of muon-caused bursts observed using the spherical

chambers can be related to the sea-level energy spectrum of the /a mesons

by means of the following general formula (also compare /7, 26/):

co _12 W co

_E. O=0 E=E o t=o

.W (E, n. t) sinOdW dOdEdt.cm -2 sec -1, (1)
whe re

_n

, _ = 6.4.106 eV;

,/ E )l _f-

K(W)dW is the differential /a-meson spectrum (relative to the vertical

intensity);

_I'(W. 0) is the zenith-angle dependence of the/a-meson intensity, expressed

in units of the vertical meson flux;

q(W,E) is the probability, relative to the radiation length, that a/a meson

of energy W will produce a photon of energy E;

W(E.n,t) is the probability that a photon which has originated t units deep

in a layer of lead will produce a burst of more than n particles in
the chamber.

Now let us consider briefly the specific forms of the above functions

assumed in the calculation of the spectrum, and also some simplifications.

The function l({ °) is a very slightly varying function of the energy, and its

values were determined using the calculations in /26, 27/. In the range

1011 _E.< 10 la it does not vary by more than 10%, and it is equal to

about 0.07.

Next, following the line of reasoning /26, 28/ that the observed burst

frequency is mainly produced by showers near maximum development, we

take the inner integral as in /26/. However, then n is replaced by Eo,

and the logarithmic term containing the slightly varying function

1(_) is neglected. Consequently, in these calculations it w_s assumed that

(_}) )I-
E 2

i 2 t -(ln-_o , if E>Eo;P(E, Eo)= W(E,n,t)dt_ g_ t (2)

0, if E_Eo.

The right side of formula (2) is _3% larger than that given by Belen'kii

/26/.
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According to /7, 26, 29/, U mesons have a spin of ] 2 and a normal

1:_ . V-' t • T..... l--V+ ,T .....

magnetic moment

Gad(W,_z_

whe re

(3)

• V ,%c-7.z'., _ in the absence

Lrad0V, E ) : of screening (_l'<_5.10 n eV); (4)

E

b In ('_. 1_,3 .z-'_! for total screeningV=-_-
\¢

(W _5.10" eV);

b is a coefficient very close to unity; m_ = 206.9.m_ /30/; and L_a d _ 4.05 /31/.

The multiplying factor in parentheses in formula (3! is equal to about

0.7 and it varies only slightly whenthe fraction of transmitted energy V

changes from 0.4 to 0.95, which is a very significant change in this case.

Therefore, allowing for an error amounting to some percent, we can simply

assume it to be constant:

3 . V_ =0.7.
I--V+ T

In order to calculate the intermediate cases approximately, we can

simplify the expression for L_ad (W, E) as follows:

lnl,.+ln!@_--l.15=a(l' ), if W_S-10'°eV;

I I0,W ..... , t0.WI
Lr_ad(ll:.E) 2 [a(V)-= g ¢/--_v.u,g_], if 5.10'°.<IV<5.10"eV; (5)

9.07 if It:' _ 5 . 10 '2 eV.

Here

IV, = 5.1011 eV.

Then, taking into account the comparatively slight variability of the

radiation logarithm L_ad (!V, E) with energy, when calculated separately for

each specified value of Eo, we can assume it to be constant, and equal to

its median value:

L_ad(tl" ,E ) "_ L_ad [W (E)t.,, E (Eo), ,l = Lrad(Eo)eff.

Values of Lr_ad (E0)eff calculated for a spectrum of the form K(W)dWcKW-_-ldlV,

where y 2.4, are listed in Table 1. Similarly calculated values of:

Eo

(_ )_ff lIE_!,':,].l
= L 3 J'

E(E0),:,=k_. E0; IV(E),,=k_. E

are also given in the table.

To calculate ,l(!g')= f _2(Vi/,O)dO, values of the function _:(7/,@) for two

mechanisms of _-meson generation were taken from /8/. The results of

these calculations are given in Table 2.
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I'A BLE I

E,

k,

I :tad ¢E')eff

l {; 'eff

1o 1,

1.37

I.'i7

O.II71

2-10 u

I . ?;fi

1._12

7.51)

II I_ti9

5'10" I

I. 35

IZ{_;

g.3¢_

¢). 0_i8

1,," 2"I0" 5'I0" I0'*

1.34 4 1.33 1.33 1.33

1.36 ] 1.36 1.35 1.35

N.7b i 8.!)5 !).qN_ 9.07

o.*b67 ] IL066 0.t_65 0,065
I

IA I3LE

Ik. eV i IqJ"
,

.'1 I l i { 'l

__ _J

2.10u

I.2,_

0,92

5'10" lO" 2'10" [ 5'10" lO'J

{

1.7!1 2.131 2.44 2.67 ! 2.79

,._.j ,.,,_ ] ,.Tv .,7 '_,.,,

After the inner integrals are taken, formula (1) becomes
co

f /In _Jt'dW,h_(> Eo)._= B(Eo) • 2a •K(W) •n(W) • _ Eo/
W _Ro

w}le F( _

(6)

B (Eo) = 4.05 • 10 -6. L_ad(E°)eff
Eo'(v/o.

The expression 2_K(W).q(W)dW represents the differential energy spec-
trum for the global flux of_ mesons. For limited intervals of the variations
in W, we can set

K (W)aW cc w-'-' aw; (7)

n(w)ccw*.
Then

b. (> E0)_...= B (E0) • r. + ,,,,)
('r-- v)'/' " F. (> Eo)2., I' (I q- Sl,) = 1.33, (8)

F_, (_ Eo)_.,_ = G (Eo, % v) • b_, (_ Eo)=,,, G (Eo, 7, v) = ('r -- v) v' i
F (1 + s/i) B (Eo)'

(9)

The values of v for two schemes of/_-meson generation are given in

or

Table 3. The last column of the table shows the errors introduced when

approximating ,I(IV) by a power law.

Some of the inaccuracies in the determination of v are unimportant.

Moreover, formula (9) for the global_-meson flux F_(_E0)_, is in this case

practically independent of the choice between the =--_ and K--_ genera-

tion schemes. The uncertainties in the value of the exponent y, however,

may be more important. Judging from the burst spectrum /ii, 12, 20,

and others/ and from other measurements /2, 4, and others/ at energies

from 10 II to 101aeV, the probable value of y is between 2.2 and 3.2. For

the calculation of G(Eo, g,v), the value of y was taken as 2.4.

If y were taken as 2.2, the estimate of the global_-meson flux from

the burst frequency 13sing formula (9) would be reduced by 14%; for g =3.2,

on the other hand, it would be 63"/0 higher than the flux calculated for g =2.4.
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The values of O(Eo,_/,v) calculated for T =2.4 and for an index v corres-

ponding to the a --_ scheme are given in Table 4, for various E0.

TABLE 3. Angular-distribution index v for different ranges of W

u_ 1011-1012 10m-10 t3

0.12

0.26

i0 ta Error, of:

TABLE 4

E. 10 n 2' 1011 5. I0 n 10 L_ 2. i0 _2

O (Eo, T, v)X 6.05 5.26 4.66 4.69 4.81
X |t) a

I0 "_

10

I0" I0 '2 10 'a I0 u

FIGURE 2. Integral energ}, spectrum of global M-meson flux at sea level, according to data

on nluon-cattscd ioniza'cion bursts iEI spherical chanlbers at various, _ocations throtlghout tile

world (see Figure 1).

,%n
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The results of processing the ionization-burst data in Figure I using

formula (9) are given in Figure 2. The actual/J-meson spectrum observed

at sea level is apparently very close to the average spectrum for al_ the

ionization chambers together. In order to obtain such a weighted Spectrum,

the data for different chambers were averaged over the energy intervals.

Within the averaging intervals, the energies E0 did not differ by more than

20%. The corresponding mean integral spectrum of the global p-meson

flux observed at sea level with spherical ionization chambers is shown in

Figure 3 (open circles).

I111

F[GURE 3. Integral energy spectrum of global iJ-meson flux at sea level.

l-results of averaging data for many chambers; 2-ASK-I-26 (Yakutsk),
1953-1960.

A conversion from the spectrum of the global t_-meson flux F_(> E0)=,

in Figure 3 to the spectrum of the vertical g-meson flux F_(_ E0)± is possible

using the relation

F. (> Eo)1 = V (Eo, T, _) - F_ (_> Eo),=, (1 0)
where

T, _) _" ,,J_- • r -__Z_v.V i(co,
"r 'q (Eo) "
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Valuesof v and_/(E0)for the._--FandK--_ generation schemes were

given in Tables 2 and 3. The flux F_(>En)_r was evaluated assuming that

y =2.4. Mort,over, tile errors related to T are low in this case, only

amounting to a few percent.

/0

ol

o2

I

10"

FIGURE. 4. Integral energy spectrum of vertical g-meson flux at sea level, E_. (>E.)_,

obtained from tile spectrum of muon-caused ionization bursts, assuminga _ --I_

generation scheme :

l-results of averaging data for nlanv chanlbers; 2-- ASK-l-26 (Yakutsk), 195:3-1960.

Figure 4 shows the results of determining F,(>E0)a from the frequency

of muon-eaused bursts in spherical chambers (using relations (9) and (10)),

assuming a _--_ generation scheme.

For comparison, Figure 5 gives the results of other authors together

with the calculations of F_(>E0) ± made in our study. Our experimental

points (denoted as 1 and 2 in the figure/ were plotted only for cases of

angular dependence according to the r_--F generation scheme, without any

normalization to the results of other measurements. The corresponding

integral spectrum of the vertical g-meson flux, assuming a power law, is

indicated by curve 8. Curve 9 shows the spectrum determined from the
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samedata,butassuminganangulardistributionconformingto theK --_

generation scheme•

tO-3

i

E

,,2 iO -_
c

IO -9

10 "to

I0 _I

: : I

• , I

' '_

i , i

--_ H-

"--4---.4.--.+--

I I I

! ! ]

I I I

IIII
I I I I

I I I I

1111
ID"

FIGURE 5. [ntegral energy spectrum of vertical _-meson flux at sea level,

according to various investigators:

1, 2, and 8-from spectrum in Figure 3, assuming a _--_ generation scheme;
3-from /6/; 4 and 5-according to /3/, as originally given by the authors and

normalized for Eo = 10t_eV to the spectrum described by curve 8; 6-accord-

ing to /5/; 7-from the measurements of/,ql/, if the energy losses are taken

into account: a-according to formula {11). and b-according to formula (12);

9-from the spectrum of Figure 3, assuming a K --_ generation scheme;

10-according to /34A 11- from /4/. assuming a _-_a generation scheme;
12-according to /2/.

The results of the underground measurements of /3/ are plotted twice:

(1) in the form originally given by the authors (denoted in Figure 5 as 4);

and (2) normalized for E0= 10 ]2 eV to the spectrum described by curve 8.
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Two different values of the energy flux F_(> E,)! obtained from measure-

ments of the p-meson intensity at a single depth underground /31/ are given

in Figure 5. These are denoted as points 7a and 7b, where:

point 7a corresponds to the p-meson energy losses in the ground given

in /32/:

_E _2.48+4.5. 10-eEMeV per g/cm 2, (11)
dx

where E is in eV;

and point 7b is taken from [4/, where

_ =2.05+0.0761n_0 _ + 2.3 • 10-rE MeV per g/cm 2, (12)dx

according to [33/, and a correction for the observation angle is introduced

/31[. An analysis /2/ of the same data of /31/, but made assumingp-

meson energy losses of

dE Em
ax - 1.88 + 0.076 In _ + 3 • 10 -6EMeV per g/cm 2, (13)

results in the spectrum shown by curve 12.

Spectrum 10 was calculated on the basis of /341, which gives the follow-

ing differential p-meson spectrum at sea level:

K_(E)dE = a • K=(E)dE, (14)
E

1+_6

A = 0.684; and K_(E)dE is the differential spectrum ofwhere E is in BeV;

n-meson generation:

K= (E) dE = 1_ . E-_-tdE, (1 51

in which 1,=0.16em -2see -t sterad -1 BeV -1 and 7= =1.62.

Curve 11 represents the #-meson spectrum determined from the y-

quantum spectrum measured in the stratosphere using photographic

emulsions / 4/.

The curve in Figure 3 represents the integral energy spectrum of the

global #-meson flux at sea level, for energies from 1011 to 101aeV. From

about l0 II to 6. 1012eV this spectrum is described by the power law

F_(> Eo),_ = B. ( E"/-'°, (16)
\ 10hi

where 7g = 2.18± 0.07 and B = (6.5± 0.9). 10 -Scm -2sec -I For energies

from 6. 1012 to 101aeV, the exponent 7_ tends to increase to 3.5± 1.0.

This spectrum is interesting because it was first determined empirically,

without regard to assumptions on the angular distribution and energy losses

of # mesons. It may prove to be useful in subsequent studies of the angular

distribution of p-meson intensity and of the meson energy losses.

The integral energy spectrum of the vertical p-meson flux at sea level,

F_ (_E0)_, was determined from the observed burst spectrum (see Figure 1),

assuming meson generation only according to the n--_ scheme (curve 8

in Figure 4). This flux spectrum has the form

F_(>Eo)±=C. (E;,i) ", 10" <E0<_6. lO"eV, (17)

where y =2.4±0.1 and C--(8.8±1.2) 10-6cm-2sec-lsterad -1.
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This spectrum agrees with measurements made using a magnetic spectro-

meter /6/ for energies up to E0_ 1012eV, and it is close to the spectra

given in /2, 34/ for E0 from 10 I2 to 1013, provided we disregard certain

differences between the estimated absolute fluxes. With respect to the

absence of a "discontinuity," this spectrum also agrees with the one given

in /3/. The fact that the spectrum in /3/ has a curve which is more mildly

sloping may possibly be explained, as the authors themselves pointed out, by

the influence in the experiment in /3/ of energy losses in the ground; the

contribution ofp mesons arriving at inclined directions, which increases

with the energy, is then underestimated, since some of the observed bursts

may be produced by p mesons passing outside of the aperture of the

instruments, at large zenith angles.

The spectrum given by (17) differs from those /4, 5, 35/ which have a

sharp spectral discontinuity in the range E0_ 5. 1011 eV. Our analysis

indicates that, if a discontinuity does exist in the spectrum, it occurs around

6. 1012eV but not before. For the spectrum (17) described in this report,

the uncertainty in 7 cannot have a significant influence when formulas (9)

and (10) are used for conversion from the burst spectrum. The error in

the estimate of F_ (_E0)± due to the uncertainty in ¥ is comparatively small.

Moreover, if we take y :2.4, which is considerably less than the value

given in /4/, and less than the possibly existing effect of volume ion

recombination in an ASK-I-26 chamber, formula (i0) would accentuate the

discontinuity even more, provided the latter exists. The absence of a

"discontinuity" cannot be attributed to an excessively low correction for the

contribution of bursts of a different nature for E0 _ I012 eV, either, since

the given spectrum was obtained from the spectrum of bursts in a spherical

chamber, where p mesons play a very predominant role, and from a

comparison of spectrum (17) with the data of underground burst measure-

ments /3/.

The spectral "discontinuity" found from measurements of intensity versus

depth /5, 35/ can be explained by the errors in the determination of the

p-meson energy. This follows from a comparison of points 7a and 7b and

curve 12 in Figure 5. These errors are related to the considerable un-

certainties in the estimated energy losses in the ground (see formulas (ll)-

(13)). The p-meson spectrum (17) indicates that the actual p-meson energy

losses in the ground are closer to those specified by formula (13), which was

given in /2]. Formula (11) exaggerates these losses, and formula (12)

underestimates them. The uncertainties in this case are mainly related to

the term which is proportional to the energy.

It is somewhat more complicated to account for the discrepancy with

the p-meson spectrum derived from the spectrum of y quanta in the

stratosphere /4/. No discontinuity shows up in the y-quantum spectrum

obtained from measurements made by means of ionization chambers in the

stratosphere /36/. The authors of /36, 37/ explain the difference between

the two spectra as follows: emulsions record individual y quanta, whereas

ionization chambers do not distinguish between the members of a group of

particles arriving at small angles. Apparently, however, the absence of

the discontinuity in the p-meson spectrum obtained in this analysis cannot

be similarly explained: in the p-meson chambers considered, bursts are

produced with a probability of I0-4-I0 -4 [sicl, and to smooth out the

discontinuity, improbably large numbers ofp mesons would have to be

traveling in groups simultaneously each time. Moreover, an analysis of
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the burst frequencies in chambers with different areas (conducted by us in

/16] and also more recently) indicated that the bursts are produced by

single particles.

Let us assume that in the experiment and analysis of /4[ there are no

systematic errors (errors in the method of photometric measurement, in the

atmospheric model, etc.), and that in the expected y-meson spectrum /34/ an

error in the constant is possible. In this case, the indicated difference

between the spectra of y quanta /4/ and _ mesons /17/ should mean that,

beginning with y-meson energies _ 2.1012eV, K mesons will play an

increasingly larger role in/_-meson production /3/. with a possibility of

direct generation /I, ll/. It is interesting that the corresponding spectrum,

constructed from our burst spectrum assuming the direct generation of

mesons, would not contradict the results of the measurements of /3, 6/.

The a mesons resulting from hyperon decay /9/ and K-meson decay

cannot be the predominant sources of/_ mesons with energies _ 2. 1012eV.

This follows both from the poorer convergence obtained between the burst

spectrum and the measurements of /6/ and, what is more significant, from

the fact that there would have to be a sharp contradiction with measure-

ments of y quanta corresponding to the energies in the stratosphere /4, 36/.

A comparison of spectrum (17) with other measurements also indicates

that no considerable increase in ion recombination is observed with an

increase in shower energy, for argon pressures in the chamber up to

10 atmospheres.

The results obtained in this study can be summarized as follows:

I. The integral spectrum of muon-caused ionization bursts observed at

sea level in spherical chambers has the form of a power law:

where

for 10 3 _n_. 10 4

A = (1.5+0.2) - t0 -8 and Tb = 2.08-}-0.08,

whereas for 104 <_n_ i05 the exponent is essentially constant at y_ =

=2.14± 0.09.

2. The integral energy spectra of the global and vertical _-meson fluxes

for energies from 10 II to 1013eV were obtained from the frequency of large

ionization bursts observed at sea level in spherical chambers. For

1011 ._ E0 _ 6 • I012 these spectra are described by a power law:

F_(_ Eo)2_ = (6.54-0.9) _ ( Eo _--2A8±0.07• 10- \_o_ / cm -2 sec -1

and

( Eo _-24_0.,
F_(_Eo)2._-_ = (8.8+ 1.2) • 10-ekl-&/ cm -2 sec -1 sterad -l.

3. In addition to being generated directly /11/, _ mesons with

E0 _2. 1012 eV may be products of the decay of a mesons created during the

nuclear interactions of primary particles', however, these mesons cannot be

caused by hyperon decay, as was maintained by Peters /9/. It may be that,

for E0 _2. 1012eV, Kmesons and direct generation begin to play a part in

the y-meson production, a part which increases with the energy.
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4. The p-meson spectrum at sea level obtained here was compared with

the results of measurements of the hard-component intensity deep under-

ground. This comparison indicated that earlier estimates of the energy

/38, andothers] were much too high, and that the values in /33/ for

E0 _ 1012 el: were too low.

In the formula describing the total energy losses, the energy-proportional

term has a coefficient close to the one used in /2[. Thus, this term is

roughly equal to 3. 10 -6E MeV per g/cm 2 (where E is ineV). Consequently,

all the other hypothetical interactions between/_ mesons and matter /7/hardly

play any real part in the overall balance of the /_-meson energy losses.

In conclusion I wish to extend deep thanks to S.I. Nikol'skii for super-

vising this study, and to F.K. Shamsutdinova and T. F. Panfilova for their

assistance in processing the experimental material.

Institute of Space-Physics Research and Aeronomy,

Yakutsk Branch of Siberian Division of USSR

Academy of Sciences
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A.I. Kuz ' min and G. F. K_ "yrnskii

C OSMIC- RA Y BURS TS

Cosmic-ray bursts are usually df fined as intensity increases recorded

either by ground-level detectors, by detectors in the stratosphere, or by

detectors of the cosmic noise following large solar flares. Such intensity

increases are caused by the approach to the _arth of particles generated

in the vicinity of active regions on the sun. Tl_erefore, studies of cosmic-

ray bursts tell us about the mechanism of cosmic-Fay production in the

solar atmosphere, about the general characteristics of the interplanetary

field, and about the geomagnetic field far from the earth. This report

gives a brief analysis of the frequency distributions, and of the temporal

and energy characteristics, of bursts. In addition, it discusses the main

results of experimental studies of bursts, from the point of view of

determining the structure of the interplanetary field.

I. THE FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION OF BURSTS

During the last twenty years detectors of the hard cosmic-ray component,

mounted at different points on the earth's surface, have recorded six

intensity bursts with amplitudes greater than 3% in the middle latitudes.
From this it would appear that about once every three years a burst of

particles with energies e>/4 BeV occurs. However, in the last decade

ground-level stations have been provided with neutron monitors, which are
more sensitive to low-energy primaries (e>l BeV). Over an 8-year period,

these detectors registered 8 bursts. Consequently, the introduction of

more sensitive detectors raised the observed burst frequency by about a

factor of three.

During the IGY, systematic flights of cosmic-ray detectors into the

stratosphere were initiated at certainhigh-latitude points. These detectors

were even more sensitive to low-energy particles (e>l 00MeV). The

readings of these instruments indicated a mean frequency of about one burst

per month, which is about 40 times greater than the burst frequency indi-

cated by meson recorders located on the earth's surface. However, if
we take into account that the flights have "breaks" in continuity, the mean

burst frequency in the stratosphere should be approximately another 2 or

3 times greater than the frequency given by ground-level meson recorders.

According to this figure, cosmic-ray bursts occur in the stratosphere

every ten to fifteen days. Finally, the use of more sensitive instruments

(indicators of cosmic-noise absorption, ionospheric stations, earth

currents, etc.) to record particles of even lower energies (e >_10MeV_

leads to a severatfold increase in burst frequency.
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If these data are used to construct the integral en,,r_y spectrum ()f tiJ_,

burst frequency, a power law with an exponent y _ is found to describe
satisfactorily the experimental material.
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FIGURE ]. Frequency of cosmic-ray increases, as a
function of amplitude:

abscissa shows amplitude .4 of bursts m neutron

component; ordinate shows nmnber of bursts in a

20-year period _tt|l amplitudes of ,,1 or mere.

Therefore it can be supposed that the frequency of cosmic-ray intensity

bursts drops steeply with an increase in the minimum energy of_ihe

primaries responsible for the enhancement of the given recorded component,

The observability of a burst using a certain instrument should in principle

increase with an increase in the minimum energy of the particles. Thus,

the integral distribution of bursts, calculated in terms of the energies of

the primaries, is a direct indication of the absence in the vicinity of active

solar regions of conditions favorable for protracted action of the

acceleration mechanism. In other words, such a distribution of the burst

o

z _ _ " ,- _2 -_

1942 1946 1950 1954 t958 [961

FIGURE 2. Cosmic-ray bursts during the 18th and 19th solar cycles /6/
(solar cosmic rays recorded at sea level).

frequency indicates a short average duration of conditions favorable for

particle acceleration in the region of a flare, and it shows that the probability

of acceleration decreases with an increase in the duration of these favorable
conditions.
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Let us now consider the burst frequency as a function of amplitude.

Figure I shows the integral frequency spectrum for cosmic-ray bursts of

different intensities. This spectrum was constructed using the data for all

the bursts observed at the earth's surface during the last twenty years.

On log-log scale, the ordinate gives the frequency and the abscissa gives the

amplitude. To construct this spectrum, the data were reduced to the

'neutron-monitor readings and to a single time interval.

The figure shows that the integral frequency spectrum for bursts

recorded by neutron monitors decreases according to the power law

•4)=(_-t) _N0, with an exponent a of about 0.5 to 0.6. Assuming that thisN(>

spectrum does not undergo any drastic changes in the low-amplitude range,

we can evaluate the frequency of intensity bursts, in the neutron component

at sea level, which have amplitudes A > 0.3%. This evaluation shows that

during the last twenty years about I00 to 200 bursts could have been

recorded in the middle latitudes (about 5 to 10 bursts per year). If this is

actually the case, then we can assume that for burst observations the

conditions both in the vicinity of the solar flare and in interplanetary space

must be especially favorable. Contradictory results have been obtained

from a statistical analysis of solar flares with indexes of 2.3 and 3+. Some

investigators /l, 2/ appear to have detected effects of small flares, while

others /3, 4, 5 /,analyzing the data of the very same stations for the same

periods (the IGY and IQSY), have not found any such effects.

Our spectrum of the burst frequency agrees more with the results of the

investigators who answer in the negative. The integral energy and ampli-

tude spectra of the bursts show

_I

'°I.....

FIGURE 3. Distribution of chromo-

spheric flares responsible for cosmic-

ray increases with different time
scales:

abscissa shows hcliographic longitude
of flare; ordinate shows duration of

cosmic-ray burst (duration of bLLrSton

4 May 1960 taken as unity). Crosses

denote points corresponding to bt_rsts

with pronounced uupact zones.

that in many cases chromospheric flares do

not have effects which can be recorded with

ground-level cosmic-ray detectors.

The temporal distribution of bursts is

also interesting in many respects. Figure2

shows the distribution of sizable cosmic-

ray bursts over the solar-activity cycle

/6/. It is clear from the figure that

sizable bursts are concentrated in either

the rising or descending branches of the

solar cycle and are coordinated, on the

average, with the mean activity. On the

other hand, if chromospheric flares and

their immediate surroundings are sources

of cosmic rays, then the greatest number

of bursts should occur during the period of

maximum solar activity. This contradic-

tion can be resolved provided we assume

that the average level of solar activity

corresponds to conditions especially

favorable for the diffusion and propagation

of solar cosmic rays throughout inter-

planetary spaceand for their arrival at the earth. With respect to this, the

asymmetric distribution of effective flares over the solar disk /7/ is also

very interesting (Figure 3).

The figure shows that the largest number of cosmic-ray bursts are

caused by chromospheric flares on the western side of the solar disk. Hence,
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particles emitted from the western hemisphere of tile sun have more chance

of reaching the earth than particles leaving from the eastern hernisphere.

Another important property of cosmic-ray bursts, whether recorded on

the earth or in the stratosphere, is that they are ahvays observed during or

after terrestrial magnetic storms. From this it follows that the solar

corpuscular streams responsible for geomagnetic storms must bring about

the favorable conditions necessary for the propagation of solar cosmic rays.

2. THE TEMPORAL AND ENERGY CHARACTERISTICS

OF BURSTS

In some cases the global distribution of the effect of a large flare depends

considerably on the longitude. This implies anisotropy of the additional

flux of cosmic rays. The most pronounced effects are in the so-called

"impact zones" /8/, which are the regions of the earth's surface accessible

to cosmic-ray particles coming directly from the sun. It first became

possible to study in detail the anisotropy of solar cosmic rays, together with

its variation in time, for the flare of
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FIGURE 4. Amplitude of cosmic-ray

increase on 4 May 1960, as a function

of angular dlstance between asymptotic

direction of recording and symmetry

axis.

23 February 1956, which was recorded at

many points. An analysis /9/ of the effect

of this flare, both in the impact zones and

outside of them, made it possible to

distinguish between the direct flux from the

sun and the scattered flux of particles

coming from other directions. During the

initial period of the phenomenon, the entire

flux arrived from the sun within a cone

with an opening angle _ 30 °. This flux

reached a maximum after a few minutes,

whereas particles began to arrive from

other directions about l0 minutes later.

After approximately an hour the intensity

became isotropic.

Using the method of asymptotic direc-

tions, McCracken /10/ succeeded in

plotting the distribution of cosmic-ray

intensity, in terms of the directions in

space, for the bursts of 4 May, 12Novem-

bet, and 15 November 1960, The direction of maximum intensity (axis of

symmetry of the cosmic-ray flux) is close to the ecliptic plane and is

displaced 50-60 ° to the west of the sun.

Figure 4 shows the intensity of solar cosmic rays as a function of the

angular distance from the symmetry axis, for the burst of 4 May 1960.

During the period of intensity falloff, the dependence becomes increasingly

weaker and the intensity becomes more and more isotropie.

In /11, 12/ it was demonstrated that the temporal profile of a cosmic-

ray increase can be described approximately, provided that solar cosmic

rays are assumed to propagate from the sun by means of diffusion about

inhomogeneities of the magnetic field in the solar system. The solution of
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thediffusionequationfor a one-dimensionalinfinitemediumhastheform

° (R')n(R6'l)=_ exp -_ , (1/

where n(R_, t) is the cosmic-ray density at a distance R_ for a time t after

emission (the finite velocity of the particles is taken into account); D is

the diffusion coefficient; and Q is the total number of emitted particles.

The authors of /13/ pointed out that the curves for all cosmic-ray bursts

can be matched with one another if the axial scale factors are varied (the

abscissa being time and the ordinate being intensity). Different scale

factors correspond to different values of D and Q in formula (1). The

briefest cosmic-ray increases occur after chromospheric flares at the
western limb of the sun,

The duration of a burst as a function of the position of the corresponding

chromospheric flare on the solar disk was shown in Figure 3. The degree

of anisotropy of the flux of solar cosmic rays also depends on the helio-

graphic longitude of the flare. From Figure 3 it is evident that increases

with pronounced impact zones are caused by western chromospheric
flares /7/.

The energy spectrum of the flux of solar particles was determined from

the dependence of the effect of the increase on the geomagnetic cutoff during

the period of isotropy /14/. The differential spectrum for the burst of

23 February 1956 has been determined by many authors:

8D (p) _ p-e __ p-L

The energy spectrum of the increase of 4 May 1960 is /15/:

_D (p) _ p-6 __ p-e.

These two spectra may be assumed as typical for cosmic-ray bursts at

the earth's surface. However, the spectrum determined for the period of

isotropy characterizes the scattered part of the cosmic-ray flux, and it

does not in general coincide with the spectrum of the source on the sun.

Actually, if we assume that the source energy spectrum Q(p)_p-_, and

that the diffusion coefficient varies with rigidity as D(p) _p°, then from
formula (1) we obtain

6D(p)--n (p)_p-_'-_' exp [ R_ ].-- 4D(p) t J (2)

During the period of isotropy, for t_tmax, the exponential factor in (2)

will differ little from unity and the index of the observed spectrum will be

_¢= c¢0-F _ -v" (3)

Pfotzer /16/ attempted to use data from stations located in an impact

zone to determine the spectrum of the direct flux from the sun for the burst

on 23 February 1956. The spectrum obtained, _D(p)_p-S.4, differs

considerably from the spectrum of the scattered radiation. If this is taken

as the spectrum of the source, the index a of the rigidity dependence of the

2 (a--a0) =1.8 to 2.4. This value ofdiffusion coefficient can be found: a=_-

is not at variance with the assumption concerning the propagation of solar

cosmic rays in a magnetic field with inhomogeneities which are much

smaller than the gyro radius of the particles (in this case _ =2).
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3. A MODELOF THEINTERPLANETARY
MAGNETICFIELD

Thediscrepancybetweenthepropertiesof cosmic-rayincreasescaused
byflaresat variousheliographiclongitudesis notdueto a differencein the
generationconditions.Rather,it reflectsa differencein theconditionsof
particlepropagationfrom theeasternandwesternpartsof thesolar disk.

In orderto explainthedescribedpropertiesof cosmic-raybursts,
McCrackensuggestedthefollowingmodel/7]. In the inner solar system

there is a magnetic field with a regular component radial to the sun. This

field is twisted by the solar rotation, so that its lines of force connect

the earth to the western limb of the solar disk. The dependence of the time

scales of cosmic-ray increases upon the heliographic longitudes of flares is

explained by the fact that the diffusion of cosmic rays from western flares

proceeds along the magnetic field, whereas diffusion from eastern flares

is across the field. Since the diffusion coefficient along the field is much

greater, increases in the intensity of cosmic rays from western flares will

take place more quickly /17, 18/. The propagation of cosmic rays

transverse to the field also means that these particles will reach the earth

in an isotropic flux, so that the impact zones for eastern flares will not be

pronounced. During the motion of cosmic rays from the sun along the

magnetic field, the flux must become collimated within a narrow cone with

its axis along the line of force, on account of conservation of the adiabatic

invariant:

sin _ 0 _ COrlSt.
H

If the particles moved along the magnetic field without being scattered,

they would arrive at the earth within a cone with an angle of opening _ 1 °,

which, as Figure 4 shows, is not the case. Consequently, it must be

assumed that inhomogeneities are present in the radial field, and that the

particles are scattered by them.
Therefore, the direction of the force lines of the interplanetary magnetic

field in the vicinity of the earth can be considered to be the predominant

direction of particle arrival from western flares. As already mentioned,

this direction is in the ecliptic plane 50 to 60 = to the west of the sun, which

is another indication of the tangled nature of the interplanetary field.

Similar conceptions of the interplanetary magnetic field also ensue from an

analysis of the arrivals of low-energy particles /19, 20/.
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THE EFFECT ON COSMIC RAYS OF A VARIATION

IN THE GEOMAGNETIC THRESHOLDS

Planetary increases in cosmic-ray intensity during large magnetic

storms, which are unrelated to the generation of cosmic rays on the sun, have

been noted and investigated in several studies /I-3/ In such cases it was

assumed that tim increases result from a variation in the geomagnetic

thresholds during the storms. Corresponding models were designed /2, 4,

5/, the most correct of which is that of Obayashi and Hakura /5/.

An analysis of the variations related to changes in the geomagnetic

threshold is complicated for two reasons. First, the latitude effect of the

ground-level cosmic-ray components is quite large, which means that the

primary spectrum is quite steep, especially at maximum solar activity.

As a result, the variations in question are only slight (_ I-2%), even

during very large magnetic storms. Second, when analyzing data only for

the ground-level components, it is difficult to isolate variations of extra-

terrestrial origin having a sufficiently rigid spectrum, for instance, the

anisotropy related to Forbush effects.

In order to select the cosmic-ray variations which are of geomagnetic

origin, a comparison can in principle be made between the readings of two

instruments with approximately the same coupling coefficients (and thus

the same response to extraterrestrial variations), but with different

responses to changes in the geomagnetic threshold. The coupling coeffi-

cients W(e) of the instruments must satisfy the relation

6D(e) . , , 6D (e)
f _"=(8) _ de, (1)

t),, E_.,

6D(e) is the spectrum of the variations of extraterrestrialorigin.
where

Relation (11 is satisfied if we use the coupling coefficients of the neutron

monitor at Kodaikanal and the underground telescope (7m.w.e. deep) at

Yakutsk. The readings of these instruments for several large magnetic

storms do not show any differences which are beyond the limits of

statistical error of the neutron monitor. Figure 1 shows the intensity

curves recorded with these instruments for the very large magnetic storm

on 8 July 1958.

Consequently, for the majority of magnetic storms, tt_e effect which

the variation in the geomagnetic thresholds has on the cosmic rays does not

exceed _1%.

Appreciable cosmic-ray variations should result from changes in the

geomagnetic thresholds during cosmic-ray bursts, whose energy spectra

drop sharply(_-5 to e-7). Very interesting in this respect is the burst of
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12 November 1960, observed at the earth's surface. The two cosmic-ray

increases which occurred prior to and during the magnetic storm have

different latitude dependences (Figure 2). The dashed curve shows the

transformed latitude variation of the burst, assuming that the decrease in
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FIGURE 1. Cosmic-ray variations during luly 1958.

1-intensity 7m. w.e. deep at Yakutsk; 2-intensity of neutron component at
Kodaikanal. Arrows indicate onset and end of magnetic storm.

geomagnetic thresholds takes place which is predicted by the model of

Obayashi and Hakura for a 200-¥ reduction of the horizontal component of
the geomagnetic field at the equator (the reduction of the horizontal com-

ponent at Colombo at the moment of the second intensity peak was 160 ¥).

The dependence of the increase occurring during the magnetic storm upon

the geomagnetic threshold agrees with the expected one. Thus, we can

conclude that the model of Obayashi and Hakura describes satisfactorily the
interaction between the flux plasma and the geomagnetic field which took
place on 12 November 1960.

The interesting idea of lunitidal variations of the geomagnetic thresholds
was suggested in /6/. According to this theory, lunitidal fluctuations of

the plasma in the radiation belts, as a result of the freezing-inthere of the

geomagnetic field, should lead to a lunar-daily variation in the geomagnetic
thresholds and consequently in the cosmic rays.

In /7] it is shown that the corresponding effect on the cosmic rays may

be some tenths of a percent. However, the explanation of the lunar-daily

variation observed in /7/ in terms of a tidal action of the moon upon the

magnetosphere of the earth is, in our opinion, difficult, for the following
reasons
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The tide-producing acceleration along the earth-moon line is

I: (7.)g'' ('>gtp [(L-- x)" J ,'_fe

where L is the distance from the earth to the moon; x is the distance from

the earth's center of the point where the acceleration is measured (this is

_. 60

._ ;o0

o _

40 XX_.\'X \\ =_

-so _=
.g =

E

E x.xN \x,, -z5
g go

0 1 2 3 P,,1.BeV/se c

FIGURE 2. Effect of cosmic-ray increase on 12 November

1960, as a function of geomagnetic threshold:

1-first increase (prior to storm); 2-increase during storm.

positive on the side toward the moon); ML and M,, are the masses of the

earth and moon; and R, and g, are the radius and gravitational acceleration

of the earth. After a series expansion of equation (2) in powers of x

(neglecting terms after the x2 term), we obtain

-M--Tg ,. (3}

The first and second terms in this equation correspond to the semi-

diurnal and diurnal harmonics (g_ and gs) of the tide-producing acceleration.

If we assume that the amplitudes of the corresponding harmonics of the

lunar-daily cosmic-ray variations are proportional to the accelerations g,

and g,, then we obtain

A1 gt 3x
_ g-7 = L-' (4)

The characteristic distance in our case may be taken as x=3R,. Titus,

A, At
taking into account that L_6OR,, we have _-_= 0.15, whereas in /7/ _7>2

was obtained.

It is also difficult to imagine that the first harmonic is enhanced by the

natural vibrations of the magnetosphere. In order to estimate the order of

magnitude of the period of these vibrations, let us assume that they form

a standing hydromagnetic wave. Then

__ (5)
T_ v H" '

where /,_3R, is the dimension of the region, or the "wavelength";

p_10 -21 to 10 -2°g/cm 3 is the density of matter there; and H_10 -2gauss
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is the magnetic-field strength. For the indicated values of the para-

meters, T_l minute.

Therefore, if the lunar-daily variations observed in /7/ are real, they

cannot represent lunitidal fluctuations of the magnetosphere. However,

these variations may be a consequence of the 27-day modulation of the solar-

daily cosmic-ray variation /6, 8/.
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L.I. Dorrnan, E.V. Kolomeels, L.V. Kozak,

V.T. Pivneva, and G.A. Sergeeva

THE VARIATION IN COSMIC-RAY INTENSITY AT

THE TIME OF A FORBUSH DECREASE

The enhancement of the cosmic-ray intensity at the minimum of a

Forbush effect has been considered in /1-3/. Such an er_ancement i_as

been attributed to various causes, including a change in the rigidity

threshold for a large reduction of tile

% horizontal component of the
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FIGURE 1, Intensity variation of cosmic-ray

neutron component and variation of horizontal

component of geomagnetic field, for 2-5

August 195'L

geomagnetic field.

Irf this report, eight instances of

intensity increases during a Forbush

decrease are considered. \Vhat

happens is ti_at, during the drop in

cosmic-ray intensity at a rate which

is usually 1-2% per hour, an intensity

increase also sets in at a rate higher

than the drop rate. Let us consider

separately t_ese cases of an intensity

rise at the time of a Forbush decrease.

4August 1957. Figure I shows

the neutron-component intensities at

Rome, Ottawa, Resolute Bay, and

Mawson, and also data on the hori-

zontal component of the geomagnetic

field at Kakioka and Leningrad. The

figure indicates two cases of an

increase in cosmic-ray intensity at the

time of the Forbush decrease on

4August. A comparison of the data

for the horizontal field component and

the cosmic-ray intensity shows that

there is no correlation between them. For this case we calculated the

amplitude of the effects, both taking into account the decrease rate and

negieeting it. Figure 2a shows the neutron-component increase plotted

against the cutoff rigidity for the first effect: the lower data, without taking

into account the decrease rate; and the upper data, taking it into account.

No definite energy dependence of the effect of the increase is observed

from Figure 2a. In addition, no definite dependence on longitude is

observed either (Figure 2b). From Figures 2c and 2d we see that there is

no definite dependence on the cutoff rigidity for the second effect, and from

2e and 2f that the same is true of the hard component for the first effect.
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28-30 August 1957. Figure 3 shows the neutron-component intensity at the

Mt. Norikura, Berkeley, Sulphur Mountain, and Thule stations, and also

data on the horizontal component of the geomagnetic field for the Kakioka

and Leningrad stations. It is clear from the figure that an intensity rise

'I/!_A Z Ugspit ze

II _ Weissenau

:>
700 @oscow

600

500

400 ' .28 ' _b,x s_-

_N

Io

8 Churchill

6

20

18

16 Deep River

H 14

Fredericksburg
-400-

28 301X57

FIGURE 5. Data for 28-30September 1957.

occurs at the time of the decrease in

the horizontal field component. This

rise is probably due in part to a change

inthe rigidity threshold. Figures 4a

and 4b show the corresponding latitude

and longitude dependences of the effect

of the intensity rise. As in the

previous case, no definite regularity

is observed.

28-30 September 1957. Figure 5

gives the intensity variation of the

neutron component for the stations at

Zugspitze, Weissenau, Churchill, and

Deep River, and also the variation of

the horizontal component of the geo-

magnetic field at Moscow and

Fredericksburg. From the figure it

is evident that in this case the intensity

decrease began several hours prior

to the decrease in the horizontal

component of the field. The effect of

the intensity rise at the time of the

Forbush decrease is also observed

before the beginning of the reduction in

the horizontal magnetic-field com-

ponent. In this case, therefore, the

intensity increase is definitely not due to a change in the rigidity threshold.

Figures 6a-6d show the intensity increase plotted against the cutoff rigidity

and the geographic longitude. The data show that the intensity increase

depends neither on the rigidity threshold nor on the local time. In Figures

6e-6g, the neutron-component increases are plotted versus the rigidity

threshold, for the American, guropean, and Asian continents separately.

Obviously, no regularity can be detected.

20-23 October 1957. Figure 7 shows the neutron-component intensities

at Rome, Washington, Yakutsk, and Thule, and the horizontal cornponent

of the geomagnetic field at Kakioka and Leningrad. In this case a rise in

neutron intensity took place at a time when the horizontal magnetic-field

component was a minimum. This was for the second increase. The first

rise in neutron intensity, on the other hand, occurred at the beginning of the

variation in the geomagnetic field. Figure 8 shows the intensity rise plotted

against the cutoff rigidity and the geographic longitude. In this case, too,

the intensity increase depends neither on the threshold energy nor on the

local time.

25 March 1958. Figure 9 shows the intensity variation of the neutron

component and the variation of the horizontal magnetic-field component for

25-26 March 1958. It is clear from the figure that there is no correlation

between the variation in the field and the cosmic-ray intensity increase.
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From Figure 10, where the intensity increase is plotted against the

cutoff rigidity and the geographic longitude, it is also clear that there is no

regularity in the intensity increase of the neutron and hard components as

a function of the cutoff energy and geographic longitude.

II-12 February 1959. Figure II gives data on the neutron intensity for

the stations at Nederhorst den Berg, Alma Ata, Resolute Bay, and Sulphur

Mountain, together with data for the horizontal field component at

Fredericksburg and Kakioka. The figure shows that the cosmic-ray intensity

increases when the horizontal field component is at a minimum.

Figure 12 shows the intensity increase of the neutron and hard com-

ponents plotted against the threshold energy and the geographic longitude.

Here the intensity increase remains constant for changes in energy and

geographic longitude.

/4
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tOO
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5180 ;,_00_
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FIGURE 15, Data for 18-20 August 1959. FIGURE 16. Data for18-20 August 1959.

25-28 March 1959. Figure 13 gives the neutron-intensity variation and

the variation of the horizontal field component. Here, the intensity increase

occurred when the magnetic-field component began to decrease.

Figure 14 shows the intensity increase in the neutron and hard com-

ponents plotted against the cutoff energy and the geographic longitude. No

definite regularity is observed with variations in energy or longitude.

18-20 August 1959. Figure 15 gives the intensity variation of the

neutron component for the stations at Climax, Mt. Norikura, and Ellsworth,

together with the variation of the horizontal component of the geomagnetic
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field at KakiokaandMoscow.Nocorrelationis observedbetweenthe
variationsin cosmic-rayintensityandin thegeomagneticfield.

Figure 16showstheintensityincreaseplottedagainstthethreshold
energyandthegeographiclongitude. In this caseaswell, the increaseis
independentof therigidity thresholdandthegeographiclongitude.

It is our opinionthatthenatureof theobservedeffectis a resultof
inhomogeneityof themagneticfields frozeninto thecorpuscularfluxes. If
thevelocityof a corpuscularflux is takenas108cm/secandtheeffectin
questionlasts for 104sec, thetransilluminationwill be1012cm,whichdoes
notcontradicttheresultsobtainedelsewhere.

Anotherpossibleexplanationof theobservedeffectis a sharpchangein
thecutoffrigidity dueto fluctuationsin thegeomagneticfield at large
distances.

Figure 17showstheincreaseincosmic-rayintensityplottedagainst
universalandlocal time. Thereis a markeddependenceonuniversaltime
for thecasesshownin Figures17c,d,f, andg, wheretheeffectis observed
withina 6to 8hourperiod. In Figures17aandb thereis a doubleintensity
increase,althoughthescatterof pointsin thesecasesis muchgreater.

S.b,I, Kirov Kazan' State University
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A.I. Kuz'min, G.F. Krymskii, G.V. Skripin,

N.P. Chirkov, Yu.G. Shafer, andG. V. Shafer

COSMIC RAYS IN JULY 1961

I. GENERAL SEQUENCE OF EVENTS AND SOURCES

OF DATA USED

From the ninth to the twentieth of July 1961, the large spot group No.

198 /1/, accompanied by a large number of chromospheric flares, traversed

the visible disk of the sun. A series of remarkable cosmic-ray events

and other geophysical phenomena were associated with the transit of this

spot group.

24 hours after a chromospheric flare was observed at 1000 U. T. on

12 July, a magnetic storm commenced suddenly and a drop in cosmic-ray

intensity took place.

On 14andl5Julythe cosmic-ray intensity was highly anisotropic. The

trend of the anisotropy was opposite to the diurnal rotation of the earth.

On 18 July, following a new flare in the same part of the sun, the cosmic-

ray intensity (which had not yet recovered from the previous drop) decreased

once again.

I'll _ -
I051_ _

IlOOI ,., .--,, t _

9_ A/bJ"
,J

J2 t4 _6 t8 20 22

July 1961

FIGURE 1. The sequence, of solar and geophysical phenomena

during July 1961.

The flare at 1000 U.T. on 18 July (coordinates 10°S and 60°W) was

apparently the source of the solar cosmic rays observed at 1100 U.T. on

that day. A second cosmic-ray increase took place on 20 July, after a

flare at the western limb of the sun; the anisotropy in this case was

pronounced.

All the chromospheric flares responsible for the phenomena in question

occurred in a single spot group. The succession of events in July 1961 are

shown schematically in Figure 1.

Our study utilizes the results of cosmic-ray recordings at Yakutsk, both

at ground level and in the stratosphere, and also data on the hard and

neutron components obtained at other stations.
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2. THE INTENSITY DROP ON 13 JULY

The drop in cosmic-ray intensity on 13 July (see Figure I) was related

to the arrival of a corpuscular stream which caused a magnetic storm with

a sudden commencement at 1112 U.T. The most probable source of this

flux was a 3 + chromospheric flare with coordinates 7 °S and 25 °E, which

began at 1003 U. T. on 12 July and lasted for two hours. The flare was

accompanied by very strong radio emission in the meter and decimeter

ranges /1/.

The magnetic storm commenced 25 hours and 9 minutes after the flare,

which corresponds to a mean flux velocity of 1.6. 10 s cm/sec.

., Y//
tO

8

6

_" ' '_so" ' o'' sO" x

FIGURE 2. Moment of onset of Forbush decrease

on 13 July 1961 as a function of direction of

recording.

Degrees are reckoned east trom E-S line.

O denotes me,on component; • deFlotes neutron

component. Slanted lines show trajectories of

instrument receiving direction as a time-

direction diagram.

0 .o ............. •

l,g_ b

0 5 tO P_jeY/c

FIGURE 3. Decrease effects as a function of

geomagnetic threshold:

a-direction of minimum drop; b-direction of

maximum drop; O denotes meSOn component;

• denotes neuLton coiTlDonent.

Figure 2 shows the moment of drop onset as a function of the direction

of recording of cosmic rays beyond the limits of the geomagnetic field. The

intensity begins to drop earlier for the direction 60 ° east of the earth-sun

line (E-S line). This situation is the opposite of that observed for other

cosmic-ray decreases /2/. All the intensity decreases studied previously

showed an early drop from directions west of the E-S line (see, for

example, /3, 4, 5/).

Appreciable anisotropy was observed for two days after the minimum of

the cosmic-ray intensity. The intensity in space v_ried only moderately

during the first 12 hours after the minimum (gradual recovery).

Consequently, it was possible to measure the effect of the drop separately

for the directions of maximum and minimum intensity decrease. The

dependence on geomagnetic threshold for these two directions is plotted in
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Figure 3. Thecurvesshowthedependenceof thefollowingintensity-drop
spectrum:

6D (_)
D (,) = as-', (1)

where a is a normalizing factor satisfying the requirement that the effect

on the neutrons, calculated for a point with geomagnetic threshold p_=

=lBeV/c, agrees with experiment.

The figure shows that the intensity-drop spectrum in the direction of

minimum intensity is harder than shown by (1), whereas in the direction of

minimum decrease it is softer. The energy spectrum of the effect in other

directions willbe a combination of these two spectra, as described

approximately by formula (1).

3. THE ROTATION OF THE ANISOTROPY VECTOR

The cosmic-ray anisotropy, which appeared in the form of a 24-hour

variation following the Forbush minimum, remained until about 1600 U. T.

on 15 July (that is, it remained for

ur: ,' _ 40 hours).
o

I6 °_ _' 3

>. .:_ ° ./ ./ / .4
12 =o\:.

4 // i _6
- I."

O /
. • , -ao°

20" it-_:_.
r6

t_
t2- ->"

8-

4- p o . oo
• o o

O" o
g°

' 'sb" ' ' o" ' 'sb" ' 'iio"_1rioo'
West East

FIGURE 4. Direction of minimum intemtty as a

function of time, for the meson ( 1, 3) and

neutron (2, 4) components.

1, 2-direction of minimum intensity; 3, 4-

direction of maximum intensity, shifted by 180".

Dashed line shows trajectory of receiving

direction of instrument.

Figure 4 shows the direction of

minimum intensity in the ecliptic plane

as a function of universal time, accord-

ing to the data of 20 stations in the

world-wide network. The points cor-

responding to the moments of maximum

have been shifted 180 ° on the diagram.

The geomagnetic drift of the particles

was not allowed for, due to the low

accuracy of the time estimates (3 to

5 hours). However, it can be roughly
taken into account if the scale of the

directions is shifted 40 ° counterclock-

wise.

It is evident from Figure 4 that the

direction of the anisotropy varied in

space. During a 40-hour period it

changed from _160 °E to 0 °, that is, the

anisotropy vector made a half-turn

counter to the diurnal rotation of the

earth. It is characteristic that, at the

beginning and end of the rotation, the

direction of the anisotropy lies close to

the E-S line. After dividing the rota-

tion angle by the duration of the rotation,

we obtain an angular velocity of the

anisotropy of _A = 4 degrees/hour.

It is difficult to explain the diurnal variation of 14 to 15 July as a

deflection of the particles moving away from the sun by magnetic fields, be

they regular /5/ or irregular /6/ fields, since in the given case a gradual

180 ° variation of the velocity vector would have to be observed. On the
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other hand, the sudden Forbush decrease implies that near the earth a

considerable gradient of the cosmic-ray density in the presence of the

magnetic field may exist at this time, that is, the conditions are suitable for

the appearance of anisotropy /7/.

The vector of the anisotropy caused by the cosmic-ray density gradient

has the fol]owing form /8/:

,_ (e)= p (e) i grad n (e). HI (2)
H .n (e)

This equation shows that, for a 180 ° change in A, either the direction of H

or grad n must vary. Since particles in a nonuniform magnetic field drift

transverse to the field gradient, while the particle intensity in the direction

of the drift is constant, the density gradient must be either parallel to or

antiparallel to the field gradient. Therefore, rotation of the anisotropy

indicates aconsiderable change either in the direction of the magnetic field

in the vicinity of the earth or in the direction of the field gradient.

Such a rapid variation of the magnetic field close to the earth shows that

during this period a current system acting as a source of this field

apparently passed near the earth. Actually, fromll00, to 2100U.T. onl4July,

an active period of magnetic storm with a sharp depression of the magnetic

field (designated in Figure 4) was observed, indicating passage of the earth

through the plasma cloud which carried this current system.

4. TttE COSMIC-RAY BURST ON 18 JULY 1961

After the Class-3 solar flare at 0757 U.T. on 17 July, the cosmic-ray

intensity dropped again, indicating that the earth entered a new plasma

oh. .,
1 .or

"D.R. *4

6t \',

2t %, "%,<,._
0 I 2 PX, BeV/c

FIGURE 5. Effect of cosmic-ray increase

as a /unction ot geomagnetic threshold,

/or bursts ot 18July 1961 (l 2 4) and
12 November 1._60 (3).

2-e fleetat high-tnouiltaln statiouS,
reduced to sea level; 1-eflect measured

alter peak ot _osmlc-ray intensity.

800-

400

200

particles/mln /_

// _\\

1/ \ \

,_ -,

--2

P mb

FIGURE6, Variation of cosmic-ray

intensity with altitude over Yakutsk

on 19 July 1961 (solid curve),

1-flight on t_Jtdy (0050-0210);

2-average function I - /(p) for

1.961.
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cloud. The moment of onset of the drop was difficult to specify, due to the

masking effects of large intensity fluctuations. During this period, two

pulses of sudden-commencement type were observed in the H component

(at 1830 on 17 July and at 1020 on 18 July). One of these pulses was

probably related to the arrival of the flux causing the cosmic-ray decrease.

By 1000 U. T. on 18 July the intensity at many stations had already

reached a minimum, so that the first outburst (at 1830 on 17 July) was

apparently associated with the arrival of the corpuscular stream. The

velocity of the stream was thus 4. 108cm/sec. A solar flare with coordinates

7°S and 60°W, beginning at 0390 on 18 July and reaching a maximum at

i000, was the source of the cosmic rays recorded by the neutron monitors.

In Figure 5 the effect of cosmic-ray increase as a function of the

geomagnetic threshold, for the event on 18 July 1961 and the first burst on

12 November 1960, is compared. The effect at high-mountain stations was

reduced to sea level, assuming mean free absorption lengths of 140 and

II0 g/cm 2 respectively, for galactic and solar radiation /9/.

The data for Ottawa, Deep River, Churchill, and Resolute Bay lie

considerably above the data for the other stations in Figure 5. This may

be related to the presence of impact zones. Churchill and Resolute Bay

had the largest intensity rises. An evaluation was made after the sharp

intensity drop, at 1300 U.T. (open circles in Figure 5).

From Figure 5 it is clear that the energy spectrum for the burst on

18 July 1961 is more rigid than the one for the burst on 12 November 1960.

The burst on 18 July has a large time scale, indicating a low value of the

diffusion coefficient for solar cosmic rays.

Measurements in the stratosphere over Yakutsk at 0100-0200 U.T. on

19 July showed a cosmic-ray increase of _20% (Figure 6). The presence

of this effect in the low-energy part of the spectrum, at a time when the

ground-level cosmic-ray intensity had returned to normal, shows that the

energy dispersion of the effect was appreciable. Thus, it follows that the

diffusion was hindered considerably.

/.Y.

4- °

_./ "*._-,. .b_ U[llVersa| ] Hll _..

8 ,o ,_ ,'4 _e ,8 2bhou_

FIGURE 7. Time function ol cosmic-ray increase at Deep River

on 18 July 1961 (crosses).

The curve shows the VgL_latiO[l ill _ OSllllc-ra_' llltell$1[) expected

lor isotropic diffusion.

Figure 7 shows the time variation of the burst at Deep River, smoothed

over a 30-minute interval, together with the curve describing the diffusive

propagation of particles in a sphere:

Q
l(t)=_exp(--/_) '_S- (3)
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where D is the diffusion coefficient; R 6 is the radius of the earth's orbit;

and Q is a factor proportional to the total number of particles emitted by

the sun.

n

o I"

3 5 7 9 lJ 13

I_July 1961

FIGURE 8. Cosmic-ray neutron intensity at

Yakutskon 10 July 1961, duringa 15-min
interval,

Until 1900 U.T., the time variation of the burst agreed satisfactorily

with the curve of equation (3) for D = 6. 1021 cm2/sec. This corresponds to

a mean free path of isotropic scattering

I 3D 3. 6. 1021 cm2/sec i011
==7- = 3. 10l°cm/sec -6. cm. (4)

At 1915 there was a sudden drop in intensity at Deep River (See Figure 7).

This was also observed at other stations and proceeded according to local

time.

Stalion Observed moment Expected moment

I,o[ld on

Ells_orth

Deep River

Churchill

Resolute Bay

Yakutsk

1400 U.T.

1730

1915

2115

2200

0515 ( 19 July)

1400 U.T.

1750

1930

2160

2330

0530

The moments of onset of the intensity drop and the drop times to be

expected due to the rotation of the earth for 18 July 1961 (adjusted to London

Time) are shown in tile table. It is clear from these data that the drop

was caused by the directional anisotropy which was first observed at

1400 U.T. on 18 July and continued until at least 0500 on 19 July, when an

intensity drop was observed in the neutron component at Yakutsk (Figure 8).

An appreciable decrease in cosmic-ray intensity was also observed in

the stratosphere over Yakutsk (Figure 9), but it had a somewhat shorter

duration. The moments of minimum in the stratosphere and in the neutrons

at ground level were identical.

A cosmic-ray burst took place on 20 July, following a flare at the

western limb of the sun (90 °W). This burst was characterized by a short

time scale and low amplitude (Figure I0). The short time scale indicates

that the particles reached the earth unhindered. However, since at this

time there was still a Forbush decrease, the particles moved along the

lines of force. This agrees with McCracken's assumptions, according to
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which the force lines of the interplanetary field join the earth to the western

limb of the sun. The Churchill station was closer to an impact zone than

600
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FIGURE 9. Variation of cosmic-ray intensity

with altitude over Yakutsk on 19 July 1961

(points). Dashed curve shows average annual

variation.
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FIGURE 10. Neutron intensity on

20 July 1961, smoothed over a
30-minute interval.

were the other stations, and the largest intensity increase was observed

there. At that moment its asymptotic cone was directed toward the sun.

CONCLUSION

Consequently, the active region which traversed the sun's disk between

9 July and 20 July 1961 brought about several interesting phenomena

associated with gaIactic and solar cosmic rays.

1. An analysis of the Forbush effect on 13 July 1961 showed that the

amplitude and spectrum of the decrease depend on the direction of arrival

of the recorded radiation. The anisotropy of 14 and 15 July varied 180 ° in

its direction during this period, but counter to the diurnal rotation of the

earth.

2. The particles of the cosmic-ray burst on 18 July spread via diffusion

in an irregular magnetic field. Anisotropy of the arrival of solar particles

was observed, the preferred direction being 50-60 ° west of the earth-sun

line. This result agrees with McCraeken's findings for several bursts

(4 May, 12 November 1960, etc.).

3. The spectrum of the cosmic-ray increase on 18 July was compara-

tively hard.
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4. The cosmic-ray burst on 20 July, following a flare at the western

limb of the sun, had a short time scale and pronounced impact zones.

institute of Space-Physics Research and Aeronom),

Yakutsk Branch of Siberian Division of

USSR Academy of Sciences
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A.I. Kuz'min, G.V. Skripin, S.N. Druzhinin,

G.F. Krymskii, andP.A. Krivoshapkin

SOME RESULTS OF AZIMUTHAL MEASUREMENTS OF

COSMIC-RAY VARIATIONS AT YAKUTSK

Our basic equipment at Yakutsk for studying azimuthal effects in the

cosmic-ray variations is a system of crossed telescopes located both on the

earth's surface and at different depths underground /1/. The crossed

telescopes are situated in the north-south plane and also in the east-west

plane, at 30 and 60 ° to the zenith.

tO" _" tO°

2o', X 1 l .2o" .
30" v JO

40" 40 °

5 °_0"

0

F1GURE 1. Directivity diagrams of crossed telescopes

in north-south plane.

Figure 1 is a diagram of the telegcopes in the north-south plane. From

the diagram it is clear that the meteorological effects must be identical

for telescopes located at the same level and having the same angle to the

zenith. Therefore, any differences in the variations indicated by the

telescopes will have sources which are not atmospheric.

This report will present some results of a statistical analysis of data

from azimuthal observations made during the IGY and the IQSY.

The readings of azimuthal instruments during geomagnetic storms are

quite interesting. Some storms are accompanied by a characteristic change

in the cosmic-ray intensity. For example, during the [GY and IQSY over

40 magnetic storms with marked Forhush effects were observed. The

majority of these effects were recorded by ourground-levelandunderground

equipment.

Figure 2 shows the results of a statistical analysis of the moments of

onset and minimum for different directions and depths of recording the

intensity of the hard cosmic-ray component. The analysis shows that,

within the limits of calculational accuracy, the moments of onset and
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minimum are

hard-component intensity.

0 7 20 60m.w.e.

independent of the directions and depths of recording the

I?rain, hours b

7 20 60 m. w.c.

FIGURE 2. Moments of onset (a) and minimum {b) of Forbush effect, for different direc-

tions and depths of recording the hard-component intensity.

However, individual instances of a large deviation toward either side are

observed. For example, during the magnetic storm of 20 August 1958,

detectors facing south at an angle of 30 ° to the zenith recorded the onset of

the intensity decrease about 8 hours earlier than detectors directed north at

the same zenith angle. However, during the storm of 14 September 1958,

detectors pointing toward the south recorded the onset of the Forbush effect

6 hours later than northward detectors. Such large differences in the

moments of onset are observed in 40% of all Forbush decreases. The

situation is the same for the moment of minimum intensity and the moment

of recovery.

Therefore, in most cases a Forbush decrease will proceed isotropically.

However, as the table shows, the amplitude of the main intensity drop

recorded by detectors pointing south is greater than for detectors pointing

north.

Effect of north-south asymmetry, for intensity at

30" to zenith

}_elative

no. o f

cases, _o

4)

7

53

Recording depth

Type of m.w.e.

asym- 2 (8,vS - 8'VN)
metry _Ns _- 8NrN 100%

') 1 7 2() 160

>N, I I " -I
__ 2LJ221 o

Moreover, according to the table, most Forbush decreases take place

without any appreciable asymmetry effect. In 40% of the cases, however,

there was noticeable asymmetry. In these cases, particles moving in the

ecliptic plane were affected more than particles concentrated at large

angles to the ecliptic plane. The particles responsible for the asymmetry

of the effect had quite high energies (_420BeV).

The existence of a direction in which the effect is greater leads to

additional diurnal cosmic-ray variations during magnetic storms, with a

harder spectrum than on magnetically quiet days. Actually, during some

magnetic storms, so-called perturbed diurnal variations are observed.
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SOLAR-DAILYVARIATIONS

Thefirst harmonicsof themeandiurnalvariationsfor 1958-1959are
shownin Figure3. Thesedatawereobtainedfor thenorthern,southern,
andvertical directions,usingtelescopesat groundlevelandalsoat 7, 20,
and60m.w.e, underground.Thefigureshowsthatdetectorspointing
southrecordlargeramplitudesof themeandiurnalvariations,andalso

S-N

s < @/ 0mw.e _ m.w._
N

S-N

S-N

lgh 18h

20 m.w.e. CO m.w.e.

FIGURE 3. First harmonic of diurnal variation for 1958-1989, at ground level

and underground.

S° V, and N refer to southern, v'ertical, andnorthem orientationsrcspecttvely.
Dashed lines show vectors corrected lot pressure; solid lines include corrections

for pressure and temperature of entire atmosphere.

later maxima, than detectors pointing north or oriented vertically. The

greatest differences are between detectors pointing north and detectors

pointing south. At all recording levels a detector oriented vertically

indicates intermediate values of both amplitude and moment of maximum.

The difference in moments of maximum of the diurnal variations for the

directional intensity agrees with that predicted assuming an external source

of the variations.

According to the diagrams of Dattner and Brunberg /2/, a recorder

pointing south at the latitude of Yakutsk receives radiation, irrespective of

the energies of the primaries, at approximately a single direction from the

ecliptic plane (_22°). Consequently, from the readings of telescopes

directed southward and placed at different depths underground, the energy

spectrum of the mean variations can be determined. Calculations /3/ show

that this spectrum has the following form:

6Dle} _ [ 0.16e -t, if e_ 13 BeV;

-D(e) [0, if e_13 BeV.
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Thisspectrumagreeswell with thespectrumfoundin /4/ from the

readings of vertical telescopes, taking into account a change in source in-

tensity. The readings of the entire detector array conform to a source

located 83± 4 ° to the left of the earth-sun line /3/.

The data from the entire detector array were used to determine the

intensity distribution for the source of the diurnal variations, ttowever, in

/3/ the effect of diurnal fluctuations in the temperature of the upper

atmosphere was not taken into consideration, and (as was shown in /5/) these

fluctuations may be considerable. Moreover, it was demonstrated in /6/

that the predicted diurnal variations due to temperature fluctuations of the

atmosphere up to 50 mb were 1.5 to 2 times too high, because the radiation

errors were not computed correctly. We used the data of /5, 6/ and

calculated the average expected diurnal variations for 2 years due to the

temperature variation of the entire atmosphere. The variations obtained

were 0.06; 0.01; 0.004; and 0.03%, with maxima at 2.0; 6; 6; and 1 hours

local time, for instruments at ground level and at underground depths of 7,

20, and 60 m.w.e., respectively. Tile diurnal variations, corrected for

temperature using the above values, are shown in Figure 3.

/4 "'

I0 ° 30 • 50 ° 70 ° 90 °

FIGURE ,I, Amplitude of solar-dalty variation, as

a function of drift angle, for different recording

directions (numbers at points show recording
levels in m. w.e. ).

1-south; 2-vertical; 3-north.

,--a-v

o.oi.

0° 20 ° 40" 60" 80" @

F1GURE 5. Intensity distribution for source of solar-

daily variation, in a plane perpendicular to the

ecliptic plane.

1-south; '2-vertical; 3-north.

Figure 4 is a diagram of the amplitude of the diurnal variation as a

function of the drift angle; here, the variation is corrected for tile pressure

and temperatures of the whole atmosphere. The readings of southward,

vertical, and northward telescopes, respectively, lie along three lines.

The angles of intersection of these lines with the abscissa axis corres-

pond to the angles of inclination of the southward, vertical, and northward

telescopes, relative to the terrestrial equator. The vertical telescope

indicates the latitude of Yakutsk. Such a dependence of amplitude on

latitude is to be expected. Actually, high-energy particles must enter a

given telescope from the direction of telescope orientation. Before the

diurnal variations were corrected for temperature changes in tile upper

atmospheric layers (above 50rob), however, the picture was different: the

points were greatly scattered, and it was difficult to draw a straight line

or smooth curve through them.
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All this attests to the necessity for temperature corrections taking into

account temperature fluctuations in the upper atmosphere above 50 mb.

Consequently, it is reasonable to recalculate the spectrum of the diurnal

variations in the light of these corrections. Using the method of /3/ and

the data (shown in Figure 3), corrected for the entire temperature range,

we obtained the following energy spectrum of the solar-daily variations:

6D (e)
6D(e) _ 0.02 8 -°'b±°'3 for energies above 8± 2 BeV; and _ _ 0 for energies
D4_)

below 8± 2 BeV.

This spectrum agrees with the one obtained recently from a study of the

latitude-longitude dependence of the diurnal variations of the neutron

intensity /7/. On the basis of this spectrum and the data of /3/, we

calculated the distribution of the source strength in a plane perpendicular

to the ecliptic plane (Figure 5). The figure shows that the source strength

is described by the formula a_-- 0.02 cos _. Thus, the mean diurnal

variations for 1958-1959 were caused by a single source, located in the

plane of the ecliptic and having an intensity which drops with an increase in

qD (it decreases as cos tp). On the average, particles with energies > 8 BeV

are subject to these variations, and the variation amplitude drops with the

(6D (e) 1
energy k_ _-_-_)"

,,°t
t20t -o

90

d Hp

z 60 --0<5 I 6>,2 30

,o ;;
0 ....... J-, , , ,'-t"-7",-_"_, , : 0s ,

6 9 12 I5 I ,7 19 -"

Arbitraryunits

F1GURE 6. Distribution of days with different _, over a three-year period;

also mean values of Kp index corresponding to these days. Vertical

dashed lines separate days chosen for study.

However, if the variations on separate days are considered /8/, we see

from Figure 6 that there are many days when the north-south difference in

the variations is small, and quite a few days when the north-south difference

is large. Obviously, days vcith low (_ (<5)* could have occurred in cases

when two sources were responsible for the outer component of the diurnal

variations or when the outer component was small.

Days with large o(> 12), on the other hand, indicate cases when the

extraterrestrial variations depend considerably on the direction of record-

ing the radiation and when the angular dimensions of the source are

* [_ is an index indicating the dependence of the diurnal variations on direction.]
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limited. Consequently,thesedistributionscanbeusedto studytheproper-
ties of thesourcesof diurnalvariations.

18h _ 18h

Sf V_ / 0 m.w.e .... 7m.w e
/

V I

18h _ 18h

•a05_4 a05_

h v 12 h

20 m.w.e. 60 m.w.e.

FIGURE 7. First harmonic of mean solar-daily variation of meson component,

for the group of days with 0 _ 5, at the earth's surface and underground.

Solid vectors are corrected for pressure and temperature of entire atmosphere;

dashed vectors are corrected for pressure and temperature up to the 50-rob level.

In order to evaluate the relation between diurnal variations of the types

indicated above and the geomagnetic activity, we compared the geomagnetic-

activity indexes in the different groups. It was found that the geomagnetic

activity does not change appreciably from days with low o(_ 5) to days with
large o(> 12).

_8h o_x

4" 1
N

0. IX 0 _2

. 18_-_

Om.w.e. ?m,w.e. 1
N

FIGURE 8. First harmonic of mean solar-daily variation of meson component
for the group of days with _ >t 12 (solid and dashed vectors same as in
Figure 7).

The mean diurnal variations on days with low a (80 days) are ptotted in

Figure 7. It is clear that on these days the variations at ground level in

the southern and northern directions are actually identical and coincide with

the variations inthe direction of the zenith. At the same time, for days

with a large index a of the north-south difference (80 days), Figure 8 shows

that the variations in the northern and southern directions, at all recording

depths, differ considerably from one another. The amplitude of the

variations is appreciably larger for all depths and directions, both in

comparison to the mean and in comparison to days with low a. For a_5,
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the characteristics of the diurnal variations in the zenith and southern

directions coincide with the mean, while the vector of the variations in the

northward direction has a considerably larger amplitude and is shifted

toward a later time until it coincides with the southward vector.

At a depth of 7 m. w. e, such a change in the northern vector is also

observed, but to a lesser degree. At a depth of 20 m,w.e, no change is

observed.

A study of days with large a (see Figure 8) indicates that at the earth's

surface and at a depth of 7 m.w.e, the northern vector shifts toward

earlier times in comparison with the mean, while the southern and vertical

vectors do not shift much, just as in the case of days with low o.

The asymmetry of the transformation of the diurnal variation implies

that this transformation is not a result of random causes. The cause of the

shift in the northward diurnal variation is limited at low energies (< 20 BeV).

The observed difference of the variations during different groups of days is

probably not related to a change in the dimensions and spectrum of a single

source. Rather, it requires the presence of a high-latitude source with

varying properties.

DIURNAL VARIATIONS DURING A PERIOD OF

MAGNETIC DISTURBANCE

Figure 9 shows the diurnal-variation parameters for the intensities of

the various cosmic-ray components, during days of world-wide quiescence

and during magnetic disturbances. The period covered is from March 1958

to February 1960.

Hours

, , , e w ,

NMC-2ASK-1T o T, T,o T6o 'SO 'St S,o 'S,o NO N, N,o N_

*l °2 "J

FIGURE 9. Amplitude and phase diagrams for diurnal variations of various

colmic-ray corn ponP.Jlts.

ASK-l, C-2 pertain to ionization-chamber readings; NM pertains ¢o

neutron-monitorreadings;T0. TT, TI0. T6D, Se. ST. S2e.S6e.Ne. Nx, Nil

I_i denote data ofcountertelescopesrecordingmeson intensityfrom the

vertical(T). from the south(S). and from the north(N), at the earth's

surfaceand at7. 20, and 60 m.w.e, underground,_espcctively;l-for a

two-year period; 2-for quiet days; 3-for disturbed days.

Here, for each group the data for five days in each month were selected

according to a list supplied by the International Association of Geomagnetism

and Aeronomy.
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A study of the results in Figure 9 indicates the following properties. On

disturbed days the diurnal variations exhibit earlier maxima for all direc-

tions and levels of recording, in comparison with quiet days and with the

annual mean. The amplitude of the first harmonic on a disturbed day is

I/1.3 to I/2 as great for all vertical and southward telescopes. For north-

ward telescopes, however, no amplitude decrease is observed on these

days. On disturbed days, as well as on quiet days, telescopes pointing

northward have earlier maxima than southward telescopes. This confirms

the previously established shift toward an earlier ti_e of the diurnal-

variation peak on disturbed days. However, at first glance, the behavior

of the diurnal-variation amplitude contradicts the results of this analysis

/9/. This can be explained by the fact that on quiet days the diurnal

variations were stable compared to days of world-wide disturbance. In

other words, the perturbation of the diurnal variations increases with an

increase in the disturbance of the geomagnetic field.

18h 18h 18 h

oez o.ex
o 2_;

/ r_ I N 12h 12'h 12 h

S V 12h } m.w.e. 20 m.w.e. 60m.w.e.
0 m.w.e.

FIGURE lO. First harmonic of solar-daily variation, after main Fo_busn phase.

S, V, N refer to south, vertical, and north, respectively; solid vectors are

corrected for pressure and temperature.

Figure 10 gives the results of a harmonic analysis of the diurnal varia-

tions following the main Forbush phase, according to the readings of

directional telescopes at ground level and at 20 and 60 m.w.e, underground.

The figure shows that detectors pointing south record variations with

amplitudes about 1.5 to 2 times greater than those recorded by northward

detectors. All the telescopes at the earth's surface recorded variation

maxima at the same time. However, the differences in the moments of

maximum noted previously for these directions remained for detectors

located underground.

A shift to an earlier time of maximum relative to the average is observed

for a southward telescope located at the earth's surface, whereas for a

northward instrument the opposite is observed. Therefore, detectors

located at the earth's surface in north-south directions have the same time

of maximum. Consequently, during magnetic storms accompanied by a

Forbush effect, effects of a phase shift in the diurnal variations for the

southward and northward directions are observed only for instruments at the

earth's surface. If this effect is the same as that discovered by Sarabhai

/10/, then this implies that the particles responsible for the phase shift

do not have very high energies, and that the spectrum of the variations must

be considerably softer or else cut off at the top.

It should also be noted that the rotation of the diurnal variations

discovered in certain studies /I 1/ is indicated by azimuthal detectors both

on the earth's surface and underground. The properties of the rotation of

the diurnal-variation source are difficult to explain by the theory of diurnal

variations suggested by Dorman.
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COSMIC-RAY BURSTS

In 1956 through 1960, azimuthal instruments recorded several cosmic-ray

bursts. For example, a very pronounced effect was observed on 23

February 1956. On this date (see Figure II),

a telescope pointing southward recorded a

_,X [°I very high amplitude (200%), while a northward

i

telescope indicated only a rise in intensity of

.South, 170%. Such a difference in the effects cannot

120 _North be attributed to a difference in the screening

(<10 g/cm2); rather, iris a result of ani-

sotropy of the flux in the north-south plane.

Such an anisotropy can be distinguished until the

_ half-way mark of the effect. The two tele-

• scopes receive radiation with anenergy< 1 0 Be\ r

h 5 h from practically the same region near the

FIGURE II. Tileburston 23 February equator, if the dipole model of the geomagnetic

1956. field is used. Therefore, if different effects

are observed with detectors pointed in different

directions, it must be assumed that a dipole field is not a satisfactory

approximation to the actual terrestrial field. The difference of the effects

in the northern and southern directions also implies that the angular

dimensions of the source are not very large.

The burst of 22 January 1957 had an amplitude of about 20% according to

both northward and southward telescopes, there being no directional

difference in amplitude.

The burst of 4 May 1960 had a low amplitude and short duration at

Yakutsk. At the moment of the burst, a small intensity rise was observed

in the southward direction, whereas toward the north no appreciable effect

beyond the limits of measurement error was detected. This effect does not

agree with a dipole model of the geomagnetic field, either.

Institute of Space-Physics Research and Ae.tonomy.
Yakutsk Branch of Siberian Division of

USSR Academy of Sciences
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L.I. Dorman andO.I. Inozemtseva

A LOCAL SOURCE OF THE DIURNAL COSMIC-RAY

VARIATION DURING MAGNETIC STORMS (Synopsis) *

The anomalous diurnal variation during the main phase of an effective

magnetic storm was investigated using the directional properties of crossed

telescopes. Continuous recordings at Moscow (at sea level) and at Yakutsk

(at sea level and at depths of 7, 20, and 60m. w.e.) provided data on the

hard-component intensity in the northward and southward directions.

In the given case a distant source of anisotropy was assumed to exist,

which was related to the influence on cosmic rays of the electrornagnetic

field of the solar corpuscular flux. In addition, a'loca] source, formed as

a result of the direct influence of the asymmetrically distorted geomagnetic

field on the cosmic rays, apparently acted as well /I/.

This assumption was checked in detail using the data of crossed

telescopes at the Capetown station and the data from 40 neutron monitors

of the world-wide system of stations. The period chosen for study was the

main phase of the magnetic storm on ii February 1958, when the

anomalous effect of the diurnal variation was a maximum compared to the

other cases considered and was several times greater than the errors due

to statistical fluctuations.

The effect to be expected was evaluated quantitatively using theoretical

calculations of the rise in cosmic-ray intensity caused by a distorted

geomagnetic field and also using experimental data on tlm actual variations

of the geomagnetic field during this period. The results were then

compared with the data of the experiment. It was concluded that there were

at least two distinct sources of the anomalous diurnal variation. One, the

remote source, acted beyond the sphere of the geomagnetic field. The

other, the local source, influenced the cosmic rays within the sphere of the

geomagnetic field. The two sources acted in the same direction, giving a

maximum effect during the daytime /2, 3/.
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G.V. Skripin, G.F. Krymskii, and

L.P. Boltrushko

THE CONTRIBUTION OF SOLAR PARTICLES TO THE

DIURNAL VARIATION OF THE NEUTRON INTENSITY

Studies of the contribution of cosn_ic ray_ fro_c_ s_l] solar flares to the

intensity of the neutron component /1-9/ _lave given c_mtradictory results.

The authors of /I-6] concluded tilat solar particles contribute appreciably

to this intensity, while in /7-i0/ it was decided that ti_e contribution is

insignificant.

Since flares occur quite frequently, an intensity rise at the time of a flare

should distort the diurnal variation on individual days. Moreover, if solar

cosmic rays reach the earth in a sharply anisotropic flux, a distortion of

the average diurnal variations, caused by the additiom_i diurnal variation of

the solar particles, should also be observed.

The goal of this report is to evaluate the contribution of solar particles

both to the diurnal variations on individual clays and to the average variation.

The data, corrected for the barometric effect, fror,_ neutron monitors at

three stations were used (Yakutsk, Resolute Bay, and Sulphur .Mountain),

covering a period from July 1957 to 1960.

In order to obtain the pure flare effect, w_ subtracted the average

monthly value of the bihourly diurnal intensity variation from the data for a

flare day. The analysis was made using the method of superposition of

epochs. Zero time was the moment of observation of a flare. The values

during the six hours preceding a flare and the sixteen hours after a flare

were recorded, to the left and to the right of zero time, respectively. Data

on chromospheric flares and radio bursts were taken from the collection

"Solnechnye dannye," which provided material from observations of the

observatory network of the USSR. These data pertained to universal times

from 1 to 17 hours. The material was divided into five groups, depending

on when the flare occurred: 0-6h U. T. formed the first group; 6-8 h,

the second; 8-10h, the third; I0-12 h, the fourth; and 12-18 h, the fifth.

Data for flares in the eastern and western parts of the solar disk were

processed separately.

Figure la shows a Chree analysis for the readings of the neutron

monitor at Sulphur Mountain. As zero epochs were chosen intervals con-

taining flares with intensities > 2. In selecting the flares to be studied,

periods of irregular cosmic-ray variations were excluded. The total

number of flares chosen was 238. The intensity was corrected for the

diurnal variation on the basis of the average monthly diurnal changes.

As Figure I shows, there is no appreciable effect immediately after a

flare in any group, for flares in both the western and eastern hemispheres.

Thus, flare effects are absent, irrespective of the local time and the

f
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heliographiclongitude. Thesameconclusionfollowsfrom Figure2, which
showsthe'averageeffectoverall groups,includingthe238flaresobserved
at %ul!)hur '. ountain

a ,,Xl, b
I

0.2 _

T. hours

2 02468"o'_';'_'D

FIGURE i. Neutron intensity at Sulphur Mountain at the time

of solar flares. On the abscissa are sho_n tile bihourly

intervab from the zero epoch, the bihourl S statistical errors,

and the universal time of the zero epoch:

a-for all 2:18 flares; b-for 69 effective flares; i-west;
2-east.

Some solar flares are accompanied by intense, prolonged (_20 minutes)

radio emission at iligh frequencies (Type-IV radio burst), associated with

the magnetic bremsstrahlung of relativistic electrons in the vicinity of the

flare. It is more likely for such flares to emit cosmic rays than for other

flares to do so.

From the entire 238 flares, 115 flares with radio emission were selected,

and according to their moments an analysis similar to the one described

above was carried out. The results of the analysis for Yakutsk and
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ResoluteBay,after removingthefirst harmonicof theaveragevariation,
areportrayedin Figure3 (accordingto groups)andfigure 2 (average).
Here, it is alsodifficult to noteanyeffectof anintensityrise duringthe
zeroandfirst epochs.
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-2024 68

[:l(;[!}t[_ 2. Average s_lar-flarc' effect oil rleutroll

intensity, at SuLphur Mounlain. Yakutsk, and

Res_lutc g ay.

FI(itlRE ;_. Nt'utron lntcnsit,v at Yakutsk and Resolute

[}av at tll_.' t_tnc t)f s_lar flares accoil]paniv'd by radio

bursts, for the diffc/c'nl groups (t!ntversal I tree).

l-west; 2-east, l-we>t; 2-_.'as[,

If the solar particles do contribute, but the contribution does not show up

over a short interval, there may still be an effect on ti,e diurnal variation.

In such a case, there should be a change in tht. amplitude and time of

maximum of the first harmonic of the diurnal variation, in comparison with

the corresponding average characteristics.

The table lists the first-harmonic parameters of tt_e diurnal variations

obtained after vector subtraction of the average biennial diurnal-variation

vectors from the diurnal wave for flare days.
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It is clear from the table that for western and eastern flares the data of

each station show considerable residual diurnal variations for the individual

groups. The average variations obtained from all the flare data have

considerably lower amplitudes. They constitute 20% of the average diurnal

variation of the station for Sulphur Mountain and Yakutsk and 70% of the

average variation for Resolute Bay.

First-harmonic parameters of residual diurnal variation on days with solar flares, for

three stations

Station

Yakutsk

Resolute

Bay

Sulphur

Nit.

I Moment

of flare

Group !--
I

I U.T.

1 3 12

2 9 16
3 7 18

4 11 20
5 I 15 0

IAverage 9 18

t 3 2t

2 7 I
3 9 3

4 I1 5
5 15 9

Average 9 3

t 3 19

2 5 21
3 7 23

4 9 l

5 II 3
6 t5 7

Average 9 [ t

Western region of sun Eastern region of sun

no.of ampliq

flares rude | rmu

3 0.15

t9 0.08
t7 0.36

t5 0.33

11 0.34

4n 0.02

L,T.
rmu rmL

no.of ampli-

flares tude

t7

14

3
t3

t3

t7

3 0.t6

t8 0.33

8 0.23
8 0.13

3 0.38

40 0.09

11 0.34 8 17

20 0.05 20 05
16 0.04 14 23

15 0.t4 13 22

tl n.21 t4 23

74 0.04 t0 t9

t2 0.27 5 23

20 0.25 10 4

17 0.17 2t t5
t5 0.20 17 ll

tt 0.17 14 8

75 0.12 t3 7

t4 0.20 20 t2

t3 0.20 9 1

28 0.t3 10 2
3_ 0.14 2 t8
22 (/.24 2 t8

2t 0.28 t9 tl

i32 0.06 5 2t

rmt

2

23

12
22

22

2

8
5

t5
9

22

0

t3 0.36 8 0
t2 0.09 t0 2

28 0.t9 9 t

26 0.09 23 15
I4 0.t4 t0 2

t3 0.11 5 2t

t06 0.04 t 17

I.et us now ascertain whether the diurnal variations listed in the table

are related to the solar flares or whether the 3 , have other causes. If the

solar-flare effect on cosmic rays is isotropic, then it must occur according

to universal time. However, the table shows that there is no single uni-

versal time of maximum(T,,v) at the three stationg, for either the average

residual diurnal variations or the group variations.

On the other hand, if the flare effect in the diurnal cosmic-ray variation

is anisotropic, then this effect must be observed at the earth in specific

"impact zones" and must proceed according to the local time. In order to

analyze this assumption, we used the data of the table and selected flares

for which the moment of onset in local time was the same for each station.

Then, we compared the corresponding local times of maximum (T,,L) of the

residual diurnal variation at each of the three stations.

This comparison gave a negative result: actually, T,,L for the fourth

group at Yakutsk, the first group at Resolute Bay, and the second group at

Sulphur Mountain were respectively 22, 23, and 1 for western flares and

22, 8, and 2 for eastern flares.

Thus, relative to these three stations, solar flares took place at 20 hours

local time, whereas the flare effect in the diurnal cosmic-ray variation at

the earth did not proceed according to local time. The case was just the

same for other impact zones. Hence we can conclude that solar particles
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at the time of small chromospheric flares do not affect the diurnal variations

of the neutron intensity.

The foregoing results agree with the conclusions in /7-10[ and contra-

dict those in [1-6/. Let us now determine the reasons for the disagreement

between these studies.

/32,%

0.2-

0.2-

i! __I _1 Sulphur Mt.

Sulphur Mt. --,

Group (1, 3) Group (9 h)

I k ,'_

I|
KI

! , I
, I

Resolute Bay

Group (1, 3)

r
I

/4 /t i

/'I:Avfl', ffI!
li iN If

/I Y
, , I , , , , , , , ,T' hours

,1 r 0 2 4 6
e ........--o|

0.2, - I!

i
\tl t_

\d Resolute Bay

Group (9 h)

\ tI II

02 t I

T, hours

J -t 0 2 4 6

• - -x 2

FIGURE. 4. Neutron intensity at Sulphur Mountain and Resolute Bay, at the time of

flares showing effects at Sulphur Mountain, for two time groups.

1-west; 2-east.

One reason may be the difference in methods of removing the diurnal

variations from the solar-flare effect. In /4, 5, 6/ the diurnal variation

was eliminated for a given flare day by subtracting the sum of the first and

second harmonics of the diurnal variations of the preceding day. This

method does not give a completely true representation of the actual varia-

tion which must be eliminated, since the electromagnetic conditions deter-

mining the nature of the diurnal variation vary considerably from day to

day. The monthly average or the yearly average of the diurnal variation,

on the other hand, is more likely to represent the main part of the variation

present on each individually selected day.
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Anotherreasonmaybethat, asE.V.Kolomeetshaspointedoutorally,
theselectionof solarflares in /7-10/ was not so careful, whereas in /3,

4, 5/ only flares which had been recorded at many observatories were used.

To check this assumption, for the station at Sulphur Mountain we selected

from the entire 238 flares only 69 which were definitely accompanied by an

increase in cosmic-ray intensity at the zero epoch. The results for the six

flare groups defined previously are shown in Figure i. The question is

whether these selected flares had effects at the other stations. Figure 4

shows the intensities at Resolute Bay and Sulphur Mountain for two of the

groups. A comparison of these figures indicates that flares which had a

definite effect at Sulphur Mountain did not affect the instruments at the other

station. Consequently, the flares selected by us did not have a world-wide

effect on the cosmic radiation. At the same time, the existence of the flare

effect in each of the six time groups implies that these flares were isotropic.

All these results confirm still more the correctness of our previous

conclusion that small flares do not affect the cosmic-ray intensity.

Institute of Space-Physics Research and Aeronomy,
Yakutsk Branch of Siberian Division of

USSR Academy of Sciences
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N.N. Efimov, M.M. Atakova, T.A. Egorov,

D.D. KrasiZ'nikov, S.V. Maksimov,

M.A. Nifontov, and F.K. Shamsutdinova

THE EAS FREQUENCY DURING PERIODS OF VARIOUS

EFFECTS IN THE INTENSITY OF INTERMEDIATE-

ENERGY COSMIC RAYS

I. The 27-day variations in the intensity of extensive air showers were

studied, in relation to the existence of a 27-day recurrence period for

atmospheric conditions.

Two methods were used to record the showers. The first entailed

threefold coincidences between three counter groups 1 m 2 in area,

separated 3.7 meters from one another; this is denoted as C (3; 1.0). The

second method involved sixfold coincidences between these counter groups,

but separated from one another by 57 meters; this is denoted as C (6; 1.0).

Here, the choice of the two different separations is important: in the first

case the geometric effect is negative and in the second case it is positive /I/.

The average number of showers recorded by the threefold-coincidence

arrangement was 1.5, 104 , and for the sixfold arrangement it was 1.2. I05.

The threefold coincidences of 4.107 showers and the sixfold coincidences of

4.8.106 showers were processed.

The threefold coincidences were obtained at four points located at the

corners of a square. The sixfold coincidences, on the other hand, were

obtained on all sides of a square. First, all these recording events were

considered separately, and then the average values for all the threefold

coincidences and all the sixfold coincidences were computed. The error

at each point was determined as the error in the average for the four

combinations. Figure I shows: the observed 27-day variation of EAS

intensity; the variation of the ground-level pressure (h0); the variation of

the height of the isobaric level h0--100rob (Hh.-m.); the temperature varia-

tion of the layers with 50 and 500 mb pressure; and the variation of EAS

intensity corrected for pressure and for the height of the lower atmospheric

layers (represented satisfactorily by the height Hh _, so that the correction

for this height was used).

The following coefficients were used in the introduction of the correc-

tions /I, 2/:

O_p _th

C(3; 1.0)-- 0.75% per mb --0.06% per m

C(6; 1.0)-- 0.91% per mb --0.013% per m.

The figure shows that, after the corrections are introduced, the 27-day

variation remains, and that it is opposite for the two coincidence arrange-

ments. This opposite variation can be explained as a residual geometric

effect.
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FIGURE 1. 27-day variations oft EAS intensity, recorded for two different

counter separations; ground-level pressure (h,); height of ho-- 100 mb
isobaric level (H h 1oo) ; and temperatures of 50-rob and 500-rob isobaric
levels.

The question also arises as to whether this opposite variation does not

indicate a barometric correction for C(3; 1.0) which is too low and one for

C(6; 1.0) which is too high. However, other cases, in which the data were

selected according to the times of maximum and minimum temperature in

the 50-rob layer, indicate that for the same dependence between the EAS

frequency and t_m_ the pressure varies differently (Figure 2).

It is evident from Figure 2 that in the cases indicated the variation of

the height [lh 1oo has a direct correlation with C(3; 1.0)l_g and an inverse
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correlationwith C(6; 1.0)hg. Moreover, for the 27-dayvariations, in order

to remove completely the remaining geometric effect, it would be necessary

rouse height coefficients which are higher by a factor of 1.3 for the three-

fold coincidence and higher by a factor of 5 for the sixfold coincidence, in

comparison to the normal height coefficients.

24.106 showers 3.0"105 showers

oj

/LJ
1.4

FIGURE 2. Variations in EAS intensity,

ho, and Hh_to o, for the times of maximum

and minimum temperature (ts:_) in the 50-rob
level.

_,c(3; 1.0)hg _c(6; 1.0)hg
ia %; lb , °7o;

('(3; 1.0)hg ' c(6; l.O)hg

li-- _P,., rob; lIl--_Hh_lOO, m; IV--_,t_mb, *C.

*H.,oomr00[ °-,,,,_--_---_

0 t ?"-.__

_t_'°¢ -S [_ _ _'-..,_

c(3 1 O) /° 0
__L

FIGURE 3. EAS intensity, ho, Nh z_, and
tso, during a Forbush decrease in the

intensity of the neutron cosmic-ray com-

ponent.

Hence, this residual geometric effect cannot be an effect of the lower

atmospheric layers.

It should be noted that, just as in Figure 1, in Figure 2 there is an

inverse correlation between T_0mband C(3; 1.0)hg and a direct correlation

between Ta, mb and C (6; 1.0) hg.

These results imply that the observed shape of the lateral-distribution

function is produced not only over the last t units [cascade units] of the EAS

path (as customarily assumed at present) but also over much higher layers

of the atmosphere. More detailed studies of this subject will be made later.

2. Similar recordings were made during Forbush decreases of the

cosmic-ray intensity. Each Forbush effect on the neutron intensity at

Yakutsk was divided into five periods: preonset, decrease, minimum,

recovery, and postrecovery.

Forbush effects were selected for which the duration of each of these

periods was at least 24 hours. In all, the data for 7 Forbush decreases

during 1959-1960 were processed (Figure 3).

An interesting result of this study was the fact that, during the period of

Forbush minimum, opposite deviations of C(3; 1.0)llg and C(6; 1.0)hg were

observed. Moreover, the errors of these points, found as the errors of the

average for four combinations, were very small. It can be assumed that
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these deviations are also geometric in nature. As yet it is not clear in

which layer this effect is produced, but it is definitely not an effect of the

lower layers.

The character of the effect itself indicates that during this period there

may be a decrease in the height of the layer responsible for the observed

effect.

In addition, the amplitude of the effect for sixfold coincidences (that is,

for the larger separation) was, just as in the previous cases, considerably

greater than for threefold coincidences. The foregoing results indicate

that the upper temperature effect of extensive air showers should be studied

in more detail. Such a study should provide information on shower develop-

ment. Moreover, if the temperature effect over the first nuclear units of

path is observed, we wilt learn more about the interaction cross section

for ultrahigh-energy primaries, and hence about the chemical composition

of these particles.

Institute of Space-Physics Research and Aeronomy,
Yakutsk Branch of Siberian Division of

USSR Academy of Sciences
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G. V. Skripin

DIURNAL VARIA TIONS IN COSMIC-RA Y INTENSITY

Once investigators /I, 2/ finally became convinced of the nonmeteoro-

logical nature of the diurnal variation in cosmic-ray intensity, the

importance of cosmic rays for studying interplanetary space and the

phenomena in it increased considerably. Scientists began to take more and

more interest in these variations, and now we are continually learning more

about their properties and regularities. This subject was studied with

particular interest during the IGY, when several experimental and theore-

tical works appeared in which the diurnal variations were considered in

relation to geomagnetic and solar-physical phenomena and were used to

probe interplanetary space.

The electromagnetic conditions in the space around the earth could be

studied very effectively by means of the diurnal cosmic-ray variation, if

only certain difficulties, which themselves are of considerable scientific

interest, were overcome.

First of all, when primary cosmic rays, especially those with low

energies, enter the sphere of action of the geomagnetic field, their direc-

tions of motion are varied significantly. The interaction of the magneto-

sphere of the earth with corpuscular formations ejected by the sun deforms

the magnetosphere considerably and possibly causes it to oscillate. More-

over, the conditions for the generation and propagation of the various

secondary cosmic-ray components in the atmosphere vary during the

course of the day. Thus, there are also diurnal variations of atmospheric

origin.

The diurnal intensity variations can therefore be classified into three

types, according to origin. The first type of variations are caused by a

change in the integral generation time for secondary components in the

atmosphere (variations related'to temperature and barometric changes).

The second type are due to variations of the geomagnetic field (effect of

inclination of magnetic-dipole axis, and effect of alteration of the

magnetosphere configuration by the solar wind and by magnetic solar for-

mations). Finally, the third type are related to a change in the primary

flux beyond the limits of the magnetosphere. This report will give a brief

survey of recent studies of the diurnal variations made by Soviet and non-

Soviet authors. Detailed information on early investigations of this subject

will be found in the thorough reviews of Elliot /3/ and Norman /4, 5/.
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1. DIURNAL COSMIC-RAY VARIATIONS AND

METEOROLOGICAL EFFECTS

The effects which diurnal fluctuations of meteorological factors have on

the diurnal cosmic-ray variations have still not been definitely determin(_d.

It is comparatively easy to introduce barometric corrections by means of

a barometric coefficient and the variation of the ground-level pressure.

However, it is difficult to remove the influence of diurnal meson-intensity

variations resulting from atmospheric temperature changes. The problc_n=

is that the aerological-sounding data for a specific day are very meager.

Consequently, the expected diurnal variations due to these temperatur(.

changes cannot be estimated accurately enough. Actually, even at more

progressive weather stations, atmospheric sounding is carried out only

three or four times daily and up to heights of no more than 50 rob.

Different means have been employed to compensate for this insufficiency

of data. In /6, 7/ temperature variations above lkm were neglected, and

corrections were made using the temperature coefficient and the diurnal

variation of the ground-level temperature. In /8-14/ the temperature

corrections were calculated, according to the theoretical scheme in /4/, for

2 to 4 moments of sonde launching. Then, the first-harmonic parameters

of the predicted wave were found by harmonic analysis and the correction

was subtracted from the observed variation.

In /1, 2, 15, 16/ the data of detectors making it possible to eliminate the

contribution of atmospheric temperature changes were used. The studies

made in /15/ are noteworthy: in this work, the readings of counter

telescopes oriented to the north and south of the drift angles in the magnetic

field were used to calculate the primary anisotropy and the atmospheric

wave.

All these methods make it possible, to some extent, to allow for the

average contribution of the atmospheric temperature changes. However,

Expected diurnal variations of cosmic*ray meson intensity, due to atmospheric temperature changes

Author and
Method and theoretical scheme Period, years

reference

Kuz'min /8/

Kuz'mtn/lO/

Glokova

Kaminer /9/

Sktipin

Fedchenko /12/

Sarabhai /6/

Quenby and

Thambyahpillai
/_/

Day and night, double

sounding, Dorman's scheme

Quadruple sounding,
Dorman's scheme

Quadruple sounding.
Dorman's scheme

Multiple sounding,
Dorman's scheme

Triple sounding, Dorman's
scheme

Iviult iple sounding

Neglecting temperature

changes above 2 km

Comparison between chamber
and neutron-monitor data

Ampli- rm Station
rude, %

1949-1952 0.3 2.0 Yakutsk

1957-1958 0.21 2.0 Yakutsk

1954 0.18 2.0 Moscow

0.22 2.0

1958-1960 0.11 2.5 Yakutsk

1955 0.18 3.0 Cape Schmidt

1957-1958 0.15 4.0 Ahmedabad

1954-1956 0.11 5.8 Huaneayo
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they do not enable a study of the diurnal variations on individual days. At

present only pronounced large diurnal variations on individual days can be

studied reliably.

The table shows all the data known to us concerning the diurnal variation

to be expected as a result of the atmospheric temperature changes deter-

mined by the different methods. It is clear from the table that the

estimates of these expected variations dlffer considerably from author to

author, both in magnitude and in phase.

Non-Soviet scientists, mainly on the basis of the data of Harris /17/,

neglected the temperature variations above 2km and introduced corrections

only for the variation in ground-level ternperature, using Behr's relation

/6/. Soviet investigators, on the other hand, proceeded from experiments

/9, 13, 14/ demonstrating the comparatively large temperature changes in

the upper atmospheric layers. Quenby and Thambyahpillai /7/ assumed

that radiation errors for the sounding during daytime hours crept into the

data of Kaminer /9/. They justified this assumption by the fact that

differences (toward the high side) in the amplitude of the temperature varia-

tions at all sounding levels are observed in the daytime, in comparison with

the data of Harris. Recent calculations made by us /ll/, on the basis

of a more correct allowance for the radiation errors of the wave if/,, give

a lower value (0.11%) for Yakutsk, in comparison with previous estimates

/8-10, 14/.
However, it is impossible to reconcile a neglect of the temperature

variations above 2kin with this. Underground measurements of the meson

intensity /18/ indicate that at a level above 50 mb sizable temperature

oscillations (3 to 5 ° in magnitude) exist, which are out of phase with the

ground-level variations. When these variations are taken into account, the

correction is considerably less.

Experiments on the correlation of the semidiurnal variations (S) of the

meson- and neutron-component intensities with the ground-level baro-

metric pressure /19-21/ constitute another, independent, indication of the

considerable variability of the atmospheric temperature. In /19/ the

barometric coefficient was obtained from a comparison of the monthly

average semidiurnal variations of the meson intensity and pressure for 1949

to 1952. The coefficient obtained was three times the value _ =0.11%/rob

calculated from the daily average values. A repetition of these calculations

at Yakutsk for 1958 to 1960 resulted in a barometric coefficient for the

meson intensity which was twice as large, whereas for the neutron com-

ponent the coefficients were identical for calculations by the different

methods.

Sarabhai and Rao /6/, and Katzman /22/ have pointed out that for

comparatively hard mesons at the equator and underground there is a

positive correlation between the semidiurnal waves of the pressure and the

meson intensity. At Yakutsk semidiurnal variations of the meson intensity

at a depth of 20m. w.e. of the order of 0.05%, with T,_ =6hours, were

observed; for the pressure these parameters were O.18mb and T_,=8.5hours.

All these facts attest to the likelihood of large oscillations of semidiurnal

period in the upper atmosphere. The attempts of Nicholson and Sarabhai to

explain the positive correlation observed for S_ by this means were un-

successful. However, these calculations were made during early experi-

ments, and they should be reconsidered in the light of present-day

theoretical ideas concerning meson production in the atmosphere.
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Finally, a semidiurnallunarwave,withanamplitudeof about0.06%and
a timeof maximum3 hoursbeforeouterculminationof themoon,is
presentin themesonintensity. Thisalsoindicates,aswaspointedout in
/23/, the considerable influence of tidal temperature oscillations in the

atmosphere.

2. DIURNAL COSMIC-RAY VARIATIONS AND THE

GEOMAGNETIC FIELD

During the IGY and also after it, continuous recordings of the cosmic-ray

neutron intensity were made. These data enabled several investigators to

recognize some interesting properties of the diurnal variations, in relation

to the penetration of the primaries into the geomagnetic field.

The latitude and longitude dependences of the diurnal variations of the

nuclear cosmic-ray component have been discussed in /11, 24-30/. In

spite of difficulties related to the experimental errors /31/, some new

statistical regularities in the diurnal neutron variations were established.

1. The amplitude of the first harmonic increases slightly with latitude

from the equator to the middle latitudes and then decreases to almost zero

at the pole /11, 24, 31/.

2. The variation of the monthly average values of the first-harmonic

amplitudes for the diurnal neutron variations at different stations is global

in character /24, 28/. The corresponding changes in the time of maximum

may be statistical ]28/.

3. The time of maximum of the first harmonic increases from the

equator to the pole, from 9-12 hours to 17-20 hours local time /11, 24,

25, 27-30/.

4. The latitude dependences of the amplitude and time of maximum are

different for the Northern and Southern Hemispheres /26/.

5. Slight differences exist between the amplitudes and maximum times

of diurnal variations measured at mountain height and at sea level.

6. For high-latitude stations the first harmonic predominates over the

second, whereas for equatorial stations the opposite is true ]26].

7, The amplitude and phase of the diurnal neutron variation depend

considerably on the geographical longitude of the observation /26, 28/.

8. There is a latitude and longitude effect on the maximum time T._ of

the diurnal variation, the minimum being near the geomagnetic equator.

T_ for the diurnal variation of the neutron intensity at mountain level is less

than the corresponding sea-level value /26/. The minimum value of T_ is

in a region stretching from southern Africa through the Pacific Ocean to

South America.

9. The moment of minimum T_m_° on the latitude curve of the monthly

phases of the diurnal neutron variation increases with a decrease in solar

activity. The spread AT6o-0, of the variation on the latitude curve of the

maximum time increases with a rise in solar activity /26/.

10. The global dependence of T,, for the diurnal variation [26, 27]

indicates that the contours of different Tm shift toward the west in the

Northern Hemisphere when the solar activity increases, and toward the east

when it decreases. In the Southern Hemisphere no such shift is observed.

This led to the assumption /26/ that the lines of the geomagnetic field are
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deformed toward the west in outer space when the solar activity increases.

From this, the authors of /26/ concluded that the position of the cosmic

equator varies with time.

A theoretical explanation of the observed latitude-longitude dependence

of the diurnal neutron variation was given in /27, 32/. These authors

proceeded from the premise that the geomagnetic dipole is inclined to the

earth's rotation axis. They calculated the solar-daily variations of the

nuclear cosmic-ray component to be expected at various geomagnetic

latitudes and longitudes, for different assumptions concerning the spectrum

and the source-strength distribution of the diurnal variation.

A comparison of the experimental and theoretical results in /27-29/

shows some interesting things about the diurnal variations:

a) the energy spectrum of the diurnal neutron variation has the form

ae-°4 for energies of 7 BeV and above and is equal to zero for particles with

energies below 7 BeV /29/. This spectrum is considerably harder than that

obtained by Dorman and by Nagashima et al. A recent analysis of data on

the underground variations at Yakutsk /18/ indicated this same form for

the spectrum;

b) the predicted two control maps agree better with the predicted and

experimental distributions if the predicted contour map is turned westward

about the geographic pole, by 90 ° near the pole and by 45 ° near the equator.

This fact is explained /27/ by the deformation of the geomagnetic field by

some conducting medium which continually surrounds the earth in the

exosphere. As pointed out in /26/, on account of this the cosmic equator

may shift with time.

The early investigations of Elliot showed that near the earth, within the

region of influence of the magnetosphere, a local source of diurnal cosmic-

ray variations may sometimes appear. Sarabhai /33/ presented some

details about this source, gained from directional cosmic-ray measurements

at an equatorial station. The energy spectrum of the diurnal variations

8D(8)
from this source has the form D--_=a, where a= 0 for e_emax_40 to 60BeV.

The source is located in the direction of the sun and appears predominantly

on days of high magnetic activity.

In /35/ an attempt was made to explain the appearance of a local source

during a large magnetic storm as a result of the direct action on cosmic

rays of a geomagnetic field distorted asymmetrically by the corpuscular

flux. If such an effect exists, then it will obviously show up better during a

magnetic storm accompanied by an intensity increase. In this case the

magnetic field of the corpuscular fluxes causing the disturbed diurnal

variation has no influence.

The foregoing survey makes it clear that the geomagnetic field and its

variations contribute significantly to the production of diurnal cosmic-ray

variations. These factors must be taken into account and are of independent
interest.

However, with respect to obtaining a more reliable description of this

effect, the lack of data from continuous recordings at certain especially

important points in the world is keenly felt. There are almost no stations

in Africa and in the Pacific. Also, only a few stations exist in the

Southern Hemisphere, and they are located at random.

Moreover, data on the diurnal variations at nearby stations with the same

latitude sometimes differ greatly /27/. Therefore, when studying the
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latitude-longitude dependence of the diurnal variations, particularly for

comparatively short averaging periods (a day or a month), the construction

of contour maps is difficult.

3. DIURNAL COSMIC-RAY VARIATIONS AND

INTERPLANETARY SPACE

It is known that the main source of the diurnal variations is located

somewhere in the solar system outside of the geomagnetic field. It may

disappear during the period of minimum solar activity and thenmay reappear,

mainly to the left of the earth-sun line, in other periods. Its strength is a

maximum in the ecliptic plane and decreases as the cosine of the latitude.

Consequently, the properties of this source are related to the solar

activity. This is the reason for the interest in the diurnal variations as an

unusual probe of the situation in interplanetary space, which is known to be

regulated by solar processes.

The properties of this remote outer source are investigated by studying

the variability of the average diurnal variations (secular change, re-

currence period, and seasonal changes of the variations). This method

makes it possible to distinguish against the background of rapidly varying

sources the diurnal-variation source which is stable in space and time.

Another, independent, means of studying "remote" sources is using

crossed telescopes.

The studies of Glokova, Sarabhai, and Thambyahpillai and Elliot, dealing

with the change in the diurnal variations from year to year, were followed

(during the last 4 or 5 years) by several works which utilized the experi-

mental data collected up to 1959. The results of these investigations can be

summarized as follows.

I. The variation of the first-harmonic amplitude of the meson-intensity

variation correlates positively with the variations in solar and magnetic

activity, the correlation with the latter apparently being better ]36]. This

indicates that the relation to the solar activity is not direct and that, most

likely, the electromagnetic state of the interplanetary space has an

immediate influence on the diurnal variation.

2. The direction of anisotropy has a tendency to shift toward the morning

hours during periods of solar-activity minimum, the amount of shift varying

substantially from cycle to cycle.

3. The changes in the second harmonic of the diurnal meson-intensity

variation are more complex, and the general properties of these regularities

are still not known with any certainty.

4. The data of recent years (1955-1960) on the meson and neutron

components confirm Elliot's conclusion that the solar-daily variations

undergo 22-year periodic changes ]37, 38]. During this period, T_ for the

meson and neutron diurnal variations at Ottawa shifted toward later hours.

5. For the high-latitude station at Resolute Bay, a biennial recurrence

period of T_ for the first harmonic of the diurnal variations in meson and

neutron intensity was found for 1957 to 1960. This result correlates

closely with similar variations of the geomagnetic-activity index (Kp) /38/.

Since such changes are not observed at stations with geomagnetic latitudes

less than 60 °, it can be assumed that Tm at Resolute Bay is more sensitive

to the interplanetary disturbances measured by the planetary index K_.
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In order to check the foregoing experimental facts and conclusions, we

made a study of the secular changes in the diurnal variations recorded at

the Yakutsk and Tixie-Bay stations. Figure I shows the results of this

study. It is clear from the figure that up to 1961 Tm for the diurnal meson-

intensity variation at Yakutsk shifted toward a later time. The amplitude

of this diurnal variation also tended to increase with a rise in solar activity.

Therefore, our experiments verify the existence of a 22-year cycle of Tm

for the diurnal variation.
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FIGURE 2. Variation of time of maximum meson intensity at Resolute Bay, Tixle

Bay, and Churchill, plotted along with variations of magnetic disturbance (Kp

index) and solar activity (R).

The biennial wave in the diurnal variations at high-latitude stations, and

the absence of this wave at middle-latitude stations, were also verified.

Figure 2 shows curves, smoothed over a 12-month interval, for the monthly

values of T_ and the amplitude of the diurnal meson-intensity variation,

for the stations at Tixie Bay, Resolute Bay, and Churchill. The pronounced

biennial wave of the meson-intensity variations at Resolute Bay and Tixie

Bay shows up clearly in this figure.

In Figure 3 the correlation coefficients for the variations of T_, and the

magnetic-activity index K_ are plotted for the three stations. The coeffi-

cients were found using the autocorrelation method. The best correlations

(over 90%) were those for the data from Tixie Bay and Resolute Bay. For

Yakutsk the correlation was weaker. The largest positive coefficient for

the correlation of T,, with Ko for Tixie Bay is obtained if the K• curve is
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shifted 2 months later relative to the T_ curve, For Resolute Bay, on the

other hand, this coefficient is negative, and the Kp curve must be moved

back 3 months for optimum correlation. From Figure 2 it is clear that the

biennial waves of Ym for Tixie Bay and Resolute Bay are almost out of

phase. This behavior of the curves led us to assume that the biennial

recurrence of T_, for the diurnal variation is due to superposition of the

solar-daily variation and a wave with a 24-hour period which proceeds

according to universal time and modulates with a period of two years.

FIGURE 3. Correlation between K_,-index curve and curve of biennial variation in time of maxitrmm,

for Tixie Bay(a), Yakutsk (b), and Resolute Bay (c),

Parsons' relation /39/ shows that a global wave is observed, but actually

the existence of such a wave is still not definite. It can be assumed that

either all of the global wave, or at least a considerable part of it, is caused

by a spurious effect due to the influence of Forbush d,'creases on the monthly

average diurnal variation. This influence manifests itself even in cases

when data for a steep drop in intensity do not enter into the calculation.

Recurrences of the diurnal variation at periods of about a month and

halfa month were studied in /II, 40/. It was found fl_at, in addition to the

27-day recurrence of the diurnal variation, there is also a recurrence with

a period of 13-14 days, which has an inverse correlation with the solar

activity. Diurnal variations with their times of maximum in the morning

or night show more tendency to }_ave such a recurrence period.

There are indications /40, 41/ that the lunar-daily variation found in

/42, 43/ is a consequence of modulation of the 27-day recurrence of the

diurnal variation.

Several studies have been made /ll, 34, 44-53/ of changes in the diurnal

variations on specific days or groups of days having some special feature.

For instance, investigators have paid special attention to the diurnal varia-

tions on magnetically disturbed days, including days during the recovery

period following a [Por'hush decrease.

The results of these studies may be summarized as follows.

1. On disturbed days the time of maximum of the diurnal variation is

earlier /11, 44, 45, 48, 52/, which agrees wilh previous results /50/.

However, there are also some disturbed days with a iater T., /48/.

2. The amplitude on days of heightened magnetic activity is lower in

comparison with quiet days /11, 44. 47/. This effect shows up when large
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groupsof daysarestudied. Whenthediurnalvariationsonindividualdays
areconsidered,aswasdonein /11, 45, 47/, it turns out that the first-

harmonic amplitude of the variation is on the average 1.5 to 2 times that on

magnetically quiet days. The latter result verifies the earlier findings /50/.

3. Forbush decreases are always related to and flanked by a train of

diurnal variations, and, conversely, a train of diurnal variations often

includes a more or less definite Forbush decrease. Cattani et al. /46/have
pointed out that such a diurnal-variation train is different in nature from a

Forbush decrease. The effects which are found to accompany a Forbush

decrease, as well as a predeerease, preinerease, or rise in the diurnal

variations during the recovery period, are a result of the superposition of

two effects: a Forbush decrease and a train of diurnal variations.

4. In several studies /48, 49, 5i, 54/ an interesting phenomenon has

been observed, namely a gradual rotation of the diurnal cosmic-ray varia-

tions during some effective magnetic storms. Such a rotation was

observed at Yakutsk by all the instruments, both at ground level and under-

ground at depths up to 60m. w.e. /54/. The possible reasons for this

rotation oftheanisotropy are discussed in /52/. These may be: a gradual

change in the position of the anisotropy source; the superposition of an

isotropie intensity burst ontothe diurnatvariation; the appearance of a new,

additional modulating source. Here, however, only the general scheme of

the phenomena of anisotropy rotation observed at the time of magnetic

storms will be given. It is assumed that within a magnetic field closed at

the sun there exist isolated magnetic formations which, alternately inter-

seeting the earth, may cause all the various observed kinds of anisotropy
rotation.

5. In /34/ it was found that on individual days (not necessarily

magnetically disturbed days) ground-level telescopes pointed north and south

at Yakutsk registered diurnal variations which were identical in amplitude
and phase.

Phase changes relative to the average are detected only by northward-

pointing telescopes. This indicated to the authors of /34/ that the observed

change may be due to the presence of a high-latitude source of diurnal

variations, the properties of which are varying.

The sidereal-time diurnal variation requires separate consideration.

This topic has been discussed widely in recent years in relation to the

anomalous behavior of the diurnal variations in 1954.

Some new information regarding this effect is presented in ]55-57].

The authors of /56/ are of the opinion that two sources of diurnal cosmic-

ray variations exist, the basic properties of which vary with the solar

activity. A first, low-energy, source lies to the left of the earth-sun line,

and a second, high-energy, source has its main strength at large angles

to the ecliptic plane. The second source is related to the preference of

particles of galactic origin for arrival directions from the center of the

galaxy. At minimum solar activity, conditions are the most favorable for

tile passage of particles from the second source. The existence of the

latter must bring about a sidereal-time diurnal variation with varying
amplitude and phase.

In /57/ it is pointed out that the second source exists during periods of

both maximum and minimum solar activity. This conclusion follows from

an analysis of the data of directional meson-intensity measurements at

Yakutsk at underground depths of 20 and 60 m. w. e.
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CONCLUSION

Onthebasisof theexperimentaldataconsideredhereandin previous
surveys/3, 4, 5/, let us try to give a general description of the formation

of diurnal cosmic-ray variations.

Cosmic rays enter the solar system from the galaxy with an intensity

which is constant in time and with some degree of spatial anisotropy. TiJis

anisotropy manifests itself as a sidereal-time diurnal variation with an

amplitude of about 0.1% for particles of less than 200BeV; it has a maxi-

mum in the direction of the galactic center.

In interplanetary space cosmic rays interact with the magnetic fields of

celestial bodies and with solar corpuscular streams. Cosmic-ray modula-

tion effects, including the diurnal variations, are apparently connected

with these interactions.

The principal anisotropy source possessing very high stability in time is

located in the ecliptic plane to the left of the earth-sun line, and it

participates in the revolution of the earth about the sun. The properties of

this source vary with periods of 22 years and 27 days, and probably also

with periods of 2 years and 12 to 15 days. Until recently this source was

described satisfactoriiy by Dorman's proposal /3/ of a mechanism whereby

the electric fields of the solar corpuscular streams influence the diurnal

variations. However, recent evaluations of the diurnal-variation spectrum

/29, 34/ have led to certain difficulties in the explanation of the variations

by means of this mechanism.

When corpuscular streams envelop the earth, a whole series of sources

of cosmic-ray anisotropy originate, depending on the structure of the flux

and on the extent of its interaction with the geomagnetic field. These are

primarily the so-called disturbed diurnal variations, having a time of

maximum close to midday. At such times situations can also arise which

lead to a gradual rotation of the anisotropy (appearance of a rotating source).

As the plasma of a corpuscular stream flows around the geomagnetic

field, a nonsymmetrical cavity may also be formed, which can give rise to

a local source of diurnal variations.

Finally, atmospheric effects contribute considerably to the diurnal

variations of cosmic rays, and this contribution is at present difficult to

take into account.

Thus, many sources of diurnal variations exist, the superposition of

which produces a complicated picture. As a result, a successful study of

the nature of the diurnal variations is at present possible only through a

detailed analysis of the data for each day separately, and through a deter-

mination of the relation between these data and phenomena on the earth and

the sun. However, our present-day experimental techniques for continuous

cosmic-ray recording are inadequate for such an analysis. The incomplete

coverage of the world with cosmic-ray stations, especially in the Southern

Hemisphere and the equatorial latitudes, the insufficient counting rates of

the detectors, and the small number of instruments for directional

measurements of the cosmic-ray intensity, are the main deficiencies

preventing the attainment of the desired goal. If these deficiencies can be

eliminated to some extent, a regular probing of the electromagnetic

conditions in interplanetary space will become possible.

Institute of Space-Physics Research and Aeronomy,
Yakutsk Branch of Siberian Division of

USSR Academy of Sciences
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N.P. Chirkov, A.I. Kuz'min, G.F. Krymskii,
G.V. Shafer, and V.A. Filippov

THE UNUSUAL PHENOMENA RELATED TO THE
COSMIC-RAY VARIATIONS IN DECEMBER 1957

During the second half of December 1957, some interesting cos:-_ic-rav

phenomena were observed. These phenomena proceeded according to '.oeal

and universal time and possessed some anomalous features. Tlw neutt'cm-

intensity variations at several stations are shown in Figure 1 /1/. TiLes(,

variations were accompanied by three light geomagnetic storms associated
with solar flares.

The cause of these geophysical effects was active region No. 603 on the

sun (according to the numeration of /2/), whose maximum development

occurred at the time of its central-meridian transit. A first Class-2 flare

(coordinates 18N, 77N) occurred at 1238 U.T. on 14 December, and it

was accompanied by Type-IV, Class-3 radio emission with a duration of

17 minutes /3/. A second Class-2 flare was observed at 0735 U. T. on

17 December (at 22N, 44E), with Type-IV, Class-3 radio emission which

lasted for 31 minutes /3/. A third flare, Class 1+, appeared at 1712 U. T.

on 22 December (at 18N, 19 W), with Type-IV, Class-3 radio emission for

56 minutes /4/. All these flares occurred intheabove-mentioned active

region. During the period in question, the geoactivity was quite weak

(Kp_5-), whereas on 22-23 December the magnetic-activity index Kp was

1+ /5/. The indicated days were in general the quietest days in
December 1957.

THE COSMIC-RAY ANISOTROPY ON 18-20 DECEMBER

The general sequence of solar and geophysical phehomena is shown in

Figure 2. The cosmic-ray intensity was averaged for the stations at

Washington, G_Sttingen, and Yakutsk, which are separated from one another

by about 120 ° longitude and which have intersecting asymptotic cones.

Figure 2 shows that on 17, 19, and 24 December Forbush decreases

were observed, the largest decrease (6 or 7%) being the one onlgDecember.

In Figure 3 the decrease on 19 December is plotted as a function of the

geomagnetic threshold. The effect was estimated as the difference of

the intensities on 16 and 22 December. During this period the geomagnetic

6DI_)
field was disturbed slightly. For a spectrum of the form _ = ae -=, a is

about 0.75, which agrees closely with the value obtained previously in
/6, 7/. The onset of the Forbush effect on 19 December is shown as a
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FIGURE 2. Bihourly values of cosmic-ray neutron intensity on 16-27 December

1987, according to data of IGY stations.

function of timo in Figure 4. First of all, a decrease began in a direction

60 ° to the east of the earth-sun line, and after 6-9 hours it couldbe

observed 60 ° to the west of the line. Usually a Forbush decrease begins to

the west of the earth-sun line /8/.
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_ItA_RF22. Succession of solar and geophysical phenomena in December
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St, i, lhc total relative spot area in active region No.603 on the sun; R

t t!lc rclalivv spot number in this region; FareType-IV radio bursts;
rrianglc_ ]/m_ Otl_ets of magnetic storms.
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FIGURE3. Forbush decrease of 19 December 19,57 as a

function of geomagnetic threshold.

Curvc_ show expected decrease spectrum for different

,; black points show data of high-mountain stations.

Vi_ure 5 shows the average Forbush decreases for two groups of stations

located on the ave rage 180' apart and having approximately the same

lhresholds. It ts clear from tim figure that the minimum intensity, as well

as the onset of the drop, occurs later at the second group of stations than

at the first. Consequently, on 19 and 20 December there was a high

anisotropy of the cosmic-ray intensity.

In order to determine the properties of this anisotropy, we considered

the intensity deviations, from the mean for 18-20 December, for the

stations at Yakutsk, GtSttingen, and Washington. The results are given in

Figure _i, which shows the anisotropy in tl_e plane of the geographical

equator as a function of local time. Here, the change in anisotropy during
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FIGURE 4. Moments of onset of Forbush decrease

on 19 December 1957, as a function of recording

direction (degrees reckoned from earth-sun line).

Lines show trajectories of receiving direction of

instruments, according to time-direction diagram.
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FIGURE 5. Bihourly values of neutron intensity

on 19-20 December 1957, averaged for two

groups of stations.

1-Mawson, Ushuaia, Rio de Janeiro, Pic-du-

Midi; 2-Yakutsk, Wellington, Lae, Alma

Ata; S.C. denotes sudden commencement of

magnetic storm.
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FIGURE 6. Cosmic-ray anisotropy on 18-

20 December, in the plane of the geo-

graphic al equator.

FIGURE 7. Cosmic-ray anisotropy on 19 December 1957, in

a plane perpendicular to the ecliptic plane.

the course of a day was assumed to be insignificant. Thus, anisotropy of

the cosmic-ray intensity was "felt" by the indicated stations during

rotation of the earth.

It is evident from Figure 6 that on 18 and 19 December the cosmic-ray

intensity was considerably lower than the average value in a direction to

the left of the earth-sun line. Such a trend of the anisotropy is opposite to

the direction of the anisotropy giving rise to "quiescent" diurnal variations.

The anisotropy in the plane passing through the sun and the earth's

rotation axis (in December this plane is perpendicular to the ecliptic plane)

is shown in Figure 7. Data were used from pairs of stations having
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asymptotic directions along a single geographic meridian: Mawson and

Murchison Bay; and Resolute Bay and Churchill. The geomagnetic

2

-2

-4

i h

16 17 18 1.9 20 2l 22December 1957

FIGURE 8. Difference curve for neutron intensities at Mawson

and Murchtson Bay, in December 1957.
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FIGURE 9. Direction ofmaxmlum intensity.
as a function of time, for 22-_3 D_ccmt3cr

1957, Crosses denote dlrectiotas of

minimum intensity, shifted h_, 1_0".

thresholds of these stations are <I BeV/c, so that intensity differences will

be due to detector directivity alone. The figure shows that the cosmic-ray
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FIGURE 10. Anisotropy amplitude as a function
of ti.me, for 23 December 1957.
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intensitydecreaseswith thedistancefrom theeclipticplane,bothtoward
thenorthand,especially,towardthesouth. Thenorth-southanisotropy
remainedfor about24hours(19December).Thiscanbeseenfrom
Figure8, wherethedifferencebetweentheintensitiesrecordedat Mawson
andat MurchisonBayis plotted. Therectanglesandshort linesdenote
moments when the stations receive radiation in the plane of Figure _ (that

is, at local noon and midnight, respectively, taking into account the

geomagnetic drift).

ANISOTROPY OF THE COSMIC-RAY INTENSITY ON

22-23 DECEMBER AND ROTATION OF THE

A NISOTROPY SOURCE

As mentioned above, during the period in question there were only slight

terrestrial effects. On 22-23 December the geomagnetic field was almost

completely quiet, except at stations in Antarctica, where minor

disturbances were observed /6/. During this time, an anomalous aniso-

tropic increase took place, which reached 6% by the end of 23 December.
At first the increase proceeded according to local time, and then according

to universal time, when the intensity became isotropic. The anisotropy

source shifted in space from 20 °E to 120 °w, and it rotated in a sense

opposite to the diurnal rotation of tb- _arth. These results are shown in

Figure 9, which makes use of data from 37 stations. The angle was

reckoned from the earth--sun line, taking into account particle drift in the

geomagnetic field.

5.0
:: o

4.0 2""

J.O

2"00 50 10.0 p, BeVlc

FIGURE Ii. Effect of isotropic increase on 23-'24De-

cember 1957, as a function of geomagnetic threshold.

Crosses denote high-mountain stations.

According to the data of underground measurements, there was a rota-

tion of the anisotropy source in November 1960 as well /9/. This interesting

fact is worthy of special consideration, It should be noted here that such a

rotation of the anisotropy source does not agree with the theory of modula-

tion of the cosmic-ray intensity by the electric fie]d of a moving corpuscular

flux. The disagreement with theory is shown by the increase in anisotropy

amplitude with time in the given case (see Figure 10) and by the rotation of

the axis, which is impossible when an electric field is acting TiLe

amplitudes were evaluated from the intensity level on 21-22 December
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Figure 10 shows that early on 24 December an intensity anisotropy set in,

which produced a second maximum according to universal time (this was

also noted in /10/) and which almost reached the intensity level of 16

December. The isotropy of this maximum is also confirmed by the fact

104

I0

10

>

g

I0

i0 2

\-
10 10 _,BeV/c

10-z'

that it was observed at Thule and Resolute Bay,

whereas the first maximum according to local

time was small at these stations (see Figure 1),

Figure 11 shows the effect of the isotropic

increase as a function of geomagnetic threshold,

while Figure 12 gives the differential energy
spectrum of the flux responsible for this

intensity increase. In the energy range

_" 15 BeV the spectrum was determined from

the data of Figure 11, and for high energies the

data from underground measurements at

Yakutsk were used.

It is evident from Figure 12 that the spec-

trum over a wide range of energies is

described by a power law, with an exponent of

3.5. This energy spectrum is quite different

from the spectrum for particles of solar origin,
as was pointed out in /11/.

DISCUSSION OF THE RESULTS

The considered period of cosmic-ray phe-

I0 nomena represents a rare event from the point
I of view of solar phenomena. The moment of

maximum development and activity (see Figure

FIGURE 12. Differential energy 2) of spot group 603 coincided with its passage
spectrum of particle flux causing through the central meridian of the sun
intensity increase on 23-24 De-

cember 1957. (00 hours on 20 December). For half a month

this group was very active and it determined

the entire activity of the sun.

The first large solar flare, observed on 14 December in this active

region, occurred at the eastern limb of the disk and gave rise to a light

magnetic storm at the end of 16 December and a cosmic-ray intensity
decrease on 17 December.

A subsequent large flare on 17 December caused, after 50 hours, asmall

magnetic storm with sudden commencement and a rather large decrease

in the cosmic-ray intensity (about 6%). As indicated above, this decrease

was highly anisotropic in character. It began earlier to the east of the

earth-sun line, and then, 6-9 hours later, it began to the west. The

minimum of the Forbush decrease also occurred later in the west.

Since the magnetic storm commenced suddenly, it is probable that the

earth entered the forepart of a corpuscular flux with an average velocity of
0.8. 108era/see. However, the magnetic storm was brief and of low

amplitude, although the decrease in cosmic-ray intensity was considerable

and sharply anisotropic. All this implies that we entered a region with a
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large gradient of the cosmic-ray density but with a low density of matter.

The core of the corpuscular flux bypassed the earth (evidently to the left of

the earth-sun line, since the flare was on the eastern side of the solar

disk), causing a light magnetic storm. The earth entered a side of the flux

with a large gradient of the cosmic-ray density, and we observed an

anisotropy of the Forbush decrease in proportion to t,_e entry into the flux.

The anisotropy responsible for the usual diurnal variations is related to

the presence of the interplanetary magnetic field and _he gradient of ti_e

cosmic-ray density (Elliot). The fact that the onset of a Forbush effect is

not simultaneous is also related to the action of the interplanetary rr.agnetic

field on cosmic rays (Dorman). These two mechanis:r.s require that the

interplanetary magnetic field be oriented parallel to _he terrestrial field.

If in December 1957 the interplanetary field was acting on t_e cosmic

radiation, then the anomalous anisotropy with a minirnu:n intensity to t_Le

left of the earth-sun line, and also the onset of the Vorbush decrease fro;n

the east, indicate that the field intheflux was antipara!lel to t,,e terrestrial

field.

In this case it must be assumed that during the peziod in question the

magnetic field in the vicinity of the earth was not the general field of t_e

sun. Rather, it was a field carried out of the active region by the flu_

plasma (otherwise a high rate of magnetic reversal would be required',.

The almost constant decrease of the intensity level on 20-22 December

indicates that the magnetic screening of the earth fro_ cosmic rays

continued.

The complete quiescence of the magnetic field (Kp< I _ leads us to assume

that the screening field was not related to the moving plasma of the flux,

since inhomogeneities in the plasma density would have to disturb the

geomagnetic field. On the other hand, an immobile field must restrict any

motions of the plasma and shield the earth from both cosmic rays and

geomagnetic disturbances.

The next large flare was observed at 1712 U. T. on 22 December. It

gave rise to a light magnetic storm and a decrease in cosmic-ray intensity

early on 24 December, indicating that the earth entered a new corpuscular

stream. An anisotropic rise in intensity set in approximately 8 hours after

the flare and was observed for more than 24 hours, until it became iso-

tropic. The source of the anisotropy rotated in a sense opposite to that of

the diurnal rotation of the earth. This was apparently related to a ci_ange

in the direction of the magnetic field in the flux, during which the field

direction must have become almost reversed. This is understandable if we

assume that the earth traversed a region in which the force lines of the

magnetic field closed upon themselves.

An anisotropic increase began some hours after the flare on 22 December

and was observed until the arrival of a new flux early on 24 December. The

average velocity of this flux was of the order of 1.i • 108cm/sec.

The following is a tentative explanation of the anomalous cosmic-ray

phenomena on 23 December: after a corpuscular flux was emitted on

22 December, a previous flux in which the earth happened to be at this time

lost contact with the sun and most of its force lines closed upon themselves.

The new flux, being more energetic, squeezed and expelled the previous

flux (now a cloud), and a gradient of the cosmic-ray density was produced.

The rapid penetration of the earth into this cloud gave rise to an anisotropic
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increase in the cosmic-pay intensity, bringing it almost up to the level of

15-16 December (the normal galactic intensity level for this time).

Thus, in this case an interaction of corpuscular fluxes apparently took

place. In like manner, during the events of July ]959, a superposition of

Forbush effects was observed, due to the entry of one flux into another.

The present report gives an example of another interaction between

magnetized fluxes, acting as two independent systems.

Institute of Space-Physics Research and Aeronomy,

Yakutsk Branch of Siberian Division of

USSR Academy of Sciences
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N.P. Chirkov

IONIZATION-BURST VARIATIONS

Since December 1957 cosmic-ray recordings have been made at Tixie

Bay using the ASK-2-34 ionization chamber. Ionization bursts are recorded

simultaneously with the meson component, and altogether about 10,300

bursts (>1 scale division) were recorded during a 4-year period.
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FIGURE 1. Integral spectrum ot ionization bursts at Tixie

Bay for 1958-1961.

1-1958; 2-1959; 3-1960; 4-1961
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The lapses in burst recording amounted to from 2 to 8% during certain

months, and for the entire period considered they were about ]%. The large

amount of material available enables us to consider variations in the

number of bursts from year to year, during the course of a ),ear, and even

over shorter intervals, a type of study which, as far as we know, }]as

hitherto not been made.

Figure I shows the integral number spectrum for bursts from ]958 to

1961. This spectrum is described by a power law of the form N(7> b) = Am-:,

where y varies from 2.00 to 2.20 for bursts with numbers of particles in

the range 440 _m_3540, m being the magnitude of the burst in the chamber

(the number of relativistic particles). This result agrees with /], 2/.

It is clear from Figure l that some variations in the number of bursts

exist which go beyond the limits of statistical error. For example, in

1959 the number of bursts with 440 _m_ 3540 was 20 to 30% 1o,,ver than

in1960 (andalsolowerthanthenumberin1958and1961). Moreover, the

numberofburstsin1951 and 1955 (see Figure l in /I/) was also lower than in

other years. Therefore, it seems that the 4-year rhythmic variation in the

meson component, noted in /3/, also applies to the burst frequency.

1958 t959 t960 1961

FIGURE 2. Monthly var_.ations in burst number, according to groups in table.

To enable a more detailed consideration of the variations in burst

number, we have plotted them in Figure 2 according to months. The data

are divided into groups (see table) and normalized to the average month.

The figure shows that the number of bursts with m<_Tl0 is subject to

seasonal variations.
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The average seasonal variations in the burst number are shown in

Figure 3. The amplitude of these variations is of tile order of 35% for

bursts with m_ 710particles. As curve lp in the figure shows, during the

eourse of a year, the hard _-meson component vat/us only about 3% in

amplitude at T/xie Bay FEstimates shove that, by ehan_ing the slope of the
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curve for tile recordings of cosmic-ray intensity, it is possible to obtain a

seasonal amplitude of the burst number which is not more than 5-10%.

Consequently, variations (during the course of a

"? _ year) in the number of bursts with m_710, with

.......... _::: _ _, amplitudes of the order of 25%, apparently exist.

,e,,_ =: Moreover, as Figures I 2 and 4 show, thereta __ , , ,

"'*V '__\/ -'_ "-" are also secular variations in the number of bursts.

]_ -7_ ,_ Figure 4 was obtained by moving-average smoothing

_'_'L / ':_V '= _ of the data in Figure 2 for a 12-month interval, in

I =.'q ._._ = order to eliminate the seasonal burst variations.

I , \/ \/ The number of bursts with m_ 1110 decreased by

, =._ =_-r. ---- 40 to 50% from the end of 1958 till the end of 1959,

-,_ :,_ :4 g and it increased by about the same amount up toi /:: \/ *: V
' '?=. gE ., the middle of 1961. These long-term variations in

] -T/ ..... _ I_ the burst number almost copy, the variations in, V

-,,_ _- -- meson intensity(curve Ip in Figure 4), especially for-.4 r_ _ _.
.... ,, m - small bursts.
'\I p: \I

"="_ -=£ _' F= In an attempt to explain the results obtained, we

_= "-"2 ._ _ studied the variations in the number of bursts during

_,- :: the passage of cyclones Since cyclones are very

..... _/ _ .:, striking atmospheric phenomena, if any relation

exists between bursts and the atmosphere, it should.... Je_E =
..... _:- _ show up at the time of a cyclone.

:=_. =-- Figure 5 shows the pressure-corrected variation

.... _/_ "_.:\f ,; i<_ _lp in the muon intensity at Tixie Bay, during the

--!-._= ..... __e- passage of cyclones at this location. Also shown

JV " :2 are the theoretically calculated /4/ intensity varia-

:._ =-_ tions _W200 (the radiosondes did not ascend to over

...... ,, ._ 200rob). There is a good fit between the two curves.

This figure also shows the variations in the
¢4 4+

_, _-_, ,_--, number of bursts at this time."' _ /i:V "' Y_ These do not match

the variations in muon intensity, but they correlate

very well with the temperature variations at the
/:::.V V ?'

lO0-mb level /5/, observed during passage of the

_'!_ _-g ., -2 cyclones through Yakutsk. The cyclones in question

_'_? _,_-- .., passed through Yakutsk and Tixie Bay at different
,, _- -_, _ - times. Thus, the meteorological situation in the

/q.V :'
lower stratosphere when the cyclones hit Yakutsk

_ _ " _ and Tixie Bay must have been approximately
A.,Y ,%V :"

identical. Moreover, the variations in the number
v

of bursts at sea level must have been related to the

_ .-g temperature variations in the lower stratosphere.
._ Z_ n, If this is the case, then to explain the secular

"_ _ ,_ variations in the number of bursts analogous

"_. =d_,_ _ _ secular changes in the temperature of the upper

=- =_ g. _ 2 layers of the atmosphere must be assumed A
_ .__ _

preliminary analysis of the aerological material for

Yakutsk for1954-1961 confirms this. A quantitative

evaluation will be possible only after further study of these subjects

and the introduction of more comprehensive burst-observation data.
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In conclusion, ] wish to thank A.I Kuz'min and D. D. Krasil'nikov for

their discussions of this report and M. Samusikova and M. Timofeev for

t;Leir assistance in preparing it.

Institute of Space-Physics Research and Aeronomy,

Yakutsk Branch of Siberian Division of

USSRAcademy of ScLences
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N.P. Chirkov

RHYTHMIC TRENDS IN THE SECULAR VARIATIONS
OF COSMIC-RA Y INTENSITY

Data from continuous recordings made from 1938 to 1946 at the stations

of the Carnegie Institute were studied in /I/. The author of this work

concluded that cosmic-ray intensity variations exist which have periods

of 2 or 3 years. Geomagnetic phenomena are also subject to variations with

such a period /2/, and the nature of these variations is still obscure. An

irregular annual variation with an amplitude of about 0.5% was also found in

/I/, and it correlated well with the annual variation of the C index.

1954 1955 t95fJ ;QS" t958 1959

i

1,.% t

-l

-'
N,yo. : , .

-2-

FIGURE 1. Variations of the hard cosmic-ray component at Yakutsk (1),

and the neutron components at Washington (2) and Wellington (3). The

variations are corrected for the secular change.

For several years, continuous recording of the hard cosmic-ray

component has been carried out at Yakutsk. Some results of an analysis of
th_,se data were presented in /3/. In particular, the effects of the

atmosphere were taken into account systematically in this study, which
made it possible to distinguish the variations concurrent with variations in

th( , neutron component (these being variations of world-wide character)

When these data are corrected for the secular variations (by subtracting

tht, data averaged for 24 successive months, using the method of moving

averages), the curve in Figure I is obtained. This curve shows quite

clearly the annual irregular variations in the meson intensity. The

actuality of these variations is confirmed by the fact that they also show up

in the neutron component, in both the Northern and Sol2thern Hcmispheres,

with amplitudes up to 2% (Figure l, curves 2 and 3). In order to verify
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this result, and to check for a possible change in the character of the

annual variations, we made a study of the data from stations of the Carnegie

Institute (Cheltenham, Huancayo, Christchurch), compiled over a

20-year period /4/. The results are shown in Figure 2. The data were

corrected for the secular variations, using the method described above. The

figure also gives the variations in the relative sunspot number R /4/, the

geomagnetic-activity index Cp /5/, and the number of heavy and moderate

Cp N

06 j

0.8 Z

R

20

60

tOO

140.

,8oi

FIGURE 3. Secular variations of total number of mag-
netic storms N; geomagnetic-activity index Cp;

cosmic-ray intensity at Cheltenham (1). Huancayo (2),
and Christchurch (3); and relative sunspot number R.

magnetic storms N /2, 6/. The data

for the number of storms N and the

magnetic activity Cp were first

smoothed (by moving averages) over
a six-month interval.

As Figure 3 shows, moving-

average smoothing of the data over

a 24-month period (R was smoothed

over only 12 months) eliminates

quite successfully variations with

periods less than 11 years. The data

on the cosmic-ray intensity used

here was corrected for seasonal

atmospheric changes. From Figure

2 it is evident that there are annual

variations in the cosmic-ray intensity,

with a minimum at the beginning of

the year and a maximum half way

through the year. The variation

amplitude is < 1%. These variations

can be followed over the 20 years of operation of the stations. However,

during certain years (for example, 1939, 1943, 1947, and 1951), this

regularity is disturbed and a deep intensity minimum is observed for some

months. It seemed to us that this trend is also regular, and so we

averaged all the data for observations within a four-year period. The

average curves obtained are shown in Figure 4, along with the average

variations of the number of storms N, the geomagnetic activity Cp, and the

relative sunspot number R (as in Figures 2 and 3, the curves for Cp, N, and R
are reversed to make the analysis more convenient). A close inverse

correlation is observed between the changes in the intensity I and the

variations in Cp and N. A four-yearly rhythmic trend in the variations of

cosmic-ray intensity is observed, which is made up of two annual fluctuations

(amplitudes of 0.3 to 0.5%) and one fluctuation with a period of 1.5 to 2 years

(amplitude about 0.5%). This same trend is observed in the geomagnetic

activity and in the variations of the number of magnetic storms.

The fact that annual variations in the relative sunspot number R are

obtained is very interesting. For the first two years of the rhythmic trend

the correlation of R with Cp and N is direct and the correlation of R

with I is inverse. Then, during the next two years the opposite is true.

This explains the conclusion in ]1] that there is no correlation between the

annual variations of R and 1, while between I and Cp there is a marked

inverse correlation. The author of ]l/ smoothed the values of R by the

method of moving averages over a 12-month period, so that all the annual
variations were eliminated.
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Consequently,it seemsto usthatthesolaractivityvarieswitha period
of aboutfouryears, if it is representedin termsof thenumberof magnetic

stormsregisteredat theearth. The

Years
FIGURE4.Averagevariationsof: relative
sunspotnumberR ; geomagnetic-activity

index Cp; number oftvagneticstorms N;
and cosmic-ray intensity at Cheltenham

(1), Huancayo (2), and Christchurch (3).

Sotid curves indicate data for R and 1

smoothed according to formula (a + 2b +

+ lc+ _+ e)/lO.

orientation of the earth in space and its

magnetism /71 may have some influence

on the variations of Cp and in part on

the number of magnetic storms. If this

is the case, then it is apparently

possible to describe the obtained cosmic-

ray variations only by assuming for

them an extraterrestrial origin of a

modulation nature. However, if it is

assumed that the observed variations of

I are of atmospheric origin, and that

(as stated in /8/) the annual temperature

fluctuations in the u_oper layers of

the atmosphere are of the order of

30-50oC, while the temperature-

coefficient density is about 0.01% per

degree centigrade /9/, then annual

intensity fluctuations of around 0.3 to

0.5% can be expected, that is,

fluctuations with the amplitude and phase

found in this study.

On the other hand, to ensure annual

variations in the neutron component,

we must assume annual temperature

fluctuations in the stratosphere of the

order of several hundred degrees,

which is quite improbable. It is possible,

however, that our allowance for the

contribution of the atmosphere to the

neutron-component variations was not

completely correct, and that the

picture of the interaction and the travel

of particles to the detector must be

revised. The thing is, though, that the

intensity decreases at the end of 1954,

1955, 1956, and 1957 are definitely

stormlike in character. During this

period very pronounced Forbush

decreases in I, which were world-wide

in character, were observed, and there

was an overall drop in the galactic

intensity of cosmic rays.

The 4-year rhythmic trend found

above for the cosmic-ray intensity

variations is confirmed by the data for

1958 to 1961. The large intensity

decrease expected for 1959 was actually

observed. These sizable drops in the

galactic cosmic-ray intensity are
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proportional to the level of solar activity. For example, in 1955 the

decrease in I was small, whereas in 1947 it was large (>3%). The next

considerable drop in I should occur in 1963, and for the meson intensity it

should amount to about 1.0 to 1.5%.< _

In conclusion I wish to thank A.I. Kuz'min, G.F. Krymskii, and V. D.

Sokolov for their discussions of this report and M.I. Timofeev for his

assistance in preparing it.

Institute of Space-Physics Research and Aeronomy,

Yakutsk Branch of Siberian I)ivtsiol_ of

USSR Academy of Sciences
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CORRELATION OF THE FREQUENCY OF LARGE

IONIZATION BURSTS WITH THE 11-YEAR

SOLAR-AC TIVITY C YCLE

Large ionization bursts are observed in the chambers during continuous

recordings of the intensity variations of the hard cosmic-ray component.

An analysis of the burst frequency reveals unexpectedly large frequency

variations (of the order of 20-30% at sea level and up to _ 100% at mountain

heights) which correlate with the ll-year cycle of solar activity. It is

difficult to explain these variations in terms of systematic measurement

errors, and, whatever their interpretation, they are of great interest. This

report will present the observed facts and will discuss them briefly.

1. The ionization bursts were observed in an ASK-I-26 chamber /i/

and a C-type chamber /2/. The former was mounted near sea level (at

Yakutsk, 100m above sea level), and the latter was at mountain height (at

Huancayo, 3350m above sea level).

The data selected for consideration were from burst observations for

1937-1946 using the C chamber /3-5/ and for 1954-1960 using the ASK-

1-26 chamber These data were chosen from several similar sets of

observations for the following reason: they were obtained under constant

chamber-operation conditions over long periods, representing on the whole

two cycles of solar activity. The average yearly values of the Wolf

number /6/ were taken as the solar-activity characteristics.

Data on long-period variations of the hard-component intensity (accord-

ing to the total ionization, with the exception of bursts) were taken from

/7-9/.
The bursts considered here were produced either by p mesons or by

nuclear-active particles with energies from I0 II to 1012eV /i0/. The burst

energy released immediately within the chambers in the form of ionization

was from 109 to 3. I01°eV.

Figure 1 shows a comparison of the average yearly Wolf numbers W for

1936-1960 with the hard-component variations 61_/I_ for 1937-1960 and with

the frequency of bursts with different magnitudes m for 1941-1946

(Huancayo) and 1954-1960 (Yakutsk). The burst magnitude m is given in

scale divisions of the chamber electrometer. One scale division corres-

ponds to 650 cascade particles in lead for the C chamber and 2850 such

particles for the ASK-I-26 chamber, or to a simultaneous passage through

the chamber of 270 and 1200 relativistic particles, respectively /I0/.

The observed frequencies of the bursts of all magnitudes considered are

evidently subject to very abrupt systematic fluctuations, which have a

negative correlation with the ll-year solar cycle. At Huancayo the

variation data showed a tendency to lead. The amplitude of the frequency

1814
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variations for bursts of different magnitudes fluctuates within limits from

15 to _50%, at both Huancayo and Yakutsk. It should be noted that this

result pertains to data of burst observations at Huancayo which do not

include the solar-activity maximum.
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FIGURE 1. 1t-year variations of Wolf number IV, bard-

component intensity 6Ip./l_, , and frequency of large

bursts ( m is burst magnttude in electrometer scale
divisions).

a-Huancayo (Carnegie model-C chamber); b-Yakutsk
(ASK- 1-26 chamber).

The average burst spectra for measurements during years of maximum,

intermediate, and minimum solar activity at Huancayo have even sharper

variations. These spectra ar_ plotted in Figure 2, according to the data

of /3-5/. A comparison of the spectra shows that at Huancayo the burst

frequency during years of minimum so]at activity is twice as great as

during years of maximum activity, while for Cheltenham (not shown in the

figure) it is _30% greater. The spectra for periods of intermediate

activity lie somewhere between those for years of maximum and minimum.
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Letusnowconsiderbriefly whetherthe indicatedvariationsinburst
frequencycanbeexplainedin termsof statisticalerrors.

2. Theexistenceof variationsin cosmic-rayintensityrelatedto the
ll-year solarcyclemanifestsitself in theform of correspondingvariations

70-_

_ Huano/ayo, h=680m

"7

Y

Y

lO 3 2.10 J i04 2.104

ncase,(Pb)

FIGURE 2 Integral burst spectra at Huancayo,
for measurements at different periods of solar

activity,

1-data of /4/; 2-data of ,IS/; 3-data of/3/;

, = lO'eV,,
is almost constant, of the order of 0.07; E° is

energy of cascade shower.

in the slope AI of the photorecording

curves (deviations of the total cosmic-

ray ionization from the average value).

The author examined the technique

for reading the photorecordings of bursts

in such chambers. This examination

showed that the errors in evaluating the

burst magnitude are usually about 0.I

electrometer scale divisions. The

maximum absolute value of the errors

does not exceed 0.4 scale divisions.

Moreover, and this is especially im-

portant, it was found that the indicated

errors correlate with the slope Al of

the photorecording curve for the total

ionization in the chambers. Let us

express in electrometer scale divisions

both the burst magnitude m and the

deviation Al of the total cosmic-ray

ionization from the mean compensated

value. Then, the spurious variations

in burst frequency for these chambers

can be represented approximately by

the formula:

Ab(_,n)_. l O0 _,0.4 . AI% .b (_ m}

Thus, spurious l 1-year variations in

burst frequency are possible. Let us

now estimate the magnitude of such

variations.

The fluctuations hl caused by

variations in the hard component during

the solar-activity cycle have about the

same amplitude (--3%) for both sea level and mountain altitudes (see

Figure 1). This corresponds to differences A! of 14 (Huancayo) and 18

(Yakutsk) electrometer scale divisions. Consequently, an ll-year variation

in hard-component intensity of 1 00,5I_/I_ _ 3% may be accompanied by

spurious burst-frequency variations of only around 6 or 7% at Huancayo and

Yakutsk. Taking into account the additional effect of the systematic drift of

A! at Huancayo /9/ does not change the situation essentially, either: the

probable range of spurious variations in burst frequency at Huancayo just

increases to 14% instead of 6%.

The obtained discrepancies between the observed and spurious (predicted)

ll-year variations in burst frequency cannot be eliminated by assuming any

reasonable stronger dependence on AI of the errors in the burst evaluation.

For instance, to eliminate the differences of the spectra for Huancayo

(Figure 2), simultaneously over the whole spectrum errors correlating
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with AI would have to be made in evaluating the burst magnitudes. More-

over, these errors would have to be many (--i0) times greater than the

maximum absolute errors observed in other analogous cases (see above).

The relative errors in the burst magnitude would have to be constant

over the entire spectrum and equal to 0.4 times their true value, which is

impossible in a range of burst magnitudes measured in tens of electro-

meter scale divisions.

The suspicion that errors were made in matching the spectra of the

different authors (Figure 2) is removed by the fact that analogous spectra of

these same authors for Cheltenham (near sea level) agree to within limits

of -- 30%.

Taking into account possible variations in the average yearly values of

the atmospheric pressure at the observation point, even assuming that all

bursts are produced by nuclear-active particles (absorption length

_ 120 to 130g/cm3), does not eliminate to any extent the observed dif-

ferences between the spectra in Figure 2, either: to do this, variations in

burst frequency of the order of <_: 10% would have to take place.

Consequently, a considerable part of the observed burst-frequency

variations (especially at Huancayo) which correlate with the 11-year solar

cycle are probably real. At present, however, it is not clear how they can

be made to agree with the other experimental results and with existing

ideas concerning cosmic-rayvariattons. In particular, the burst-frequency

variations are, unexpectedly, sharper than the corresponding variations in

the p-meson energy range (109-101°eV) /8, 9, 12/.

3. The result obtained here is somewhat strange and requires further

verification. In addition, it would be generally advisable to give special

attention to the energy range from 10nto 1013eV, which has remained almost

unstudied from the point of view of time variations. These energies are

interesting in that particles in this range are affected by the conditions of

cosmic-ray diffusion in the part of the galaxy immediately adjacent to the

solar system. For this type of research, the continuous observation of the

frequency of large ionization bursts is in some respects (better energy

discrimination, the absence of a background, relatively low cost) more

convenient and more preferable than p-meson detection deep underground.

The variations in the frequency of large ionization bursts may indicate:

(1) the characteristics of the modulation mechanism of the ll-year varia-

tions for energies above _10 tt eV; or (2) the participation in cosmic-ray

phenomena, for energies _10 t° eV, of as yet unknown particles and inter-

action processes, related to the dissipation of about 109 to 10 m eV of energy

by means of ionization over a path of about a radiation length.

The strong dependence of the burst frequency on the period of observa-

tion also implies that, with respect to measurement techniques, the

compared burst spectra and their altitude dependences can be obtained with

satisfactory accuracy only via measurements using the chambers

considered for just the same observation period.

To S. I. Nikol'skii and B. B. Dotsenko I offer deep thanks for their dis-

cussions of the results.

[nstitute of Space-Physics Research and Acronomy,
Yakutsk Branch of Siberian Division of

USSR Academy of ScLence_
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E.F. Vershinin and E.A. Ponomarev

OBSERVATIONS OF THE ULTRALOW-FREQUENCY

(ULP) RADIATION OF POLAR AURORAE

Close correlation with disturbances of the geomagnetic field is a

characteristic feature of the ULF radiation of polar aurorae. Bursts of

ULF radiation of this type at frequencies above 4 kc are closely synchronized

with variations in the optical radiation of polar aurorae, observed either

visually or with an electrophotometer /1, 2/.

Regular observations of the ULF radiation were made during the IGY,

according to a special program employing equipment designed to receive

whistler atmospherics. Several possible mechanisms of ULF-radiation

generation were suggested by different investigators to explain the observa-

tion results.

Ellis /3/ assumed that the auroral radiation at 4-5kc is caused by the

Cerenkov effect. Gallet and Helliwell /4/ suggested a mechanism based on

an analogy with a traveling-wave tube. The authors of /5/ considered the

radiation at about 800 cps to be radiation with the frequency of proton

gyroresonance at the corresponding level of the ionosphere. However, the

ULF radiation in this part of the range does not correlate with the polar

aurorae.

It is noteworthy that the mechanisms suggested make it possible to ex-

plain only some of the frequency regularities in the ULF-radiation spectra.

The ULF radiation was picked up and recorded at Tixie Bay using a setup

designed by us. The signal was received by an antenna which formed a

horizontal ring 40 meters (I04 turns) in diameter, made of lead-coated

cable. The signal was sent from the antenna through filters which cut out

the interference beyond the operating range of the equipment (820-

14, 000 cps). The signal was next fed through a wide-band amplifier with a

gain of -,_105. Then, after an attenuator and another filter, the ULF signal

was fed to narrow-band active RC filters. From the filter output through

a step selector, the signal was fed to an oscillograph, whose screen was

photographed together with a time marker. Then the signal was fed to a

balance circuit with a steady line-noise component, at the output of which

an N-370M recorder was connected. The circuit of the automatic

equipment made it possible to observe on the oscillograph, to photograph,

and to record on the N-370M recorder, a signal from any of nine channels,

and also to obtain the amplitude-frequency characteristics. The setup also

made it possible to hear the ULF radiation over a loudspeaker. Observa-

tions of the radio emission (mainly at c=llkc) were made from l March

to the middle of May 1962, and recordings on the automatic recorder were

made from 17 March until May 1962.
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To record rapid variations in the visible luminosity of polar aurorae,

for wavelengths from 3000 to 6000_, we used a setup incorporating an

electrophotometer circuit. A photometer with an FEU-19M photomultiplier,

having a viewing angle of about ]20 ° in the vertical plane and 90 ° in the

horizontal plane, was mounted in the plane of the meridian at an angle of

70 ° to the northern horizon. The response of the FEU unit is about

100a/lumen. The signal from the FEU unit was fed through a dividing con-

denser to a 28 IM wide-band amplifier and recorded by an EPP-0b electronic

recording potentiometer. Observations were made using this equipment

from 23 March to 2 April.

RESULTS OF THF OBSERVATIONS

Some typical recordings of ULF signals, at a frequency of II kc, are

shown in Figure I. The calibration was made using an audio oscillator.

The period of observation from 17 March to 2 April was selected for data

processing. For this study, the maximum signal level was recorded at

15-minute intervals. Data from visual observations and from electro-

photometer observations of the whole sky were used, as well as data from

vertical radiosonde observations of the ionosphere and data on the variation

of the horizontal geomagnetic-field component. For comparison purposes,

the data for each night and day were plotted on a single graph. The results

for 2 different observation days are shown in Figure 2. Photos of typical

ULF signals observed on an oscillograph for II and 14kc, respectively,

are shown in Figures 3a and 3b.

A ULF signal was recorded during 147 out of 231 hours of observations

at II kc. The relation of the ULF radiation to the polar aurorae, and to the

state of the magnetic field and the ionosphere, will be evident from the

following comparisons. During the entire observation period, aurorae were

recorded visually during 71 hours, and a ULF signal was recorded during

65 of these, giving 91.6% concurrence. In 8.4% of the cases no signal was

recorded at the time of the aurorae, and all these cases occurred at

moments of total ionospheric absorption. A disturbance of the horizontal

component of the geomagnetic field was observed for 79 hours, and ULF

radiation for 73 of these (92.4% concurrence). According to the data of an

ionospheric station, an E_ layer was noted for 52 hours, and during all

52 hours a ULF signal was recorded.

The figures cited indicate a close correlation between visually observed

polar aurorae, disturbances of the geomagnetic field, the appearance of an

E_ layer, and ULF radiation. When recordings of the radio emission are

compared with electrophotometer recordings for the whole sky, it turns

out that in an overwhelming majority of cases the signal maximum coincides

with the maximum luminous flux from the polar aurorae. In the event of

total ionospheric absorption of the radiosonde observations, a ULF signal

was recorded only during large disturbances of the magnetic field, the

signal amplitude in this case being low.

Of five 24-hour observations, four had a daytime signal and only one

did not. At this time there was total ionospheric absorption. There is

reason to believe that a signal recorded in the daytime is related to polar
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aurorae on the night side of tl,e earth. This is verified by the fact that in

the daytime we picked up, on a loudspeaker connected to the antenna

through an amplifier wit|, k _ lO00, a Canadian radio station broadcasting

inthe telegraphie range.

FIGURE 1. Recordings of ULF signals at 11kc. Signal amplitude at antenna output is mdicaled

in microvolts.

During the observations, short-term signal recordings were made

periodically on all the channels. It was noted that during uniform and



pulsati_F aurorae tlwre was UI,F radiation at all frequencies, and that for

._p+,cifie fom:_s ,>f tluPorae, as WaS pointed out in /6/, there is no radiation

maxin_,um at any fr_'quency. Some shift in frequency with time was observed.
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FIGURE :_

in which the signal remained at maximum amplitude for- some minutes. The

maximum signal amplitude recorded at the antenna output in the 1 1-kc range
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was 15001Jv. This corresponds to a field strength at the earth's surface of

:_ 600/2v/m, according to the formula

_" 2nt'X .1• cos O,
i.

which takes into account r'_ugh]y the inf]uence of the earth on the direetivity
diagram of th{, antem_a.

FIGURE 4

Due to the small amount of observational material available from

recordings of rapid variations of the optical auroral radiation, no quanti-

lative conclusions can be drawn. It is only possible to remark that the

envelope of the modulated optical radiation at 400 cps is the same as the

envelope of lhe IrIA: radiation (see, for example, Figure 2b). Rapid varia-

tions in the optical radiation were observed in a range from 200 to 1700 eps.

Tim maximum was somewhere between 400 and 600 cps. No regularities

in the shift of the maximum were observed. A typical recording at 400 cps

is shown in Vigure 4. The bursts of modulated optical radiation at the

indicated frequencies are synchronized with the bursts of ULF radiation,

although they often lead the latter by 1 or 2 minutes.

TIlE IN'I'FtlACTION ()V IT[,V WAVES WITtt TIlE

IONOSPItE[_E

:\n important particular case of the propagation of plane monochromatic

[;I,V waves in the ionosphere is the propagation of longitudinal waves

(k!rtt'i, where _° is lh_, intensily vector of lhe geomagnetic field. The



longitudinal electrical conductivity in a plasma for the:' frequencies in ques-

tion is very high compared to tl,e transverse conductivity. Ther{'fore, let

us now consider the case of longitudinal propagalion.

The damping of a wave is determined by th{, im:{ginary part of l}-]e wave

vector k and by the absorption coefficient ×:

where _o is the frequency of a monochromatic wa\,_; n is th,, inde× of

refraction; and _,_ and e_v are components of the p(,rmittivi_y tensor.

At ultralow frequencies _0_>¢0_(+2_, wl,ere u)_ and f.),, are the gyro-

frequencies of electrons and ions respectively. Thus.

tD0 ,2

where Vef f- vei q-Vern is the frequency of collision of electrons with molo-

cules and ions. From (I) and (2) it follows that the index of refraction and

the absorption coefficient are:

n_+ = V"-'

+,_, (4)

while the group velocity for moderate absorption is

Zc V _

Vgr _ I ! %.,,

TABLE 1

z, km N e Nm _;elNm "elf vg r, cm/sec

60

70

80

90

10o

t10

120

130

150

20O

3O0

4OO

5OO

6OO

7OO

8OO

9OO

t000

8

10"-

2.1(_

3. IC'4

Icps

1.6.t0s

1.2.10 n

t. 3. [0 _

1.5. tO:'

5.0.10 s

1.8.1(Y s

1.5. tO _

t 1.t0 e

7.5.t0 _

5.0.105

3.7.t0 n

2.5.t05

1.3.108

8. |ll t_

2.5.10 's

5.10'+

2.10 t_

3.7.10 _'L

9.10 ts

3. t01_

8.1{} '2

6.11}u

5.0.10 u

3. I0 t°

5.1 o D

5.10 +

2.10 _

6.10 e

2- tO_

t0 _

4.10 s

l(}-t_

4. li} _a

4.10-_

1.5.10 -t°

2.7.t0-"

1.67. t0 -_

4.10 -s

I .62.1/) -_

2.5.10 r

t0-_

6-lO -+

3.10 -_

2.2.t0 _

3.75.t0-_

8.33.10 -_

0.185

O. 250

0.325

4.7.107

1.4- 107

t .7.10 _

7.6.10 _

1.7.10"

5.1.10 s

1.8.10_

4.8.10 _

3.4.10 _

1.6.10 _

2.7.10 _

1.4.10_

7.5.10_

4.2.10 _

2.2.11>-'

140

83

41

0.713

fL 576

0. 325

0,263

0,200

0.282

0.263

0.145

0.0755

0,0843

O. 098

0.t18

0. t 45

0.168

O, 204

0. 282

When the field strength at the earth's surface is known from experiment,

it is easy to find its value at any level of a specific model of the ionosphere.
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We chose a model which represented satisfactorily the properties of the

polar ionosphere (Table ]) /7/,

TA BLE 2

I

z, km E, ttv/cm I El£p

60 8 --
70 10.8 --
8O 19.8 --
90 2'2.2

loft 40.5 10-_
1t0 44.7 4.44.10-:
120 7;3.2 O. t12
t30 ill o. 18!1
150 165 O. 24,_J
200 200 o. 241
300 444 O.447
400 60_) O. 602
500 665 O. 663
600 732 o. 730
700 750 O. 753
8O0 -- o. 753

Table 2 lists the field strengths in _v/crn at different heigi,ts for E(0) =

= 3_v/cm. The values of E(z) were determined from the formula

E (z) (__ i ,_ )E(U-) :-lxp,,--o "

The damping during the passage through the absorbing thickness of the

ionosphere, from the given level down to the surface of the earth, is silown

in Figure 5 in decibels.

Due to the large mean free paths in the ionospher_e, even relatively weak

electric fields can impart to electrons energies comparahle to the thermal

energy. Tile criterion for smallness of the field strength of a wave (the

relations given above being correct only in this specific case) is the ratio

between the field E and the so-called plasma field E l) /8/, which in our case

is

Ep=V3kT_b((o__FVeff)_ 4.2,<lO-,oV'6T((o_.+v2eff)v/em" (6)

If Y_l' then the field is weak. The collision frequency here does
/

not depend on the strength of the electric field of the wave. Two wave

systems will in this case pass through the same region without interacting.

E (z)

For _p(z)_ I, noticeable nonlinear effects begin, primarilycrossn,odula-

2,:-',tion. For _20 or 30, ionization of the ionosphere under the action of

the field of the wave may begin /8/ Table 2 lists some values of E(z__ for
• Ep (z)

a frequency of 11 kc, on the above-specified ionospheric model and for

longitudinal propagation. The table shows that, although strong nonlinear

effects do not occur even in the upper atmosphere, some crossmodulation

of radio signals passing through the region of ULF propagation is possible,

as well as some heating of the ionosphere by the energy released during

damping of the low-frequency oscillations.
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Let us consider this in more detail. The power given up by the wave

per cm 3 is --%u--E_. We assume that the energy of the wave is transferred4_

exclusively to an electron gas. This energy will be consumed in heating

the "heavy" gas (ions, atoms, and molecules) and in compensating addi-

tional losses (via inelastic collisions of electrons with ions and atoms of the

"heavy" gas); and, finally, a certain part of the energy will be emitted by

electrons during free transitions. The third type of loss can safely be

neglected in comparison to the first two, but an evaluation of the relative

importance of elastic, and inelastic, collisions is considerably more difficult.

Let us make the following limiting assumptions: 1) the electron gas

imparts all the energy to the heavy gas via elastic collisions only; 2) the

heavy gas has no energy sinks of its own; 3) the capacity of the energy

reservoir of the "heavy" gas is quite large, so that the ionic-atomic or

k_netic temperature may be considered constant.

Z.km!

$00

,_00

200

FIGURE 5.

IOOO

800

6O0

400

Z, km

)
200 600 tO00 t400

FIGURE 6.

With these assumptions it is not difficult to find the increment in electron

temperature due to absorption of the energy of an electromagnetic wave.

According to /9/, the amount of energy transferred from the electron gas

4m
to the "heavy" gas for a temperature difference (Y_--T) =: AT is _kN,vdfhT.

The stationarity condition, which we assume to be satisfied (if only as a

consequence of assumptions I-3), gives

AT = _m- k'Vef'_ t .
who re

T,q to. (7)

The results of computations made according to this formula are given

in Table 3, and the temperature distribution with height is plotted in Figure

6. It should be noted that the realization of this situation will be hindered

by several factors, the chief one being the limited capacity of the "energy

reservoir" of the heavy gas. In the lower ionosphere, where the degree of

ionization is low and there are a large number of heavy particles for each

electron, this condition is satisfied. However, in the upper atmosphere it
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will be violated quite rapidly, since there the characteristic time is

M N m -_ N i
Tchar _ 47nVef f • Nt see. (8)

Some values of *char are given in Table 3. If the time necessary for ULF

radiation to travel through the ionosphere is greater than "[char, an

appreciable rise in the kinetic temperature of the heavy gas will occur.

TABLE 3

z, km r. *K AT. *K _char' sec

60 260

70 219

80 205
9o 211)

1(_ 23O
J 10 260

120 3()0
t 3() 35_1

15+1 450

200 700
300 900

51_) IfK_

700 t0_X)

80O t000

,o/of} t01X)

t000 tCX_O

7.27.10-4

5.(lt3.10 2
_.75.10 s
605.10

1.85

2.73
6.66

15.4

31.7
78.2

t87

326

403
478

505
462

t75

96

t.51.10 _

] _,.03S0,
I. 15. tO 4

1.64.10*
420

425
377

I 266
332

518

As mentioned above, crossmodulation is a fairly fine nonlinear effect

and may even be observed for E(z)_ll \Ve should expect, therefore, that
Ep(z) ""

at high latitudes, where considerable amplitudes of ULF noise are common,

this effect will often be observed as a modulation of the modulated and

unmodulated emission of radio stations by audio-frequency noise. Actually,

such a noise modulation in the range between 12 and about 500 kc was

observed repeatedly by us at Tixie Bay during periods of ULF emission.

The highest intensity for this type of noise was at about 300 kc, and it was

apparently independent of the location of the transmitting station. It is

noteworthy that the peaks of the noise envelope almost always corresponded

very closely to bursts of ULF radiation.

Let us assume that ULF oscillations cause slight changes in the number

of collisions of electrons with ions and with neutral particles, and that they

thereby modulate the value of the absorption coefficient of a radio wave,

OX'dv_xoz, where ×2 is the absorption coefficient of the radioprovided that _v

wave and ×0_ is the first term in the series expansion of x o. In this case

the modulation coefficient p is [8/:

AE2 e'E2t(o2o,,, I Ire'n-- _'(T_)%vei ] Veffds

P = _._ -- 3mckV _ (,o_ f ,_2ff)V(SVeff)2+4to _ l((o2:fz6o,,p+ Veaffl'/. " (9)

Here it is assumed that E, is the amplitude of the active field of the wave,

while o2>_.v,,,. The integration is carried out over the entire path of the
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radio wave in the disturbed region. If the dependenco on _.: of the height

of the reflection point is not taken into account, thc.n p will reach a maxi-

(0N
mum p_' for m_,_ :i cos_ and (0_2=_cos_', where _ is _he angle of incidence

of the wave on the ionosphere. For _'10 this is ] or 2 megacycles. The

disagreement with the observation results can be explained by the fact that

z_ as a function of _0_ was neglected. A rise in _02 iner+_ases z.: and reduces

Vef f. Since there is a quantity _v_eff in the numerator ()t' (9), this reduces

p, and so the maximum p_ must be shifted toward lower frequencies (that

(0 N

is, m,,<_Z_cos_]_ and 0_:<mNcos$). The fact that only one maximum is

observed in practice cannot serve as a conclusive argument against the

explanation presented. The second weaker maximum may not have been

observed simply because the experiment was not comprehensive enough,

since during the observation period no special importance was attached to

the above facts.

E (z)

In this case, if -E_Fp(z)is comparable to unity, and especially if it is

greater than unity, the luminous emission of polar aurorae will be modulated

by the ULF radiation. However, a discussion of this complex and

interesting subject goes beyond the scope of this report.

In addition to the influence of the ULF radio emission of the upper

atmosphere on the propagation of medium-frequency radio waves, the

influence which electromagnetic oscillations of even lower frequency have on

the propagation of ULF waves is also of interest. Actually, the condition for

quasilongitudinal propagation of ULF waves is very rigid, and oscillations

of the constant magnetic field may violate this condition. In the ionosphere,

which is a region where currents flow causing the short-period pulsations

of the magnetic field so characteristic of the polar regions, the bending of

the magnetic force lines may be considerable. It is important that the

vector of the disturbing field is oriented in opposite directions above and

below the current. The variations of the absorption coefficient can, to a

first approximation, be represented as

Xt _ Xol [ _ _zz '

where, roughly speaking, _ _ _ Here, _, the angle of deviation of a

force line of the geomagnetic field from the average position, is

aH (the ratio of the variation of the horizontal corn-approximately equal to -_-

ponent to the total magnetic-field vector). If AH is of the order of 103¥,

then a x may be several percent. This mechanism may well explain the
XoL

repeatedly observed correspondence between the envelope of the ULF noise

and the shape of the curve describing the short-period oscillations of the

magnetic field.

Institute of Space-Ph},sics Research and Aeronomy,

Yakutsk Branch of Siberian Division of

USSR Academy of Sciences
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N.P. Ben'kova andA.N. Sukhodol'skaya

THE VARIABILITY OF IONOSPHERIC PARAMETERS

In connection with the IGY, a program for the initial processing of data

from vertical soundings of the ionosphere was laid out /1/. This program

provided for a determination of the monthly median values of the ionospheric

parameters and also of the upper and lower quartiles, with a view toward

using these to study the variability of the ionosphere. It was demonstrated

in /2/ that tile parameters of a quiet ionosphere obey the normal law of

distribution of random values, and that deviations from a normal distribu-

tion indicate a disturbed state of the ionosphere. Therefore, the standard

deviation of the hourly parameter values can be determined from the

formula for a normal distribution:

t (_,L.--m) T (m--_, 1)
0_

2 0.6745 '

where k. and kl are the upper and lower quartiles and m is the median

value of the given parameter (see, for example, page 236 of /3/). The

degree of deviation of the distribution from the normal can be evaluated

using the formula

= (X_,--rn)--(rn--Xl) ,

characterizing the asymmetry of the distribution,

\Ve used data from vertical soundings of the ionosphere, made during

the IGY at Yakutsk, Yuzimo-Sakhalinsk, and Tixie Bay. These stations

have different latitudes, but they lie in the same longitude sector; thus any

possible influence of a longitude effect in the F_ layer was avoided. With

an increase in disturbance of the ionosphere, it can be assumed that u will

increase and that _ will become more negative, increasing in absolute

value, since ionospheric disturbances are for the most part accompanied

by a reduction of the critical frequencies of the F_ layer. In other words,

the variations of these two quantities (o and 6) are "out of phase" with one

another.

Figure 1 shows the seasonal variation of _ and 6 during the IGY at the

above three stations. The 24-hour period is divided into three parts: day,

from 0900 to 1700 local time; night, from 2100 to 0500; and morning-

evening, from 0500 to 0800 and from 1700 to 2000.

At all three stations a rise in _ is observed during the equinoctial

months. This rise was especially large in the daytime and was greater at

higher latitudes. Near the winter and summer solstices the values of

were approximately identical, and they amounted to 1/3 to 1/2 of the

equinox values for the given part of the day. The fact that the oscillations

of 6 and cr are out of phase shows up clearly only at night. During the
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morning and evening the variation of _ is rather indefinite. During the

daytime there is even a tendency for the variations of 8 and _ to be in phase,

although this tendency is somewhat undefined.

Mc II
6 #
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FIGURE 1. Standard deviatmn (:) and as)mmetty (5) of cr[ticai frequencies of P_ layer.

I-Yuzhno-Sakhalinsk; [l-Yakutsk; llI-Tixle ga); a-day; b-morning-evening; c-night.

The diurnal variation of _ (Figure 2) at the time of the solstices is not

very definite• Near the equinoxes, on the other hand, the diurnal variation

of a has a definite maximum in the daytime at all the stations, and there

is a tendency for _ to begin rising during the night. It is difficult to make

any definite comments on the diurnal variation of 6.

An attempt to compare (_ and 6 with the relative sunspot number (W) did

not lead to the desired results, since the correlation was found to be very

weak. The variation of the spot number for the period in question is plotted
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in Figure 1. There is better agreement between the variations of o and K_

(the average monthly magnetic-activity index at Soviet stations). The latter

index also increases during the equinoctial months.

a, Mc

1.8

1.5

0.6

x

x
6, Mc

_o 1.8-

x

x 1.2
x

x _ x

x 0.6
..... , , , , , , , m

3,0 6.0 9.0 t2.0

zaho atnoon

x

x

x
x 1o

xe
2x

• "a.'0' "6'0' '910' '7_0 "
,_% at noon

FIGUR£ 4. "_(f,_F_) as a function of change in sun's hetght( Ah® is the difference
in the noon values on the first and last days of the month).

1-increase in h_,; 2-decrease in hE; a-Yakutsk; b-Yuzhno-Sakhalinsk.

However, the rise in a near the equinoxes, as well as being related to

the magnetic-ionospheric disturbance, which has a tendency to increase at

this time, is also related to the rapid variation of [0Fa occasioned by the

regular seasonal change in the ionization density

of the layer. The influence of this seasonal change

6, Mc j • on the distribution of hourly values is illustrated

clearly in Figure 3. In this figure all the daytime

values of fo F 2 for September 1958 are plotted

against the hour of day. Regardlessofvariations

t8 in the magnetic disturbance, almost all the values

of fo F2 for the first half of the month are less than

• • the median, while those during the second half of

• the month are greater than the median. This

12 • corresponds to the regular rise in the daytime

level of the ionization during the autumn. Since

the seasonal variation of the ionization is due to

the change in the height of the sun (h®), we have

06 : plotted o as a function of this change during the

month in Figure 4 (Ah® is the difference between the

noon values of h_ on the first and last days of the

• i i
tSO 220 260 ''_ month). The figure does not give data for Tixie

w Bay, since the number of observations made at this

station were insufficient.

FIGURE 5, Anomalous values of The two graphs for the stations with different
:l(l, oF_t ) as a function of solar

latitudes have the same character. The values of
activity.

o on these graphs which appeared to "deviate"

from a definite dependence of o on (AhG) were

transferred to another graph, where they were plotted as a function of W.

These values of a correlated closely with an increase in the solar activity

W (Figure 5), whereas for the aggregate of all the values of a(W) the points

are very scattered.
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The relation between _ and the change in the height of the sun is also

verified by the seasonal variation of _ for the E layer during this same

period (see table). Since the E layer is almost unaffected by disturbances,

the rise in o in the equinoctial periods is probably related only to the

change in the sun's height.

1957 I _ 8 1958 1958month month _ 8 month _ 8

I I
VII 0.16 0.t2 I 0.tt 0.00 VII I 0.17 I 0.00

VIII 0.20 0.08 1I 0.13 0.10 VIII 0.t6 I 0.02
IX 0.t8 001 [I1 0.18--0.06 IX 0.26--0.tl
x o,t2-00_ IV o.t4 0.05 x ot7-0.05
xi I -- J -- I v I o.a4/ 0.05] Xl I0.191 0.03
XI O.iO 0.07 VI 0.12 --0.05 XII -- --

The foregoing data show that the standard deviation of the hourly values

of the ionospheric parameters, relative to the monthly median, are largely

determined by the regular seasonal variation of the parameters. The rise

in _ during the equinoctial months is related to the high rate of the seasonal

variations as well as to the heightened ionospheric disturbance at this time

of year. Consequently, when the characteristics a and 6 are computed

according to the quartile values of the parameters, they typify the overall

variability of the ionosphere. Thus, they are useful for practical calcula-

tions of the range of operating frequencies and for the solution of other

radio-communication problems in which the possible deviations of the

ionospheric parameters from the monthly medians must be evaluated.

On the other hand, the values of (_ calculated according to the quartiles

are not a reliable index of the disturbance during the month, since they

"react" to a disturbance only in cases when the variation associated with the

disturbance exceeds the regular seasonal variations of the parameters

(within the given month). Since the seasonal-variation amplitude for the

nighttime values of [0F2 is less than thc amplitude for the daytime values,

the nighttime values of _ will naturally characterize the disturbanc_ of the

ionosphere better. This is verified by the data in Figure l, which

demonstrates the good fit of the variations of the "nighttime" values with

the seasonal change inK_,, and also the fact that the variations of _ and 5

are out of phase.

Institute oI Terrestrial Magnetism and

Radio- Wave Propagation
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E.G. Boss, L.I. Dorman, E.V. Kolomeets, and
Zh.S. Tabibaev

COUPLING COEFFICIENTS FOR PARTICLE PASSAGE
THROUGH THE ATMOSPHERE, TAKING INTO

ACCOUNT NUCLEAR INTERAC TIONS

When calculating the coupling coefficients in the high-energy range, it is
necessary to take into account the cascade multiplication of the nuclear-

active component produced when a primary particle of energy E0 is

incident upon the limit of atmosphere. Let us assume that the primary is

a nucleon and that it loses the same fraction of its energy ineach elementary

collision with the nucleus of an air atom. The coefficient of inelasticity KN

for cosmic rays has been found by different methods /I-3/ to be --_0.3.

In the energy range to be considered here (E_I0 l°eV), the scattering of the

energetically isolated nucleon can, to a first approximation, be neglected,

since the transverse impulse of a nucleon is low (P±45. 108eV/c).

Let us consider the ith elementary interaction of a primary nucleon

with the nucleus of an air atom. _As a first approximation, we assume that

only 7tmesons are produced. The maximum energy of the n mesons
generated is

81max = K.q(ENt_I--M). (1)

The distribution of these n mesons according to angles 0 and
energies e, can be written as

a,vo_u (e., 0) d cos 0. dz., (2)

where at, the normalizing coefficient, is

a_ = I d cos 0 oN (e., 0) de..
/ c°$0mln t min

The average energy of the n mesons at theith event is

trnax cOSOrnax

. = a,v 8.de_ o_(e., cos 0) d cos 0.
tmfn cOSOmi n

(3)

The average multiplicity is n',,= K,v (Eul_,--M)/_.. The distribution of

charged n mesons with respect to angles and energies may be written in
the form

dNt,v = A%. oN (e., cos O)de.d cos 0; (4)
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where

A_ = z KN(e__ t -- M) (5)
3 tmax c°S°max

gr_d_ _ j" ON(8_,COS 0) dcos 0

tml n cOSOmin

Next let us assume that the average effective mass with which the

primary nucleon collides is m_--M, and that the total momentum of the

generated mesons in the center-of-mass (M--m,) system is zero. The

energy of the nucleon can then be represented as a function of KN and ENt_t,

SO that

Eret = Elet_, -- KN (EN,._a -- M) -- (Eat-- M). (6)

The energy E_ t of the 6 nucleons turns out to be _M, and so the contribu-

tion of these nucleons to the creation of secondary n mesons can be

neglected.

Let us make an additional assumption concerning the form of the function

0)N, namely that the transverse impulses of all the mesons generated must

be constant. Then

_, (_.. _osO)d_o_Od,..= ,,,_,(_)_ _os0-- :_,_-_P± d_o_O. (7)

In the high-energy range this requirement is satisfied over a very wide

interval of primary energies.

On this assumption, we obtain

]/P'z"I- m',, ' ._<_,,< ' KN(Ez_,--M)8._ml n Bnma x

'/0 < cos 0 < _ IKN (eN,. _ -- M)I' -- ,_ -- P_ "'

/ 2 '

K_ (ENt_, -- M)2 -- m_

and so

ANt= A_I(EN__t, KN, P±).

Data on _--N collisions at 7.5 BeV /4/ and 17 BeV /5/ indicate similar

patterns for the elementary interactions between _ mesons and nucleons

for these energies, the only difference being that the energetically isolated

meson retains for itself 1/3 of the initial energy (K,_0.7). The energy of

the _ meson becomes dissipated considerably more rapidly. The distribu-

tion function for the generated _± mesons can be written as*

8"S 2 m sV " _.. ,
whe re ,/

nrnax c°SOmax

2

cOS0minfl

Here _mln

' " ' K. (,'-' -- m.), (8 ')V-_f+ ,',,-- _,,,,. < ". < "-,,,.. =

_S "8 tn x2 ttlS __ _| "It/*

//_'" I' n/-I L '_n' -- "_ -- V_L /

O<cos=< l K'-_. -,,,.)'-.,_ / "
L '_ 1-1 ' J

* The index I" indicates the ] th collision of the "pttmary" _ meson created in the i th collision of the

primary nucleon.
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The energy of the isolated ("primary") meson in the ] th event is determined

by analogy with (6):

e_t = %_,--K.(e_i__--m.)'--(E{--M), (8")

El = f (M, %_,, K.).

Let us now go back to the meson cascade caused by the primary nucleon.

According to /6/, the probability that a nucleon incident vertically upon the

limit of atmosphere will reach a depth h' after (j--I) collisions and will

interact at a depth dh' is

(h') i-I -h'/X ....

d_¢ (h') = (_,e .art/_,, (9)

where _, is the interaction mean free path.

The number of n mesons produced at a depth h' in the ith event, for the

energy interval from e, to e= +den and for angles from cos@ to cos@ +dcose,

is obviously

an,#= A,vtON (COS0, e.).dcosOde.dtp_v (h'). (1 0)

Collisions right down to ia(e.), which is determined by the condition

KN(Eut.- M) = e.., can contribute to tile energy e=,

The probability that a meson of energy e., traveling at an angle 0, will

reach a depth h is given by the formula

h

[ h--h' m,_ ! ah ] (11)_=(e., cos0, h', h)=exp _.eos0 %V_.-s m_'cos0 ,_ '

provided we assume identical interaction mean free paths for a mesons and

nucleons in the atmosphere. Here, _= is the lifetime of a rt± meson, and

p(h) is the density of the atmosphere. Assuming an isothermal atmo-

sphere (p = hg_, where g is the acceleration of gravity, T is temperature,

and R is the universal gas constant), we have

,_r. m_

_(e., COS0, h, h')= (_--')g _f'_--m_ne°s0"rn.exp h--h' (12)

The number of mesons arriving from the ith collision, which occurs at

any depth h' _ h, will obviously be

dN_ = IdniN_(e., cos0, h,h') =

h

= A,_,o3N (e_, cos0).dtMcos0 lexp h--h" • (h') i-I(-- L-78_)" (--hh')q (i- ,),_.'-' ×
o

[h'_dh" , [ _ cos{_ ,q+, h
X expk/---_ -2 -= t ,._J exp X

(i-- t)lk .h n \1-- eosu/ --

h(l-cosS)
_.cose

I expx'xq+*-ldx. A_,t_N(e., cos0), ds,d cos 0; (13)×

0

h(1-eos 0)

hcosD

here, since q+i_l_O, the integral ! expx.xC_l-ldx converges. The total

number of n mesons at a depth h, with energies from e. to e,+de, and

angles from cosO tocosO +dcosO, as a result of all possible collisions of the
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nucleon at smaller depths into the atmosphere, is

dN,v = c191(h, e_, cos0, Eo) de,_dcosO, (1 4)

whe re h(1-¢o$0)
• Loose

i_I AJNO_N (E_ OOBO) / _ cos O 'q+l eX h fexpx.xq÷i-ldx 'q_l = = (i -- t)1_.% q /l'-----_-_-6cos0) P 7,cos O 0

RT.m_
q_

gV-4-C._o_ o._.

Formula (14) indicates the main contribution to the total n-meson flux

at a depth h. Since all these mesons originate from primary nucleons, let

us call them first-generation mesons.

At a depth h this flux will be accompanied by a flux of mesons produced

in secondary events (n--Ncoltisions). Let us now determine the contribu-

tion of the first-generation mesons. We consider a n meson emitted at a

depth h', with an energy between e_ and e_+den and with an angle between

cos0 and cos0 ÷ dcos0.

The probability that this meson will reach a depth h and will interact

within a layer dh is

ah a_ fh'w h--h" (15)X_so.Wo = y_;_-_) exp X_oso'

The probability that the _ meson will reach a depth h after the first

interaction and will interact within a layer dh is

h

I , dh" h -- h"keosodh Wt---- .q_(h"'h)'W°(h"' h)_=exp-- _ ×

t { h'_ (h'}',+'_ ah (16)
X kGOs0(ql--q @ 1) h_'Z'-t (hilt) _,eos0"

In the same way, it is possible to calculate the probability that the n

meson will be at a depth h after the second interaction:
h

dh W= = i W1 (h", h') k-_sOe_(h'h') =k cosO
h'

h--h'

exp -- _,cosO I ( t ((h') q (h')q'+' 1= _; cos' 0 " q* -- ql 1-'---"---__--q+2 " (h)q-! (h)q /

' (<h'l_'_' (h'e'+')_ _ (171
qz--qt-i- 1 \ (h)q_+= h q, 1) kcos0 "

Finally, for the (]-- 1) th interaction, the probability is

h
d.h dh d.h"

X_-_O WI-_ = _'U_'O I Wt-'(h" h')ep(h', h)._-_-_o. (18)
h"

Everywhere in the above, the energetically isolated :_ meson is assumed to

retain its initial direction. For each event the distribution with respect to

angles and energies of the mesons produced is given by formula (8). The

number of secondary mesons in the intervals cosa, cosa + dcos a, q_,cp q- dq_;

e_, 8_+d8_, due to possible collisions of the primary meson at a depth h+dh
is

• ea--m'_--P± .W:-I _de.dcosad(p-dh. (19)dN_= _3 A_.m,_ (_) 6 cos a -- •
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A contribution to the energy g may be made by collisions down to the

],th, which is determined by the condition

K.(8.1,_'- m_)= 8_.

The azimuthal angle cp and the plane angle a are measured from the

direction of motion of the "primary" meson.* However, the angle 0'

relative to the vertical is usually the angle of interest. Spherical geometry

gives us the following formula relating these angles=

cos 0' = cos _ cos 0 + sin et sin 0 cos qD. (2 0 )

For specified values of = and 0,

--dcos@'

dq_ = 1/t -- cos_ = -- cos' 0 -- eoss 0' + 2 cos 0 c_ 0' cos = ' (21 )

Thus, formula (19) can be rewritten as

h

I ¢ "i | •
en -- mn -- P.l.-

1=I e_ -- rn= ]

d_ _deos = deosO'

x _eos0 2= 1/t-cos'_-cos_O- cos'0'+ 2eosocos0'cos=" (22)

For a selected function describing the angular distribution of n mesons in

an elementary event, it is easy to carry out the integration with respect

to a. The number of n + mesons produced at a depth dh and traveling at an

angle 0' with an energy e_ will be

/' " dh de',,

dn'. = y, AS_(s.) Wl__._-_ _ X
1=1

X d cos 0'

_// "2 S !
J--eossO--eos'O' f%--m_--p±_ /e, e ,., ,\,/. (23)

-- "s , +2c0sOeos O' [ = --"'=--P±]\ e_-,n. / ", ,\ e_--m,_ /

Correspondingly, the flux of n* mesons at a depth h, with an energy e_
in the angular interval cosO'+dcosO', will be

dn,_ = dn_,, (h", h, e',,, cose') = _ X
h" /=r

es--re'-- .,.
e.-m'_ } \ e_-m_

where h

Gl_t(h, h')=I Wl-'(h" h"lh'\¢" h--h" _"• ) _-_) -exp--_---_-_ • 7,cos0' (25)

RT mn

q' = gV'_?-m:.eos 0,.,_"

Using formulas (16), (17), and (18), it is possible to calculate the

coefficients Gl__(h ' h'), which are the functions

q, qt, q_ ..... ql_±, q', h, h'.

* The angle (p is reckoned in a plane perpendtcular to (J, lrom the bottom of its intersection with the vertical

plane passing through the direction of motion of the primary nucleon.
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Thetotalnumberof n=_mesonsat a depthh generated by "primary"

mesons with energies from e, to e_ -_ de,, and angles from cos0 to cos@ -6 dcos0

is

dN_ = I dh. (h, h') dNN (h')
dh'

o

t, /,(t) A_A_tt/ (%cos{) 'lq+t

i=l l=1

X

¢
where

co_(e_,)d ¢_'0 ds_(%v(e,,,cosO)de.dcos0

I.,-.i-)i -- cos_0 -- cos_O' -- e" + 2cos O.cos0'. _

D_l-l(h, q, ql, q2. . . ql-,, q" cos0, cosO')=

h'(1-ct_0)

h kcos$

o _"cos 0 - (h, lq _. _s 0 " exp x. xo+t-_ dx.

(26)

(27)

By specifying a function

_N(s_, cos0) = _,v (8.).8 cos0 _ - _ - va'_

it is easy to integrate (26) with respect to the angles of emergence of the

first-generation mesons:

dN_= _ D)-i h, Q, Q,, Q2 ..... QI-,, q',
i=1 1=1

¢,, , /A'A'( ,, , t°"8n--P±--rt_ .... X

_ cos O' z,, N _. ]1 _ -- p± -- m_-.,_ 2,,u-_.,z V,'_- _ :_--T ,rrt --- _/ 8 n -- pj. -- rrt

o_. (e'_)de'_d cos O'.oLv (_).de_
X

er. --rn_ --P±IY '- /-

where

-_- 2 COS O' en -- m_ -- ' '

• Er:

nr nr V _ - .,_
gt ,_ p± -- m= ¢ (e_ --- "_) (_ - v_ - m_)

(28)

e_y_, being the energy of a n meson which is primary for the ] th event. The

expression obtained determines the flux of secondary mesons produced by

the first-generation mesons. These will be called second-generation

mesons.

In order to obtain a function describing the distribution of second-

generation _ mesons with respect to angles 0' and energies e_, equation

(28) must be integrated over e_. Here we must keep in mind that the con-

tributions of the integrals of the different terms in the sum in (28) will be

diffe re nt.

On the basis of energy-balance equations (6) and (8"), together with

expressions (1) and(8_ determining the maximum energy of the a mesons in
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generation events, it is possible to find the limit values h(i,K_,K._., e', Eo)
and i_ (K_., K_, e_, E0) of the summation indexes.

[._t us consider the first collision of the nucleon /= 1 and all the

subsequent collisions of the _ meson (j = 1, 2 ..... i_(/= I)). The limits of the

integration with respect to e_ are:

i -- 1; e_m_ = K,_, (Eo-- M);

]--2; e,'.imj n =l_*n/K-;"_-lTl,.

For the second collision (i=1,]=2), only the values of e. which satisfy

the following condition can contribute to the energy #:

i =l; e"m_x = K,v(Eo--M);

j--2; e=_,, =m=+ Em._ +-7i- _ "

For i = 1 and arbitrary values of ], similar reasoning leads to

i = 1; e=ma x -- KN (E0-- 34);

For the ith collision, the determination of the lower limit e_._. does not

change. TtJerefore, equation (28) can be integrated with respect to _ in the
forrrJ

dN .-- O2(e:, cos0', h) de'_dcosO', (29)

where

z, A'_, /,lh K,v It:_'-MI

(=1 /-1 t'_

l (%--m_) --(_.. -m=--p,)

X de.:.
/ 2 2 ft

• / [_.-RI_-p,t /'2 2 = l;_m-up _ _ / .'L.2 ___ _v, .1 .i I _'t,"
/ TM "± ""/ _ _--PL-m'/t-- :_-- Z_- -- e'm :RV t ..-,.. ) 4-,4 .-RI / , ,

8 n -- RI m ]

Consequently, the total number of n mesons of the first and second

generations at a depth h, averaged over the different generation levels, is

dN + = (O_ + O_)de:dcos 0'. (30)

In a similar way, it is possible in principle to compute the contribution

O_ of the third and following generations. This would solve the entire

problem, since equation (30) could be integrated with respect to the

energies and angles and the total multiplicity of a + mesons at a specified

observation level h could be obtained. To do this, of course, the pattern

of elementary events would have to be worked out in further detail, by

selecting a specific energy spectrum for a-meson generation and by

determining more precisely the, energy dependence of e_m..

The scheme presented (K,_.constant and K,-. constant) implies that the

meson energy spectrum has the same general form as the spectrum of the

primary nucleons, so that for e=_>m= it obeys a power law (_ l/e_), where

1" is the spectral index for the primary nucleons.
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Let usestimatetheprobablecontributioniVof thefunction¢3 to (30).
WetakeT_2.5 andassumea minimummultiplicity for n±-meson produc-

tion of n_ =3. Then

iV< k-_ / m-'.

Ti_is approximate estimate indicates that ¢3 can in practice be neglected.

Thus, _z need be calculated only as far as terms which have orders of

magnitude of 1/1000 of ¢i.

The integral

tnmax _/'2

= I as: I

gives the total multiplicity of n± mesons at a depth h which have energies

greater than the specified threshold energy Ae_ that can be recorded by the

detectors.

Let us now calculate the energy spectrum and multiplicity of the t_

mesons. We assume that the sole source oft_ mesons is n--_+v decay.

For energies e_m_, the maximumt_-meson deviation u_mff2-m_,.e_ is

found to be small. Therefore, only a slight error is introduced if we

assume that the p meson retains the original angle of emergence 0' of the

mesom

For a specified n-meson energy 8_, the /_-meson energy % varies over

a quite wide interval, _<e <_, within which the distribution is uni-

form:

dN_ -- m_ dsv,
m s i712( _- _)__-rn.' (32)

The probability that a/a meson generated at a depth h' with an energy s_

will reach a depth h, allowing for specific ionization losses K = 2.2X

X106 MeV • cm 2 is_,,:
2

rn_ R T

• p.g (t _cosU. tl'/()

P_(e_, cosO', h,h')=_th'l%-e°sO'--K(h--h')] k"" , (33)
h._l_ cos 0'

where x_ is the lifetime of ap meson. If we convert to the energy

(h--h')K of ttle tz mesons at the level of observation h, then (33)
8_ _ 8 COS 0

becomes
mpRT

h' ' 8_ ¢0S O' _K (¢_.cos O'+hK)

The probability that a n meson with an energy e: will decay at a height

between h' and h'+dh' is

dW ,_ - ra.RT da' (35)
g. _.. V" _'* - rn_ cos 0' a' '

* The velocity of tight c is everywhere taken as unity.
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Thedifferentialdensityof the/a-meson distribution with respect to

angles 0' and energies e_ at thelevelofobservation h is given by the follow-
ing expression:

dN_ = F. dm'_d cos 0',
whe re

mar r Jt_ 'irnax

F (m I -- m_)g%cos0' V e. --m_2 S
O t

ran t " K(h-h'jx

ra_

m_RT

X ,_ h'e_ coso' ,# (¢_co,o'+l,K)
t coso'._ +-V-- h,)K} .(¢, + ¢,1. (36)

The total multiplicity of/a mesons at the observation level h is

_/2 t_max

0 &ep.

where 5% is the threshold energy for# mesons recorded by the detector.

Using formulas (31) and (37), we can find the coupling coefficients /6/ for
a±mesons and/a mesons:

W :: (Eo, Ae..n) = D(Eo) Nn+(Eo, h)'"m,x , (38)
_" N ± (Eo, h) D(Eo)dEo

A=_

W_(Eo, Ae_, h)= D(Eo) N_(Eo, h)
%m,_ , (39)

AJI_ N_ (Eo, h).D(Eo) dEo

where D(Eo)_ l/E _. is the spectrum of the primary nucIeons.

Final results in the form of working curves can be obtained only after a

large amount of calculational work; the foregoing calculations can be used

in the computer programming.
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,4.1. Kuz'min, P.A. Krivoshapkin, G.F. Krymskii,

a_cl G. V. Skripi;_

A STUDY OF TEMPERATURE FLUCTUATIONS5 OF

THE UPPER ATMOSPHERE, ACCORDING TO

DATA OF UNDERGROUND COSMIC-RAY MEASUREMENTS

/',tmr'_sen1 the characteristics of the upper atmosphere are studied in

ti,ree ways: by means of radiosondes; from the luminous emissions of the

night sky; and by sporadic flights of meteorological rockets. The informa-

tion gained using radiosondes is limited to an altitude of 16 to 20km, while

spectral studies of the luminosity of the night sky pertain to the layer

between the 80-km and 120-km levels. Meteorological rockets are launched

very infrequently and at only a few points in the world. Consequently,

practically no systematic data are available on the dynamics of the

atmospheric layer between 20 and 80 km.

On the other hand, to understand the relation between solar-terrestrial

phenomena and the general circulation of the atmosptlere, it is important

to have inforunation on the dynamics of the middle atmosphere (mesosphere)

which is as complete as possible.

This report will present some results concerning the periodic tempera-

lure fluctuations in the mesosphere. The data were obtained from under-

a_round measurements of the cosmic-ray intensity at Yakutsk. The results

of continuous recordings in 1959-1960 of the cosmic-ray intensity, for

zenith angles of 30' and 60 ° , at ground level and at 20 and 60 m.w.e.

underground, are used.

The e:<t_erimenta! equipment is described in /1/. It was assumed that the

intensity variations of cosmic rays with 60 ° zenith angles, measured at 20

and 60 n_.w.e, underground, were due solely to temperature fluctuations

of the atmosphere. The contribution of temperature variations in the

atmospheric layer from the earth's surface to the 50-rob level was taken

into account using radiosonde data provided by the Yakutsk Aerological Sta-

tion. "Fh_, rest of the variation was assumed to be due to the layer above

50 rob. On ti_e basis of these assumptions, the anticipated variations of the

mesosphere ternperature were (_valuated for various density coefficients of

the temperature effect. Ti_e above assumptions appear to be plausible in

the light of findings /2] concerning the energy dependence of the different

cosmic-ray variations. The primary diurnal variations, for example, are

described by a decreasing spectrum with an exponent of _ 1.0. If the

ground-leveldiurnal variation at the latitude of Yakutsk has an amplitude

of 0.3%, then at 60 m.w.e, underground the variation amplitude will be

_0.06%, and at a zenith angle of 60 ° it will be not more than 0.005%. Such

primary variations lie at the limits of error of our measurements and thus

we have not taken them into account. This is in fact also true for the

27-day, seasonal, and other regular cosmic-ray fluctuations.
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The integral method of Feinberg and Dorman ]3] was applied to compute

the temperature contribution to the cosmic-ray intensity:

h,

(_)temp= ! VfZ(h) bT(h)dh,

where W(h) is the temperature-coefficient density; 6T(h) is the temperature

variation in the layer for a pressure h; and h0 is the recording level.

w, fh/, X
h deg. atm.

L2-_

0.8

04

";_ 06 '.0

0.2 z/

FIGURE 1. Temperature- coefficient density at depths

of 20 and 60m.w.e., for a 50" zenith angle.

I _" for2Om,w.e.; __. for 60m.w.e.

Figure 1 shows the temperature-coefficient density for the cosmic-ray
intensity (zenith angle of 60 °) at depths of 20 and 60m. w.e. The curves

for two different exponents of the differential energy spectrum for :_-meson

generation are given. The temperature-coefficient density was calculated

according to a two-meson scheme for the generation of the hard component.

The values of the parameters used were:

,n_ _ 215m,; T_ - 2.15.10 -s see;

m, = 276m,; _ = 2.5-10 -B sec;

where ,n_,m_,%. and _ are the masses and lifetimes ofu mesons and

mesons. The mean free path of a n meson until nuclear capture is l_ =

=120g/em 2. The average coefficient of energy transfer for n_p decay is
a =0.65.

The thickness of the solid shielding above the equipment (along the

vertical) was:

Ae=4.52BeV for the 20 m.w.e, level;

Ae=16.2BeV for tile 60 m.w.e, level.

The ionization losses in the atmosphere were allowed for roughly by

adding an extra 2BeV for the shielding above the equipment. Values of the
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effectiveindexesof thedifferential:_-mesonspectrumfor underground
equipmentweretakenfrom [4/. These indexes were 2.3, 2.8, and 3.0, for

20 and 60 m.w.e, respectively.

TABLE 1. Temperature coefficients for directional underground

intensity.

Depth and direction 0-25 mb 0-50rob

20 m,w.e., 60" -0.009%/deg. -0.020%/deg.

60m.w.e., 60 ° 0. 003 %/deg. 0. 04 %/deg.

Table 1 lists the specific temperature coefficients of the 0 to 50 mb layer,

for the intensity recorded at 20 and 60 m.w.e. (60 ° zenith angle). Identical

temperature variations are assumed throughout the entire layer.

THE SEASONAL VARIATION

The seasonal variations were

of the cosmic-ray intensity at 30

F M A M J J A S O N D

Month

FIGUR£ 2. Seasonal variation of _-meson

intensity at earth's surface:

I-corrected for pressure; ll-pre_ure effects
and secular variation eliminated; III-

pressure effects, secular variation, and

Forbush effect eliminated; IV-intensity after

successive elimination of pressure effects,

secular variation, Forbush effects, and

temperature effects up to 50-rob revel

(-_elf = 2.3).

computed from the average monthly values

and 60 ° zenith angles, for ground level and

for 20 and 60 m.w.e, underground. A

correction for the barometric effect was

introduced for the following values of the

coefficients: pap=-0.13%/mb at the ground

level and a 30 ° zenith angle; _ap=-0.05%/

/rob at 20 m.w.e, and a 60 ° zenith angle;

_ap=0.03%/mb at 60 m.w.e, and a 60 °

zenith angle. At the surface of the earth

the actual seasonal variation is distorted

considerably by different variations of

extra-atmospheric origin. In order to

reduce the effect of the distorting factors,

we introduced corrections for the secular

variation and the Forbush effect. The

secular variation was corrected for roughly

by means of a line joining the two end

points of the seasonal variation (January

and December). The Forbush effect was

eliminated using neutron-component data,

assuming a ratio of 2.5 between the effects

upon the neutron and p-meson components.

The seasonal intensity variations at the

earth's surface, for a 30 ° zenith angle, are

plotted in Figure 2. The curves were

corrected successively for pressure,

secular variation, Forbush effect, and

temperature up to the 50-rob level.

Figure 3 gives the seasonal variations of

the directional intensity at depths of 20 and 60 m.w.e. The curves show

the observed intensity variations and the variations corrected for the

influence of various factors.

1814
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CurveIII in Figure 2 and curves II in Figure 3 show that a seasonal

variation can be distinguished at all depths of cosmic-ray recording. The

correction for the change in atmospheric temperature up to the 50-rob level

reduces the seasonal wave at the earth's surface by 3%; at depths of 20

and 60 m.w.e., it reduces the variation by 1.2 and 0.3%, respectively.
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• • . r .
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FIGURE 3. Seasonal variation of _t-meson intensity for 60" zenith angle: a) at
20 m.w.e., b) at 60m.w.e.

1-observed intensity; lI-corrected for pressure; Ill-variation remaining after

removing pressure effects and temperature effects up to 50-rob level (Yell = 2.8).

The residual seasonal wave at ground level and at 20 m.w.e. (IV in

Figure 2 and III in Figure 3a) is dephased for three months, relative to the

seasonal wave before introduction of the temperature corrections. For

d2
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'0° . \
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F M A M J I A S O N D
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F1GURg 4. Expected seasonal temperature

fluctuation in layer above 50rob.

I-recorded at earth's surface; ll-recorded

at 20m.w.e.; llI-recorded at 60m.w.e.

(zenith angle of 60").

' deg. atm.
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h,atm.
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FIGURE 5. Density of temperature
coefficient, for sum of instrumem

readings at depths of 20 and 60 m.w.e.

(60" zenith angle).

the 60-m.w.e. level, on the other hand, the phase of the seasonal wave

remains unchanged (III in Figure 3b).
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Theseasonalvariationsat theearth'ssurfaceandat 20m.w.e, areout
of phasewith thevariationat 60m.w.e. Thismeansthattheresidual
seasonalwaveis a resultof atmosphericcausesonly, apparentlyof the
temperaturefluctuationabovethe50-roblevel. Moreover,this showsthat
thetwo-mesonschemeadoptedasabasisfor thecalculationsis correct.
Consequently,usingthetemperaturecoefficients,wecanfind theaverage
temperaturefluctuationto beexpectedabovethe50-roblevel. Theav_rage
expectedtemperaturevariationin thelayerfrom 0to 50mbis plottedin
Figure4, accordingto thedataof threerecordingsat threedepths. This
figureshowsthatthespreadof theseasonaltemperaturevariationsover
Yakutskin thelayer above50mbis 70to 100°C,withthemaximum
temperatureduringthespringmonths.

Thisseasonalvariationof thetemperatureabove50mbmatcl]esthe
annualvariationin theozonecontentof theozonelayer at highlatitudes/5/.

It is possible to localize the layer between 0 and 50 mb wi_ich is

responsible for the largest temperature variations, l,et us take the sum

of the readings of inclined instruments placed at depths of 20 and 60 m.w.e.

The density of the temperature coefficient of this "component" is plotted

in Figure 5. This density has different signs above and below the 20-rob

level. Therefore, since the phase of the seasonal wave of the intensity is

known, the layer making the largest contribution can be established.

Analysis shows that the part of the atmosphere between 20 and 50rob makes

the largest contribution.

THE 27-DAY VARIATION

We used data from continuous cosmic-ray recordings (1959-1960) to

investigate the 27-day variations. The recordings were made underground

0.5-_
_0-

05. II

_o-_
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o
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i_ D er
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FIGURE 6. The2?-day variation in cosmic-ray

intensity:

I, II-27-day intensity variation at depths of 20

and (;Om.w.e., for zemth ;ingles of 30 and 60*,

respectively; llI-27-day fh_ctuation of tempera-

lure of 50-rob layer, averaged for 1959-1960.

o

,;raas

at depths of 20 and 60 m. w. e. , for

zenith angles of 30 and 60 ° . A 27-day

wave with an amplitude of _ 0.3% was

detected at a depth of 60 m. w. e. , by

the method of mean values. The

pressure correction increases the

magnitude of the effect by 0. 04%. The

correction for the temperature effect

from the earth's surface up to 50 rob,

on the other hand, reduces the effect

by 0.06%. This indicates that the

27-day wave at a depth of 60 m.w.e.,

for a zenith angle of 60 ° , is not very

sensitive to pressure changes and

temperature fluctuations below the

50-rob level.

Using the same method, we studied

the 27-day wave at a depth of 20m.w.e.,

for a zenith angle of 30 ° .

Figure 6 shows the 27-day intensity

wave at 20 and 60 m.w.e., after correcting for the pressure and tempera-

ture up to the 50-mb level. The 27-day temperature fluctuations at the
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50-mb level are also plotted in the figure. It is evident from Figure 6 that

there is no considerable 27-day intensity wave at a depth of 20 m. w.e., for

a zenith angle of 30 ° However, a tendency toward fluctuations opposite to

the 27-day intensity variations at a depth of 60 m.w.e., for a zenith angle

of 60 °, is noted.

The absence of a noticeable 27-day intensity wave at 20 m.w.e., for a

30 ° zenith angle, together with the presence of a considerable 27-day wave

at 60 m.w.e., for a 60 ° zenith angle, confirm the atmospheric origin of

these variations. Moreover, there is a direct correlation between the

temperature fluctuations at the 50-rob level and the 27-day intensity wave

at 60 in. w.e., for a zenith angle of 60 °.

Consequently, the 27-day variation at 60 m.w.e. (curve I in Figure 6) is

due to temperature fluctuations above 50 rob. The linear correlation

between the cosmic-ray intensity at 60 m.w.e, and the temperature at the

50-mb level gives a regression coefficient of 0.12%/degree for a correlation

coefficient of 60%. By comparing the regression coefficient with the

temperature coefficient for the 0 to 50 nab layer, we find that the 27-day

variations in the layer above 50 mb are on the average three times greater

than at the 50-rob level, where the variations have a spread of about 6 °.

Hence the lower limit of the 27-day temperature fluctuations in the layer

from 0 to 50 mb lies between 15 and 20°C.

THE DIURNAL VARIATION

Figure 7a shows the diurnal variations of the bihourly values of the meson

intensity, measured underground at depths of 20 and 60 m.w.e,, for a 60 -_

zenith angle. The parameters of the Ist and 2nd harmonics of the diurnal

/d/,% a
I b

20 rnwe_ x_ 50(_I
0IX.

400

o_x- 6omwe _.eO0o \.j,
, , , I000 L_." l

o _ _ _2 ,6 2'o' o ; 2 ,,T._eg
Local time

FIGURE 7. a-diurnal variation of cosmic-ray intensity; b-variation of

temperature with height° in atmospheric section upto _0 rob.

intensity variation, after correcting for the barometric and temperature

effects, are listed in Table 2. The diurnal temperature wave was deter-

mined from the data of three soundings of tl,e atmosphere up to the 50-rob

level; the technique described in /3/ and the temperature-coefficient

density plotted in Figure 1 were used. Figure 7b shows a section through
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the atmosphere, for the temperature variation with height up to the 50-mb

level. The data were obtained from atmospheric soundings over Yakutsk at

local times of 0300, 0900, and 2100 during 1958 and 1959. The data were

normalized to the temperature variation with height for a radiosonde sent

up at 2100.

TABLE 2. Amplitudes and phases of 1st and 2nd harmomcs of diurnal meson-intensity variations, measured

at Yakutsk in 1958-1959 using telescopes oriented 60" to the zenith (south-north,)

Observation level

20 m.w.e.

60 m.w.e.

Correction

Pressure

Temperature and

pressure

Pressure

Temperature and
pressure

No. of

recording

days

530

620

At

0.12± 0,05

0.14

0.11 *0.06

0.14 t 0.06

t m

17.0 ±1.5

16.2

2.6 ±_.0

2.4 :t2.0

0.07 ± 0.06

0.03 z 0.06

t,.n

3.0±2.7

3"_ 7.0

From Figure 7 and Table 2 it is evident that: (a) the diurnal variation

at 20 m.w.e, is out of phase with the wave at 60 m.w.e.; (b) the correction

for changes in atmospheric temperature up to the 50-mb level increases

the amplitude of the first harmonic at both recording levels by 15-30%.

This indicates that the average diurnal fluctuations in atmospheric tempera-

ture up to the 50-mb level are not in phase with the corresponding intensity

fluctuations underground at 60 and 20 m. w.e., for a zenith angle of 60 °.

On the other hand, the temperature coefficient for the atmospheric layer

above 50 mb has opposite signs for instruments located at depths of 20 and

60 m.w.e. Consequently, the observed intensity variations are due to the

diurnal temperature fluctuations of the upper atmosphere. The data in

Tables 1 and 2 can therefore be used to evaluate the diurnal variation in

atmospheric temperature above the 50-mb level. The amplitude of the

diurnal temperature fluctuations, according to Tables 1 and 2, are:

(0.14± 0.06)/0.02=7±3 ° and (0.14± 0.08)/0.04--3.5±2 ° , on the basis of

instrument readings at depths of 20 and 60 m.w.e., respectively. The

moment of maximum of the diurnal temperature fluctuations of the upper

atmosphere (0-50mb) must coincide with the moment of maximum of the

diurnalintensity wave recorded 60 m.w.e, underground (0000 to 0400

local time).

CONCLUSION

An analysis of cosmic-ray measurements made at large equivalent

depths underground (120 and 40 m. w. e. ) indicates that the scheme accepted

at present, explaining the generation of the hard component as being due to

intermediate nuclear-active mesons, is correct. On the other hand,

considerable periodic temperature variations are observed in the upper

atmosphere, which originate at the height of the ozone layer. The amplitude

of the seasonal variations inozonosphere temperature is 35 to 50 ° , that of

the 27-day variations is 5 to 10 °, and that of the diurnal variations is 3 to 7 ° .
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The annual temperature variation reaches a maximum during the spring

months, and the maximum of the diurnal variation is during the night.

_rhen the seasonal temperature variations of the level above 50mb are

taken into account, the residual seasonal wave indicated by the recordings

of ground-level detectors of the hard component becomes smoothed out.

It is important to take into consideration the temperature oscillations in

the upper atmospheric layers, when studying the 27-day and diurnal

variations of the hard component.

We should also note that the course of the temperature oscillations shows

a good fit with data obtained from spectral observations of the luminous

emission of the night sky. Temperature fluctuations of the upper atmo-

sphere measured by spectral methods pertain to heights from 80 to 120kin.

The amplitudes of these fluctuations exceed severalfold the corresponding

amplitudes reported by our measurements in the layer from 20 to 50mb.

Institute of Space-Physics Research and Aeronomy,
Yakutsk Branch of Siberian Division ot

USSR Academy of Sciences
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V.V. Smirnov andK.K. Fedchenko

THE BAROMETRIC EFFECT FOR THE ASK-3

IONIZATION CHAMBER AT MURMANSK (Synopsis)

The method of multiple correlation was applied to find the monthly values

of the barometric: coefficients for the ASK-3 ionization chamber at

Murmansk. The data used, covering the period from December 1958 to

January 1961. were corrected for the variation of atmospheric temperature

(according to the method of Dorman and Feinberg).

In order to eliminate the influence of the primary cosmic-raycomponent,

data on the neutron intensity for the period in question, obtained at

[Vlurmansk and Heiss Island, were used. The calculated values of the

barometric coefficient show an appreciable annual variation, with fluctua-

tions of about 20% from the mean for the period considered (the mean was

0.220 ± 0.003%/rob), andwith a maximum at the beginning of January. This

mean value of the coefficient is almost half again as large as the theoretical

and experimental values for most ionization chambers (0.14 to 0.17%/rob).

It was assumed that the excessive value of the barometric coefficient

for the ASK-3 chamber at Murmansk is not related to any properties of the

meteorological conditions, but rather is instrumental in origin. In order

to verify this assumption, the meson-component variations for the

N_urmansk chamber were compared with data from similar equipment at

Cape Schmidt and Tixie Bay. The variations related to the change in the

primary component for the Murmansk chamber were found to be 1.5 times

greater than the corresponding variations recorded at the other stations.

This confirms the above assumption of an instrumental reason for the

excessive variations of the meteorological effect (the high barometric

coefficient) and for the excessive variations related to the primary com-

ponent.
The entire text of this report will be published in the collected proceed-

ings of the Polar Geophysical Institute, entitled "A Study of Geophysical

Phenomena of the Electromagnetic Complex at High Latitudes."

Polar Geophysical Institule,

Kola Branch of USSR Academy

of Sciences
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A.A. Danilov

A COMPARISON BETWEEN THE DIURNAL VARIATIONS

OF THE GEOMAGNETIC FIELD AND THE

CORRESPONDING VARIA TIONS OF COSMIC-RA Y INTENSITY

I. INTRODUCTION

In /1, 2, 3[ the relation between the diurnal cosmic-ray variations and

the variations of the geomagnetic field were studied. In some cases

epochs were selected for consideration according to the level of geomagnetic

activity, the average daily characteristics (such as the Np index, the CT_

index, and the H component during magnetic storms) being taken as a

measure of the activity. In other cases epochs were selected according to

some cosmic-ray criterion, and the correlation with geomagnetic activity

was determined. This means of studying the cosmic-ray variations at the

time of magnetic storms treated geomagnetic processes merely as

indicators of large-scale phenomena in the vicinity of the earth.

In these studies it was assumed that all observable cosmic-ray varia-

tions are produced by sources located far away from the earth, and that

variations of the geomagnetic field do not influence the cosmic-ray intensity,

at least not within the limits of measurement accuracy.

However, the picture became changed when it was demonstrated /4, 5, 6,

7/ that local sources of cosmic-ray anisotropy exist, acting in the imme-

diate vicinity of the earth, where the geomagnetic field can still affect the

trajectories of charged particles considerably. It was shown in /4[ that

a local source can form as a result of the direct action upon cosmic rays

of a geomagnetic field which is asymmetrically distorted by a corpuscular

flux.

If this is so, then it should be possible to find variations in cosmic-ray

intensity when current systems, which can to some degree vary the geo-

magnetic field, are present in the ionosphere. In order to study this

subject, it is important to select typical variations of the geomagnetic field

which will have pronounced differences and which will make itpossibleto

gather sufficient statistical data. Such variations are the solar-daily varia-

tions of the magnetic field, according to quiet days (Sq) and disturbed days

(SD), and also the seasonal variations for these days.

The Sq variations of the geomagnetism have been studied quite thoroughly

/8-I0/. At Yakutsk they take place with great regularity, recurring

annually. The S_ variations have also been investigated thoroughly ]8, 9,

II/, but they are less regular and their seasonal variations are less

pronounced. Consequently, it is reasonable to consider the SD variations
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with respect to the locality of the station wlJose data are used and with

respect to the period involved. This study makes use of data for the

International Geophysical Year and the International Quiet-Sun Year,

covering the time from I July 1957 to 31 December 1959 First, the

regularities in the SD variations at Yakutsk and t!_e corresponding seasonal

variations will be considered. Then a comparison with the intensity varia-

tions of the cosmic-ray neutron component will be mad,,.

II. SOME REGULARITIES IN TItE SEASONAL SItlFTS

OF THE SD VARIATIONS AT YAKUTSK

The initial data for our study of the S_ variations were the average

hourly values of the geomagnetic-field elements. The variations were con,-

puted according to the scheme: Sn _Sd--S_., where S_ are the average

hourly values of the magnetic-field elements for disturbed days, and Sq are

the average hourly values for 5 days of worldwide quiescence.
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FIGURE 1. Diurnal variation of frequency of

occurrence for extrema of: horizontal component

H, declination D, and vertical component Z.
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FIGURE 2. Seasonal variation of extrema of

H,D, and 2 for specific hours of the day.

For the period investigated, about 370 disturbed days were selected.

Days on which A_20"_were not considered, nor were days which coincided

with the main phase of a storm, when the values of D,. and D,t were high

(here, A is the amplitude of the SD variations, Di are the irregular
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fluctuations, and D_t is the aperiodic variation). By considering each

element separately according to the times of maximum and minimum, we

determined the frequency of occurrence of extrema during the course of

24 hours. Figure l shows the diurnal variations of the frequency of

occurrence for extrema of elements H, D, and Z. The frequency curves

for the maxima and minima of these elements are separated [by vertical

dashes] for the periods a,b,c and a', b', c', respectively. In Figure 2the

extrema corresponding to each of these periods are considered according

to months. The curves in Figure 2 are normalized with respect to the total

number of SD days considered during the month. The number of days with

extrema during periods a,b, c, etc. was determined as a percentage ratio

to the entire number of SD days considered. For example, for January, a

total of 21 So days were considered with respect to a minimum of H; of

these, 14, 4, and l, respectively, had minima during periods a', b', and c'.

This corresponds to values of 70, 20, and 0.5% in Figure 2. The other two

days had minima at times which were not included in periods a', b', and c'.

8-10. It 58 18-27. I//.58 /4 -201V. 58 T ime

0 8 16 24 0 8 16 24 0 8 t6 24 Universal
l,,,l,,,I ,,,I ,,if,,, l,,,l I,e,I,,,I,,,IH =l,i,l,, ,I l,,,t,,,l,,,l,, ,I,, ,i,, ,I

9 13 17 21 I 5 9 9 13 17 21 I 5 9 9 I3 I7 21 1 5 9 Local

-Z-- _. _ /_¢_ ,'_._
/ k A j , ; ,

_lO0_j

,oo"1 ,, J
_1007] D %"¢"¢"_

_1ozj _ /"

F

\/ t/
FIGURE 3. S o variations of magnetic elements at Cape Chelyusk/n (1) and Yakutsk (2). For Z the

left scale pertains to Cape Chelyuskin and the tight scale to ¥akutsk.

The curves in Figures 1 and 2 reveal the following features of the So

variations at Yakutsk.
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I. The frequency of occurrence of H .... is distributed over times from

0900 to 2300 local time, while Hm_, occurs between 2200 and 0900.* It is

noteworthy that the frequency curve for H_,. covers a wider interval of

time and has two maxima, whereas Hmm is concentrated in a narrower

interval and has a single maximum.

Tl,e extremum curves for periods a,b, and e, plotted over the months,

indicate that a maximum occurs between 0900 and 1300 local time (period a)

mainly during the winter months, while a maximum occurs between 1800

and 2100 (period b) mainly during the summer.

A minimum of H occurs between 0400and0600hours, but thereare in-

stances of ashift toward earlier and later times of day. A shift toward earlier

minima is observed in winter and at the equinox, but not during summer,

wh('n the minimum is shifted toward later times.

II. Extrerna of D may occur at any time of day. Dma xis observed more

frequendy between 0700 and l100 hours (the largest absolute value of D, that is,

th{_ maximum deviation of the magnetic vector toward the west, is taken

arbitrarily as the maximum). Drain, on the other hand, occurs more often

between 2100 and 0600 local time.

II[. T}_e times of extrema of Z during the diurnal variation of this

element follow a mo_'_ definite pattern. The maximum occurs between

1900 and 2100, and the minimum between 0400 and 0600. There is a shift

toward maxima at earlier hour's in the summer and toward maxima at

later hours in the winter. The shifts of the minima in the summer and

winter are just the opposite of those of the maxima.

The foregoing analysis makes it possible to establish certain regularities

in the S_ variations at Yakutsk. The results agree in the main with

previous results presented in works on geomagnetism /8, 9, 11, 12/.

However, the following distinctive features

/]2,

45
400 ._o7
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200- 1_0_22
iT.,oo- ff_ ,s

, , , , , _" ,._z,
20 40 60 80

FIGURE 4. Relation between variations

AZI and ,%Z_.of vertical vectors at Cape

Cheiyuskin and Yakutsk, respectively.

Numbers at points denote hour of day.

should be noted:

1. The time of maximum H varies with

the season of the year. The maximum in the

summer is at about 1800 local time and in the

winter it is at about 1000.

2. Tim time of minimum H is shifted

toward later hours upon transition from

winter to summer.

3. The maximum of D is shifted toward

earlier hours in summer and toward later

hours in winter.

4. The minimum of D is shifted toward

earlier hours in winter and toward later hours

in summer.

In order to explain the seasonal shifts of the

Sn variations at Yakutsk, we made an approxi-

mate determination of the effective position of

the source of these variations in the horizontal plane. To do this, we

compared the variations at Yakutsk with those at Cape Chelyuskin.

Figure 3 shows the So variations of H, D, and Z at Cape Chelyuskin and

Yakutsk, for three magnetic storms. The correlation between each pair

of curves is good, especially for the Z component. It is significant that

• Local time on[) will be used throughout this report.
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thevariationsof H and D have the same trend for the two locations, while

the variations of Z have opposite trends.

It follows from this that if the So variations are caused by the magnetic

field of a horizontal current, then the latter must be located between Cape

Chelyuskin and Yakutsk. Figure 4 is a graph

I I_ Ic¢4

I I_ Ioo

o I oc=_oo

w

" N LI_Lll
_ m

>

o
.=

to the meridian.

the distance x.

of the relation between AZ, and AZ,, the hourly

variations of the vertical components relative

to the average diurnal values, for Cape

Chelyuskin and Yakutsk respectively.

The table lists the ratios between AZ_ and

AZ_ for several storms. Numbers indicate the

ratios when the relation between AZ, and AZ_

is linear, and lines indicate the absence of a

linear relation. From Figure 4 and the table

it is clear that three significant periods exist

AZ,
for the ratio _. The first period is from

2200 to 0600 and from I000 to 1400, local time;

the second period is from 0700 to I000; and

the third period is from 1500 to 2100. It should

be noted that between 1000 and 1400 the

variability of az,_, is slight.

Figure 5 is a schematic representation of

the distribution of the magnetic-field vectors

of a horizontal current. In the figure, A refers

to Cape Chelyuskin, B to Yakutsk, and h to

the height of the current above the earth's

surface. At point C the proposed current flows

perpendicular to the plane of the drawing. Let

us assume that the magnetic variations at Cape

Chelyuskin and Yakutsk have a single source

with a magnetic moment M = Hr _, where H is

the field strength at the given point and r is the

distance from the source to the observation

point. In this case, for Cape Chelyuskin and

Yakutsk, we find that H,q _ = Hi r:, from which
it follows that

"'-- - U- m (1)
r, - VH' "

From triangle ABC in Figure 5, we have

_ -- (x -- _0' + h', (2)

and also

r;=x' +h', (3)

where d =AB._1800km.

During the period from 0900 to 1400 local

time the currents are oriented perpendicular

Az,
Thus, the ratio K_, for this period can be used to calculate

AZ_
Let us take _ =9.0, and a current height h =300to
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500km/11/. Then, from (1), (2), and (3), we obtain x =1240km for

h =300kin and x =1360km for h =500kin. The latitude variation corres-

ponding to 1 degree of arc is about ll0km. Consequently, the currents

causing the variations at Yakutsk are situated at a latitude of 63 to 65 ° , that

is, in the zone of maximum polar aurora.*

------ C I

/
/

FIGURE 5. Diagram of magnetic field of horizontal linear current.

If we assume that the So variations are caused by a system of electrical

currents in the upper layers of the atmosphere /8, 9, 11/, then spherical

analysis indicates that this current system for the northern hemisphere

consists of four current vortexes. Two vortexes are located on the morning

and evening sides of the polar cap, and two are in the middle latitudes.

According to /11/, over the Soviet Union the centers of the middle-latitude

vortexes pass between 40 and 50 ° geomagnetic latitude and are subject to

seasonal variations. The positions of the centers of these vortexes move

south during the summer and north during the winter.

In view of the foregoing, the seasonal shifts of the So variations at

Yakutsk can be reconciled with the constructed current systems if we make

the following assumptions.

1. During the summer: (a) the middle-latitude vortexes move south;

(b) the morning-side polar vortex moves down toward the south and migrates

clockwise (that is, toward later }tours); the evening-side polar vortex

moves toward the south with its night edge and toward the north with its day

edge.

2. During the winter: (a) the middle-latitude vortexes move upward;

(b) the polar vortexes move in directions opposite to those in which they

move during the summer.

Consequently, the following conclusions can be made.

1. The SD variations at Yakutsk are caused, to a larger extent, by

condensations of the current lines along the zone of polar aurorae, and, to

a lesser extent, by the current lines of the middle-latitude vortexes.

2. The seasonal shifts of the So variations at Yakutsk are caused by

changes in the locations of the vortex centers.

3. The condensations of current lines in the polar vortexes, which are

responsible for the SD variations at Yakutsk, pass closer to Yakutsk

during the summer, at 0800 and 1900 local time.

* Some rough approxinlauons were made in the calculation of x, but this is justified by the fact that the

value was only estimated.
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III. COMPARISONOF THEDIURNALGEOMAGNETIC-
FIFLD VARIATIONSWITHTHE COSMIC-RAY
VARIATIONS

Datafrom theneutronmonitorat Yakutskwereusedfor thiscomparison.
In order to eliminatethe influenceof certainfactorswhicharedifficult to
allowfor, wetried to makethematerialuniform. Thus,theneutrondata
donotcontaindefiniteForbusheffectsor sharpdeviationsdueto other
causes. Thedayswereselectedaccordingto thesamecalendarasthe
magneticdata. Themeanstatisticalerror for theneutronswascalculated
from theformula

M=4_ m = _0.56

where 0.56 is the bihourly statistical error of the neutron recording at

Yakutsk. The neutron intensity is calculated to the 1000-rob level.
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FIGURE 6. Diurnal variations of H, D,and Z for quiet days.

1-winter; 2-equinoxes; 3-summer.

Figure 6 shows the Sq variations of H, D, and Z at Yakutsk, according

to seasons. The Sq variations of H and D are found to increase from

winter to summer, the nature of the variations remaining the same. There

are almost no Sq variations of Z at any time. It can be assumed that

seasonal shifts of the Sq variations at Yakutsk take place only owing to a

change in the intensity of the currents.

Figure 7 gives the diurnal variations of the neutron intensity for winter

(W), the equinoxes (E), and summer (S). The solid curves pertain to quiet

days, and the dashed curves to disturbed days (planetary index Kp_4). A
comparison of the solid and dashed curves confirms the existence of the

obtained diurnal variations. It is evident from Figure 7 that the diurnal

variation of neutrons during the winter has the form of a simple wave with

a single maximum, whereas in the summer and at the equinoxes the wave

is complex, having two maxima. During the IGY and IQSY, the diurnal

neutron variations were subject to pronounced seasonal shifts. A
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comparison of the diurnal variations in winter with those in the other

seasons shows that the latter can be obtained by superimposing a simple

wave with a daytime minimum onto the wave of the winter variations. This

simple wave, moreover, is very similar to the diurnal variation of the H

component for quiet days.
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FIGURE 7. Diurnal variatron of neutron tntensit) at Yakutsk, according to seasons.

W-winter; E-equinoxes; S-summer. Solid curves pertain to quiet days, dashed curves to disturbed days

( Ep_ 4).

Diurnal-variation difference curves for the neutron intensity and the

horizontal magnetic-field component are plotted in Figure 8, for the dif-

ference between summer and winter (a) and between the equinoxes and

winter (b). Tire correlation between the curves is good.
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FIGURE 8. Difference between diurnal variations in summer and winter (a) and at the equinoxes and in

winter (b), for quiet days. Dashed curves show variations of horizontal magnetic-field component,

and solid curves show variations of neutron intensity. Left scale pertains to neutron intensity in percent.

Right scale pertains to horizontal field component Cin gammas).

Next let us consider the diurnal neutron-intensity variations on disturbed

days. Figure 9 shows typical So variations of H, D, and Z at Yakutsk for

summer and winter. The left graph in Figure 10 shows the disturbed

diurnal neutron-intensity variations obtained according to the calendar of

typical So variations in Figure 9. If it is assumed that the diurnal neutron-

intensity variation for quiet days is present on all days, then the subtraction

of this basic variation from the data for disturbed days will give a residual

wave characteristic of the disturbed periods. Such a wave is plotted on the

right graph in Figure 10. In the summer the residual wave for disturbed
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days has two sharp minima, one at 0600 to 0800 and one at 1600 to 1800,

local time. It was pointed out above that, at just these times, the polar

currents responsible for the So variations pass the closest to Yakutsk (the

absence of a residual wave in winter is probably due to the fact that the

selected So days differed little from the quiet days).

Figure 11 shows the differences between the summer and winter diurnal

variations of the neutron intensity and horizontal field component for
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disturbed days. "File correlation between the curves for (AM) and (ANp)is

also good. At the same time, a comparison of Figures 8 and 11 indicates

a poor correlation between the summer-winter difference curves for quiet

and disturbed days. A "well" appears from 1000 to 1800 local time in the

summer-winter difference curve for quiet days, while for disturbed days

the "well" is from 0600 to 1800. Consequently, the seasonal shifts in the
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FIGURE 11. Diflerence bct_,eensummer

and winter dturnat variations of tl com-

ponent and neutron intensity, for

disturbed days.

Solid curve iS H component (±H), and

dashed curve is neutron intensity (±,vo).

Left scale pertains to neutrons and Eight

scale to It component.

diurnal neutron-intensity variation are

different for the different types of

variations (Sq and Srj). However, for each

type, the seasonal shifts of the diurnal

neutron-intensity variation correlate well

with the corresponding /-/-component shifts.

This fact indicates that the shifts in the

diurnal neutron variation from season to

season are closely connected with shifts in

the horizontal geomagnetic-field component.

It will be possible to describe the causes

of the above regularities only after the

latter have been verified using the data of

the worldwide network of stations.

CONC LU SIONS

1. The S_ variations of the magnetic

field at Yakutsk are caused mainly by

systems of electric currents situated in the polar regions. The locations

of these current systems vary from season to season. Condensations of

the current linr_s pass closer to Yakutsk in the summer, at 0800 and 1900

local time.

2. During the IGY and IQSY, seasonal shifts in the diurnal variation of

the cosmic-ray neutron-component intensity took place. If we take the

winter diurnal variation of the neutron intensity on quiet days as the

"normal" variation, then the corresponding diurnal variations on quiet days

at the equinoxes and in summer can be represented as the sum of two

waves: the "normal" wave plus a simple wave with a minimum in the day-

time (Figure 8). The diurnal variation of the neutron intensity for disturbed

days in the summer can be represented as the sum of three waves: the

"normal" wave, a simple wave with a minimum in the daytime (Figure 8),

and a wave with minima at 0800 and 1800 local time (Figure I0).

3. The seasonal shifts in the diurnal variation of the neutron intensity

at Yakutsk correlate well with the corresponding seasonal shifts of the

horizontal component of the geomagnetic field.

The author expresses thanks to A.I. Kuz'min, G. F. Krymskii, and G.V.

Skripin for their valuable remarks and advice, and to G.G. Samsonov and

T.G. Komarenko for their aid in preparing the report.
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A. T. Abrosimov and Ya.L. Blokh

THE STUDY OF SHORT-PERIOD VARIATIONS AND
MICROVARIATIONS IN COSMIC-RAY INTENSITY BY
MEANS OF SINGLE SCINTILLATION COUNTERS

I. INTRODUCTION

Until recently the only time variations of cosmic-ray intensity which

were separately distinguished were long-period variations /1/, (such as the

22-year and ll-year variations), variations with periods of 2 to 3 years, and
annual variations. The other variations which were known previous to the

IGY had durations of the order of days (2?-day, diurnal, and semidiurnal

variations; effects of magnetic storms on cosmic rays; large cosmic-ray

bursts), and they constituted the remaining part of the variation types.

On the basis of the large amount of material collected during the IGY

and after it, however, many studies of variations with shorter periods (of

the order of several hours or even less! were made. The fine structures

of the Forbush effect and the flare effect can be related to these new short-

period variations. For example, the following effects were discovered:

1) an intensity rise prior to a magnetic storm /2, 3, 4, 5/, lasting

some hours;

2) a predecrease prior to a magnetic storm /6, 7/, tasting some hours;

3) an intensity rise at the Forbush minimum /8, 9, 10/, lasting some

hours;

4) effect of nonsimultaneous onset of the main phase of a Forbush

decrease /2/, lasting some hours;

5) effect of disturbed solar-daily variations /11/ having phases some
hours different from phases of quiet-sun variations',

6) effect of short-duration flares /12/, such as the one on 4 May 1960,

which lasted 40 minutes;

7) effect of small flares /13, 14/ lasting some hours;

8) effect of modulation of solar particles by a corpuscular flux at the

time of a large flare /15, 16/, lasting 10-15minutes.

Nearly all the above variations were studied using the bihourly data of

the world-wide system of stations. In only a few cases were 5, 10, ano

15-minute data employed. The data used were, as a rule, averaged over

many stations, so as to enable a more reliable discrimination of the effects.

This was necessary because in certain cases the statistical accuracy of

each instrument was insufficient compared to the amplitude of the effect.
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II. THE NECESSITY FOR NEW INSTRUMENTS TO

STUDY TIIE VARIATIONS

An analysis of these short-period variations having durations of a few

hours or less indicates that they can be studied reliably only via a

continuous recording of the various secondary cosmic-ray components by

means of "superdetectors" (neutron monitors, cubical and azimuthal

telescopes, underground telescopes, and other detectors) having statistical

accuracies of some tenths of a percent for an averaging period of some
minutes.

Such superinstruments are necessary because they will enable a detailed

study of the short-period variations, together with their inherent proper-

ties, for different equipment and for observation points located in different

parts of the world, without averaging the data over many stations. For

instance, in general an intensity rise /2/ depends strongly on the longitude

but depends less on the latitude. The rise at the time of a Forbush

minimum /8/ depends on both latitude and longitude. The effect of the onset

of a sharp drop at the time of a magnetic storm has a sharp longitude

dependence. Finally, the effects of certain small flares /13/ depend on

both latitude and longitude (impact zones).

Most studies of the short-period variations were made using the con-

ventional instruments (standard neutron monitors, cubical telescopes,

underground telescopes, etc.) of the world-wide system of IGY stations.

This made it possible just to gain information concerning the existence of

short-period variations and to find their overall regularities for a whole

series of stations, the data of the latter being averaged over different

station groups for each separate phenomenon. A considerably smaller

system of superdetectors will make it possible to continue studying indi-

vidual geophysical phenomena of interest and also to investigate the proper-

ties of these phenomena for each station separately. This will lead to a

better understanding of the mechanism of short-period variations, and of

all the fine-structure details related to them. In addition, a more detailed

study of electromagnetic conditions in the interplanetary medium, in the

galaxy, in the space around the sun, and in the vicinity of the earth will be

possible, by means of the variations in cosmic-ray intensity. The

establishment of a relatively small system of stations (I0 or 15) with

superdetectors, in addition to the existing stations, will make it possible to

investigate cosmic-ray variations from a new point of view. Thereby an

entirely new stage in the study of the universe by means of cosmic rays
will be initiated.

Microvariations

In addition to enabling a closer study of the above-described short-period

variations, instruments possessing superhigh statistical accuracies will

make it possible to probe a completely new, uninvestigated range of

variations in cosmic-ray intensity, namely the range of variations with

periods of only a few minutes or even less. Let us call such variations

microvariations. Microvariations were first studied at the Cosmic-Ray

Laboratory of the Nuclear-Research Institute at Tokyo /17/. Instruments
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with a high statistical accuracy (0.3% per minute) were employed, which

will be described below. In the Tokyo studies the overall ionizing

component was recorded continuously for a comparatively short period

(April-May 1959). This made it possible to investigate variations of the

short-period fluctuations, with periods from several minutes to several

tens of minutes, which were unrelated to the statistical fluctuations.

Diurnal variations of the amplitude of the short-period fluctuations were

detected. The variation amplitude was 2% and the maximum occurred

between 1300 and 1500 local time. Variations of the average daily values

of the short-period fluctuations were also found, which reached about ±10%

and which correlated with the average daily values of the meson intensity

(correlation coefficient of 48%). Here, the amplitude of the short-period

fluctuations refers to the difference between the largest and smallest

intensity values during a 10-minute recording interval. The detector is

assumed to have a counting rate with an averaging-time constant of

1 minute.

In /17/ the method of periodogram analysis was used to look for periodic

variations of the fluctuations. Data for 26 to 29 May 1959 were used, and

variations with periods between 5 and 50 minutes were sought. No such

variations were found.

Thus, the initial step in the study of microvariations was taken, in that

variations of the fluctuations of the data over some minutes were sought.

In /17/ the possible causes of such variations were also analyzed, such as

changes in atmospheric pressure and temperature and variations of the

geomagnetic field.

III. METHODS FOR STUDYING SHORT-PERIOD

VARIATIONS AND MICROVARIATIONS

Instruments designed to record continuously the short-period variations

must have a high statistical accuracy and must provide data pertaining to

short time intervals (several minutes or less). It is advisable to set up

several identical recording channels (say, from 3 to 5) in order to increase

the reliability of the results. Such equipment will have less rigid require-

ments imposed upon it with respect to stability over long periods (days or

years).
One of the first detectors to provide continuous recording of the short-

period variations of the hard component at sea level was the scintillation

telescope of the MIT group /18/. This supertelescope consisted of three

assemblies, each of which contained 8 circular plastic scintillators I meter

in diameter and 10cm thick. Four of the 8 plastic scintillators were

arranged on one level in a lower row, and the other 4 were arranged in an

upper row. Two parallel photomultipliers, with photocathode diameters of

12cm, were provided for each set of 4 plastic disks. This supertelescope

gave I000 pulses/sec, with an accuracy of 0.4% per minute.

The first supermonitor was constructed in Canada in 1959 /19/. It

consisted of 4 large neutron pulse ionization chambers filled with BF 3 gas.

In 1960 the chambers were replaced by large proportional neutron counters

(2 meters long and 15 cm in diameterl mounted in a cubical graphite

container with a total weight of 22 tons. The statistical accuracy of this

monitor was 0.3% per hour. On the basis of these counters, the
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supermonitordescribedin /20/ was constructed. This is an assembly of

18 neutron counters; the overall area of the lead detector is I8m 2, and the

counting rate is 40,000 pulses/hour
4000
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&
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o

d
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Pulse amplitude

FIGURE 1. Pulse-amplitude distribution for neutron

counter (2600 vohs).

per square meter of detector surface

(one counter). This supermonitor

consists of three sections, each con-

taining six counters. Polyethylene is

used as a moderator and reflector,

instead of the more usual paraffin.

The steel counters have walls 0.8 mm

thick. They are filled with BF 3 gas

(boron enriched by 10 to 96%) to a

pressure of 30cmHg. The differential

amplitude spectrum for this counter is

plotted in Figure 1 (potential of

2600 volts for 20cm Hg pressure).

Usually the counter had a potential of

3500 volts. The total number of neutrons counted by the monitor is equi-

valent to about 7. 105 pulses/hour.

Single plastic scintillators were first used to investigate microvariations

of the general ionizing component in /17/. In this same arrangement the

scintillators enabled a simultaneous study of extensive air showers. The

Tokyo arrangement made use of 10m 2 (10 pieces) of plastic scintillator

material in the single-count regime. A discriminator was used to select

cosmic-ray particles which released around 20 MeV in the plastic

scintillator (for vertically incidentp mesons). This made it possible to

eliminate with reliability pulses due to radioactivity of the air and of surrounding

objects, and also pulses related to the photomultiplier noise. The photo-

multipliers used in the counters were high-stability Dumont 6364 types,

240mm in diameter. The statistical accuracy of the arrangement was 9.3%

per minute.

IV. REQUIREMENTS FOR PHOTOMULTIPLIERS USED

IN SCINTILLATION COUNTERS

When designing instruments for the study of variations in cosmic-ray

intensity, it is difficult to ensure the constancy in time of the equipment

parameters. If scintillation counters are used as pulse transmitters,

moreover, stability of operation of the counter is especially important,

since the photomultiplier operation has a decisive effect upontheperformance
of the equipment as a whole.

Even when the external conditions influencing photomultiplier operation

are stabilized, by providing a high-stability voltage supply for the photo-

multiplier, and by shielding the photomultiplier from large temperature

changes and from electric and magnetic fields, operational instability may

arise due to causes inherent in the technology of preparing and constructing

the photomultiplier. Consequently, the instability can depend considerably

on the type of photomultiplier used in the scintillation counter.

The instability resulting from a gradual change in photomultiplier gain

as time goes by (after thousands of hours) will not be considered here.
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Such changes will naturally take place due to aging of the photomultiplier

and due to changes in its "memory." In other words, instability which

depends on the conditions existing prior to the period of the experiment (for

instance, whether the photocathode was exposed to light or aged in darkness

before the experiment) will be neglected.

The latter two types of instability are easily controlled during the

operation of an assembly of scintillation counters, which is usually operated

for tens, or even hundreds, of hours. Obviously, for such an operating

regime, instability of the photomultiplier associated with its "memory,"

as well as instability due to the finite time required to establish steady

performance of the multiplier, will be unimportant. The photomultipliers

are continually within the lightproof cases of the scintillation counters,

while the time for establishment of stability (about two hours) practically

coincides with the time required to put the entire group of instruments into

operation and to establish the temperature regime for all the electronic

equipment.

However, it is necessary in practice to allow for, and to compensate for

by means of auxiliary circuits, the integral sensitivity of the photomulti-

plier following the period of regime establishment (over several tens of

hours). This is the kind of photomultiplier instability which we have studied.

The types of photomultipliers with louvered dynodes selected for test

were FEU-1I, FEU-13, FEU-14, and FEU-52; the FEU-24 multiplier was

also studied. Photomultiplier types FEU-12, FEU-S, and FEU-33,

respectively, were studied in /21, 22, 23[. A comparison of the

performance of these photomultipliers under identical operating conditions

will indicate which multiplier is the most stable.

The above types of photomultipliers were selected for study because

they are the most appropriate for use in the scintillation counters designed

to record cosmic radiation. Here, such multiplier parameters as integral

sensitivity, photocathode area, amplitude resolution, and resolving time

were taken into account. After additional investigation it will also be

possible to allow for the temperature dependences and the operational

stability. The latter, as will be shown in the following, can be allowed for

by selecting a certain type of photomultiplier for operation. The large

number of photomultiplier types studied is due to the fact that, for large

cosmic-ray scintillation counters, it is not possible to select a single type

of multiplier having large cathode area and the required gain, which in

addition has good amplitude resolution and resolving time. It should be

noted, however, that the new FEU-52 photomultiplier does satisfy both of

these requirements /24, 25[.

V. EQUIPMENT FOR STUDYING THE OPERATIONAL

STABILITY OF PHOTOMULTIPLIERS

All the photomultiplier types listed above were tested for operational

stability by means of a setup consisting of different types of scintillators,

a high-voltage rectifier, an amplitude analyzer, a ratemeter, two

recorders, and a calibration generator. The photornultipliers being tested

operated in three kinds of scintillators. Figure 2 shows a block diagram

of the testing equipment.
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In scintillators D-I and D-2, which differed by the unsoldering of the

constant resistances of the voltage divider, it was possible to select the

potential distribution over the first three and last three photomultiplier

electrodes for individual photomultiplier specimens. The voltages for the

other dynodes were adjusted to the factory-specified values, which as a rule

gave a uniform distribution of potential. The best results were obtained

using the divider recommended in /25/. For the FEU-24 photomultiplier

the voltage was so regulated that, at the time of selection, for the entire

dynode system a constant potential (found experimentally) was maintained

at the cathode gap (between the photocathode and the ring) /26/. The other

type of scintillator (DS-I) was described in /27/.

FIGURE 2. Block diagram of equipment for studying operational stability of photo-

multipliers.

D-1, D-2, and DS-] are scintillators; PS-I-01 and EPP-09 are electronic recording

potentiometers; RM is a counting-rate meter; PAA is a single-channel pulse-

amplitude analyzer; VS-22 is a high-voltage rectifier with electronic stabilization;

I,_ is an LM-type microammeter: /'din is a device for measuring the interstage

voltages of the photomultiplier; ldiv is a milllammeter for measuring the divider

current of the photomultiplier; VS is a stabilized rectifier; CG is a calibration

generator; and /-v is a device for measuring the voltage supplied to the scintillators.

Switching circuits made it possible to use scintillators D-l and DS-I to

study photomultiplier stability under conditions of constant lighting (uniform

illumination of the entire photocathode surface by a constant light source).

The photomu]tiplier output current was measured and recorded on the tape

of an FPP-09 electronic recording potentiometer.

Scintillators D-2 and DS-I were used to investigate the operational

stability of photomultipliers under single-pulse conditions. In this study,

the position of the maximum of the pulse-amplitude distribution was

measured according to the readings of a single-channel amplitude analyzer

and a counting-rate meter RM, operating according to the scheme

described in /28/. The results were printed on the tape of a PS-l-01

recorder. The variation in the position of the maximum of the pulse-

amplitude distribution was determined from the known shape of the

differential amplitude spectrum of the recorded pulses.
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During the measurements the current through the voltage divider for the

photomultiplier was continually checked to see if it was constant. The

operation and calibration of the electronic potentiometers were monitored

by an LM microammeter.

The amplification of a photomultiplier is a function of the voltage of the

power supply. Consequently, to ensure stable operation of the photo-

multiplier, the supply voltage must be highly stabilized. In practice, the

required stability of the power-supply voltage must be an order of magnitude

higher than the operational stability expected for the photomultiplier /29/.
The shift in gain as a function of a change in supply voltage can be written
as

d.M du
--_=C.n" u '

where n is the number of photomultiplier dynodes, and c is 0.7 /26/.

In our experiments the voltage for the electrical circuit of the photo-

multiplier was supplied by a VS-22 high-voltage rectifier with electronic

stabilization. The stability of the output voltage of this power supply is

better than ± 0.01% and for continuous operation it is better than ± 0.05%.

The positive terminal of the power supply was grounded.

In spite of the fact that grounded-photoeathode operation ensures high
stability, the connection used in this case facilitates measurement of the

average output current of the photomultiplier /30/. It is true that switching
operations in the electronic potentiometer which change the polarity of its

circuit are also necessary /31/; however, operation with a grounded positive

terminal does not require the use of condensers with high working voltages.

VI. RESULTS OF THE PHOTOMULTIPLIER TESTS

Tests were run on 20 specimens of the FEU-24 photomultiplier and on

20 specimens of photomultipliers with focused multiplying systems.

The FEU-11, FEU-13, and FEU-14 photomultipliers were operated under

conditions of average anode currents of about 35 to 40pa. Photomultipliers

with fused dynodes have higher stability when large currents are used, in

comparison with those having antimony-cesium dynodes /32/. Therefore,

these photomultipliers were tested at increased output currents, in order

to provide a better check of their unstable operation. Above this value of

the anode current, most photomultipliers cannot in general maintain steady-

state operation, even if the additional current increase is only 10or 15pa.

The results of the tests of louvered-dynode photomultipliers indicated that

only specimens with instabilities not exceeding 1% (from 7 to 10% of those

tested) can be selected for use. The FEU-24 photomultipliers were tested

for currents of about 2 or 3pa. This value of average anode current

corresponds to the operating conditions for the photomultiplier in a non-

shielded scintillation counter 0.5 m 2 in area, when it is exposed to particles

from the cosmic-radiation background at sea level. For currents of tens

of pa, moreover, the operational instability of these photomultipliers
increases sharply.

The instability of the FEU-24 photomultipliers was several times

greater than that of the FEU-11, FEU-13, and FEU-14 photomultiphers,
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specimens known to have high instability having been selected beforehand.

Let us note teat, apart from the selection, it is important here that the

photomultipliers operated with low output currents, so that changes in the

gain of the photomultiplier were determined only by the last electrode and,

consequently, were less than the changes at high anode currents.

All the photomultipliers were tested over a period of about 30 hours. In

order to evaluate the expected operational instability, it must be taken into

account that the scintillators employed in cosmic-ray detectors usually

operate under field conditions. Thus, an additional change in the photo-

multiplier gain can take place depending on the temperature of the sur-

rounding medium. If the temperature fluctuations are of the order of tens

of degrees, then for certain types of photomultiplier this change may be

comparable to the level of operational instability considered above.

The temperature stability of photomultipliers depends greatly on the

photocathode material and on the method used to attach the cathode.

FEU-11 photomultipliers, which have a photoeathode with a metal backing,

possess a high stability.

VII. STABILIZING TtIE OPERATION OF

SCINTILLATION COUNTE FIS

Thus, for various reasons, the unstable operation of a photomultiplier

leads to instability of the scintillation counter as a whole. Even for

selected photomultipliers, moreover, this instability is quite considerable.

The data obtained show that counters used for variation studies require

additional automatic devices which will stabilize their operation.

Stabilization by the use of special dynode characteristics is possible

/33, 34, 35/. However, such stabilization, which is quite simple to carry

out technically, has several shortcomings. The reduction of the gain of

the stabilizing dynode lowers the gain of the entire photomultiplier. More-

over, the focusing conditions are disturbed because of the nonproportional

change in the dynode potentials, so that the range of gain variation is

limited

Stabilization by means of external feedback loops is a popular method

/36, 37/. Using feedback, it is possible to affect the electronic circuits

following the photomultiplier as well (preamplifier, amplifier, etc.), so

that compensation for a change in the amp}itude of the photomultiplior output

pulses will take place irregardless of the point of origin of the instability.

This method, which is more involved than the first one and which com-

plicates the construction of the equipment, has several significant advantages.

It does not decrease the photomultiplier gain, and also stabilization turns

out to be possible over a wider range. Working signals passing through

the amplifier stage of the scintillation counter can be used as control

pulses.

This method was suggested, for example, in /38, 39/. These studies

made use of the fact that there is a quite pronounced peak in the spectrum

of the cosmic radiation recorded by a scintillation counter. Since this is

the case, two differential channels with thresholds situated on the two sides

of the maximum can be connected, the counting rates in the two channels

being equalized, in such a way that a change in the gain of the counter will
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result in a change in the counting rates in the channels. By means of

differential counting-rate meters, a difference in the counting rates of the

channels can be converted into a potential difference which will actuate the

regulating mechanism.

To provide control pulses from auxiliary sources, either pulsing light

sources or the monoenergetic radiation from a radioactive preparation /37/

are usually employed (the latter produces a standard pulse of light when it

is totally absorbed in a scintillator). In the absence of Compton blurring,

no pulses are produced in the low-energy part of the spectrum obtained.

This method has been called the method using pilot radiation (or a pilot light

source). It is convenient to use _-emitting elements (such as radium D

or plutonium 239) as the radioactive preparation.

Control via a feedback loop is possible either using a discrimination

circuit and amplifier or else using the photomultiplier itself plus a

programed high-voltage power supply

An auxiliary crystal can be inserted together with the radioactive pre-

paration, in order to simplify the control circuit Also, the light emitted

by the basic scintillator can be attenuated additionally. If this is done, the

pulses from the pilot source will have a greater amplitude than any pulses

from the main scintillator. If the counting rate is then converted into a

potential difference across some condenser, it is possible to compare this

voltage with some standard reference source The voltage difference

obtained from this comparison is fed into the amplifier grid loop of the

regulating circuit. In this way, for the energy range of the spectrum around

2MeV, the calibration drift was less than 50keV.

By using pulsing light sources as a pilot source, it is possible to

increase the output-amplitude stability of the photomultipliers of counters to

some tenths of a percent. However, as pointed out above, the scintillation

counters in question are intended to operate under field conditions, in the

presence of considerable fluctuations in the surrounding temperature.

Under such conditions, the indicated stabilizing device will be ineffective,

due to differences in the spectral compositions of the light from the source

and the actual light from scintillations. An additional variation in the

amplitude of the photomultiplier output pulses, associated with temperature

variations of the spectral response of the photocathodes, will be observed.

It is easy to provide a regulating device by using a high-voltage photo-

multiplier supply whose output voltage can be varied according to a

specified program /40/. If its general specifications are good (stabiliza-

tion coefficient of output voltage correct to ± 0.01% and pulsations not

exceeding 5mv), such a source can guarantee a voltage change in accordance

with the commands of a programing device with a quite high rate The

variation of the response rate of the rectifier to the commands given is

specified.

In conclusion, let us note that another means of increasing the opera-

tional stability of scintillation counters is possible. Special photomulti-

pliers have recently been developed which are characterized by extremely

high stability /41/ One such unit is the new FEU-9367-V photomultiplier,

which has antimony-cesium dynodes and a louvered multiplier system.

The quantum yield of the photocathode is 12%, for radiation with a wave-

length of 4200A; the photocathode response is 70 to 100_a/lumen. This

photomultiplier is recommended for use in cases when high stability of the
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gain is required, and when good linearity of the photomultiplier charac-

teristics is important Finally. the ratio of dark current to gain for this

photomultiplier is also good.

Institute of Terrestrial Magnetism,

the Ionosphere, and Radio-Wave

Propagation. USSR Academy of Sciences

Scientific-Research Institute for

Nuclear Physics, Moscow State University
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M.M. Daion and G.A. Leksin

SPARK DETECTORS FOR CHARGED PARTICLES (Synopsis)

During the last two or three years a very promising new method for

recording charged particles and studying elementary processes has been

worked out. This method, which saw a rapid development both in the Soviet

Union and abroad, makes use of spark detectors (counters and chambers).

Spark detectors make it possible to observe the trajectories of charged

particles and to determine their coordinates with a high accuracy.

Such detectors are controlled instruments. Since their memory times

can be made very short (some fractions of a microsecond), they can be

used successfully in intensive particle fluxes. On the other hand, detectors

of this type can also be made with long "memories" (hundreds of micro-

seconds), which is necessary in certain special experiments.

A very important feature of spark detectors, even those with large

dimensions (areas of thousands of cm2), is that they are simple to construct,

stable in operation, and do not necessitate high material costs during

manufacture. They can be made entirely in laboratories possessing large
material and technical resources.

Spark-chamber applications are particularly promising for cosmic-ray

research in that such relatively simple, controlled detectors of particle

tracks can be constructed with large dimensions and still have good spatial
resolution.

For studies made from aircraft, artificial satellites, etc., an additional

advantage of these detectors is light weight.

In this report, a brief introduction dealing with the history of the subject

is followed by a discussion of the different types of spark counters and

chambers, and of their characteristics and structural features. As an

example, some more important studies with accelerators and cosmic-ray

studies are cited, in which the new method was applied. In particular, we

noted the wide use of spark chambers in the research works reported at

the Conference on the Physics of High-Energy Particles at Geneva in 1962.

It is enough to point out that the most interesting experimental studies

related to the detection of V, and V_ could not have been made without using
spark chambers.

The entire contents of the report can be found in the survey "Spark

Detectors for Charged Particles" (Preprint, Institute of Theoretical and

Experimental Physics, USSR Academy of Sciences, No. 77, 1962).

Institute of Theoretical and Experimental

Physics, USSR Academy of Sciences
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N.N. Nurgozhin and R.A. Narn

AN AIR-FILLED SPARK CHAMBER

We constructed a small experimental spark chamber in order to become

familiar with the operation and construction of spark chambers, with a view

toward building a large, multitayer chamber to record showers caused by

high- energy cosmic- ray particles.

VS-]2

Coincidence

circuit

Discriminator

!

Phase inverter

Dela> line

pulse generator

Doubling

ckcuit

Amplifier

Scaling unit

Cathode

follower

FIGURE 1, Block diagram of experimental _,quipmcnt,

The experimental equipment (Figure 1) consisted of the spark chamber,

a high-voltage generator, and auxiliary electronic circuits (high-voltage

20kv rectifier, control circuit, etc.). The spark chamber was a stack of

plane-parallel plate electrodes, assembled of four, three, and two plates
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180X100mm 2 in area and 3mm thick; the plates were separated by

cylindrical Teflon disks. The interelectrode gaps constituted the working

volume of the chamber, in which the trajectories of charged particles were

recorded The distance between electrodes was determined by the height

of the cylindrical spacers, which could be varied from 2 to 6ram. The

electrodes were polished rectangular steel plates with rounded-off edges.

The chamber was placed in a transparent Plexiglas case with a cover. The

working mixture used was air at atmospheric pressure. The sparks were

observed visually through a side wall of the case, and also by means of

millimeter graph paper, which was introduced into the spark gap, and

which, when the spark current was high enough at the point of breakdown,

q,Z

IOO

8o

60.

40

20.

iII
I/

U, kv

I0 I4 18

FIGURE 2. Chamber efficiency

q as a function of amplitude of

high-voltage pulses.

1- d=2mm; 2-d _4mm;

3-a=_mn]; Vcl-0 volts, Tde 1-

- 0,6 _ sec.

had a hole burned in it with a diameter of about

0.1mm. The introduction of the millimeter

graph paper, by the way, did not make the

chamber work less effectively.

The spark chamber, which was devised as a

spark counter with a pulse voltage supply /1/,

was controlled by a telescope consisting of two

rows of MS-6 Geiger counters, one located

above the chamber and one below it. The

dimensions of the rows of counters were such

that cosmic-ray particles recorded by the

telescope passed through the sensitive volume

of the chamber.

Pulses from the counters were fed through

shaping muttivibrators to a two-channel coin-

cidence circuit with a resolving time of about

10 -_ sec. The discriminated and amplified

pulse from the coincidence circuit then actuated

a high-voltage pulse generator, employing a

type TGI-1 325/16 hydrogen thyratron. When

the thyratron was triggered, a pulse was fed

to the chamber electrodes; this pulse had a rise

time of about 0.06 microseconds and an ampli-

tude approximately equal to the peak anode

voltage (5 to 16kv) of the thyratron, and it decayed exponentially gd=

= 0.2 _sec).

The delay between the passage of a cosmic-ray particle through the

chamber and the delivery of a high-voltage pulse to the chamber electrode

was 0.6/asec

To check the background of random breakdowns of the high-voltage

generator, a relaxation oscillator which was not associated with the passage

of charged particles was used; this oscillator employed an MTKh-90

thyratron with a frequency of 40 pulses/minute The number of random

sparks amounted to I or 2%.

The operation of a spark chamber has, to a considerable degree, the

properties of an individual spark gap with the same construction and supply
as an air-filled counter.

In /2/ it was shown that, for a spark chamber (10X4cm 2) consisting of

four spark gaps with an interelectrode distance of 2mm and filled with air

at atmospheric pressure, a spark breakdown occurs, as a rule, only at
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one gap (and at only one point in this gap). When we used four electrodes

separated by 2ram, a spark breakdown occurred in only one of the chamber

gaps, although there were cases of two or more simultaneous breakdowns.

Discharge in the chamber began at a

1oo-

80

2o0 400 600 'R,o_ms

FIGURE 3. Efficiency as a function of limiting

resistance R.

V= 13R_; Vcl=0; Tdel-0. L;pLSCC.

voltage of 8 to 10 kv. The efficiency

of a single chamber gap reached about

98% for a fixed value of the clearing

field (Vcl= OI and a delay time of

0.6_sec.

Improvement of the chamber

operation using three electrodes was

attained by selecting a limiting

resistance (R--400ohms), connected

in series with the chamber, when a

discharge took place simultaneously in

the two gaps, for a voltage of 14 to

16 kv and a 2-mm interelectrode

distance (efficiency of about 80%).

For the chamber with two electrodes,

the efficiency was plotted as a function of the amplitude of the high-voltage

pulse (Figure 2), the interelectrode distance, and the value of the limiting

resistance (Figure 3).

For an increase of the interelectrode distance from 2 to 6 mm, the

beginning of the plateau shifts toward higher voltages. In this case the

efficiency reaches about 100%. It should be noted that the efficiency drops

with an increase in the limiting resistance. A similar result is observed

for an increase in tile chamber capacitance with a fixed value of the limiting

resistance (R--200ohms). This can be explained by the action of the pulse

front: before the pulse reaches the maximum value, required to detach an

electron from an oxygen molecule, it accelerates tile ions and brings about

an action similar to that of the clearing field. An increase in RC makes

the field act on the ions for a longer time, and consequently it reduces the

efficiency

The preliminary results indicate that, for a specified selection of the

chamber parameters and circuit, it is feasible to record cosmic-ray

particles using air-filled spark chambers.

Students V. :\. ]_ ikhoded and V. K. Shirokii participated in _his study.

S.M.Kiro\ Kazakh

Sta_c Univcrstp_,
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M.I. Pate and Yu.T. Lukin

P%
A SPARK COUNTER FOR RECORDING COSMIC-
RADL4 TION PARTICLES

Recently many articles have been published, in the Soviet Union and

e]sewhPr'e, on spark counters and chambers intended for research in the

physics of high-energy particles. Cranshaw and de Beer /I/ were the first

to d¢'monstrate that the efficiency of a charged-particle detector increases

sharply if, in place of a constant voltage, a high-voltage pulse is applied

to the counter electrodes after the passage of each particle.

This report deals with the design of a spark counter of large area,

operating in conjunction with an ionization calorimeter and photographic

enmlsions. The efficiency of such a counter will also be studied.

+12kv

GC _ TGI 1 _--_.._

FIGURE ]. Block diagram of the equipment.

_-gcnerator; 2-coincidence circuit; 3-delay line; 4-stage

for shaping the delayed pulses; 5-camera circuit,

A diagram of the experimental equipment is shown in Figure I. A

Geiger-counter telescope (GC) connected in coincidence emits a pulse when

an ionizing particle passes through the spark counter (SC). This coincidence

pulse triggers a circuit which feeds a high-voltage pulse to the electrodes

of the spark counter

The triggering pulse actuates a mechanical counter which registers the

number of coincidences, and also a type FR-2 photographic recorder which

registers the number of breakdowns. The number of breakdowns is deter-

mined both visually and audially. In order to determine the number of

spurious breakdowns of the spark counter, pulses were fed to the coincidence

circuit from a relaxation oscillator. The triggering frequency of the

oscillator was 0.23 cps.

The resolving time of the coincidence circuit was about 4psec. A type-

SN delay unit served as a delay line for counting coincidences and anti-
coincidences.

1814
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Thedelaytimeof thehigh-voltagepulsewas3/_sec. In orderto clear
thespark-countergapof "old" ions,a clearingfield of from 0 to 300volts
wasappliedto thegapat pointsA andB.

60

2O

6

.J
? /

8 tO v, kv

FIGURE 2. Spark-counter efficiency as a function of potential diflerence

between electrodes(t=31_s, Vcl =0 w_lts). Numbers next to ellrves

denote mterelcctrode distance.

The spark counter consisted of two parallel aluminum plates 23 X30cm 2

in area and 3mm thick. Plexiglas knobs were placed between the plates,

and by varying the height of the knobs it was possible to vary the gap

between the plates. Gaps of 1, 1.5, and 2mm were used. The aluminum

plates were polished to a mirror finish and their edges carefully rounded

to eliminate edge effects.

60

20

6 8 I0 ¢,kv

FIGURE 3. Efficiency for random and spurious breakdowns, as a function

of potential difference between electrodes (t= 3_s, Vcl =0volts),

The experimental efficiency was determined as the ratio of the number

of breakdowns to the number of coincidences. Cranshaw and de Beer give
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a theoreticaldeterminationof theefficiency,assumingthatthepresenceof
a negativeionin thegap,at themomentwhentheappliedhigh-voltagepulse
reachesa critical value,is a necessaryandsufficientconditionfor
triggeringa sparkdischarge. In this casetheefficiency e of thecounter
equalstheprobabilitythatanionwhichcanbringabouta breakdownbein
thecountergapat thetime whenthepulseis fed in. Thus

e= I -- exp[ -- n(d-- v0], (1)

where n is the specific ionization of the ionizing particle in air; d is the

distance between the plates; t is the delay time of the arrival of the high-

voltage pulse; and v is the velocity of the ions (equal to Kb, where K is

the ion mobility and b is the clearing-field voltage).

Formula (1), however, does not give the counter efficiency as a function

of the amplitude of the high-voltage pulse. Some investigators ]1, 4, 5 /

have indicated that there is a definite critical value of the high-voltage pulse,

beginning at which the counter efficiency remains unchanged with an in-

crease in pulse amplitude (in ocher words, that a "plateau" exists). We

studied the efficiency of a spark counter as a function of the applied high

voltage for gap distances of 1, 1.5, and 2ram. The results are plotted in

Figure 2, where the abscissa is the high voltage at the thyratron anode

(measured to within ± 0.1 kv) and the ordinate is the efficiency. The

measurement errors cited are statistical.

Tim curves for the efficiency as a function of the high voltage show that

a definite critical value of the pulse amplitude does exist. We also

measured the number of random and spurious breakdowns for the same

voltages (Figure 3). The figure shows that for a gap of 1 mm there is a

"plateau" between pulse amplitudes from 6.5 to 7.5kv, where the efficiency

for random and spurious breakdowns depends only slightly on the pulse

amplitude. In our opinion, this "plateau" is a result of random coincidences

E,_. X

60

20

0 /6 32 48

FIGURE 4. Effect of pulse-delay time on counter efficiency (I) and on

efficiency for random and spurious breakdowns (11). Here. V = 10 kv,

Ocl_0 volts, and d=l.5mm.

produced because of the finite resolving time of the circuit. A further

increase in the amplitude of the supply pulse leads to a sharp rise in the

number of spurious breakdowns. A similar situation exists for other gap

distances. Thus it is clear that the operating point for the counter should
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be chosen somewhere in the region of the "plateau" of the efficiency for

random and spurious breakdowns, in spite of the fact that at these voltages

the efficiency for counting genuine pulses has not yet reached the satura-

tion level.

For a gap of 1.5mm, the efficiency of the spark counter was determined

as a function of the delay time of the high-voltage pulse and also as a

function of the voltage of the positive clearing field. The results are plotted

in Figures 4 and 5. A change in delay time from 3 to 60_sec was found to

reduce the efficiency from 95 to 83%.

6o

2%
60 140 220 $00 ¢cl,

FIGURE 5. Effect of positive clearing field on counter efficiency.

Figure 4 also shows the efficiency for random and spurious breakdowns,

which remained constant (about 20%) within the limits of measurement error.

If the number of random breakdowns is subtracted, by the way, the number

of spurious pulses is negligible (about 1 to 5%).

This indicates that a spark counter of this size and with this gap between

its plates can be used successfully, along with an ionization calorimeter, to

study tile interaction of cosmic-radiation particles with matter.

CONC LUSIONS

1. Values of the supply voltage for a spark counter were recommended.

2. It was shown that the efficiency of a spark counter depends not only

on the strength of the electric field but also on other structural features

of the counter', the remaining parameters being the same.

3. A spark counter 23X30cm 2 in area with a 1.5ram gap can be used in

conjunction with an ionization calorimeter to study high-energy cosmic-ray

particles.

The authors oxpress thanks to A. A. Enin and to S. K. Vasilevskaya for

their daily help in setting up and adjusting the experimental equipment and

in carrying out the measurements.

Nuclear-Physics Institute of the

Academy of Scienccs of the

Kazakh SSP,
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I. Ya. Chasnikov

THE USE OF 8 ELECTRONS TO DETERMINE THE

NATURE AND ENERGY OF CHARGED PARTICLES

In nuclear-emulsion studies of the cosmic radiation, 6 electrons are

often used to determine the nature of the primary particles. Since the charge

distribution of the primaries is intimately associated with the origin of the

primary radiation, this subject is being given a great deal of attention by

cosmic-ray physicists.

The charge of the particles is determined from a simple relation

obtained by transforming the Rutherford formula for the interaction of the

atomic electrons of the emulsion material with nuclei. The number of 6

electrons with energies between TI and T2 produced by a rapid charged

particle with a charge z will be

where N is the number of electrons per cm a of emulsion, l_c is the velocity

of the incident particle, and m is the electronic mass. In determining N_,

6 electrons with energies TI_ 1.5keV and above are counted, since they

usually leave tracks of four or more grains in the emulsion (including the

grain at the track of the primary). The value of Ts is about 7.SkeV, or for

slow particles T_=[2[_/(l--[_')].mc 2. In practice it can be assumed that T2

always corresponds to T_,_.
It should be noted that the use of expression (I) to determine the charge

involves several assumptions. First, in the derivation of (I) it is con-

sidered that the atomic electrons are free. In reality, many of the electrons

in the silver and bromine atoms of the emulsion have orbital velocities of

about 0.I, which is not much less than the velocities of 6 electrons with

energies of TL ([_0.25)/I/. Formula (i) does not take into account the

spin of the interacting particles either. It is assumed that N_ is practically

independent of the velocity of the incident particle for [_ 0.75 /2/. There

are also some experimental difficulties related to counting the 6 electrons,

such as distinguishing genuine 6 electrons from false (background) ones.

The number of background electrons depends on the amount of hme the

emulsion is exposed, on the way it is prepared, and also on the subjective

errors of the experimenter. Evaluations of the number of background

electrons vary considerably from author to author and also for different

experimental conditions (from several tens of electrons to several electrons

per cm I /3-8/. Thus the value of N_ given by (I) is only approximate.

Consequently, it is reasonable to make calibration measurements for the

tracks of the particles of known charge and velocity.
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Table 1 lists experimental data on the number of b electrons produced

by protons with energies of 2, 4, and 9 BeV in NIKFI-R emulsions and by

20-BeV protons and 17.5-BeV u mesons in llford G5 emulsions.

TABLE 1

Year of ac-
Emulsion

celerator
type

experiments

NIKFI-R Dubna 1960

1961

1961

1961

[ifotdG5 Geneva 1961

1961

Nature of Energy of

primary primary

particle particle, BeV

Proton 9

9

4

2

20

n meson 17.8

N_

per cm

8.9 ± 0.3

7.5 ± 0.3

9.4 ± 0.7

10.9 ± 0.3

12,0.8

9.2 ± 0.8

Nd

per cm

2.50 _0.16

1.49 _0.13

3.00±0.39

2.2 ±0.16

1.93,0.25

1.70 ±0.29

In the NIKFI-R emulsions, b electrons were counted over a total track

length of more than 5 meters, and in the Ilford G5 emulsions over about

0.5meter. Table 1 gives theaverage values of Na for clear cases of 6

electrons and also for doubtful cases (Nd). The errors in the determinations

of N_ and N_ are statistical.

TABLE 2

No. of plate N a per cm

18 7.8 ± 1.0

28 9 ± 0.8

99 9.1 ± 0.5

133 9.5 _1.2

176 8.9,0.8

199 8.8± 0.7

The number N d includes 6 electrons which could not be definitely

established (when a track may have been made by a 6 electron, by a back-

ground electron, or by a random accumulation of grains). Unskilled

observers obtain values of Nd which differ considerably, and which may

be quite high. However, dependable counts of Nd for the emulsions indi-

cated will generally fluctuate about average values of 2 or 3. In the 6-

electron count the four-grain criterion was applied. As Table 1 shows, the

average number of 8 electrons differs somewhat for different emulsion

batches. In the Ilford G5 emulsions Na was higher than in the NIKFI-R

emulsions. The blob density for the primary tracks, on the other hand, was

less (15-19 and 22-24 per 100_).

Table 2 lists the values of Na for different photographic plates from a

single stack of NIKFI-R emulsions exposed in 1960. No dependence of Nb on

the number of the plate is observed. Measurements show that no dependence

of Nb on the immersion depth of the track into the emulsion exists either,

which is very important from the methodologicat point of view.

In 1961 stacks of NIKFI-R emulsions were exposed twice, almost simul-

taneously. One stack was exposed to 9-BeV protons and, in a perpendicular

direction, to 2-BeV protons. Another stack was similarly exposed to 9-BeV

and 4-BeV protons. This made it possible to ascertain the dependence of N_
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on6- As TableI shows,suchadependencedoesexist. For thefirst two
protonenergies,formula(1)givesa ratio N_2/Ns, of 1.12, whereas experi-

ment gives 1.45± 0.07. Correspondingly, for the 4-BeV and 9-BeV protons

these ratios are 1.04 and 1.26±0.II. The discrepancies are apparently due

to the assumptions mentioned above. The assumption that Ns is constant

for I_>0.75, for example, is not satisfied.

If sufficient statistical data are available (the track length must be

several cm), N_ as a function of _ can be used to determine the nature of

a singly charged particle according to the number of _ electrons. For

this, the approximate value of p_¢, which can be determined from multiple-

scattering measurements, must be known. This method is applicable in

the range 1.5BeV<p_c<2.5BeV, when it is impossible to ascertain the

nature of the particles from measurements of the ionization and of p_¢ /9/.

The energy (more precisely, y = I/_q--Z_ 2) of a primary particle can be

determined by measuring the angle of emergence and the kinetic energy T

of an energetic 6 electron. The kinematics of the elastic interaction

between the particle and an atomic electron of the emulsion material gives

the following formula /10, I 1/:

F r±2_ '
T = k 2n_ _ -- T tg _ O] 'j'"

If the approximate value of pfic is known, then it is also possible to ascertain

the nature of a singly charged particle /9/. However, very few 8 electrons

are useful in this respect. Table 3 shows the calculated and experimental

valuesof n_, the number of _ electrons with T>IMeV, as functions of ¥,

for 10cm of the track of a singly charged particle.

I AB1,E :_

n_ ca kulated

tze t:xp_,rimenlal

:t .1

1.8

i ±0.3

10.5 27

2.38 2.45

1.9 ,__h5 1.5 _ u.5

For multiply charged particles, n, is higher by a factor of z2. The

experimental value of n, includes only those electrons which are suitable

for the measurement of multiple scattering. A somewhat more detailed

discussion of the determination of _ particles by means of energetic 8

electrons is given in /9/.

In conclusion, I wish to thank Zh.S. Takibaev for his interest in this study

and also Z. V. Anzon for his aid in processing the experimental material.

Nuclear-Physics Institute of the

Academy {,f Sciences of the
Kazakh SSR
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E.T. F_'antsuz

THE ORGANIZATION OF STRATOSPHERIC CO&'_IIC-

RAY OBSERVATIONS AT APATITY

Cosmic-ray observations in the stratosphere are being organized at the

Cosmic-Ray Laboratory of the Polar Geophysical Institute. Measurements

of the cosmic-ray intensity are to be made with a counter telescope and an

individual counter borne aloft by sounding balloons. The telescope consists

of two STS-6 gas-discharge counters separated by a 7-am thick aluminum

shield. The individual STS-6 counter is directed toward the zenith.

The new radiosonde design worked out in the laboratory differs from the

designs hitherto used for such purposes /1, 2/. The coincidence circuit

and transmitter modulator were constructed using P13 transistors. The

resolving time of the coincidence circuit is 20 psec and the input capacitance

is 10ppf. The duration of a transmitter pulse is 500_sec. The radiosonde

transmitter is built according to the A-36 radio-unit circuit used in the

A-22-III meteorological radiosonde, and it operates in the 200-Mc range.

The radio-circuit supply comprises two copper magnesium chloride

batteries especially designed for radiosondes. The battery, which weighs

about 200 grams, can provide a current of about 25maovera2-hourperiod,

at a potential of 50 volts. The use of such batteries n_,akes it possible to

reduce considerably the weight of the radiosonde.

The high-voltage circuits of the gas-discharge counters and of the

transmitter anode are supplied by a voltage converter employing a P26

transistor. The 390 volts across the STS-6 counters is stabilized by means

of an SG-301S corona-discharge stabilitron tube. The total weight of the

radiosonde is less than 1 kg.

Test flights of the radiosondes are now being n_ade at the experimental

base of the laboratory, which is equipped with an aerological pavilion and

a receiving point.

Polar Geophysical Instltu/t',
Kola Branch of USSR

Academy of Sciences
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N67-.382.32.

R.Z. Denikaev, E.V. Kolomeets, L.V. Kozak,

L.A. Mirkin, B.A. Prilepskii, and V.G. RoshchuOkin

OPERATION OF A NEUTRON MONITOR AND

st-MESON TELESCOPE

I. The neutron monitor at the Cosmic-Ray Station of the Kazakh Slato

University was designed especially for studies of cosmic-ray variations, in

accordance with the IGY program /1[. The monitor has been in operation

since 1957. Due to unreliable functioning of the monitor subassemblies,

certain changes and additions, in both the circuits and the construction of

the monitor, were necessary. The main changes and additions made were

the following.

0.36P-35 Choke ./_E_I

-_-- _ ._ _ 50 I

To preamp- I Jsoo- ('-I-N ("l-'x "W,,,j_J r'am_

FIGURE 1. Power-supply circuit for first tube of monitor preamplifier.

1. In order to reduce charge leakage at the insulator surfaces, calcium

chloride driers were inserted in the connecting high-voltage chassis, and

all tbe high-voltage conductors were shielded to eliminate inductive pickup.

2. All the switching condensers, bothin the amplifier and in the scaling

unit, had to be replaced by condensers with higher working voltages (500-

600 volts).

3. The one-watt plate-load resistors in all the amplifier stages, as well

as the cathode resistor of the output stage (6NIP tube}, were replaced by

two-watt and four-watt resistors.

4. The operating regime selected for the ballast tube (03B17-35)

stabilizing the heater current of the preamplifier tube in the SCh-3 assembly

(at any rate for the equipment manufactured in 1956-1958) was obviously in-

correct. This circuit had to be changed to the one shown in Figure 1.

5. From the very first, it was found that for a scaling factor of 16 the

SB-1M counter (numerator} often operated at the 8th and 12th pulse and,

in addition, gave "double" pulses. This malfunction was also characteristic

of the five reserve units available at our station. It was eliminated by

changing the operating regime of the 6NISP tube (power amplifier) to con-

form with the circuit in Figure 2.

6. To check for constancy of the gain of the monitor, a 3G-10 oscillator

is used in conjunction with a diode voltmeter employing a 6X6 tube. The

rectified current is measured by means of a laboratory milliammeter with
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a high accuracy (0.1%) Both the input and output voltages of the amplifier

are measured by such a voltmeter.

The diode heater is stabilized by means of a ballast tube. The same

oscillator (3G-10) is used to calibrate the Schmitt discriminator, since the
"threshold of discriminator triggering"

1.2k

t¢°

,, /ft.

'DH_ " II 47obr_

o-tm_[
tom

of the scale division in the SCh-3 Unit does

not correspond to reality.

7. In the first version of the photo-

recording equipment (FR), PK-10 scalers

FIGURE 2. Power-amplifier circuit of

output stage of scaler.

were used. However, their performance

was completely unsatisfactory. There-

fore, this memory unit was replaced by

SB-1M numerators, controlled by ordinary

blocked multivibrators.

8. For greater reliability, a second

FR unit was assembled and put into

operation. This completely excluded the

possibility of data losses due to one of

the FR units getting out of order, due to

incorrect exposure, and due to unsuccessful processing of the film.

9. The relay indicating termination of the film was moved to the intake
of the film winder. Thus, data losses while the end of the film passes

through the film winder are completely eliminated.

10. To enable automatic recording of the atmospheric pressure with an

accuracy up to 0.1rob, a differential pressure transducer was designed,

and its readings photographed onto the main film /2/.

As a result of the foregoing revisions and additions, the operation of

the neutron monitor at the Cosmic-Ray Station of the Kazakh State University

has been very stable for four years.

II. Since 1962, an azimuthalg-meson telescope has been in operation

at the Cosmic-Ray Station. This telescope is designed to record

continuously the directional intensity of the hard cosmic-ray component.

The telescope consists of four identical sections. Each pair of sections

records particles having equal zenith angles but opposite azimuths. Thus,

a double recording of the intensity from each direction is made. The two

pairs of sections are mounted on a frame and, by means of a special fly-

wheel rotating the sections about a horizontal axis, are swung up to the

required zenith angle (from 0 to 60°). The telescope frame is mounted on

a platform which rotates about a vertical axis, giving the required azimuth.

A block diagram of the telescope is shown in Figure 3a.

Each section of the telescope consists of three trays of counters, each

tray containing 4 SI-SG counters connected in parallel. In order to isolate

the hard component, a lead shield 10era thick is introduced between the

lower and middle trays.

Each counter tray has its own quenching circuit (Figure ab), which cuts

off the trailing edge of the pulse and thereby increases the service period

of the counter by a factor of 2 or 3. Except for some minor changes, the

quenching circuit follows the plan described in /3/.
The quenching-circuit parameters are as follows: duration of quenching

pulse 20_sec, rise time 0.5psec, amplitude _100 volts, amplitude of

output pulse fed to coincidence circuit 35 volts.
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The counter trays are connected in threefold coincidence, the coincidence

circuit being constructed with DG-Ts27 crystal diodes.

_ ColorII FR I
circuit ][ [

I IN.m_,-I
_. [ ator J

[ Corunter H Quench HI Discri- I _
_ II minator I

I I I'mPl"erl

a
._25ov

b

FIGURE 3. Block diagram of i_-meson telescope.

SB-IM

6PtP

The coincidence circuit provides an output pulse with an amplitude of

II volts; it has a resolving time z =Ipsec, and a selection coefficient K=

-- 16. The signal amplitude A for which the clrcuit begins to operate

normally is 8 volts.

The pulses from the coincidence circuit are fed to an amplitude discri-

minator employing a 6NI5P tube. The discrimination threshold can be

regulated by means of a potentiometer. When the discriminator is triggered,

it sends out a standard rectangular pulse.

The pulse is then fed from the discriminator to a calculating machine,

the B-2 radiometer. The high-voltage stage of this radiometer is used to

supply the SI-5G counters.

SB-IM doubling counter-numerators are mounted at the signal panel of

the neutron-monitor photorecorder. Therefore, their readings can be

recorded on photographic film every 5 to 15 minutes.

In conclusion, the authors wish to thank Senior Engineer Yu. Kapitonov

for his advice and assistance during the study.
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I.N. Kapustin and A. V. Kapustina

A POSSIBLE CAUSE OF INSTRUMENTAL ERRORS

FOR A NEUTRON MONITOR

The cosmic-ray variations recorded by a neutron monitor consist of the

true variations plus the statistical scatter of the readings. The scatter

should conform to a Poisson distribution:

p. _e ..... (1)
n]

A study of the statistical scatter of the readings of a standard neutron

monitor, however, made on the basis of five-minute data, indicates that it

lies far outside the limits of the Poisson distribution.

/

A _77

//
/i

2/

I00

• \

.40 _k_

-20

. ,'s ,f2 4'8._4

P
tO0

/ \
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-6_ 4'8 J'2 _; _; j_ 4'8.64

FIGURE 1. Distribution curves for readings of sections A and B of neutron monitor, before

soldering the counters.

1-actual distribution; 2-Poisson distribution.

Figure 1 shows the distribution curves for the instrument readings,

relative to the arithmetic mean values for sections A and B of the monitor.

Each of the curves was plotted according to 380 measurements of the five-

minute data. During the processing, the arithmetic mean was computed

separately for each two-hour interval, as well as the number of deviations

from this mean toward each side. The dashed lines show the curves con-

structed according to formula (I). In order to explain the deviations from

the Poisson distribution, it was assumed that the increased scatter is

caused by the presence of an oxide film which forms at the contacts of the

high voltage and the central counter electrodes.

The connection between an SNM-8 counter and the electronic circuit is

shown schematically in Figure 2.
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Due to the presence of an oxide film on tile contacts, the latter are

insulated from the counters; breakdown of the film will occur only when a

certain potential difference between contacts and counters is attain(,d.

Consequently, the potential on the counter case (Ucotm) will not be equal to

Ucont , and it will vary as shown in the graph of Figure 2.

Ucont

Ucoun
I

/"

FIGURE 2

I0o

-60 \

-40 \

-20

/6 3'2 4'8 +64

FIGURE 3. Distribution curvt' for_eadings of

section B of neutron monitor after soldering
[h_ counters.

The step curve in the figure shows the variation of the potential on the

counter case. When the voltage is connected, the oxide film breaks down

(point I), due to the large potential drop between the power-supply contact

and the counter case, and so the potential on the case becomes close to the

power-supply voltage. As a result of energy consumption during the

formation of pulses in the counter, the potential on the counter case drops

by stages (points 2, 3, 4, and 5). Since pulses occur very rarely (8 to 10

pulses/rain), an oxide film is able to form once again between the contacts

Finally, the potential difference between the counter case and the contact

becomes so great that the film breaks down again (point 6). This produces

a negative potential drop at the case, which may reach some tens of milli-

volts. This drop reaches the amplifier input through the internal capacitance

of the counter and is recorded as a spurious pulse.

It can be demonstrated that, at the contact of the central electrode, the

situation will be the opposite, so that some of the pulses will be lost. The

number of extraneous pulses counted, as well as the number lost, can vary

considerably as a function of the surrounding conditions and time, and they

may produce spurious intensity variations. In order to provide an experi-

mental check of the foregoing assumption, all the contacts which could

contribute to the spurious scatter of the counts were soldered. The curve

of the pulse distribution relative to the arithmetic mean values, plotted

from 380 measurements of the five-minute data after soldering of the

counters, is shown in Figure 3. This curve fits the Poisson curve very

well.

It should be noted that, before this study was made, the "Schmitt"

univibrator of the standard neutron monitor was replaced by a semicon-

ductor univibrator (Figure 4). This was advisable since, from the begin-

ning, the circuit did not possess a stabilized dead time, which could be

varied (depending on the discrimination level, the pulse amplitude, and the
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amplification)from 20to 100t_sec.Sincetheintervalsbetweenpulses
producedby starsin theleadshieldlie in this range,themagnitudeof the
additional variations may have been considerable.

'5k (

P-t6 [_lok [ 5tk

,ok',

F1GURE 4, Circuit of discriminator-univibrator.

o -8

6.8k

tp-9

Output
OX.r

DCommon

Discriminator

The dead time selected for the discriminator was lt_secf 10%, a value

which exceeded considerably the possible intervals for pulses from a single

star.

Polar Geophysical Institute,

Kola Branch of USSR

Academy of Sciences
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I.N. Kapustin

VISIBLE RECORDING OF THE COSMIC-RA Y INTENSITY

BY MEANS OF A MULTIPLE-POINT AUTOMATIC
PO TENTIOME TER

At the Cosmic-Ray Station of the Polar Geophysical Institute, a six-

point2.5-secondEPP-091V] automatic electronic potentiorneter with a 100-my

scale is used to duplicate the recordings of the main recorder of the neutron

monitor data.

At present recordings are being made using only two channels of the

neutron monitor, with hourly time markings. In principle, however, this

setup can be used for simultaneous recordings on six channels. If a

12-point potentiometer is used, moreover, recordings can be made on 12

channels. The number of pulses received during five-minute time inter-

vals are recorded on chart tape. Thepotentiometer is switched in by means

of a contact clock and is switched out automatically at the end of one cycle

of operation.

From the output of each section of the neutron monitor, the negative

pulses being recorded are fed through the filter R,C2 to a shaping univibra-

tor. Then they are fed to a scaling unit, consisting of six stable triggers

(semiconductor circuits)., with an overall scaling factor of 64,

The outputs of the triggers are connected through resistors R,5 through

I I
R_, to the summing resistor /_. The conductances _',sthrough _ are

proportional to the discharges of the corresponding triggers. Consequently,

the current through RE will be approximately proportional to the number of

pulses stored in the scaling unit /I, 2/. In this case the nonlinearity of the

circuit is less than 0.I_.

The EPP-09MI automatic potentiometer /3/ used in the setup has been

altered somewhat (see diagram). The measuring bridge has been

completely disconnected, and the remaining circuit elements (amplifier with

reversing motor, slide wire, and channel selector) are connected as shown

in the circuit diagram. Resistors R2, and R22 were added to the potentio-

meter circuit. The "alternating-cycle" mechanism and the "mechanism

for checking and establishing the working current" have been disconnected.

In the normal state the contacts of the two selectors are at the six

commutator segments. Upon closure of the five-minute contacts of the

clock, a negative pulse is fed through diode D-2, ,929, and C,0 to the winding

of the relay RP-4. The relay is switched and actuates a second relay,

which: (1) turns on the motor drawing the tape; (If) applies voltage to the

vibrating-reed converter [chopper]; and (Ill) applies plate voltage to the

amplifier output tubes (the first two amplifier stages and the filaments of

all the tubes are constantly connected).
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Simultaneously with the drawing of the tape, the sliding contacts of the channel

selector begin to move over the commutator segments. When the first positions

are contacted, one amplifier input is connected to Rr_ (section- A summing
resistor); the second is always connected to the slide wire.

The voltage across REA is proportional to the accumulated information

from section .4. Therefore, at the amplifier output a signal controlling the

reversing motor is produced. The motor shifts the moving contact along

the slide wire until the voltages at the two amplifier inputs are equal.

A record is then printed out on the chart tape, while the sliding contacts

of the channel selector proceed to the second commutator segments At

this moment the voltage supply (8 volts) is disconnected from resistor R2s,
and condenser C7 discharges through the internal resistance of the dis-

charge loop of the triggers, through the forward resistance of the D-2

diode, and through resistor R,s.

A positive triggering pulse is fed to the bases of the left transistors in

the trigger circuits and they drop to zero. Rs4 and Ce are noise filters.

At the second position of the channel selector, a voltage proportional to

the number of pulses in section B is applied to the slide wire, etc. The

fifth commutator segment serves as a time-marking recording, the _ime

markings being fed through resistors R_0 and Rs, from the hour contact of

the clock. To mark the time, the potentiometer makes a dot at the 100th scale

division. This dot also serves as a control in case the chart tape goes off to the

side. At the sixth channel-selector position, a pulse is applied to the

second winding of the RP-4 relay (through the D-2 diode, R,6, and C9). The

relay then operates and switches out the potentiometer.

Information begins to accumulate in the triggers immediately after dis-

charge. This continues until the moment when the result is printed out,

_fter which the process is repeated. The time interval between the

printing of the data for the preceding five minutes and the beginning of the

accumulation of new information (the dead time of the system) is less than

one second for each five minutes (about 0.3%), and it is maintained by the

stability of the power-supply system. For a maximum power-supply in-

stability of± 10%, the instability of the information toss will be about 0.03%.

The contact-starting clock of the standard neutron monitor is used to

indicate the five-minute and hourly time intervals. Three of the four teeth

on the contact disk for 15-minute closures were filed off.

The photographic recorder was converted to hourly photographing of the

counter panel. This facilitated the data processing and reduced the

expenses for movie film to one fourth of the original amount.

Polar Geophysical Institute,
Kola Branch of

USSR Academy of Sciences

Institute of Space-Physics Research and
Aeronomy, Yalmtsk Branch of Siberian

Division of USSR Academy of Sciences
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AN AUTOMATIC PROGRAMED SCALER

The automatic programed scaler is intended for research work with
radioactive materials. It can be used in cases wherestatisticallydistributed

pulses are to be recorded.

The scaler consists of the following basic units (se,- diagram): first

counting channel; second counting channel; time channet; code converter;

output unit; programing unit; recording device; and power supply.

The first counting channel contains the following elem_-nts.

1. The recorded-pulse switch $1, which enabtes the separation of posi-

tive, negative, or both [positive and negative] puls_s. This switch also

feeds time-channel pulses to the input of input unit IIT-1.

2. Input unit IU-1 shapes the recorded pulses and switches them to _he

input of the counting channel. The negative-pulse amplifier employs a

P-403 transistor with emitter load; for positive pulses the collector is

loaded. The control by the input unit is effected by means of connecting

[go] and disconnecting [no-go] pulses. Upon reception of a go pulse, the

signals entering the input unit are fed to the counting channel. When a no-

go pulse is received, the counting of pulses ceases.
3. Counting decade 12h is made up of transistor elements. The decade

consists of four triggers, a diode switch, and an information-readout

system. The basic element of the decade is a symmetric automatic-bias

trigger made up of P-403 transistors.

4. The six counting decades D_ through I_, which operate at lower

frequencies, are made up of binary units. A P16B transistor is used in the

second decade of each channel, and Pl3A transistors are used in the other

decades. The basic element of each decade is a binary unit, which

possesses a high working reliability and at the same time is sufficiently

rapid-acting (more than 50,000 pulses/see).

5. The noise-eliminating circuit NEC-1.

6. The nine-step register of information-readout drift. The basic

element of the drift register is a ferrite-diode unit. Blocking oscillators

BO-29 and BO-8 are used to control the drift register.

The second counting channel is constructed analogously to the first and

contains the same elements. In addition, an alternate-operation switch Sit

is provided, which uses the pulse disconnecting the first channel to connect

the second channel, and vice versa. An OR-gate circuit designed to switch

the information signals to the code-converter input during readout is pro-
vided for both the first and second channels.

The time channel contains the following elements:
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1. A 10-kc quartz-crystal master oscillator QO, employinga P13A

transistor with a grounded collector and a capacitive divider.
2. A three-stage buffer amplifier.

3. A dynamic trigger DT1, designed to switch the pulses fed to the input
of the first divider of the time channel.

4. 23-stage ferrite-triode units UN-1 through UN-23.

5. A dynamic trigger-switch DT 2 for switching the readout of the infor-
mation from the counting channels.

The time channel makes it possible to obtain control pulses at the

following time intervals: 10 -4' 10 -3 , l0 -_, 10 -1 , l, 2, 5, 10, 20 seconds; 1,
5, 10, 20 minutes; 1, 2, 3, 6, 12 hours; 1 week.

The code converter is intended to convert the four-digit binary-decimal
parallel code to the standard five-digit parallel code II of the standard

telegraph apparatus (STA).

The code converter contains 14 ferrite cores with rectangular hysteresis
loops, conforming to the number of converted combinations. The core

corresponding to a given code combination is selected by means of switching
units. Current coincidence is used in this code converter, in contrast to

a diode code converter, in which voltage coincidence is used. Diode code

converters have several shortcomings. First of all, high-quality diodes
with specially selected forward and backward resistances are required.

Also, to operate a diode code converter, timing pulses of short duration

and large amplitude (T=2psec; U =50 volts) are necessary, and these are

difficult to obtain by means of semiconductor circuits. Moreover,

high demands, with respect to the working voltages on the condenser of the

coupling quadripole, are imposed upon the input register controlling the

operationot the code converter. The code converter using ferrite cores
with rectangular hysteresis loops, however, does not have these short-
comings.

The output unit converts the parallel five-digit code coming from the
code converter into the type-II telegraph code.

The programing unit is made up of: switches $6, $7, and Ss for selecting

the appropriate signals from the time channel; switches S 3 and S 4 for the

pulses connecting and disconnecting the input unit; switches $9 and St0 for

the information-readout pulses; switches S1 and S_ for the input units of the

first and second channels; switches Sla and Sh4 for the pulses from the first

and second channels when the input unit is disconnected; switches Fh and

for connecting and disconnecting the time channel; knobs K 1 and K_ for

connecting and disconnecting the time channel and counting channels; and

switch Fhl for alternate operation of the channels. The basic element of the

programing unit is the time channel, since it generates almost all the
control signals.

The recording device is a printing standard telegraph apparatus (STA),

which prints out seven-digit figures corresponding to the number of pulses

collected in the counting channels. Simulators SIM-1 and SIM-2, which

provide identification combinations, are used to identify the channels. The

letter "Sh" is used to identify the first channel; in the five-digit code the

combination of this letter is 01011, while in the four-digit code it is 0101.

The simulator for the combination 0101 is made up of two PP-24 rings. The

letter "Yu" is used to identify the second channel; in the five-digit code the

combination of this letter is 11001, and in the four-digit code it is 1101.

The simulator for the combination 1101 is made up of three rings.
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The scaler can operate according to the following prespecified programs.

I. For a given time lag, the number of pulses for one or two counting

channels are counted. For example, the number of pulses from two pulsing

units during 5 seconds are counted, the pulses from the first unit being

negative and those from the second being positive and negative. The pulse

range is ± 10 to 12 volts. In order to carry out the assigned program, the

following switchings are necessary: S l is set to position 4; $2 to position3;

S 3 to I; S 8 to 3; S7 to 4; $11 to I; S9 to 2; $i0 to I; $12 to l; and S_ to 3.

After the indicated switchings, the "start" button is pressed.

2. _qeasurements are made at definite time intervals, the interval

between successive measurements and the time lag being specified. For

example, measurements are made at 10-second intervals, the time lag

is 5 seconds, and the measurements must last for at least 24 hours. The

measurements are terminated by command of the operator. The data of

the recorded pulses will be the same as in the first case. To carry out

this program, the following switchings are necessary: S5 is set to position I,

and the other switches are set to the same positions as in the first program.

The beginning of operation, and the readout of information from the first

and second channels, are also as in the first program. After completion of

the first cycle, the dynamic trigger DT I will not be disconnected; the next

pulse for switching in the input units, which follows 5 seconds after these

units are disconnected, will put them into operation again. Five seconds

later, the keys, the information readout, etc., will be disconnected. The

measurements will continue as long as the dynamic trigger DT I is not

switched out.

3. Since the scaler has two counting channels, continuous measurements

are possible. In this case the channels operate alternately: when the first

channel is connected for measurement, readout of information from the

second takes place. For example, continuous monitoring by a single pulsing

unit is to be carried out without any information loss, over a period of at

least three days. The delay time is 5 seconds. The pulsing unit provides

positive pulses. In this case the pulsing unit must be connected to the first

and second channels. Switches SI and S 2 are set to position 5; $11 is set to

2; and $I0 is set to 2. The other switches are set to the same positions as

in the second program. Five seconds after switching on the dynamic

trigger DTI, the first-channel input unit is connected; the second-channel

input unit was switched out, but the pulse disconnecting it is the signal for

information readout. Zeros are printed out on the tape, along with the

second-channel mark. After a delay of 5 seconds, the pulse switching out

the first channel connects the second channel for operation. The readout

of information from the first channel begins simultaneously. The cycles

will be repeated until dynamic trigger DT I is switched out.

4. For a specified number of pulses, it is possible to measure the

interval of time during which the pulses were collected. In this case only

_ne counting channel is used. The time intervals are recorded in the

channel which is not used for counting pulses. The accuracy of the report

depends on the frequency stability of the quartz-crystal oscillator. Since

the instability of the oscillator frequency is 5.10 -5, the time error for

a 24-hour period will not exceed 1 second.

5. The scaler can be used to record the time between any two short-

duration processes. In this case one channel is used, and it is connected

to the time channel. The input unit is operated by the pulses between which

it is necessary to measure the time.
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As required, various other programs can be set up for the scaler,

including remote-control switching in and switching out. The device can be

used for frequency comparison and frequency measurement, and (by means

of certain simple attachments) it can be used to measure the phase
difference between two periodic oscillations. The scaler can also be used

as a recording-printing apparatus for the multichannel processing of in-

formation. Using converters which change continually varying quantities
into discrete quantities, it is also possible to use the scaler to record

current voltages and other electrical and nonelectrical quantities.

Using the standard telegraph code II and simultaneous perforation of the

tape during recording, the problem of information exchange between

individual points and the computing center can be solved successfully.

Institute of Inorganic Chemistry,
Siberian Division of USSR

Academy of Sciences

APPENDIX

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS OF SCALER

1. Maximum counting rate

2. Input-pulse amplitude (both polarities)

3. Output resistance of pulse source

4. Rise time of pulse

5. No. of channels for simultaneous counting

6. Maximum channel capacity

7. Instability of time-channel quartz-crystal
oscillator

8. Time channel provides signals for programed

switching on of the scaler after

and signals for display after

9. Power consumed by scaler:

without digital printer

with digital printer

10. Overall dimensions of equipment (without STA)

l 1. Weight of equipment (without STA)

500 pulses/sec.

5 to 20 volts.

less than 10 k.

less than 0.5psec.
2.

107.

less than i 5- 10 -5 .

2, 5, 10, 20see

1, 5, 10, 20 rain,

1, 2 hours;

1, 2, 5, 10, 20see,

1, 5, 10, 20min,

1, 2 hours.

24 watts;

100 watts.

540X360X300.

about 20 kg.
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